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ABSTRACT 
The thesis is a philological examination of the first part of the manuscript AM 764 
4to, written in Northern Iceland in the latter half of the fourteenth-century. 
The first part of the dissertation deals with paleographical and 
orthographical features of the codex which reveal that the book was in all 
likelihood produced in a scriptorium in Skagafjbr6r c. 1376-1386. An overview is 
given of previous scholarship concerning the manuscript and its content. 
The main section is devoted to discussion of the content of folios 1-23 of 
the codex. It is argued that instead of being a haphazard collection of unrelated 
texts, the first half of the book was conceived as a whole, and that the aim of the 
scribes was to produce a survey of the history of the world organised into aetates 
mundi. The sources for the different passages in this history are clarified and the 
scribes' treatment of these sources is viewed against parallel Old Norse works. 
Special attention is devoted to Bible translations. 
The third section begins with an overview of the development of universal 
history in the Middle Ages which subsequently serves as a basis for discussion of 
the place AM 764 4to has within this tradition, with regard to Latin works as well 
as vernacular ones. It is argued that the book was written for the nunnery at 
Reynista6ur in Skagafj6r6r and may have served as a schoolbook. 
The last part of the thesis contains a diplomatic transcription of the text of 
folios 1-23v4. 
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PREFACE 
To what extent did the rise of saga literature of Iceland depend on foreign 
influence and learning? This issue has long divided scholars in the field of 
Icelandic studies and been a source of fruitful debate and, occasionally, some less 
illuminating diatribe. As an undergraduate at the University of Iceland I was 
struck by how relatively little research had been done into many of the texts that 
constitute the corpus of foreign learning translated into Icelandic in the Middle 
Ages. It seemed to me that knowing which works were studied and translated in 
Iceland in this period was a prerequisite for any pronouncement on the ideas 
which could have influenced the writers who committed vernacular literature to 
vellum. 
The vast fields of medieval learning opened up to me during the year I 
followed the MA-programme in Medieval studies at the University of Toronto, 
Canada, and the basis I acquired there has proven invaluable. After I returned to 
Iceland I developed an interest in compilations and the principles governing their 
make-up. This was partly influenced by trends within the so-called 'new 
philology' which seeks to place the context of texts in context, so to speak, by 
looking at how texts are grouped together in manuscripts and what that says about 
the purpose and uses of the books. It was in fact in a philology class with 61afur 
Halld6rsson that I first heard of AM 764 4to. When I later, under the guidance of 
Sverrir T6masson, started searching for an interesting compilation which could 
serve as subject for a PhD thesis, 764 again came to my mind. It soon showed 
itself to be an ideal project - it had never been edited as a whole, it seemed to be 
a complicated, even a slightly ridiculous miscellany and it was filled with all sorts 
of material which doubtless was mostly foreign in origin. 
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When I moved to London in 1993 to take up a post at University College, 
it seemed wise to move the project as well and write it as a PhD thesis in 
Scandinavian Studies at the University of London. I was singularly fortunate in 
that Peter Foote was willing to supervise my work. We soon agreed that a study of 
the whole manuscript would be too large a task for a thesis and decided that I 
would edit and comment upon the first half which constitutes a chronicle divided 
up into eight ages. The result is the current work which falls into four parts. The 
first part is centred on the paleographical and orthographical features of the 
manuscript and also gives an overview of earlier scholarship concerning 764. The 
second part constitutes the bulk of the thesis and examines the various texts which 
make up the chronicle. The third part aims at placing the chronicle in 764 in 
context with regard to European works of a similar kind and earlier vernacular 
attempts at world history, and showing the purpose the book is likely to have 
served. Finally, a transcription of the text of the chronicle follows as an appendix. 
The research for this thesis was mainly carried out in four institutes/libraries: 
University College London, The Warburg Institute, London, Det arnamagnwanske 
institut, Copenhagen and Stofhun Arna Magnfissonar, Reykjavik. I am greatly 
indebted to many people at these institutions and beyond. In Copenhagen I would 
like to thank Matthew James Driscoll and Jonna Louis-Jensen as well as the other 
members of staff at AMI and J6n Eiriksson librarian at the Royal Library 
Copenhagen. The staff of the Amamagnxan Dictionary have similarly been 
generous with their advice and expertise and I would like to thank, in particular, 
I)orbj6rg Helgad6ttir and Veturlibi 6skarsson (now at Uppsala University). Dom 
Rainer Berndt (Frankfurt) and Dom P. M. Bogaert (Louvain) kindly responded to 
my queries on medieval exegesis and I am grateful to Gunnar Har8arson 
(Reykjavik) for directing me to these scholars. Mdr J6nsson (Reykjavik) helped 
with issues concerning Arni MagnAsson and Steffin Karlsson (Reykjavik) 
answered many a question on paleographic matters. I am also grateful to Ray Page 
and Gill Cannell, librarian, both at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, for their 
assistance. In London I had the good fortune of participating in the medieval 
postgraduate seminar at UCL, organised by Richard Perkins, and the Old Norse 
reading group, Or6henglar, where I had the opportunity to present my work and 
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received constructive criticism and much help from, in particular, David Ashurst, 
Alison Finlay, Richard North and Orri V6steinsson. Gunnb6runn Gu6mundsd6ttir 
took me walking when relief was called for. 
The first grant for this project came many years ago from Minningarsj66ur 
J6ns J6hannessonar. Since 1993 1 have thrice received a stipend from Den 
arnamagnmanske Kommission, enabling me to spend a month or two, each time, 
in Copenhagen, working with AM 764 4to. The UCL Graduate School and the 
Department of Scandinavian Studies jointly funded the purchase of photographs 
of the manuscript. The department also granted me sabbatical leave in the spring 
of 1997 and a travel grant from the Dean's Fund paid my fare to Reykjavik and 
Copenhagen on three occasions. 
The work on the thesis was carried out alongside my other duties, first as 
Halld6r Laxness lecturer in Icelandic language and literature in the Deparment of 
Scandinavian Studies, University College London, and then, for the past months, 
as a member of the staff at Stofnun Arna Magrifissonar, Reykjavik. I should like to 
thank my colleagues for their patience and support, in particular Michael Barnes 
who was Head of Department during most of my time in London, and V6steinn 
61ason, director of Stofnun Arna Magnfissonar. Special thanks are also due to two 
other colleagues at the SAM, 61afur Halld6rsson who first drew my attention to 
AM 764 4to and later read through a version of the first section of the thesis; and 
Sverrir T6masson, who has taken active interest in my work ever since I began my 
graduate studies. My greatest debt is to my supervisor, Peter Foote. If the work on 
764 sometimes seemed like aj ourney through a labyrinth, it was comforting to be 
guided by one who at least pretended to know the way out. I have profited 
immensely from his learning, and the thesis from his editorial pencil. The 
blunders that remain are, needless to say, my own. 
My family has been a constant and vital source of encouragement and I 
thank them all, but especially my mother, Signýn Arnad6ttir, - she taught me to 
read. 
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A note on spelling and reference practices 
A transcript of the text of the chronicle in AM 764 4to is provided in Appendix II 
with abbreviations silently expanded. In cases where a word is indicated by its 
first letter only, followed by a dot, the expansion is shown in brackets. In the main 
bulk of the thesis quotations from the text are normalised. The normalisation takes 
some notice of the orthography of the scribes. No distinction is, for instance, made 
in the quotations between the phonemes /q/ and /o/ - both are rendered as 6. 
Spellings in -ft have been adopted instead of -pt and the middle voice ending is z. 
Endings for the article (n. ), past part. and 2 nd pers. pl. of verbs are in -t. 
Punctuation and diacritical marks have been added. When parallel texts are 
compared, attention is drawn to similar wording by the use of italics but 
dissimilarities are given in bold. (The reader should be aware that unavoidable 
complications in the printing of Old Icelandic characters result in those appearing 
bold and italicised. ) 
References to editions and studies are given in footnotes, except for a few 
frequently cited editions where abbreviations are used. The footnotes are 
numbered consecutively within each of the four main sections of the thesis. A full 
reference is given the first time a title appears within a section, thereafter the work 
is referred to by author's surname (full name in the case of Icelandic authors) and 
short title. Icelandic authors are listed under their first names in the bibliography. 
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ABBREVIATIONS 
(For bibliographical details cf pp. 306-316. ) 
Ai Alfrx6i fslenzk 
AMKat KAlund. Katalog over den amamagnmanske hdndskriftsamling 
ANF Arkiv f'dr nordisk filologi 
ANOH Aarboger/Annaler for nordisk oldkyndighed og historie 
BHL Bibliotheca Hagiographia Latina 
AS Acta, Sanctorum 
BiblAm. Bibliotheca Amamagnwana 
CCCM Corpus Christianorum Continuatio Mediaevalis 
CCN Corpus Codicurn Norvegicorurn Medii Aevi 
CCSA Corpus Christianorurn Series Apocrypha 
CCSL Corpus Christianorum, Series Latina 
CSEL Corpus scriptorum ecclesiasticorum Latinorum 
DACL Dictionnaire d'archdologie chrdtienne et de liturgie 
DI Diplomatarium Islandicurn 
DMA Dictionary of the Middle Ages 
DTC Dictionnaire de thdologie catholique 
EdArn Editiones Amamagnwanx 
EETS Early English Text Society 
EIMF Early Icelandic Manuscripts in Facsimile. 
Etym. Isidorus Hispalensis. Etymologiarivm sive originvrn libri xx. 
Hdndskrift- 
fortegnelser Ame Magnussons i AM 435 A-B, 4to indeholdte 
Hdndskriftfortegnelser 
HMS Heilagra. Manna Sogur 
IM Honorius Augustodunensis. Imago mundi 
I0 Islandske Originaldiplomer 
im islensk mi6aldahandrit 
JwCI Journal of the Warburg and Courtauld Institutes 
KBKat KAlund. Katalog over de oldnorsk-islandske h5ndskrifter i det Store 
kongelige bibliotek. 
KLNM Kulturhistorisk leksikon for nordisk middelalder 
LdM Lexikon des Mittelalters 
LfrhK Lexikon flür Theologie und Kirche 
MGH Monumenta, Germaniae historica 
PL Patrologia Latina 
PMLA Publications of the Modem Language Association of America 
STUAGNI, Samfund til udgivelse af gammel nordisk litteratur 
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1. THE MANUSCRIPT 
1. Description and histoly 
The quarto which bears the number 764 in the Arnarnagnwan collection is a 
vellum manuscript, now consisting of 43 full-sized leaves and 5 smaller leaves, 
some mere slips. Two small leaves, once appended to ff. II and 15, seem to have 
been lost and there are five lacunae in the latter half of the codex. Exactly how 
many leaves have been lost there is impossible to determine, not least because 
the manuscript is not made up of regular gatherings. As the diagram opposite 
shows, ff. 1+16 and 2+15 hold together the first part of the manuscript, inside 
them are smaller quires, in or between which four small slips have been inserted 
as ffi 2bis, 3bis, 4bis and 9bis. Folios 18+31,19+30 and 20+29 are the backbone 
of the second large gathering which has, in addition to normal bifolia, five full- 
sized single leavesi and one smaller (18bis). The remainder of the codex is made 
up of three bifolia and six singletons. To these are to be added two leaves 
catalogued as fragment m in AM 162 fol. which belong in the lacuna after f 40.2 
(These two leaves are not enough to fill the lacuna. ) Just as it is impossible to 
know how many leaves the manuscript originally contained, the lacunae make it 
difficult to assess whether the existing leaves, as now bound, are in the original 
order. The foliation numbers are in a nineteenth-century hand. 
1 Fol. 17 has been sewn to the 18+31 bifolium. 
2 61afur Halld6rsson (ed. ) 61afs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta M. (EdArn A3. ) Kobenhavn (in 
spe). 
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-1 A 
-2 A 
2bis D 
3 A 
3bis 1 
4 AB 
4bis E 
-5 BC 
6 DE 
7 E 
8 E 
-9 E 9bis 1 
10 fýV FGJE 
11 G 
*llbis 
12 G 
13 F 
-14 BH 
-15 HA 
1 5bis 
16 A 
17 AF 
-18 A 
l8bis j 
- 19 A 
20 AF 
21 FB 
22 A(? ) 
23 A(? ) 
24 A(? ) 
25 A(? ) 
26 A(? )H 
1 27 
28 
A 
A 
29 A 
30 A 
-31 
A 
32 H 
33 HK 
lac. 
34 F? B 
lac. 
35 BO 
lac. 
36 EI 
37 IE 
lac. 
38 GO 
39 0 
40 OFG I 
lac. AM 162 fol. m< 
41 AO? 2 
42 AE? 
43 0 (various) 
Fig. 1- The gatherings. The capital 
letters denote the various hands, those 
responsiblefor the chronicle onff I- 
23 are given in bold. Unidentified 
hands in the second half of the codex 
are referred to with '0'. 
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In his catalogue of the Amamagnzean collection KAlund gives the format of the 
codex as 26.6 x 17 cm which is too generous - the largest leaves are no more 
than 26 x 16.5 cm. and some of the single leaves which have been added to the 
quires are considerably smaller, not to mention the slips. Many of the leaves are 
damaged - with slits, blots and stains. They were, indeed, not all perfect 
in the 
first place. There are, for example, some original holes in the manuscript, see ff. 
29 and 35, the comer of f. 25 was cut off before writing and a slit in f. 28 has 
been sewn together, perhaps before writing. Folios 36v-37 and 42v32-43r are 
palimpsests. 
The text is written across the page and the number of lines on each full 
page varies from 36 to 48, although 41 lines is most common. Initials are in red, 
green-blue or grey-white (former yellow? ) ink, rubrics in red or grey-white. 
The manuscript is accompanied by a short list of its contents (on two 
folios), drawn up by Ami Magrifisson and four slips with Ami's notes. At the 
end of the list Ami touches on the history of the manuscript: 'Mig minner eg 
hafe feinged betta fra Bw [= Gaulveýabxr in Fl6i, Amessýsla], mun, 6efad, hafa 
tilheyrt Skalholltz kirkiu, og slxdst frd Skalhollte til Bxjar, epter andlat Mag: 
3 Bryniolfs'. Subsequent notes reveal that Ami did not acquire the 43 leaves of 
the manuscript all at once. He says he acquired f. 38 separately but believes it to 
have come originally from Skdlholt. 4 Ami also records that ff. 39-43 came to 
him inside a codex of annals from Skdlholt5 and that two further leaves came 
from the Rev. Da6i Halldorsson in Steinsholt, but Da6i's daughter had acquired 
them from Gaulverjabxr. 6 Which two is not immediately clear. Someone (J6n 
Sigur6sson perhaps) has added the conjecture '37-38T to Arni's note, but in the 
light of the other notes (cf. above) it is not likely that Ami was here referring to 
f. 38. A closer look at Ami's list of contents provides the solution. In the list, the 
sixth age of the world is not followed by the seventh and the eighth, as one 
3 Mindskriffiortegnelser, 40-41. 
4c a] Bladed sem ýacl wfintyr er a [i. e. about J6n biskup Halld6rsson], hefe eg feinged sierj lage 
... ' (cf Mindskriffiortegnelser, 40). On another note slip: (recto) Ira Skalhollte mun ýetta vera 
i 
fyrstu. (cc)' (verso) '(x] ecki stendr ýad annars, i neinu athendingar registre, so ýad kynne'. 
5 Mndskriffibrtegnelser, 40. 
6 This information is found on a note-slip not printed in H6ndskriftfortegnelser: 'Dess[e] 2. bl6d 
eru komin til dottur S' Dada I Steinshollte fra Gaulveria bw i Floa, enn eg feck ýau hiti Sr Dada. 
J Bw er eckert meira ýar af. inqvisivi. S' Halldor Torfason seiger mier, ad ýesse bl6d hafi flxkst 
ýar (i Bw) i rugle, og veit eckert vidara, ýar af, hverki hvadan bau sieu, nie hvernig hattad hafi 
vered. hafe og eckert Wdara ýar af, eda veit sig nockurn tima haft hafa. ' 
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would expect, but with the Life of St Malcus (now ff. 27-28). This, in turn, is 
followed by f. 38 (iEvintýri af J6ni biskupi Halld6rssyni) and the five leaves 
which Arni had acquired from Skdlholt. Ami acknowledges in his notes that he 
7 has probably not, put these in their correct place within the codex. To the St 
Malcus entry Ami adds 'desunt ultima' which indicates that he had not noticed 
that the conclusion to the vita is found on f. 29. It is likely, therefore, that he had 
acquired these two leaves, ff. 27-28, separately and that they are the ones he 
refers to in his note about Rev. Da8i and his daughter. 
Ami transcribed the text on ff. l-3rl6 as well as the annals on ff. 41-43. 
The former transcript is on ff. 17-28 in AM 765 4to in the Arnamagnacan 
Institute in Copenhagen, probably written sometime after 1720.8 The latter has 
the number 423 4to, written around 1700 according to KAlund. 9 There are other 
eighteenth-century transcripts of texts from the manuscript extant. The ms. Ny 
kgl. Sml. 360 4to in the Royal Library in Copenhagen is a copy of Arni's 
transcript mentioned above (AM 765 4to), written by Halld6r Jakobsson (1735- 
1810), who studied law in Copenhagen 1753-56 and later became #slumadur. 
lo 
The Royal Library also holds a transcript of the geographical description on f, 
Ir-Iv29 made from 764 itself. It bears the catalogue number Ny kgl. Sml. 361 
4to and was written in the second half of the eighteenth century by Gu6mundur 
Helgason isfold (1732-82). " The copy was probably made for the Danish 
historian P. F. Suhm who has written a note on the title page. J6n Marteinsson 
transcribed at least two sections of the manuscript. His copy of the annals on ff. 
41-43 is preserved with 764 in the Arnamagnman Institute in Copenhagen and a 
transcript of two further leaves (probably 39-40) is preserved in Det 
Deichmanske biblioteket, Oslo. 12 
7 Handskriffiortegnelser, 40 
8 Mdr J6nsson, vtva voce. 
9 AMKat 1,628. 
10 KBKat, 172. On Halld6r see PdIl Eggert 61ason. islenzkar awiskrdrfrd landndmstimum til 
drsloka 1940 H. Reykjavik 1949,257. 
" Ibid., 153. 
12 DB III fol. Cf. J6nas Kristjdnsson. Skrd um Islenzk handrit I Noregi. [A typescript. 
Handritastofnun islands. ] Reykjavik 1967,6. It is not absolutely clear in the description which 
two leaves in 764 are copied in this manuscript. It is a paper manuscript, owned by Langebek 
who made use of it in his Scriptores Rerum Danicarum II. cf. J6n Helgason. Tra Langebeks 
auktionskatalog. ' Opuscula V (BibLArn XXI). Kobenhavn 1975,196. 
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In the nineteenth century Jon Sigurbsson made a detailed description of 
the manuscript's contents which now accompanies the codex, and he may well 
have been responsible for numbering the folios. 
The first 23 leaves of the manuscript contain a Christian history of the 
world, arranged on the principle of aetates mundi and interspersed with 
additional material of encyclopedic nature. The latter half of the codex is made 
up of saints' lives (including those of Remigius, Malcus and Ursula), miracles 
and exempla, many from Vitae patrum, together with material about English 
and Norwegian kings, genealogies and annals (see Appendix 1). 
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2. Paleography and orthography 
2.1. The scribes 
The manuscript is written in several hands. To assert exactly how many, one 
would have to undertake an edition of the entire codex, a task which lies outside 
the scope of this thesis. It is nevertheless necessary for my present purpose to 
arrive at some conclusions, however tentative, about the number of scribes, 
particularly in the first half of the manuscript. Folios 1-23r are written, it seems, 
in seven main hands (A-B, D-H). Some of these have also written large sections 
in the remainder of the manuscript. Three scribes (C, I, J) have written slips or 
small sections and there are additional hands in the last part of the codex, on f. 
33v and particularly in the annal-fragment on ff. 41-43 13 . One hand is clearly 
much younger than the others, the one on 33v, which probably dates from 
around 1500.14 As can be seen in Fig. 1, one or two scribes are usually 
responsible, it seems, for each bifolium. (This is at least true for the first gather- 
ing, ff. 1-16. ) The bifolia have then been arranged so that their content should 
come in chronological order, resulting in very large gatherings and an unusual 
arrangement of bifolia within a gathering. Such a make-up strongly suggests 
that the book was produced in a scriptorium where several scribes were able to 
work closely together and ensure some sort of coherence in the final outcome. 
It therefore need come as no surprise to find that a number of the scribes 
display very similar orthographic practice which makes it at times difficult to 
tell the hands aparL This is especially true of hands A, B and F which may 
indeed turn out to be not three, but four or five hands. In the following analysis, 
Ockharn's razor has been applied, and the text assigned to as few hands as was 
deemed feasible. The most important common features of the hands are outlined 
below, as well as some peculiarities of individual scribes which may prove 
significant in determining the date and provenance of the manuscript. This is 
then followed by a somewhat more detailed description of each hand, beginning 
in each case with vowels and followed by consonants in alphabetical order. It 
should be stressed that this treatment of individual hands is not exhaustive. 
13 CE Gustav Storm (ed. ). Islandske annaler indid 1578 udgivne for det Norske historiske 
kfldeskrifýfbnd Christiania 1888, xviii-xx. 14 AMKat H, 185. 
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2.2. Features common to all hands - diagnostic features. 
Caroline a is used by all scribes except C and I who write a two-storey a. In the 
case of hand A (and to a lesser extent F) the caroline a may sometimes resemble 
the two-storey type where the upper half is almost closed. 15 A also seems to 
write cursive a occasionally (cf. 'langbarda' lv22, 'faudur' 103). All hands 
make occasional use of m for 6, most often in the case of the prep. A. 
There are instances of an unmutated medial vowel in trisyllabic forms in 
passages written by A, F and J. These are mostly pres. part. pl. (e. g. 
'komandum' 18bisv28, 'gloanndum'22r31). 
There is no sign of the general change vd > v6 (vo). The absence of any 
evidence of this change points to a date before the end of the fourteenth 
century. 16 Pret. plur. of vera, is written out 'voru'/'uoru' (e. g. 4bisrIO, 5r7, 
5v28,6r4,60 1) but 'varu' is indicated at least once (602). Pret. plur. of koma 
is komu (e. g. 60). 
The diphthongisation of e before ng (and nk) is generally reflected in the 
spelling ('eing-'), a change which increasingly characterises manuscripts from 
the fourteenth century onwards. 17 For pret. plur. of ganga andf6 other spellings 
occur as well: the common older spelling 'gengu' (e. g. 60 E, 210 F), but also 
'fiengu' (17rl2 A, 6r38 D) which presumably reflects fingu, by analogy with 
the pronunciation of the sing. fikk. 18 
15 Cf. Hreinn Benediktsson. Early Icelandic script as illustrated in vernacular texts ftom the 
twe6(th and thirteenth centuries. Reykjavfk 1965,45. 
16 Cf. Steffin Karlsson. 'Uppruni og ferill Helgasta&b6kar. ' Helgastadab6k Nikulds saga Perg. 
4to Nr. 16 Konungsb6khl6Ju [Stokkh6lmi. (IM IL) Reykjavfk 1982,55. 
171bid., 75. 
181bid., 56. 
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The following forms of the pron. engi occur: 
m F N 
nom. sg. . eingi e. g. 3rl I eingi e. g. 8v29 ecki e. g. lr34 
einki ISM (H)19 
gen. sg. einkis 13vl3 
eingis 23r23 
acc. sg. ongan e. g. 101 bnga2lr2,23rl8 
6ngvan 1405 (H) 
dat. sg. ongum e. g. 13v25 ongu e. g. 10 8 I ein , zum 
1424 
I nom. pl. bngir 2362 1 
There is no indication of the change ve > v6 in e. g. kveld. 
6 is often written ie, particularly, it seems, in the pronouns mer,, bjr, sir and in 
pret. of the reduplicative verbs fd, falla, halda, hanga, heita, 16ta, rd6a. The 
spelling is not common in charters before 1400 although scattered instances are 
found in late 14th century charters 20 and even earlier manuscripts. 21 
The use of a diacritic accent is restricted to the letter i except in the case of 
Hand H. The other scribes use the accent not to distinguish between long and 
short i it seems, but rather to distinguish the i from surrounding letters. The 
frequency varies somewhat between the hands, thus F seems to use the accent 
almost exclusively when the i is accompanied by n or m and is therefore 
difficult to make out without the accent, whereas A, for instance, applies it more 
liberally. 
The writing of j for i as the last letter of numerals is common to all 
scribes. Some, but not all, make further use ofj for i initially and for the prep. i. 
Adjectives and adverbs are always in -lig(-)., 
The fern. pron. is always abbreviated h* or written out 'hon' - no instances of 
'hun' were found. 
19 A Norwegian form; cf. Adolf Noreen. Altnordische Grammatik L Altisländische und 
altnorwegische Grammatik unter Berücksichtigung des Urnordischen. (5. Aufl. ) Tübingen 
1970,323. 
20Cf. Stefän Karlsson. 'Uppruni og ferill', 56. 
21 Bjöm Karel D6r61fsson. Um Islenzkar ordmyndir ä 14. og 15. öld og breytingar Peirra ür 
fornmälinu. Reykjavik 1925, xiv. 
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The preposition or is everywhere written or'. Three scribes (A, E and F) 
use both o and u as the privative prefix, others use one or the other (see below). 
Several of the scribes write 'nuckur' for the pronoun n6kkurr, albeit with a 
varying degree of consistency. A seems to be consistent, E, F and G less so. B, 
H and I write 'nockur'/'nokkur' exclusively - the word does not occur in the 
case of C, D and J. The form 'nuckur' is an important tell-tale feature since it 
has been found in several other manuscripts fiom the fourteenth century, AM 
573 4to, AM 657c 4to and AM 596 4to, all thought to stem from Northwestern 
Iceland. 22 
All scribes write y3 23 and all, except C, are wont to place a dot over it, not 
systematically however, except perhaps for J. A and C usually draw a short 
horizontal stroke through the tail, and so do, to a lesser extent, D, E and F. The 
stroke is rarely or not seen in the case of B, G and H. 
w is ligatured cursive a+e by all the scribes except C who uses a+e. The letter 
is used for both older w and older x. 
C and I usually write e for x (I sometimes with a superscript dot) and the 
practice crops up sporadically elsewhere (hands A, B, and H). Instances of V 
have only been noted in the case of A (see below). 
Scribe E sometimes writes ix for w following v and b (see below), a 
characteristic noted in a number of fourteenth-century manuscripts and charters. 
(One instance of this spelling was noted with H 'uixntir' (3205) and A's 
spelling vWengi (I 5v 17) may be an isolated reflection of the same practice. ) As 
Janez Oregnik has pointed out, this spelling probably reflects the 
dipthongisation of x, a sound change which eventually proved abortive. It is 
found, predominantly, in manuscripts and charters from Northern Iceland and, 
to a lesser degree, in manuscripts from the Breibafj6r6ur area. The sound- 
22Cf. Jonna Louis-Jensen (ed. ). Tr6jumanna saga. (EdArn AS. ) Copenhagen 1963, xxxii; Stefdn 
Karlsson (ed. ). Sagas of Icelandic Bishops. Fragments of eight manuscripts. (EIMF V11. ) 
Copenhagen 1967,26; M. J. Driscoll (ed. ). Sigur6ar saga fipg1a. Reykjavik 1992, xxxvi-xxxvii. 
See also Hreinn Benediktsson. '6dkv. forn. nokkur, nokkuV fslenzk tunga 3 (1961), 7-3 8. 
23 Cf. Harald Spehr. Der Ursprung der isländischen Schrift und ihre Weiterbildung bis zur Mitte 
des 13. Jahrhunderts. Halle 1929,52-53. 
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change seems, therefore, to have been confined to Northern and Western 
Iceland, although scarcity of written documents from other parts of the country 
means that one should be careful in drawing far-reaching conclusions from this 
evidence. 24 
The symbol for 6 (older Q and o) is o or au. A and F use the two more or less 
interchangably, the others seem to prefer o to au. The fact that in the case of D, 
E and H au mostly occurs before ng may be taken as evidence for the 
dipthongisation of the sound, a reflection of the scribes' pronunciation. 25 Only 
one instance of 9 has been noted ('dQgum' 149 hand B) and other forms (o, d) 
have not been found. 
All scribes write standard diphthongs - au (ligatured a+v is prominent in the 
case of B), ei and ey. 
B, E, and H commonly write e as well as i in unstressed syllables. e occurs 
sporadically in the cases of the other scribes although A, for instance, hardly 
seems to use it at all. o for u is altogether rarer except in the case of C where it 
is the preferred letter. 
The occurrence of the svarabhakti vowel is virtually unknown. It has 
been found only once written out: 'ludurblwstri' (3v26, hand A) and indicated in 
the abbreviated forms 'austurriki' (Irll, hand A) 'eilifur' (2r2l, hand A), 
tset<t>ur' (8r25, hand E) and 'vetur' (1418, hand B). 'vestur' (lv23) is 
doubtful. 
Most of the scribes write ascenders in a similar way: they are either straight, in 
which case there may be a slight angle to the left where the stroke was begun 
(especially hands A, D, H and J), or with a right-hand loop. The right hand loop 
is rare with hands D and J. At the other end of the scale are A and B who make 
frequent use of it. An exception to all this is Hand E. In its case the ascenders 
are sometimes straight, but usually with a loop either to the left or to the right. 
24 Janez Oregnik. 'An Old Icelandic dialect feature: im for w. ' Gripla V (1982), 183-196. Cf. 
also Stefdn Karlsson. Sagas ofIcelandic Bishops, 24; idem. 'Uppruni og ferill', 6 1. 23 Stefdn Karlsson. Sagas ofIcelandic Bishops, 24. As Stefdn points out (p. 26) -eing and -aung 
are often found in the latter half of AM 573 4to, a manuscript associated with 764. 
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There are sporadic instances of the loss of medial sound in clusters of three in 
all the main hands except D. 
All the main scribes write ck for kk exclusively except F who also indicates cc 
(see below) and I who writes kk. 
All scribes write d for 6, as had become the custom in the latter half of the 
fourteenth century. 26 Only C seems to embellish the letter but the other scribes 
frequently give the ascender a marked curl to the right. All scribes, except 
apparently I and J, use b occasionally for 6. 
Final d or t in past part. endings, 2. pers. plur. verb fonns and the 
suffixed article is written in accordance with the rule that when the stem is in t, 
d is used, but where the stem is in d, t is used. Aberrations have been noted in 
hand H. 
f is made with a 2-like (D, H, J) or a 3-like figure (A, B, C, F, G, 1) clinging to 
the stave. E uses both forms. 
A and F use roman f in words of Latin origin. 
ft spellings are strongly preferred to pt throughout, an indicator of late 
14th century date. 27 
g is made of two closed circles except in the case of scribes C and E who write a 
more angular g with an open tail. 
gh for spirant g in intervocalic and final positions crops up sporadically 
in all the main hands except F. 
All the hands show signs of h with an elongated second stave. In some cases, 
most notably in 1, it ends in a long perpendicular curve to the left, a feature also 
26 Cf. e. g. 61afur Halld6rsson. 'Or s6gu skinnb6ka'. Skirnir CXXXVII (1963), 84. 27 Steffin Karlsson, 'Uppruni og ferill', 70. 
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found in charters attributed to Brynj6lfr Bjarnarson of Akrar in Skagafj6r6ur of 
whom more will be said below. 28 
The loss of h in initial hl, hn and hr is almost unknown. It has been 
detected in the case of hands A ('lutum' 23r9), B ('rapan' 1424) and H ('Iuti' 
15rl8). 
k is made either with a 2-like figure (A, C, G) or a 3-like figure (B, E, F, 1). D, 
H and J seem to use both, the second stroke of the 2-like figure frequently 
curves to the left making it look more like 3 than 2. 
All scribes except C, D and E show some evidence of the weakening of 
k>g in final position. In the case of B, F, H and J the change is confined to some 
instances of the adverb mj6k. In G and A in particular, the change has spread to 
the pronouns ek, m1k, Pik, sik, although by no means consistently. The sound- 
change reflected in such spellings gradually spread through Iceland in the 
fourteenth century. Scribes C, D and E are clearly more resistant to the change 
than the others. 
The rule that single I is written before older 6 but 11 before d otherwise is 
faithfully observed by all scribes 29 and 11 is normally written before t. 
Hands D, E, I and J distinguish themselves from the rest in their treatment of m 
and n where the last minim is elongated. This is the rule in E and J but occurs 
more sporadically in D and I. This feature is also found in several charters 
written in Skagafj6r6ur in the last three decades of the fourteenth century and 
linked to the family of Akrar3o and it is frequent in manuscripts associated with 
the same scribal school, for instance in Stock. Perg. 4to nr. 19.31 
28 Stefdn Karlsson. 'Ritun Reykjarfjarbarb6kar. Excursus: B6kager6 bzenda. ' Opuscula IV. 
(BiblArn XXX) Kobenhavn 1970,127. 
29 Cf Jakob Benediktsson. 'Urn tvenns konar frarnbur6 d Id I islenzku. ' islenzk tunga 2 (1960), 
32-50. 
30 61afur Halld6rsson, 'fJr sogu skinnb6ka', 101; Stefdn Karlsson, 'Ritun Reykjarfjarbarb6kar', 
126-129. 
31 Peter Foote (ed. ). A Saga of St Peter the Apostle. Perg. 4: o nr 19 in The Royal Library, 
Stockholm. (EIMF XIX) Copenhagen 1990,26. 
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All scribes display a great fondness for -nnd- spellings. Scattered 
examples of this practice are found in charters, and it seems to have become 
increasingly frequent in the fifteenth century. 32 
q occurs only in Latin words except in the case of hand E where qu is written 
for kv initially. This may be a reflection of an older original33 although there are 
grounds for believing that this was indeed the habit of this scribe (see below). 
D, E, I and J write a longshafted r which is rare in manuscripts after 13 50.34 
The scribes, all bar one, make r rotunda with a 2-like figure. Only J uses 
the tailed 3-like form exclusively, but B seems to use both forms. All scribes, 
except F, have been noted writing r rotunda following a (and u and y), a feature 
also found in AM 573 4to and some other manuscripts produced by the same 
scribal school, 35 which points towards a date in the latter half of the fourteenth 
century. 36 
Tall f is generally much preferred to round s by all the scribes except A. The f is 
found both sitting on the line and descending below it in the cases of A, B and J. 
Elsewhere the letter seems to be on the line except in the A ligature where it 
tends to drop below the line. All scribes ligature f and t as a rule. 
The form of the round s is simple in the case of D and G (except for the 
capital S) but it is common for the other scribes to extend the lower tip upwards 
and to the right thereby closing the letter and sometimes drawing the stroke 
through it. This is especially true of A, who in addition often adds a left curl to 
the lower half of the letter (see below). Only A uses round s for ss and he/she is 
also known to combine tall f and round s, e. g. in rifs 16v4. 
The majority of the hands abbreviate hans and Pess- with a ligatured f 
The exceptions here are A, C, F and G, where Pess- is normally abbreviated 
32 Stefdn Karlsson, 'Uppruni og ferill', 69. 33 Cf. Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic script, 34. 34 Steffin Karlsson, Sagas ofIcelandic Bishops, 47. 
35 Jonna Louis-Jensen. 'Et for1mg til Flateyjarb6k? Fragmenterne AM 325 IV 0 og XI, 3 4to. ' 
Opuscula IV. (BiblAm XXX) Kobenhavn 1970,153; 61afur Halld6rsson, 'Or s6gu skinnb6ka', 
84. 
36 Cf. Stefdn Karlsson, 'Uppruni og ferill', 70-71. 
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using an er-curl. In A, C and F, but not in G, the -an- in hans is indicated by a 
stroke through the h which is then followed by s/f 
x is always x3 without a bar. 37 
z is written with a bar by all hands except D and E. 
The middle voice ending is invariably z. 
All the main hands regularly denote consonant gemination by a superscript dot, 
except A which does not seem to use it, at least not before ff. 22-23 -a fact 
which might indeed suggest that those were written by a different scribe. A 
usually writes double consonants out, but ligatures do occur (mainly pp) and 
he/she frequently uses a macron to indicate a second m or n. 
Scribes D, E, I and J do not, or very rarely, use the nota for ok. The others do, 
but to a varying degree. They write the nota with a bar like they write z. ' 
The superscript tittle is used for -er-, and for -ir in unstressed syllables. 
Its shape is usually simple and does not vary much from hand to hand except in 
the case of B, D, F and G. These scribes use a double tittle of sorts, which at 
times almost resembles a cursive n or an m. (cf. e. g. I Ov4). G uses this form of 
the tittle consistently, B, D and F much less so (but cf. e. g. 'gerir' 5r26, 'unndir' 
6rl5 and 'ver' 13r22). All scribes use the tittle to denote -Wr- as well as -er-/-ir 
and it is also used to denote -r- in pres. forms of the verb vera. 
Superscript r stands for -ar-. Only scribe A seems to use it occasionally 
to denote r only (e. g. 'ar' l8rI 1). 
In all the main hands the abbreviation sign for -ur ('2') looks like the 
number 8, flipped so it lies horizontally above the word (oo). 38 Hand E uses the 
upright version of the 2-like symbol as well (e. g. 'nockur' 7r6). 
The Latin abbreviation for con- occurs in Latin words (e. g. 'consules' 
IR13 hand F) and in the word kona (e. g. 2v26 hand A, 13r26 hand F). 
The abbreviation for PUSund(ir), a superscript macron similar to a nasal 
stroke, cf e. g. xv (2rl4), is known from other Northwestern manuscripts, e. g. 
AM 573 4to, AM 61 fol. and AM 226 fol. 39 
37 Cf. Spehr, Der Ursprung, 128. 
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2.3. Individual hands 
2.3.1. Hand A 
Hand A wrote ff. lr-4v32 (except probably Iv6-12 and except 2bis and 3bis), 
15v-17r25, l7vl5-20v (except l8bis, a few words at l8rl4 and 11.26-29 on 
20v), probably most of 22-25 and 27-31 and sections on ff. 41-42. The main 
paleographic characteristic of the hand is a peculiar s. It is a round s, often with 
a hook added to the lower half of the letter, curling left (see e. g. 309). This 
scribe also writes a distinctive ornate y, with a hook on the tail, to the right. 
There is usually a horizontal stroke through the tail and a dot above the letter. 
No distinction is made between long and short vowels with the exception of d 
which is frequently written ta, especially in the word d (whether noun or 
preposition), see e. g. 165, IvI 1, Iv22, but also medially (e. g. 'humrumtueggia' 
105, 'hatinu mcals' 2vl9, 'scatmals' 3r2, 'tmlmadi' RIO). 
e is generally diphthongised before ng as evidenced by spelling such as 
'leingd' (IrI9) and 'eingla' (W) but cf. 'penga' (366). 
An isolated instance of a dipthong before g was noted in 'meygh<a>' 
(2265). 
w for e, was noted in 'hwgat' (1 M) and 'glaedi' (226 8). 
6 is written e and sometimes ie, particularly in pret. of the reduplicating 
verbs falla, fii, 16ta and rdJa (whereas halda and heita are usually in -e-), and 
refl. pron. ser (e. g. MO, but cf 'ser' 30 and 'serhuerra' 106). ie also occurs 
in e. g. 'riett' (lrl9), 'hiegoma' (3v2l) and 'nie' (464). 
i/i and the semivowel are usually written i (but cf e. g. j for i on 2v25 
and in several places on f l9v). 
The privative prefix is u ('ubrigdiligr' 417, 'utaldar' 427) and, less 
frequently o ('obygd' lv27, 'osyniliga' 108). 
u/fi and the semivowel v are usually written u. v occurs sporadically, in 
initial and medial position (e. g. 'vestr' 168, 'augvstini' M, 'sva' lv29, 'var' 
2r25), but has not been noted finally except in numbers. Analogical v is written 
in the past part. of the verb ver6a, 'uorbinn' (2r4). The spelling 'sydrs' for sudrs 
38 Cf. Hreinn Benediktsson, Early Icelandic Script, 9 1. 
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occurs at 1v21, a peculiarity also found in AM 53 fol. and AM 54 fol. 
manuscripts which are probably both from Skagafj6r8ur. 40 
y and i, both long and short, are generally kept distinct but y has been 
unrounded in 'firir' (17r2O but cf. 'fyrir' 2r15), 'ifir' (1r2O) and i has also 
replaced y in the subjunctive forms of the verb skulu, written out 'skilldi' (e. g. 
49) . 
41 The adjective mikill is with i (the mutated form 'myklu' occurs at 310). 
y is written for i in 'fylkyngar' (1606), a case of dittography no doubt. 
x is sporadically written e, ('sekia' 15v25, 'hreraz' 15v28, 'reningia' 
17r13) or V (farsplligt' 1602, 'nemi' 19r2O, 'fVding' 19r4l). 
6 is written o or, less frequently, au. There does not seem to be any 
pattern in their distribution - both can be found in the same words (e. g. 
'indialond' 1r12, 'laund' W2, 'Aurkin' 200, 'orkinni' 201, 'baulua' 3r18, 
'bolua' 3r18, 'snoru' 3v12, 'snauruz' 3v14). 
Forms and derivatives of the verb gera, older gora, are spelt 'gior-' when 
written out (e. g. 'giorýi' 26, 'giordi' 2r6 etc. ), but abbreviated either with a 
superscript o (gort' 36,412) or with the er-tittle ('geranndi' 436). Prep. 
gegnum (older gognum) is so written (16v26). 
The pret. of snila is in 6 (e. g. 'snoriz' 414). 
The dipthongs au, ei, ey are usually so spelt. An exception was noted in 
'lofkyrtlum' for laujkyrtlum (2r36),. where o (6) stands for au, in a reversal of 
the practice of writing 6 as au (cf. above). Forrns of the verb geyma are usually 
written 'giomdi' or 'giaumdi' (e. g. 'giauma' 43, 'giomdi' 410, 'giaumdiz' 
411; 'geymdiz' on 1v8 might be scribe B) which could reflect the 
pronunciation of the scribe. 
In unstressed syllables i and u are the norm. o is found in forms of the 
verb vera (e. g. 'ero' 2r16 but cf. 'erv' 2r6, 'uoru' 2v2) and occasionally 
elsewhere, e. g. 'idronar' (46). Unmutated forms occur sporadically, e. g. 
'fagnadum' (20), 'signadu' (166), 'domarum' (18r15), 'gloanndum' (22r2l). 
c occurs in foreign words (e. g. 'dictadi' 410) and names but is not used for k. 
39 Louis-Jensen (ed. ), Tr6jumanna saga, xxxiii. 
40 61afur Halld6rsson, viva voce. 
41 CE Bjorn Karel P6r6lfsson, Um Islenzkar orbmyndir, xvi. 
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ý occurs occasionally for 3 (d) (e. g. 'midiarýar' 167, 'smidaýi' 1v12, 
433, 'iorp' 2r6, M, 'apra' 2v9, 'smidapr' 3r10, 'mep' 306, l6v25, 'gups' 42, 
tsogpu' 48, 'ferdagapan' 15v9, 'daupra' 160, 'hepan' 1608, 'naupsyn' 18rl) 
and d (= 8) is written for P in the word alpyba ('aldypu' 16rl6, 'aldydu' 1602). 
d is normally written for older t in final position in cases which do not 
fall under the d-t rule (cf. p. 21), but t occurs sporadically (e. g. 'bannat' 264). 
The free-standing n. nom. /acc. sg. article is in d. Prep. WO is abbreviated 
using a superscript d but at and huat are usually abbreviated with a superscript t. 
Pron. Pat is spelt 'Pad' when written out (1 v 11). A reverse spelling is indicated 
in 'vefhat' (2vl8). 
The prep. 'between' has been noted as 'midil' (3r2,15v12) whereas 
'milli' seems to be the more usual form (e. g. 1v22). 0 is assimilated in 'traulla, 
(16v25) and d is lost in e. g. 'elligu' (428 for eldligu), 'bunnir' (l7r17 for 
bundnir), and 'ueralligum' (180 for veraldligum). 
f is insular f but roman f occurs in foreign names and place-names, e. g. 
'affricam' (165). 
Spellings in ft are common ('eftir' 2r26 et passim, 'aftr' 3r23 etc. ) but 
not universal (cf. e. g. 'lopti' M, 'kiapta' 418, 'graptrar' 1509). The change 
f>b following I or r, a Northwestern feature reflecting pronunciation, 42 is 
evidenced by spellings such as 'kolbr' (lr19), 'ulballda' (3r28) and 'Parblauss' 
(2267). The practice of writing rn or mn for fn crops up sporadically (cf. 'iamn' 
434, 'iammargar' 2r15), presumably again a reflection of pronunciation. 
gh is occasionally written for spirant g both intervocalically (e. g. 'dagha' 
2v6) and finally (e. g. 'noregh' 1v26, 'Pigh' 428) 
The spelling reflects the palatalisation of g and k before x (e. g. 
'skiwrleiki' 1rl7, 'giwzku' 4vll) and before 6 in 'giordi' (2r6) and 'giaumdi' 
(410) and similar forms. 
Initial h is missing in the neuter form of the free-standing article (e. g. 
'id' 109,1600 but cf. 'hinn' 101). h is retained in 'austrhalfu' (lr15). One 
instance of I for hl was noted ('lutum' 236). 
There are some signs of the weakening of final k, e. g. 'eg' (363, but cf. 
ek' M7,3v9), 'Pig' (3r17 et passim), 'miog' (3r27). ok is so spelt when 
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written out (190). Spellings such as 'ligt' (10 for Hkt) and 'fatxgt' (2362) are 
reverse spellings which reflect the unvoicing of g before t. 
pp is written as a ligature. p is simplified in 'kipti' (307). f has replaced 
p for the spirant in 'glxfs' (3 0 0). 
q is written in foreign words only (e. g. 'quatuor' RIO, 'aquilinensis' 
17v28). 
r rotunda is regularly written following the round letters, b, d, g. o. p. 
but also occasionally following a. 
R occurs, with superscript i, as the abbreviation of riki (e. g. Iv26) and 
for the capital in e. g. 'Roboas' (4v 10). 
rs is sometimes assimilated to ss (and the ss simplified) before t (e. g. 
'fyst' 107, 'bosta' 305). 
Both tall f and round s are used. The former is more frequent at the 
beginning of the manuscript whereas round s is almost exclusively used in many 
of the later sections written by this scribe (e. g. in the list of popes on f. 19). It is 
also here that ss can be found written so (e. g. 'huass' l5vl5, 'messo' 1500, 
6ymissar' l6r9, 'kross' 17r22) or with the combination fs (e. g. 'rifs' 16A, 
'krofsfeftr' l6v19) 
Pron. Pessi is usually abbreviated using the er-curl, followed by either f 
(e. g. 48) or s (more frequent in latter sections, cf. e. g. 15v). Gen. of pron. hann 
is similarly abbreviated by a stroke through the h, followed by f (e. g. 3r22) or s 
(e. g. 421), although an h+f ligature is quite frequent at the beginning of the 
manuscript (cf. e. g. 2r29). 
On t in endings see above. 
z occurs in genitive sg. of nouns, pronouns and adjectives following 11, 
16/11d, nn, nd, ro and t, with or without the inclusion of the dentals (e. g. 
4mannz' 3v29, 'lofzins' lrl7, 'suerdz' 15vl4, 'hollz' l6rl5, 'kriz' l7r6) 
Derivatives in 6, t+ sk/sl are spelt zk/zl (cf. 'uizku' I r6, 'gixzku' 4v 11, 
'fehirzlum' 4v2I). z is also'written in the words 'ruza' (lv25) and 'bleza' (e. g. 
363) and in foreign names (e. g. 'boez' 414). 
Superlatives in -st are usually so spelt following a vowel (e. g. 'fyAu' 
Ir2, 'nxAu' 2v6) but with zt otherwise (e. g. 'fremzti' 3rl9, 'yngzti' 4rl7, 
42 Oskar Bandle. Die Sprache der Gu6brandsbiblia. Orthographie und Lauteformen. (BiblAm 
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gyztum' 465). The exception 'nedsta' was noted (2r8). Superlatives in -ast are 
in zt ('siduztu' 306, 'fridaztr' 4r22, ), but final z was noted in norduz (lv28). 
2.3.2. Hand B 
Hand B wrote 4v32-5v2O, 14rl-37,2lv25-41,35, probably 11.6-12 on Iv and 
sections on f, 34, as well as a couple of lines here and there, for instance on f. 
40v (23-24). This hand differs from the others in that it makes use of the av 
ligature. v for u/v also seems more frequent here than elsewhere in the 
manuscript. 
No distinction is made between long and short vowels except that d is 
occasionally written ca (e. g. 'hiar' 5r 10). 
6 is variously written e or ie, the same word may show the two different 
spellings (cf. e. g. 'nie' 5rlO, 'ne' 560). 
i/i and the semivowel j are usually all written i although j occurs 
occasionally for the preposition i on f. 21v (cf 1.26). 
The privative prefix has not been noted. 
For u/A and vu is most common on f 5r but the scribe seems to switch 
gradually to v as his preferred letter, so that on f l4r u occurs only sporadically. 
i and y are kept distinct for the most part, but cf. 'synum' 1424. yfir is 
written with ay whereasfirir is so spelt when written out (e. g. 5M). Pret. of 
skulu is similarly spelt with i when written out (5r6). The adj. mikill is 
occasionally spelt with y in contracted forms, regardless of the sound in the 
following syllable (e. g. 'myklagardi' 2 lv34 but cf 'mikladi' 5v9). 
e for w was noted in 'hesti' (5v6). 
6 is usually written o, sometimes au or av (ligatured), and one instance 
of 9 has been noted ('dQgvm' 149). Older o in the verb gora appears as ey 
('geyrdu' 5r24) or io ('giordiz' 2105) when written out, but is usually 
abbreviated, using the er-curl. Prep. gegnum (older gognum) has not been noted. 
The spelling 'gesadi' (5r8) for geisadi is presumably a mistake. 
In endings i and e occur interchangeably (cf. e. g. 'hluti' 566, 'hlute' 
567), whereas o instead of u is rare (but cf. 'mino' 5v4). 
XVIL) Copenhagen 1956,125. 
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Apart from the ck spelling, c has been noted only in the verb lykta ('Iyctaz' 
14r2l, 'Iyctadri' 35r24). 
ý occurs sporadically for 6, e. g. 'dyrb' (50,50 1), 'gubligri' (1426), 
'orbum' (1428). 
The scribe writes d, rather than t, in endings ('Iesid' 5r27, 'lifid' 562 
etc. ). He/she likewise writes 'ad', 'vid' and 'med'. The fonn 'medr' also occurs 
(5r 13). The pron. Pat has not been found written out. 
d is lost e. g. in 'hollgan' (1427) and 'bunnum' (5r7). 
g before n is retained in 'gn6gliga' (I 4r 13). 
Spirant g is normally written g but gh has been noted once in 'dagh' 
(14r13). 
Initial h has been lost in 'rapan' (1423) but is retained elsewhere. 
The spelling reflects the palatalisation of k before x (e. g. 'kimmi' 1410) 
but not before e (e. g. 'kerum' 5vl7, cf. also 'geck' 5r3l - the combination 
gw/gim has not been found). 
Final k is weakened in 'miog' (5r24 et passim). 
Double m has been noted in 'framm'(2109). 
r rotunda is written following the round letters b, d, g, o, and b, but also 
following a, u and 
R has been noted once (1425) as part of the abbreviation of r1kis. 
Tall f is used almost exclusively. Round s only occurs in association 
with abbreviation marks and, occasionally, in initial position. Double s is 
written ff finally (e. g. 'ueldifl'5M). 
z occurs in the genitive of nouns/pronouns, after n, 11(d/t) and t(n) (ofnz 
5r8, manz 5rl9, einvallz l4rl, alk, 1418,1460, uazfall 2lv27), in foreign 
names and in the word uizka (564 et passim). The superlative in -st is so written 
following vowels (e. g. 'nxst' 5r9, 'mest' 5r2O, 'hwst' 1418). Other forms have 
not been noted. 
2.3.3. Hand C 
Hand C is found only on 21 lines on f. 5v (11.20-41). It is somewhat coarser 
than the other hands and characterised by broad strokes and angular letters. The 
scribe makes relatively little use of abbreviations and is not consistent in their 
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application. Conj. ok, for instance, is abbreviated four times but written out in 
full five times. Pron, bat is not abbreviated at all. 
No distinction is made between long and short vowels, except that prep. 6 is 
once written ca. 
The free-standing article is in e- ('ena' 1.36, 'eno' 40) 
6 is universally written ie. 
i and y are kept distinct. 
i occasionally has an accent. Prep. 1 is twice written j (11.21,24). 
Both 'god' (1.32) and 'gvd' (1.22) occur. The verb munu occurs once 
and is written 'monv' (1.23). 
The vowel u is usually written v but u occurs in 'dariul' (1.20), 'voru' (I. 
28), 'Iyrum' (1.28) and (probably) 'fcurd god' (1.32). 
m is written e ('hetti' 1.21, 'frendi' 1.25). The plural pronoun is 'vwr' 
when written out in full, but the er-curl is used in abbreviating it (1.23). 
V occurs in the foreign names 'beel' (1.22) and 'bfli' (1.3 1) but whether 
it stands for any phonological distinction seems doubtful. 
6 for older Q is written au ('kaustodo' 1.24) or,, more commonly, o 
('grof 1.21, 'tolodo' 1.21, 'grondodo' 1.25, 'odro' 1.29). Older o in various 
forms of the verb gora is written io ('giord' 1.28, 'giort' 1.32, 'gioff' 1.36), but 
when abbreviated the tittle is used (1.35). 
In endings i is normal but e occurs in 'borgarennar' (1.3 9). 
Conversely, o is more common in endings than u/v ('tolodo' 1.21, 
'kaustodo' 1.24, 'grondodo' 1.25, 'odro' 1.29, 'miklo' 1.29, 'sterkosto' 1.36, 
'tumonom' 1.3 9, 'sino' 1.40, 'eno' 1.40, vs. 'selldu' 1.22, 'tignudum' 1.23). 
The scribe is wont to double consonants in both medial and final positions 
('settia' 1.2 1, 'drapp' 1.2 1, 'dreckann' 1.22, 'blott' 1.3 1, 'blottadr' 1.3 1). 
c is written in foreign names and for k following s ('scurd god' 1.32). 
For d/6 two letterforms are used, one plain, the other with a right hand 
curl at the top of the ascender, a stroke also used to embellish b, k and D. The 
scribe does not use the different forms to distinguish between d and 8, both 
forms are used for either phoneme. The plain form is generally preferred in 
initial position. 
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The palatalisation of g before 6 is reflected in the spelling (cf. e. g. 
'giord' 1.28). 
ok is written so when the nota is not used (cf. above). Pronouns (acc. ) 
Pik and sik are likewise written with k. 
Final m is omitted in the Lpers. pl. of the verb munu (1.23) 
Tall f is used exclusively. 
Original final t is retained in pronouns and particles (e. g. 'at' 1.21, Iýat' 
1.25). 
z is written after nd in final positions (medialandz 1.34). Superlatives are 
in st ('sterkosto' 1.36, 'mestr' 1.39). 
2.3.4. Hand D 
Hand D wrote 2bisv and 6r. This scribe does not use the nota to abbreviate conj. 
ok. He/she uses the flipped ur-curl, but the right half of it is not closed, which 
makes it look more like the Greek letter cc. 
In general, no distinction is made between long and short vowels. However, the 
prep. d is most often written w and the name AronlAron is twice spelt 'caron', 
once 'aron'. d occurs once ('dn' 6r8). 
6 is written variously e (e. g. 'ne' 6rl4, 'ser' 6r16, Te' 6r2O, 'herodum' 
6r22, 'ste' 6r28, 'brefum' 660, 'ver' 662,2bis v7, 'het' 2bis v6) or ie (e. g. 
Tell' 6r2, 'lietu' 6rl2, 'sier' 6rl2, 'Pier' 665). 
The dipthongisation of e before ng is evidenced in the pret. form of the 
verb fj, 'feingi' (6r4l) but which is also written 'fiengu' (668). The pret. of 
ganga occurs only once, abbreviated 'ggu' (expanded in the transcript geingu). 
W are invariably written i as is the semi-vowel 
The privative prefix 6- is written o ('otali' 6rl7). 
u/6 and the semi-vowel v are written either u or v- no pattern is 
discernible in the distribution. 
y has a superscript dot and a simple slender descender, usually marked 
with a horizontal stroke. 
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i and y are kept distinct. Prep. yfir is so spelt (6r25,667, the -ir 
abbreviated), fyrir only occurs abbreviated as does pret. subj. of Auk y is 
written before u in fonns of the adj. mikill ('myklu' 6r5, 'mycklum' 662). 
6 is written o except in 'gaungu lids' (6rl6) and 'pipna saung' (668) 
which probably reflects the dipthongisation of 6 before ng. Unstressed 6 is 
preserved in 'herodum' (6r22). Forms of the verb gera are abbreviated using the 
er/ir-curl. Prep. gegnum (older gognum) does not occur. 
ey is written in 'eyrenndreka' (66) and 'eyrendiss' (6r7). 
In endings i and u are preferred to e and o. Occurrences of the latter are 
seen in 'mxlte' (6rl3), 'hveite' (6rl8), 'otte' (666), 'fjolmenne' (2bisv2), 
'matte' (2bisv5), 'hafe' (2bisv9) 'ero' (6r22), 'mxlto' (661). 
c is used in foreign names and occasionally for k in final position (e. g. 'oc' 6r9, 
6r22,663,2bisv2,2bisv7; 'toc' 2bisv3). 
0 is nonnally written d but P occurs in 'hofýingia' (6rl3,6rl5), 
'bodorýi' (6rl4), 'siýan' (666,2bisv6,2bisv8), 'eypa' (6r4O). 
The palatalisation of g before w can be seen in the spelling of 'giTdi' 
(6rl8) and 'agixtvztv' (6r23). 
m is doubled in 'framm' (6r6) and 'ammbatt' (2bisvlO) but has been 
shortened in 'skamt' (2bisv 12). 
The r is long-shafted. 
r rotunda is usually written after b, d, g, h, o, and ý, and frequently after 
a as well. 
The scribe prefers to use the tall f but round s does occur, particularly in 
initial position (e. g. 'sneypu' 6r9, 'sik', 6rl2, 'sudr' 6r22, 'skotid' 2bisv4). rs is 
not assimilated to ss in 'forfe' (6r26). 
t (or th) is preferred to d in final position (apart from the t-d rule) and 
sometimes shows reverse spelling, e. g. 'hunndrat' (6r16), 'hernath' (6r29). 
Pron. Pat was not found written out. The word at is usually written 'ath' (e. g. 
2bisr3,6r4,6r1I) but instances of 'at' can be found (66,667). The article, 
pronouns and adjectives ending in t are not found unabbreviated. 
z occurs in 'unz' (6r6), and in the gen. sing. of nouns after (n)d, 11 or (s)t, 
with or without the dentals (e. g. 'blalanz' 6r7, 'allz' 6r18, 'briostz' 669). 
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Superlatives in -st are so spelt (e. g. 'nwst' 6rl2). Superlatives in -ast are in z or 
zt ('byckuaz' 6r2l, 'agixtvztu' 6r23, 'sterkuztv' 6r26, 'mattkuztu' 666). 
2.3.5. Hand E 
Hand E wrote 6v-9v, 1008-110,36rl-13,37v, 4203-4303,4bis and a few 
words in 1.18rl4. This hand resembles hand D in many ways, both make f with 
a 2-like figure clinging to the stave (although E also uses the other 3-like form) 
and a long-shafted r. Neither scribe is fond of the nota -D does not use it at all 
and in the case of E it only appears superscript on 6v. There are differences, 
however. The g is one of the marked characteristics of hand E, its perpendicular 
curves sharply to the left, creating an angle, whereas D writes a rounded, 
'closed' g. Unlike D, E prefers the 2-like abbreviation symbol for ur although 
the flipped variant has been noted a couple of times (e. g. 'konur' 6vl6). Hand E 
also abbreviates ull with a stroke through the 11 (e. g. 'gull' 8r24) - an 
abbreviation not noted in the other hands. Orthographically, hand E 
distinguishes itself from the others by writing ui/vi before Xn which in all 
likelihood reflects the pronunciation of the scribe (cf. pp. 19-20 and below). 
Words in vwn- do not occur in the text written by hand D so the two hands 
cannot be compared in this respect. Hand E also displays a particular 
morphological characteristic, only adopted by one other scribe (G): the weak 
form of the prepositive article, cf. e. g. 'alla hinu mcatkuztv' (6vl), 'hinu hxstu 
43 fioll' (6vl 1), 'hinv ebresku konu' (80). One instance of prep. of was noted 
(6vl2) - the scribe writes um everywhere else - probably an influence of the 
exemplar 44 (cf also p. 136). 
Some attempt is made to distinguish between a and d. d is written in 'andldti' 
(96 9). The prep. 6 is often written ca when not joined to the following word. In 
addition, the ligature occurs sporadically in various positions, e. g. 'taeggiun' 
(6v2l), 'mmtkuztu' (6vl), 'rcad' (7r4l), 'hmrklxdi' (705), 'blcaland' (4bisr5), 
csiu' (7v4), 'faz' (8vl). 
Both 'nattuerd' (7r28) and 'nottverd' (80) occur. 
43 Cf Bj6m Karel 1)6r6lfsson, Um islenzkar or6myndir, 52. 
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x for e is written in 'swttud' (7v24) and 'klwrkr' (36r9) but other 
instances of this norwegianism have not been noted. 
The dipthongisation of e before ng is commonly reflected in the spelling 
('eingi' 7rl4,7v4,7v2l, 9r24, 'geingnar' 9rl5) but is not universal (cf 'gengu' 
60). 
6 is written variously e or ie. ie is more common but e is preferred 
following h and m (cf. 'mer'/'ýier' 8r28, 'het' 80, 'her' 9r2O). Pret. of the 
reduplicating verbsfalla, fd, hanga, halda, heita is normally in ie (e. g. 'fell' 
96, 'fleck' 8rlO, 'fiengu' 960, 'hieck' 8v23, 'hiellt' 968, 'hielldu' 966, 'hiez' 
8v2l). 
No distinction is made between i and i, both of which are generally 
written i. Prep. i is often written j and j is also found for initial i in 'jndiam' 
(4bisr5), 'jnn' (8r23), and 'jncipiente' (964). The semi-vowel j is most often 
written i but j frequently occurs initially, and quite consistently in names of 
foreign origin, cf. e. g. jardar' (6vl5), 'jarla' (6v25), Judith' (e. g. M7, W, 
8vl, 96, but cf. 'iudidar' M and 'iudith' 9rl6,960), 'jatte' (805), 'jacob' 
(9r4), Judas' (M), jarnsmidr' (9vl8). The name of the holy city is spelt 
variously 'ierusalem' (e. g. 6v9) and 'hierusalem' (e. g. 6v 13). 
The privative prefix is written o (e. g. 'ofridi' 6v28, 'osamvirdiligri' M, 
touine' 6v2l, 'ovinum' 7v29), or, more commonly, u/v ('ubyria' 907, 'usigr' 
W8, 'utalligr' 9r29, 'utoluligr' 60 3, 'vuine' 6A 1, 'uuinar' 86, 'vuinum' 8v42) 
'nuckur' and 'nockur' appear side by side (cf. 76-6). 
u and A are both written u, except in some instances of the word 4vinr 
where v is used (cf. examples above). Furthermore, v for u has been noted once 
initially ('vpp' 7v7) and finally in the verbs settu (7v25) and mcultu (90 1, 
904). The prep. um is occasionally abbreviated by a macron over v (e. g. 80). 
v is most often written u but v occurs sometimes in initial position, frequently in 
connection with abbreviations (vid, ver-, vdr- etc. ). 
y and i are kept distinct except for the poss. pron. dat. sinum which is 
three times spelt with y (7v 18,80 6,90 3). yfir is usually so spelt (but cf j fir' 
765, 'ifir' MO). fifir has been noted once written out (4bis9) but is 
44 of was gradually superseded by um in the course of the thirteenth century, cf. Peter Foote. 
'Notes on the prepositions of and um(b) in Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian prose. ' Studia 
Islandica 14. Reykjavik 1955,41-83. 
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abbreviated everywhere else. The scribe writes tysvar (805). The adjective 
mikill is normally spelt with y in syncopated forms regardless of the following 
vowel ('myckla' 9rl9, 'myckli' 4bis2, 'myc(k)lu' 4bisr2,6vl2,9v6,9vl5, 
4myclum' 9rl3; but cf. 'mikla' M, 'mikladi' 809, 'miklum' 9rl2), but with i 
where the disyllabic stem is preserved ('mikid' 806, 'mikill' 6v2 et passim, 
'mikilli' 6vl4, 'mikilleik' 9vlO, 'mikilhxf 4bisr4, 'mikinn' M). y is the 
spelling in'byscupa' (18rl4) and'erkibyskups' (37vl5). 
ix is frequently written for x following v ('uixnst' 702, 'auruixnna' 
862, 'uixnleik' 867, 'uixnta' 8v3l) and in one instance following b ('bixn' 
36r2), in all likelihood a reflection of the scribe's pronunciation (see above). 
The fact that x but not ix is written in 'uxgdir' (8v4O) suggests that the nasal 
consonant following the x determines the spelling. 
The Lpers. plur. pronoun is vxr when written out in full (4bisrl2) but is 
almost always abbreviated, using the tittle. The isolated spelling 'grxddi' (W) 
for greiddi is presumably a scribal lapse. 
6 is variously written o and au and no regular pattern is immediately 
discernible in the distribution of these (cf. e. g. 'gofgudu' 7v29, 'gaufgudu' 7rl; 
6orum' 7v42, 'aur' 769). However, o is more common by far, and au is mainly 
encountered before ng (e. g. 'saung' 6v4, 'ualslaungu' W18, 'aunguit' 96, but 
cf. 'gongu' 762, 'bronguing' 8v4O, 'ongvm' 36rlO) which renders it likely that 
the orthography reflects a dipthongisation of 6 before ng. Older o in gegnum is 
written variously e (7rl5) and o (e. g. 96). Forms of the verb gera (older gora) 
are in -er- when written out ('Gerid' 703, 'Gerdu' 8r2), except the past part. 
which is in -io- ('giorr' 4bisr9, 'algiorr' 36vII). The er-tittle is used in 
abbreviations (e. g. 'ba mun drottin gera med bier algeruann hlut' 8r29). 
6>u was noted in 'heilug' (70 0) and 'herud' (9r26 but cf. 'herod' 6v 16, 
763). 
ey is written in 'reyckiunni' (8v25). One instance of e for ei was noted 
('enum' 9r26). 
In endings both e and i are common, but u seems to have replaced o 
almost everywhere except occasionally in forms of the verb vera and pret. of 
mcela (cf. e. g. 'erod' 6vl8, 'ero' 6v26, 'mcellto' 76). 
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c is written in foreign names. It also occurs sometimes finally for k (e. g. 'ec' 
708, 'oc' 4bis9,6v9,7r24,7A, 86,8vl3,9rll, 9v23, 'mioc' 7v2l, 'sic' 
4bis4,6v24,7vl9,86, 'toc' M, 8r6,9rl8, 'ýic' 8r3l) and, more sporadically, 
in medial position where it is sometimes coupled with k ('Iuctu' 6v24, 'blicnar' 
7rl6, 'hertecknir' 7v6 cf 'herteknir' 7r6,7v29, 'speckt' 867, 'mecktud' 807). 
o is normally written d but b is common following r (e. g. 'iorb' 4bis8, 
'iarbrikiss' 7rl6, 'dyrb' 9r3l, 'reyrbi' 8r6, 'fegrb' M, 'orb' 9v5 'fiorba' 9v21 
'heyrbi' 9v27) and crops up sporadically elsewhere, in particular between 
vowels (e. g. 'Siban' 6vl, 'eyba' 6v6, 'abr' 6vl3, 'eba' 6vl6, 'gubs' 7v8, 
& gybingar' 6v9, 'ybrar' 6v 18, 'hofbingiurn' 7v 1, 'fxba' 9v24). Furthermore, b is 
regularly written in the last syllable of polysyllabic words where d/6 has already 
occured, cf. 'smidabr' (4bis8), 'idrubuz' (7r2), 'bodabir' (7r26), 'dauba' (7r26), 
'uardhalbz' (7r4O), 'anndabiz' (969), 'unndrubuz' (8rl 1), 'grandaba' (8r27), 
'skunndubu' (9rl3) and 'blonndubu' (M). 
Only insular f occurs, but it is of two kinds, made with a 2- or a 3-like 
figure. The former variant is the more frequent and it is sometimes hard to 
distinguish it from p (cf. e. g. 'steypt' 4bis9 and 'oftnefnda' 4bisIO). It is worth 
bearing this in mind while nevertheless noting that pt-spellings seem to occur a 
few times (e. g. 'krapti' 6vI9, 'krapte' W, 'krapt' 76,8v2l, 'Iypte' 9rI7) 
although spellings in ft are the rule. In 'appne' (7r29) the t has been assimilated 
in the cluster. fn appears occasionally as rn ('iammikit' 4bis7) or mn ('samna' 
963), reflecting pronunciation. 
gh occurs several times for spirant g, both finally (e. g. 'skadsamligh' 
4bisl, 'lanzlegh' 4bis7, 'dagh' 7v2) and intervocalic (e. g. 'bardagha' 6vI9, 
'megha' 7rlO, 'akafligha' 8rl 1, 'sagha' 37vl5). 
The orthography reflects the palatalisation of g and k before W but not 
before e. 
Initial h is used in forms of the article (but cf. 'id' 606) and h is 
preserved in 'austrhalfuna' (6v27). 
There is no indication of the weakening of final c/k to g in pronouns, 
adverbs etc. A reverse spelling occurs in 'quibuk' (= kvibug 9v24). 
Single in has been noted in 'firn' (7vI 2) and 'fimta' (9vl 9,9v22) but cf. 
Timmta' (9v23,900). The doubling of m is indicated in 'framm' (762,7v24, 
but cf. fram. 808). 
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n is, as a rule, doubled before d, and nn has also been noted before 
(e. g. 'gydinnga' 8v24). The spellings 'enn'(7v2 for en), 'sinn' (7r28,9r6 for 
sin), 'fiollinn' (6vl3) and 'suefnnhuss' (9rl3) were noted. They might be 
inadvertent although such spellings do occur in fourteenth century manuscripts 
and charters. 45 Single n for nn occurs primarily in genitives of noun before z 
(e. g. manzolldrum 7r5, ranzsakib 702). 
pp is indicated by a superscript dot in 'opp' (9r22). 
qu is nonnally written for kv initally (e. g. 'quenna' 7vl9, 'quaul' 8v4O, 
but cf, 'kualdir' 70) whereas ku occurs medially (e. g. 'aftrkuamu' 8v29, 
'tuikuangadr' 9v26). q appears otherwise only in Latin words. The conservative 
use of qu for kv might be put down to influence from the original - the Book 
of Judith makes up most of what E writes. But since qu also occurs in the few 
lines E writes on ff. I Ov- 11 r, which in all likelihood is a text formulated by the 
scribe himself/herself designed to point the reader to a slip with ftirther 
information on the Trojan wars, it seems reasonable to suggest that this was 
indeed a habit with the scribe who in that respect differs markedly from his/her 
co-writers. 
r is long-shafted, but the length of the stave varies somewhat. 
Superscript r is the common minuscule r. 
r rotunda is used after the round letters b, d, g, p and ý, after a and y and 
occasionally after h (e. g. 'hrellt' 7v27, 'hrxdiz' 8r26) and n ('rennr' 767, M). 
It occurs sporadically after u in abbreviated forms of vdrr (e. g. 'uarra' 8r 12) and 
hverr (e. g. 'huerr' 9r6). 
rl is always so spelt. The spelling 'fyst' has been noted (e. g. 600,9v22) 
but cf 'fyrst' (9vl). 
Tall f is preferred to round s. The latter is mostly written in association 
with abbreviation marks or letters, cf 'sina' (e. g. 6vI 1,6vl4), 'sua' (e. g. 607, 
764) 'ser' (e. g. 762,763), 'sier' (e. g. 604,765), 's(ag6i)/s(uaradi)' (e. g. 
8r29), 'sino' (M), and in proper names (cf. e. g. 'simon' 9v9, 'salathiel' 9vl5). 
In addition it is written initially in 'senndi' (6vl2), 'sua' (6v2O), 'sin/' (6v23), 
4sins' (70,7r4), 'syndi' (76), 'spadir' (7M), 'sinum' (W14), 'sanna' (W16), 
4synir' (769), 'sonar' (7vl4), 'saurlififl' (M), 'son' (9v24) 'spamadr' (9v29, 
45 StefAn Karlsson, 'Uppruni og ferill', 69. 
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902). It was noted finally in 'Iyds' (6v23) and 'oss' (700). Long s is written ff 
elsewhere. A small capital s is written in dags (9r42), presumably in order to 
match the rest of the enlarged word, making it a fitting conclusion. 
The scribe writes d in endings, except where the d/t rule applies. The 
prepositions meJ and W are in d when written out (e. g. 6v2l, 603). The dual 
pronouns vitlpit do not occur. The scribe writes bat in full (8r2l). The spelling 
ath is common, but at occurs quite a few times (e. g. 6v6). 
The freestanding n. nom. /acc. sg. article is in d (e. g. 'id' 606) but when 
suffixed follows the d/t rule (cf. 'landit' 602, 'hofudit' 9rI8, but 'fiallid' 7rl8). 
A final t is also written in 'hunndrat' (4bis9). 
z occurs in genitive sg. of nouns, pronouns and adjectives following 11, 
10/11d, nn, nd and t, with or without the inclusion of the dentals (e. g. 'lanzlegh' 
4bis7, 'brioz' 6v5, 'egiptalanz' 604, 'fiallz' 609, 'manzolldrum' 7r5 'allz' 
7r16, 'uatzfall' 767, 'uardhalýz' 7r4O, 'uardhallz' 8v27, 'tialzins' 8v19, Trafz' 
8v4O). It has also been noted in the gen. sg. of NO ('hlidz' 8r11, 'borgarhliz' 
8v29, but cf. 'hlids' 8v27). In addition z is written after n in 'ranzsakid' (702) 
and 'unz' (703). 
Derivatives in 43, t+ sk/sl are spelt zk/zl (cf. 'illzku' 7r5 'uizku' 868, 
'fehirzlur' 8r4l, 'fxzlu' 8r42, 'lidueizlu' 9vl3). z is always written in forms of 
the verb bleza. It is also written, as would be expected, in foreign names and 
place-names. 
The middle voice ending is in z but the double spellings 'safnastz' 
(6v29), 'reiknastzt' (9v4l) have been noted. 
The superlative form of adjectives whose stem ends in a vowel is in st 
(cf. 'hxstu' e. g. 6vl 1, 'nxst' e. g. 6vl7) This is also the case with fy(r)st and 
mest (e. g. 600,8r4O). The superlative is in zt elsewhere (e. g. 'efztum' M8, 
sagiwtazta' 7v21, 'beztr' 862, 'sterkaztr' 862), except in forms with -ast suffix 
and no inflectional ending, where only z is written ('sterkuz' 4bisv6, 'fridaz' 
4bisv7, 'mattkuz' 9vl9). The spelling 'uixnst' (7vl9) is an exception. 
ý is sometimes retained in suffixed Pil (e. g. 'Iemýu' 8rl) but appears 
elsewhere as 0/d or t (e. g. 'muntu' 7r7, 'littu' 7r24,709, 'fardu' 703, 'gerdu' 
8r2). On ý medially see above. 
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2.3.6. Hand F 
Hand F wrote 10r, 13,17r26-17vl4,11.26-29 on 20v, 21r-2lv25,11.22-43 on 
40r and probably sections on ff. 34-35. It is a regular hand, more gothic in 
appearance than most of the other ones. The use of capital letters at the 
beginning of sentences seems rather more frequent here than elsewhere. 
Almost no attempt is made to distinguish between a and 6. On ff. 17 and 21 
there are, however, a few instances of ia for 6 ('ha7r' 170, 'mmli' 170 'mia' 
216, W 21r17) and 6 occurs in 'mdl' at 13v18. 
An unmutated a occurs in 'heitandum' (1366), 'lifandum' (21r26) and 
'hall' (2 1 v9) - such forms started to appear in the fourteenth century. 
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The dipthongisation of e before ng/nk is commonly but not universally 
reflected in the spelling (e. g. 'eingill' IM, 'eingi' 13rI 1, 'leingr' 13rl3, but cf. 
6gengu' 21r7). 
x for e is written in 'mxrki' (21M). The spelling 'lisid' (17r28) for 
lesib is presumably a mistake. 
The free-standing article has been noted twice in e-, 'enne' 10r29, 'enir' 
13rl4, but is otherwise in hi-. 
6 is commonly written e but ie occurs in pret. forms of some 
reduplicative verbs (cf. 'fiell' lOrl 1, 'fiecc' lOr13, 'liet' 13v28, ) and a few other 
words (e. g. 'lied' 13v8, 'riett' 17v4, 'nie' 216). 
i/f and the semi-vowel j are generally written i. Prep. t is occasionally 
written j (cf. e. g. WOO) and j also occurs following i in genitives of Latin 
names (e. g. 'darij' 10M, 'iulij' l3r3l) as well as in numbers. 
The privative prefix is o (e. g. 'osamýyckiss' 13v1I) or u ('uuingan' 
1364, 'uuinir' 21r24, 'uflyanndi' 21v18). 
u does duty, in general, for both u/6 iind the semi-vowel v, but v occurs a 
few times, particularly in various abbreviated forms of the verb vera ('voro' 
10r11, 'var' l0r11, IOr13, cf. also e. g. 'vm' 10r6,13r4l). Analogical v/u is 
written in the pret. of the verb verba, cf. 'uurdu' (10rIO). 
Pron. nokkur is usually written 'nuckur' or even 'nuckor' (2lv17), but 
instances of 'nockur' have been noted (e. g. l3r14). 
46 Bj6m Karel D6r6lfsson, Um Islenzkar or6myndir, 20. 
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y and i are kept distinct. yfir is most often so written but 'ifir' has been 
noted (1065,2lr7). fifir is so spelt when written out (1066). The adjective 
mikill is spelt with i, except in contracted forms with an ending in u ('myklu' 
l3r3l, 1302, 'myclu' 1305, 'myclum' 21v23). 
6 is written o or au but not in any regular fashion. Fol. lOr has o 
exclusively, o is more common at the beginning of f. 13 but au gradually 
becomes more frequent, used exclusively in the word aulldungar (13rll et 
passim). Apart from this it is difficult to point to any pattern in the distribution 
of these letters since they frequently appear in the same words (cf. e. g. 'lond' 
l3rl7 'godlaund' 40r27, 'kaulludu' 13r9, 'kolludu' 13rl2, 'onguan' l3vl5 
'aungan' M15). 
Older o is written e in gegnum (13 v23). In the verb gera (older gora) -er- 
is indicated in ind. and subj., but the past part. sing. is written out 'giorr' (13r4). 
Pret. of snýa is in e (cf. 'sneruz' I Or29). 
In endings e and o are rare. The latter is written in 3. pers. pl. of the verb 
vera, and in a few other instances (e. g. 'sino' 130, 'ýago' 21r8). e occurs only 
sporadically, e. g. 'enne' (10r29), 'mmllte' (10r4l). 
The suffix -indi/-endi has the latter form, e. g. 'tibendi' (13v24) and 
'erenndi' (10M). 
The doubling of consonants (p, t) is indicated by a superscript dot but erratically 
since there are plenty of examples where the dot is missing. The scribe seems to 
indicate 11 before t by placing a dot over the t, e. g. 'hellt' (13v2l), 'sellt' 
(13v29). 
c is written in foreign words and names, e. g. 'Consules' (IM6, but cf. 
'konsules' 13rl8), 'dictatores' (13r22), 'dictadi' (2lrl9), 'escobar' (lOrl4), 
'abbacuc' (10M), 'cirus' (IOrl4 et passim). It has also been noted in 'folcs' 
(I Or3 1) and 'brac' (2 1 r27). The Latin abbreviation con is used a few times (e. g. 
IMS, DrM, 21v4). Oncc and ckforkkseebelow. 
b occurs sporadically for o, especially in the words daudildaudr (I Or26, 
1064,1067,1068,21r26) but also in 'eba' (13v9), 'tibendi' (13v24 but cf. 
'tidennda' 2lvl7), 'siban' (13v27 but 'sidan' everywhere else), 'aý' (1308), 
gmeýal' (1706), 'dyrb' (17vl3), 'anndabiz' (1760,21M), 'smidabi' (21rl6), 
'uemdubu' (2108). 
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The past part. endings are normally in d when written out (except when 
the d-t rule applies and in the isolated instance of 'uerit' 13r3O) but are 
abbreviated with a superscript d or t. The peculiar spellings 'skrifatdi' (I 7r3 1) 
and 'kristnadta' (2lvl8) are presumably inadvertent. Similarly, the suffixed 
article is in d, with superscript d/t used in abbreviations. A reverse spelling has 
been noted in 'stirdnut' (13v29). The word at is spelt variously 'ad' (e. g. I Orl6) 
and 'at' (e. g. lOr28) when written out; bat is written out 'bad' (e. g. 10r4l). 
bangad is likewise written with d (1364). Prep. vid is written out 'uid' (13rl8) 
and abbreviated with a superscript d, med has the form 'med' (e. g. l3vl8) or 
medr' (13 r3 4) when written out. 
f is insular except occasionally in foreign words ('affrica' 1302, 
'benefactorem' 21 r29) where roman f is used. 
fn is usually so spelt (e. g. 'iafnan' 13v26), but m is indicated once in 
'iamfnir' (1300), probably a pronunciation influence. 
Initial g is retained in 'gnognt' (sic! 13 r3 8). 
The spelling reflects the palatalisation of g/k before ze: e. g. 'agiacti' 
(13rl9), 'kimmi' (1301). 
Initial h is retained in 'halfum' (I 7r3 1). 
There is no sign of the weakening of final k to g in pronouns etc. except 
in the word mjok which is spelt variously 'miok' (e. g. IR18) and 'miog' (e. g. 
I Or 15). ok is so spelt when written out (13 v3 2). 
ck for kk is the rule but double c (c with a superscript dot) is indicated in 
e. g. 'fiecc' (lOrl3) and 'drecca' (13v26) and 'sambycckia' (13v4O). c/k is 
simplified in clusters, e. g. 'drektu' (1367), 'fracland(i)' (I 3vl 1,2 1 r2 1). Single 
k is written for double in 'drak' (2 1 B). 
Single in is written or indicated in 'ofskamt' (13r2O), 'fim' (lOrI7, 
IMO). 
r rotunda is written after the round letters, b, d, g, o and b, but has not 
been noted, as is the case with some of the other hands, following a, h or y. 
R occurs as an abbreviation for riki, with a superscript i (e. g. 1309, 
40M). 
rl is always so spelt. rs is assimilated to ss (and the ss simplified) before t 
ffyst' lOrI6 et passim, 'uestu' 21rl 6) and sk ('romueskum' 1302). In the word 
orrosta rr is always written or indicated (cf, e. g. lOrl 1,13r2). 
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Tall f is preferred to round s, the latter occurring only sporadically in 
connection with abbreviations or initially. For ss in dem. pron. Pessi rf is usually 
indicated (abbreviated variously ýerf or ýerf although a b+f ligature also 
occurs. Gen. of pron. hann is frequently written out hanf, but otherwise 
abbreviated with an h+f ligature. 
z occurs in the genitive of nouns, pronouns and adjectives with stems 
ending in 11,16/11d, nn, nd and t, never with expression of the preceding dentals 
(e. g. 'gullYins' 1367, 'upphallz' 1764, 'fullz' 1002, 'manz' 13r27, 'lanz' 
I Or4, 'graz', 'prcz' 21 rl). z also occurs in 'syrlcnzkr' (1 7r29). 
Adjectives with superlative in -st are so spelt following vowels (e. g. 
6mest' 13M, 'hxsti' M14). Elsewhere superlatives, whether in -st or -ast, are 
spelt zt (e. g. 'xztir' 1060 et passim, 'leingzt' 13r29, 'nytsamligzti' 20v27) 
except for a couple of instances in z ('sidaz' 170 1, 'siduz' 21v 13) and one in st 
('gofgastr' 1068). 
2.3.7. Hand G 
Hand G wrote I Ov- I 2v (except 11.1 Ov3 8-11 r2), 3 8r-3 8v24 and 40v (except 11. 
23-24). This is a practised hand and similar to F in many respects. However, 
scribe G uses a different abbreviation mark for er -a tittle akin to cursive n or 
m, made of two or, more frequently, three minims. G also writes a simpler y, the 
tail usually does not curve to the right and it is not marked with a horizontal 
stroke. The scribe seems somewhat careless, frequently leaving out letters, 
marks or whole words. 
The weak declension of the article appears a couple of times (e. g. 
facc. sg. 'hinu nyu troeam' 1 Irl 0). 
No distinction is made between long and short vowels except that d is 
occasionally written ta (e. g. 'mca' 10vl 1, 'iur' II rl, 'hcut' IIA, 'ta' 126). 
The dipthongisation of e before ng/nk is usually reflected in the spelling 
(e. g. 'leingr' 10vlO, 'eingland' llrl2, 'geingum'4Or29). 
6 is commonly written e but ie also occurs frequently. It is written in 
pret. of the reduplicate verbsfalla, fd, 16ta and r66a (e. g. 'fiellu' 1002, 'fleck' 
IlvI9, 'liet' IIv3 'ried' lOvl6 but cf. 'red' e. g. 1004) and occasionally 
elswhere (e. g. 'uielte' 1165). 
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i/i is usually written i, sometimes with a diacritical mark to distinguish it 
from the surrounding letters. j occurs for the preposition i (e. g. I IrI5, I lr33) 
and for capital I at the beginning of sentences. The semi-vowel j is so written 
initially in personal names, but everywhere else i is used (e. g. 'iork' I lv4O, 
4giarna' I lv2l). 
u generally does duty for both u/6 and v. v has been noted in the 
abbreviated form of um (e. g. I Ov 13), and at the beginning of a sentence, serving 
as capital (I I v26). w has been noted once in the abbreviated form of vir 
(40v29). Analogical v is written in the pret. of the verb verda ('uurdu' 12v4O). 
The privative prefix is u (e. g. 'uuart' 12rlO, 'usambycki' 12r23, 'ulikr' 
12vl9). Pron. nokkur occurs both with o and u in the first syllable (e. g. 
'nockors' 12v2, 'nuckuru' 12vl6). 
The scribe occasionally puts a dot over the y, but a stroke through the 
tail is rare ('nyu' IIr 12). A clear distinction is made between i/i and y/ý. Forms 
of the adj. mikill are spelt with i except once in 'myclu' (IOvl8 cf. 'miklu' 
lOvl5). yfir is abbreviated 'yfir',. fyrir Trir' and, less frequently, 'firir' (e. g. 
lOvl6,38r26). 
6 is commonly written o but au occurs sporadically (cf. e. g. 'rau<n>gu' 
IM, 'auxl' I IvlI, 'faudur' 1201). Forms and derivatives of the verb gera are 
abbreviated, using the er-curl. Prep. gegnum has not been noted. 
For the negative adverbs eLleigi an abbreviation is normally used -e 
with a superscript i- but 'ei' is written out once (I lv23). 
In endings, i and u are preferred to e and o. o is found in fon-ns of the 
verb vera (cf. 'ero' e. g. lOvI2, llrll; 3. pers. pret. pl. voro is usually 
abbreviated with a superscript o). e crops up sporadically in final position (cf 
e. g. 'uielte' I 10 5, 'ueste' II v2, 'brennde' II v2). ir endings are almost always 
abbreviated, using the er/ir curl. 
c is written in foreign names but rarely otherwise (but cf. 'myclu' I Ov 18). 
d is lost in 'anliti' (I I v23). 
6 is usually written d but b is used as a variant, especially in words with 
more than one 8/d (e. g. 'smidabr' lOvl5, 'daubr' lOvI7, 'dauba' 1103, 
'andaban' 120). b is furthermore used occasionally between two vowels (cf. 
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6 obin' 1 Ov3 1, 'oboniel' 1 Ov3 1, 'gybinga' e. g. IIr 15, 'siban' e. g. II r3 7) and in 
few other cases (cf. 'orbinn' I lv25, 'abr' l2v9, 'hofbingiar' 12vl9), 
gh for spirant g has been noted once only ('dagha' IIr 19). 
Final k has been weakened in e. g. 'sig' (I I v7), 'miog' (I Iv 10) but cf. 
ek' (I I v24). Conj. ok has not been found written out. 
There is no sign of the palatalisation of g/k before e (except possibly in 
the place-name 'gietulia' 40v28) but k is shown as palatalised before x (cf. 
'kimmiz' 12r28, 'kiwnugardr'40vlO). 
The free-standing article was noted once without initial h ('id' lOv27) 
but is elsewhere in hi- (e. g. 'hin' I Ov 14). 
The scribe writes single I before t to begin with but then seems to 
abandon this in favour of 11. 
Single m is written in 'grimt'(12vl3) and 'skom' (I lv23). 
r is of two types, ordinary and long-shafted. The former is used solely at 
first with the latter becoming more frequent from f. IIv onwards. 
r rotunda is used after the round letters b, d, g, o, b but it also occurs 
after a, y and u. 
rl is universally so spelt. rs is usually shown assimilated, written s 
('ueste' IM, 'uesti' 1106, 'fyst' IM butcf. 'fyrst'lOvl6). 
Tall f is preferred to round s- the latter occurs only a few times 
initially (e. g. 'synir' lOv6, 'samuel' llrl4, 'sidan' 1167, 'ser' 12rlO). ss is 
written ifin'bed' at I IrI3, elsewhere pess- is abbreviated using the er-curl (e. g. 
'berli' 11 v 13), sometimes followed by an additional r (e. g. 'b! Lril' II v3). 
In endings t is usual (except where the t-d rule applies) but not universal 
(e. g. 'minkat' I Ov 12, 'skrifat' I Ov 15, 'tekit' 11 r6, 'komit' 3 8r7, but cf. 'uerid' 
I 10 7,12r9, 'mikid' IWO). Pat is in d when written out (I Ov5), 'ad' and 'at' 
seem to be used indifferently (cf e. g. I Ov7-8). Prep. vid is written out 'uid', and 
a superscript d is used for its abbreviation. The freestanding n. nom. /acc. sg. 
article is in d (cf 'id' lOv27) but in t when suffixed (except where the t-d rule 
applies). 
t has been lost in the cluster -stk- in 'syskin' (I OvIO). 
z occurs in foreign names and in unz. It also occurs in gen. sing. of 
nouns following n(d), t ('manz' I Ov 12, 'lanz' II r7, 'landz' IM, 'skazgilldu' 
1263). Superlatives in -st are so spelt following a vowel or after r ('mest' I lr5, 
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'fystr' I lr9, 'ueste' I M, 'fegrst' 1 lv20, 'nwsts' IM). Otherwise superlatives 
seem to be spelt with zt ('ellzti' IIv 14, 'uinswlazti' IIB 7) except 'kiorligast' 
(llvl5). 
2.3.8. Hand H 
Hand H wrote 14r37-15r, 26v29-40,32-33r, 38v24-42. It is characterised by an 
insular f made with a 2-like figure whose top is usually detached from the top of 
the stave. The y is simple, normally without embellishments. Furthermore, this 
scribe writes 'nockur' consistently and distinguishes more clearly than the 
others between long and short vowels, particularly in the case of a/d. 
d is often written a but 6 does occur a few times (e. g. 'udttar' 145, 'V6x' 147, 
'brdt' 1426, 'drla' 32r8, 'ddr' 32r9, 'vdg' 32vl9). Ligatured ta is quite 
frequent, especially for the preposition 6 (e. g. 144,15r4,15r9,32v2,32vl9). 
Dipthongisation of e to ei before nghik is universal. 
6 is commonly written ie, but spellings in e have been noted (cf 'ne' 
15rl6, 'herueru' 1564). 
No clear distinction is made between i and i. These, and the sernivowel 
are usually written i, with or without a diacritical mark. j occurs frequently for 
the preposition f, it is sometimes used initially in names (e. g. 'joseph' 1414, 
1418,1425,1428, but cf. 'ioseph' 140,146) and occurs at least twice in 
final position ('himnj' 15rl 9, 'uatnj' l5r26). 
The scribe very occasionally distinguishes, it seems, between o and 6 
(cf 'h6f 1423). 
The privative prefix is u (e. g. 'uuis' 15rl 1, 'uhe<y>riligr' 32vl5). 
Both u/fi and v are written either u or v, but not according to any 
apparent rule; both letters appear initially, medially and finally although u seems 
more frequent. 
i and y are, for the most part, kept distinct. fifir and yfir are so spelt 
when written out (1563,32r16) The adj. mikill is spelt with i ('miklar' 1420, 
'mikill' 32v2) except sometimes in contracted forms where y is written 
regardless of the vowel in the following syllable (mykla' l5r2l, 32v29, 
4myclu' 32vl8). 
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e for x was noted in e. g. 'sekiandi' (15M), 'ueri' (1567) and 
superscript e was noted signifying re for rx ffrenda' 1503). The spelling 
twvxntyr' (1416) is possibly a scribal error. 
im for x occurs in 'uiwntir' (320 5). 
6 is commonly written o but au occurs sometimes, usually, it seems, 
before nd or ng (e. g. 'faung' 1418, 'aund' 156, 'saungleikurn' 15rl2, 
'aunduegis' 1562) which might be taken as evidence for the diphthongisation 
of the sound before ng. Adj. fem. sg. heilug is so spelt (150). 
e for older o is indicated in forms and derivatives of the verb gora (e. g. 
'gervuu' (sic) 1412, 'gerd' 32r4). Pret. of the reduplicating verb snýa is in -e- 
('snere' 15r26). 
In unstressed syllables e is common, whereas o rarely occurs (it has been 
noted in 'ero' 15rl 8, 'myrkri<n>o' l4v21 and 'ombona' 32v1 2). 
c occurs finally for k in con . ok. The word is usually abbreviated, using the 
nota, but is sometimes written out (often to fill the line it seems, e. g. l4vI 1, 
1428), most often with c although the spelling ok has also been noted on f 32 
(e. g. 3262,3266,3269). 
b has been noted for 6 medially in 'daubi' (14vl), 'daubvm' (15rl, but 
cf 'daudir' 156) and 'dyrýar' (I 4v2), and finally in 'Ieituduý' (I 5rI 8). 
d has been lost in 'hollganar' (for holldganar 1564). Adv. m0l has that 
form (15rl4) or'millim' (15rl5). 
No firm principle can be detected in the way d or t is written in verb 
endings, prepositions etc., apart from the d-t/t-d rule which by and large is 
adhered to. The past part. and 2. pers. pl. of verbs are sometimes in d 
('sprungid' l4v 13, 'borid' 150, 'ausid' 156 1) but more frequently, it seems, in 
t ('snuit' 1431, 'komit' 1402, 'uitat' 15r22, 'fyllit' 1560, 'berit' 1562, 
'skrifat' 1566). The word at is usually so spelt but the spelling 'ad' has been 
noted (e. g. 14vl, 1419,14v3l); bat and hvat are so spelt when written out. 
prep. vid is in d whereas the dual pronounbit occurs both as 'bid' (15rl7) and 
'bit' (I 5rl 8). The free standing article is in d ('id' 1563), but in t when suffixed 
(uatnit 1561). 
fn is written m medially in 'iamfram' (32r 17). 
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gh occurs sporadically for spirant g, either intervocalic or finally (e. g. 
'uegh' 15rl3, 'dagligha' 32r2). 
Spellings like 'fagiwtt' (1415) and 'kixrer' (1425) point to the 
palatalisation of g and k before x but there is no sign of it before e. 
Initial h is missing in 'luti' (I 5rl 8 but cf. 'hlut' 21 r26). 
There is no sign of the weakening of final k to g in pronouns, adverbs 
etc. except in the word mj6k which is spelt variously 'miog' (e. g. 147) and 
'miok' (33M). 
r rotunda is written following the round letters, b, d, g, o, p and ý, and 
after a, h, u and y as well. 
R has been noted in 4Regina' (32rl 1) and 'thesauR' (32v4). 
rl is always so spelt. r is assimilated to ss (and the ss simplified) in 
num. /adv. fyrsti (1437 et passim). 
Tall f is generally preferred to round s. The latter occurs not 
infrequently, however, initially and associated with abbreviation marks or 
letters. Long s is spelt with ff (e. g. 'uifl' 140 1). 
z occurs in genitive sg. of nouns, pronouns and adjectives following 11, 
16/11d, nn, nd and t, with or without the inclusion of the preceding dentals (e. g. 
cmannz' 14vl, 'uallz' 148, 'landz' 15r2), in forms of the verb bleza (14r4O, 
15r3l), in'girzku' (1468) and nouns as a derivative of 6/d/t+s (e. g. 'ueizlune' 
15r29, 'illzku' 15r9, 'fehirzlu' 32vlO, 'goz' 32vI 1). 
The superlative of adjectives is in st following vowel +r ('fyst' e. g. 
1562), otherwise in zt ('bezta' 1563). 
2.3.9. Hand I 
Hand I wrote 3bisv, 9bisr, 36rl4-36vl5,36v2O-37r. This scribe is somewhat 
inconsistent in his/her orthography (cf. e. g. use of g and k) and also displays 
features not or rarely seen elsewhere in the manuscript, e. g. ch-spellings for k 
and unorthodox use of y. The h is one of the marked characteristics of this 
scribe, made with a long second stave which goes below the line and is then 
drawn in a sharp curve to the left and downwards. There is hardly any use made 
of the nota, found only once (9bisr6). 
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6 is occasionally spelt with ta (e. g. 'wr' 3bisv6, W 36r22) and a double a seems 
to be indicated by a superscript dot in 'uaarar' (36v6) and 'gaatum' (36v22). 
Otherwise no distinction is made between long and short vowels. 
e or ei before ng seem not to occur. 
6 is commonly written ie (e. g. 'hier' 36rl6, 'hiet' 36v9, 'sier' 37rlO). 
i/i and the semivowel are usually written i but there are sporadic instances 
of j, especially for the prep. 1 (e. g. 36r28). 
Pron. nokkur is so spelt ('nokkur' 36r2O, 'nokkura' 37r14). 
u does duty for both u and v. The privative prefix has not been found. 
y for i is written in 'styrkyngar' (3602), possibly a dittography. The by- 
fonn 'byrtiz' was noted (3 6r23, cf 'birtaz' 3 66 1). 
e for w occurs frequently, sometimes with a superscript dot (e. g. Wkr' 
36rl4, 'ljrdP 36r27, 'gred<d>i' 3606, 'sel' 9bisr4, 'sMarl 36r28, 'selum' 
36v24 but cf 'swll' 36v23). Pron. var is so spelt when written out ('uaer' 36v22). 
Forms of the verb gera are in er ('gerandi' 376). Prep. gegnum has not been 
noted. 
For 6, au is more frequent than o. Pret. of the verb snfia is in 6 ('snaure' 
3604). 
e for ei was noted in 'stenamir' (3 6rl 8). 
In endings, e is at least as common as i (e. g. 'fader' 36rI6, 'seger' 36v5, 
'hefer' 36vlO, 'sender' 36v24) and o has been noted as well ('komo' 3600) 
although u is more usual. 
c is used in Latin words and it occurs frequently for k in final position (e. g. 'oc' 
3bisv4, 'toc' 36rl5, 'bic' 36rl7 but cf 'ek' 'bik' 36r24) and ch is used for k 
medially in 'stormerchiliga' (3 6r 17). 
No instances of ý for o have been noted. On d finally see below. 
f is made with a 3-like figure whose tail is often drawn to the left across 
the stave, ending in a loop. 
is retained initially in 'gnog' (3bisv4) 
There is evidence of the weakening of final k>g in e. g. 'miog' (36rl5), 
4eg', 'bigt, 4mig' (36r24), but cf. e. g. 'bic' (36M), 'ek' (36r24). k for g is 
indicated in konunks (9bisr5) and written out in 'gullikt' (37rl 1), These reverse 
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spellings reflect the unvoicing of g before s and t. Long k is written kk 
('nokkura' 37r14). 
The last minim of rn and n is occasionally elongated (cf. e. g. 'med' 
36v29, 'bann' MOO)- 
pp is written as a ligature. 
qu is written for kv initially (e. g. 'quediunni' 36r2l, 'quedia' 36r27). q 
occurs also in Latin words (e. g. 'sequenciam' 3 6v 10). 
r is long-shafted. R was noted initially in 6Reis' (3602) and 'Reglu' 
(37r 17). r rotunda is written after round letters but also after a and 
r is assimilated in'huesdagliga' (36r26), 'fystu' (36v2) 'fysta' (36v4). 
Tall fis used exclusively except for capital S. Long s is written ff or as f 
with a superscript dot (e. g. 'ohr 36v22). 
t is prefeffed to d in endings (cf. e. g. 'skotit' 3bisv5, 'skrifat' 36v2O, 
'berit' 36v29, 'dictat' 36v6 but cf. 'dictad' 36v5). Pron. bat is so spelt when 
written out (e. g. 36rl4), hvat is likewise in t (huat' 37rl2) but at is usually in d 
(e. g. 36rl4, but cf. 'at' 36rl7). d/6 has been assimilated in 'leittogi' (36rl5) and 
an intrusive t was noted in 'stlik' (3bisv3). 
z occurs in genitive nouns: 'bordz' (3bisv2), ellz' (3605). 
The following superlative forms were noted - 'fystu' (36v2), 'fysta' 
(36v4), 'nxst' (360) 'fremz' (3600). 
2.3.10. Hand J 
Hand J wrote l8bis. The orthography is much like that of E but the ductus is 
rather different. J is the only scribe who writes r rotunda consistently with a 3- 
like figure and also makes more use Of R than the others. 
Ligatured ia is occasionally written for d (e. g. rl, v4). Otherwise no distinction 
is made between long and short vowels. 
The dipthongisation of e before ng is reflected in the spelling (e. g. 
teingi' r9) but is not universal (cf 'gengu' vl). 
6 is usually written e. ie occurs in pret. of reduplicative verbsfd ('fieck' 
r6) andfalla ('fiell' r24). 
is frequently written for prep. i and for i and the semi-vowel initially 
(e. g. 'jnnan' r2, 'jardueginn' r4, januario' r17, but cf. 'imnsitt' r5). 
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Pron. nokkurr does not occur. 
The privative prefix is u ('ugiolld' r7, 'ubolligr' r15, 'ubTriligan' r26, 
'udxmi' r26, 'ulikr' v15). A single instance of o- can be seen in 'odTmi' (rl9). 
u does duty for both u/Ci and v, except once in 'ver' (vl9). 
y and i are kept distinct. yfir is spelt with i- (M). Forms of adj. mikill 
are similarly spelt with i (e. g. 'micklum' r4, 'mikinn' r7). 
6 is usually written o, twice au ('auruar' r20, 'saunginn' v12). 
An unmutated a occurs in 'komandum' (v29). o is preserved medially in 
colmosu' (vl6). Adj. heilug is so spelt (r6). 
i and u are generally written in unstressed syllables (but cf. 'herder' v5). 
c is written in Latin words and for k in 'oc' (r2 et passim) and 'sic' (rl6). 
ý is not used for 0. 
d is preferred to t in endings (except for the d-t rule). at is spelt variously 
with d or t (e. g. 'at' r3, 'ad' r6). The freestanding n. nom. /acc. sg. article is in -d 
('id' v27). 
fn is spelt m in 'iamsitt' (6). 
u is written for f in 'pauans' (r28 but cf. 'pafann' v16). 
gh occurs finally for spirant g in 'uegh' (6). 
There is evidence of the weakening of final k in 'miog' (r22 but cf. 
'rniok' r5, v15) 
The palatalisation of k before x is reflected in 'skixrr' (v8). 
Single m is written in 'dimadiz' (rl6). 
q occurs in Latin words only. 
r is long-shafted r. 
r rotunda is written after a, b, d, g, h, o, u, y, 
R is found initially in 'Regina' (V10), 'ROgamus' (vl2), 'Roma' (vl4), 
Ranglxti' (v26), but also finally in 'meiR' (v2l). It does not occur representing 
rr. 
Tallf is preferred to round s. The latter is only found as a part of 
abbreviations. Double s is written ff (e. g. riff r13). s is commonly doubled in 
final position (e. g. Wv'eitiss' r8, tiberiss r8, riss M). 
z is written in gen. forms 'pislaruatz' (62) and 'uitordz' (00) and in 
'blezud' (v7, ms. 'blelezud'). 
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Adjectives with superlatives in -st are so spelt (all the examples are of 
stems in vowels - Tystr' r22, mest' v4, nwst' v14). Superlatives in -ast are 
written z when no ending follows ('siduz' v12) but zt before an ending 
('siduztum' rl). 
bAsund has the fonn 'bushunndrat' (r8). 
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3. When and where written? 
As will have become evident from the various remarks concerning paleographic 
and orthographic features of the different hands, they can all be dated to the 
fourteenth century, as indeed KAlund had observed. 47 Much speaks for a 
Northwestern provenance (SkagafJ6r6ur/IHmavatnssýslur) of the manuscript. 
Among the significant features in respect of the dating is the fact that the 
general change vd > vO (vo) has not yet taken hold in the orthography of these 
scribes. v6 for older vd is rarely found in charters before 138048 and the total 
absence of this feature in 764 suggests that the manuscript was written well 
before 1400. Furthermore, there is hardly any evidence for the diphthongisation 
of e before gi/gj, another change which gradually spread in the second half of 
the fourteenth century. 49 The svarabhakti vowel is rarely written in 764 and 
there is little if any evidence of the doubling of n in final position. Longshafted 
r, used by D, E, I and J, is rare in manuscripts written after 1350.50 These 
features speak against a late date. On the other hand the orthography reflects the 
diphthongisation of e to ei, and to a certain extent that of 6 to au, before ng. 51 
The weakening of final k>g and final t>d is similarly attested in some of the 
hands. All the hands show some evidence of the spelling ie for 6; in some cases 
it is quite extensive, suggesting a date in the latter half of the fourteenth 
century. 52 The absence of 6 and limited use of the accent as well as the 
preponderance of ft-spellings also speak for a later date. 
Scribal differences must be taken into account. Scribes D and E seem to 
be relatively conservative, they employ the long-shafted r and the weakening of 
final k>g is less in evidence here than elsewhere in the manuscript. The same 
is true of scribe H who in addition uses the accent to distinguish between long 
and short vowels. These scribes may have been older than the others and may 
have learnt to write around or before the middle of the century. But on the 
47 AmKat 11,184. 
48 Stefdn Karlsson, 'Uppruni og ferill', 5 5. 
49 Bj6m Karel D6r6lfsson, Um islenzkar orLimyndir, xii-xii. 50 Stefdn Karlsson (ed. ), Sagas ofIcelandic Bishops, 47. 51 Examples of these begin to appear in the fourteenth century, cf Bjorn Karel D6r6lfsson, Um 
islenzkar ordmyndir, xii; Noreen, Altnordische Grammatik 1,96. 
52 Bj6m Karel 1)6r6lfsson, Um i'slenzkar ordmyndir, xiv; Stefdn Karlsson (ed. ),, Sagas of 
Icelandic Bishops, 27-28. 
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whole the paleographic/orthographic evidence does not allow a more precise 
dating than ca. 1350-1390. 
The content of the manuscript offers additional information which may 
be used to narrow this down somewhat. Ole Widding and Hans Bekker-Nielsen 
suggested 1360-70 as a likely date for the manuscript, 53 presumably on the basis 
of the annals on ff. 41-43 which break off at the year 1372 but display a change 
of hand after 1362 from which point several scribes seem to have taken turns in 
writing the entries. That part, furthermore, is written on a palimpsest. All this 
may indicate that the entries following 1362 were added later. At least one of 
the hands in question, the one which writes the entries for 1364-68, can however 
be identified in other parts of the manuscript (cf. hand E above, nr. 7 in Storm's 
IiSt54 ) and as 61afur Halld6rsson has pointed out, it is unlikely that entries for 
1362-72 were entered one by one over a long period, although one cannot 
exclude the possibility that some were added after the main part of the 
55 manuscript had been completed. (It should also be borne in mind that the 
annals could have been longer, since it is impossible to determine whether any 
leaves following f. 43 have been lost. ) 61afur mentions that the entry for 1371 
concerning King 6ldfr Hdkonarson (1370-87) was clearly written after he 
reached seven years of age, that is 1377 at the earliest. 56 In short: the manuscript 
had not been completed at that time; it was probably begun not long before, 
although its production might well have been spread over some period. The 
middle of the 1370s therefore is the likeliest terminus post quem, but work on 
the codex might have started earlier. 
In his article 'Rfmbeglusmi6ur', which mainly concerns AM 731 4to, a 
seventeenth-century miscellany written by Bj6m J6nsson of Skar6sd, 61afur 
Halld6rsson provided a plausible terminus ante quem for 764 by showing that 
material in 731 was in all likelihood copied from a fourteenth-century 
manuscript which in turn depended on 764. The intermediary manuscript was 
written in either 1376 or 1386, depending on the interpretation of chronological 
reckoning found in the book - the latter date seems more likely if it is true that 
5' Ole Widding and Hans Bekker-Nielsen. 'A Debate of the Body and Soul in Old Norse 
Literature. ' Mediaeval Studies XXI (1959), 275. 
54 Storin (ed. ). Islandske Annaler, xviii. 55 61afur Halld6rsson. 'Rimbeglusmi6ur. ' Opuscula 11,2. (BiblAm XXV, 2. ) Kobenhavn 1977, 
39. 
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764 was begun in the latter half of the 1370s. 57 Olafur has furthermore argued 
that Brynj6lfr Bjamarson from Akrar in Skagafj6r6ur wrote parts of 764 and 
that most of the manuscript had been completed before he died in 1381 . 
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Brynj6lfr's name is the last in one of the genealogies in AM 162 fol. m which 
originally belonged with 764, and he is apparently the youngest person to be 
included in these. Brynj6lfr had close ties with Reynista6ur - he was a steward 
for the convent for some time before December 1380.59 A close comparison of 
the hands in 764 with two charters believed to be in Brynj6lfr's hand 60 reveals, 
however, that Brynj6lfr cannot be one of the scribes responsible for 764 so 1386 
remains the closest conjecture for the terminus ante quem. 
Some of the hands in 764, nevertheless, display some of the same 
features that characterise the writing of Brynj6lfr and his son Benedikt (most 
notably hands E and I), and it is reasonable to believe that 764 belongs to the 
same scribal school, a school which produced quite a number of manuscripts 
and documents in the last third of the 14th century. Because of the charters 
attributed to Brynj6lfr of Akrar and his son Benedikt, these scribes are 
sometimes referred to as the school of Akrar, although Reynista6ur has also 
been suggested as the centre of this scribal activity. 61 The fullest account of the 
school is found in Peter Foote's Introduction to his facsimile edition of Stock. 
Perg. 4to nr. 19.62 Foote lists 11 manuscripts and fragments written (in part at 
least) by the same scribe. 63 Steffin Karlsson has pointed to nine deeds from the 
last three decades of the fourteenth century which show resemblance to these 
56 Ibid., 3940. 
57 Ibid., 3249 
58 61afur Halld6rsson. '(Jr s6gu skinnb6ka. 'Skirnir CXXXVII (1963), 99; Idern (ed. ) 61afs saga 
Tryggvasonar en mestaIII. (EdArn A 3. ) Kobenhavn (in spe). On Brynj6lfr Bjarnarson and his 
alleged association with AM 764 see also: Stefdn Karlsson, 'Ritun Reykjarfjar6arb6kar', 120- 
140. 
59 Foote (ed. ). A Saga ofSt Peter, 57-58, cf. DIIII 334,358. 
60 10 nos. 54 and 55; cf. Stefdn Karlsson (ed. ). Islandske originaldiplomer indtil 1450. Tekst. 
(EdArn A 7). Kobenhavn 1963, xxxviii-ix. Stefdn thought it likely at the time that Brynj6lfr's 
hand was to be found in 764 but later retracted that opinion; cf Steffin Karlsson, 'Ritun 
Reykjarfjar6arb6kar', 127 n. 26. 
61 Cf Lars Lonnroth. 'Tesen orn de tvA kulturerna. Kritiska studier i den islandska 
sagaskrivningens sociala fbrutsattningar. ' Scripta islandica 15 (1964), 71-72, and StefAn 
Karlsson, 'Ritun Reykjarfjar6arb6kar', 131-140. 
62 Foote (ed. ), A Saga qfSt Peter, 11 -65. 63 The socalled 19 group thus comprises: Stock. Perg. 4to nr. 19, AM 122b fol. 
(Reykjarfjar8arb6k), AM 62 fol., AM 344 fol., AM 48 8vo, AM 651 1 4to, AM 385 1 4to/AM 
651 Il 4to, AM 3 85 11 4to, AM 65 81 and II 4to. cf. Foote (ed. ), A Saga of St Peter, 3 8-49. 
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manuscripts, all bar one written in Skagafj6r6ur. 64 Two of these are the ones 
mentioned above, written by Brynj6lfr Bjarnarson; three are written by his son 
Benedikt. 65 It has further been shown that hand I in AM 573 4to (Trojumanna 
saga/Breta, s6gur), which also wrote Stock. Perg. 8vo nr. 10 IX, as well as the 
hand in the fragments AM 325 IV P and XI, 3 4to belong to the same school. 66 
Stefdn Karlsson has pointed to the fact that the 'writing on [the] first 45 
folios of 573 closely resembles the script found in certain parts of AM 764 4to 
... and there are also some orthographic similarities 
between the two books, e. g. 
b for o, iw for w, and the pron[o]un nukkur (nvckur)' . 
67 Steffin does not specify 
which hand he is referring to but the hand in question is probably G (cf p. 161). 
As was argued in chapter 1.2.1. the division of the hands and the make- 
up of the manuscript render it almost certain that the codex was produced in a 
place where several scribes worked closely together, a scriptorium of some sort. 
Some orthographic features point firmly towards Northwestern Iceland (cf. pp. 
19-20), the link with 573 and the similiarities with the Akrar-charters indicate 
that our scribes were 'Skagfirbingar', and the content of 764, learned lore and 
lives of holy men and - perhaps more significantly - women, strongly 
suggests that Reynista8ur was the place for which the book was intended. 68 (For 
a fuller discussion of the purpose and audience of the manuscript see ch. 
111.2.3. ) And if it was intended for the nunnery, it is easiest to assume that it was 
written there as well. 
Peter Foote has examined the evidence for Reynista6ur as the home of 
the scribal school linked to the men of Akrar. One of the charters associated 
with the school (10 49) was written and sealed at Reynistabur in 1377, attesting 
to a purchase by Brynj6lfr Bjarnarson of the farm Mdnaskdl in Austur- 
Three of these books were copies of Pdturs saga. a strong indicator that the books were made to 
order. 
64 10 nos. 49,54,55,60,69,83,91,94,100. 
65 10 nos. 69,83 and 94, cf. Stefdn Karlsson (ed. ), Islandske originaldiplomer. Tekst, xxxvii. 66 Louis-Jensen, 'Et forlxg til Flateyjarb6k? ', 152-155; Stefdn Karlsson, 'Ritun Reykjar- 
fjar6arb6kar', 127, n. 26. In addition, AM 596 4to and 657c 4to share the rare form nuckur and 
are probably from the same area although they have not been linked directly with the 
Akrar/Reynista6ur school. Cf. Driscoll (ed. ), Sigurdar saga figgla, xxxvi-xxxix. 67 Steffin Karlsson, Sagas ofIcelandic Bishops, 26 68 Both Storm (Islandske annaler, xx) and Hans Bekker-Nielsen ('Et brudstykke af en legende i 
et islandsk haandskrift. Hvem er Wi AM 764,4to? ' Maal og minne (1963), 105) are of the 
opinion that the book was produced in a religious house. Storm argued for M66ruvellir in 
H6rgirdalur, Eyjafjbr6ur, on the basis of the lists of abbots and abbesses - the one for 
M06ruvellir is more up to date than those for Munkaýverd and Reynista6ur. 
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Hiinavatnssýsla. This was in all likelihood during BrynjOlfr's stewardship at the 
convent. As Foote points out, the scribe of this charter must have been either 'a 
member of the convent's staff or someone in the entourage of the principals'. 
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Although Foote subsequently records that only one of the charters from before 
1420 associated with Reynista6ur 'suggests that the writer probably belonged to 
the same school as the men of Akrar and the scribe or scribes of 10 nr 49 and 
the Stock. 19 group of manuscripts', he concludes that Reynista6ur cannot be 
dismissed as the home of the scriptoriurn which produced these books. There 
were certainly literate people at Reynista8ur - Foote estimates that there may 
have been roughly a dozen sisters there at the time, two priests and two deacons 
and a number of 'pr6ventuf6lk', some of whom were probably literate. 70 The 
convent owned books 71 and children, both boys and girls, were educated there, 72 
tnot necessarily under any ultimate obligation to take orders'. 73 Reynista6ur is 
therefore likely to have fostered many of the scribes who were active in 
Skagafj6r6ur in the fourteenth century (as Foote mentions, the Plague of 1402- 
1404 seems to have put an abrupt end to this flourishing book-production 74); 
some of them must have continued to write within the walls of the convent, as 
clergymen or sisters, others will have gone off to pursue a secular career. 75 
Many of the books associated with these scribes contain ecclesiastical literature 
- saints' lives and canon law - and are likely to have been produced by 
scribes at the convent for its own use or for other ecclesiastical establishments. 
AM 764 4to is predominantly made up of such material and it must be 
considered likely that it was indeed written at Reynista6ur rather than by a 
group of scribes assembled at any of the larger farms in Skagafj6r6ur. 
69 Foote (ed. ). A Saga ofSt Peter, 58. 
70 A charter from 13 80 attests a contract made with the convent by Rev. J6n Bj arnarson whereby 
he and his sister are secured bread and board at Reynista6ur. DI 111,354. 
71 There is no mention of books in fourteenth-century records concerning Reynista6ur but there 
is a record of a book donation by a certain fJlfhildr Ketilsd6ttir in 1443 (DI IV, 636-637; cf. also 
Anna Siguroard6ttir. AM hafJi annan r6m dJur I p6fad6m. Nunnuklaustrin NO d Islandi d 
midoldum og brot zir kristnisogu. (Or ver6ld kvenna III. ) Reykjavik 1988,132-34) An inventory 
from 1525 lists 37 books (DIIX320-322). 
72 DI Iff, 752; DI IV 642-22. Cf. also Anna Sigur6ard6ttir, A111 hafJ! annan r6m, 114-115; Foote 
(ed. ), A Saga qfSt Peter, 59. 
73 Ibid., 59. 
74 Ibid., 60. 
75 Cf. Stefdn Karlsson, 'Ritun Reykjarfjar6arb6kar', 132-33. 
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4. Earlier scholarship on AM 764 4to. 
Kristian KAlund had plans for an edition of AM 764 4to (as 4ýfrcedi islenzk 
IV7)76 but those plans never came to fruition. Some sections of the manuscript 
had, however, already been printed by KAlund's time. 77 The earliest mention of 
764 in a printed book is probably Ami Magnfisson's reference, in his 'Vita 
Sxmundi multiscii' (published as an introduction to the Edda), to a remark in 
764 on Adam's height (206), where 764 cites Swmundur fr66i Sigffisson as the 
authority, a claim which Arni discredits. 78 It was the geographical material in 
764 that held the greatest interest for earlier scholars and editors. Werlauff 
printed variants from 764 in his Symbolae ad Geographlam Medii Evi. 79 Both 
geographical texts were included by Carl Christian Rafn and his collaborators in 
Antiquitis RusseS80 and he refers to the manuscript again in Antiquitates 
Americanae. 8 1 764 was one of the manuscripts C. R. Unger made use of in his 
edition of Heilagra manna sogur, where 764 provides the text of Malcus saga 
82 (ff. 27r-3Or4) and Remigius saga (ff. 23v5-25rl4). Although 764 also contains 
several exempla from Vitae patrurn Unger did not use that text in the edition. 
Hugo Gering printed two passages from 764 in his Islendzk awentyri, the first 
one about Emperor Tiburtius (f, 32r28-32v23), the second an exemplum of J6n 
biskup Halld6rsson (ff. 38v24-39r3), 83 and the material on Bede which is found 
on f. 36r6-19 was published in Analecta Norroena by Th. M6bius 84 and later 
included by Gu6brandur VigfAsson in his edition of selected sagas . 
85 The annals 
76 Kristian KAlund (ed. ) Aý(radi islenzk Iff. Landalýsingar m. fl. (STUAGNL 45. ) Kobenhavn 
1917-18, i. 
77 AMKatI1,185. 
78 Edda rhytmica seu antiqvior, vulgo Samundina dicta L Hafnix 1787, xxvii, n. 87. Cf. also DI 
1,503 n. and E. O. G. Turville-Petre. Origins ofIcelandic literature. (2nd ed. ) Oxford 1967,86. 
79 Symbolae ad Geographiam Medii Evi ex Monumentis Islandicis. Ed. by E. C. Werlauff. 
HauniaD 1821,6; 9-54. 
80 Antiquitis russes d'apras les monuments historiques des Islandais et des anciens Scandinaves 
11. Ed. by C. C. Rafn et al. Copenhague 1852,443-448. 
81 Antiqvitates Americana, sive Scriptores Septentrionales Rerum Ante-Columblanarum in 
America. Samling af de i Nordens Oldskrifter indeholdende Eflerretninger om de gamle 
Nordboers Opdagelsesreiser til Amerikafra det ]Ode til det l4de Aarhundrede. Ed. by C. C. 
Rafn et al. Hafnix 1837,279. 
82 HMS 143746; 11222-27, cf. also 1, xiii. 
83 Islendzk teventyri. Islandische Legenden, Novellen undMarchen L Ed. by Hugo Gering. Halle 
1882,24-26; 84-86. 
94 Analecta Norroena. Ed. by Th. M6bius. Leipzig 1877,208. 
85 Icelandic sagas and other historical documents relating to the settlements and descents of the 
Northmen on the British Isles. Vol. 11. Hakonar saga and a fragment of Magnus saga with 
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on ff. 41-43 were edited by Gustav Storm in Islandske Annaler under the 
heading 'Annalbrudstykke fra Skalholt'. 86 
In recent decades several passages from 764 have made their way into 
print and scholars are becoming increasingly aware of the importance of the 
manuscript for the history of learning and letters in medieval Iceland. Studies 
which refer to paleographic and orthographic characteristics of the manuscript 
and its connection to the Akrar school have already been mentioned. In one of 
87 
them, Olafur Halld6rsson edited three short passages from 764. What follows 
is an overview of other works from this century where extracts from 764 are 
discussed or edited, or both. 
J6n Helgason edited the genealogies on lr-2r of AM 162 fol. m in his 
Byskupa spgur. 88 The geographical texts (or sections from them) have appeared 
in three works concerned with historical geography and topology: 0. Pritsak's 
The Origin of Rus', 89 E. Melnikova's Drevne skandinavskije geograficheskye 
sochinenya9o and R. Simek's Altnordische Kosmographie9l. Simek also prints 
the cosmological passage on f 2r37-2v2.92 That passage had earlier been edited 
(as variants) and discussed by Peter Springborg in his article on the reception of 
93 Honorius Augustodunensis' Imago mundi in the North. Springborg gives a 
brief overview of the world chronicle in 764 and, in addition to the passage 
mentioned above, discusses the references to Imago mundi on f. 3r4 and 3r25- 
29.94 In his monograph, Bible Translation in Old Norse, Ian J. Kirby treats the 
same cosmological passage from Imago mundi, as well as the Genesis material 
appendices. Ed. by Gu6brandur Vigf6sson. (Rerum Britannicarurn Medii 'Evi scriptores. Rolls 
ser. 88. ) London 1887,433434. 96 Islandske Annaler indtil 1578 udgivnefor det Norske historiske kildeskriffiond Ed. by Gustav 
Storm. Christiania 1888,216-219. 
87 01afur Halld6rsson. 'Rimbeglusmi6ur. ' Opuscula 11,2. (BibLAm XXV, 2). Kobenhavn 1977, 
3249. 
:' Byskupa s9gur 1. Ed. by J6n Helgason. (EdAm A 13,1. ) Kobenhavn 193 8,7-12. 9 0me1j an Pritsak. The origin of Rus. Vol. 1: Old Scandinavian Sources other than the Sagas. 
Cambridge, Mass. 1981,529-545. 
90 E. A. Melnikova. Drevne skandinavskye geograficheskye sochinenya. Moskva 1986,86-87, 
94-95. 
91 Rudolf Simek. Altnordische Kosmographie. Studien und Quellen zu Weltbild und 
Weltbeschreibung in Norwegen und Island vom 12. bis zum 14. Jahrhundert. Berlin 1990,43 6- 
438; 445446 
92 Ibid, 397. Simek's transcripts are unreliable. 
93 Peter Springborg. 'Weltbild mit Uwe. Die Imago mundi von Honorius Augustodunensis in 
der altwestnordischen Textaberlieferung. ' Cultura classica e cultura germanica settentrionale. 
Atti del Convegno Internazionale di Studi Universita di Macerata, 2-4 maggio 1985. Roma 
1988,167-219 cf. 177-179. 
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on f. 2r29-36, and discusses the relationship of those passages with the fragment 
AM 238 fol. XIX. 95 The remaining biblical material in 764 has hitherto hardly 
received any attention from scholars. Kirby mentions the manuscript in a 
footnote in his Bible Quotations regretting 'that more of AM 764 qto is not yet 
available in print, for it is likely to contain a considerable amount of biblical 
material'. 96 The situation will be marginally improved with the appearance, in 
Gripla XI (2000), of the Book of Judith (ff. 504-9r4l), edited by the current 
author, who has also published a paper outlining in general the biblical material 
contained in 764.97 
Ole Widding and Hans Bekker-Nielsen edited the 764 version of Un 
samedi par nuit (f. 30r5-3Ov4) in Medieval Studies 195998 and Elisabeth of 
Sch6nau's vision (f. 16rl7-16vl7) in Opuscula 1961.99 Bekker-Nielsen showed, 
in another article, that the miracles on f 34 are parts of a vita cum miraculis of 
St Walpurgis/Walburga. 100 The text of these has now been edited by Kirsten 
Wolf and is due for publication in the near future. Jonna Louis-Jensen discussed 
the passage on Emperor Tiburtius (f. 32r28-32v23) in an article in Opuscula 
1975, where she prints the text with variants from 764101 - the different texts 
of this story had earlier been discussed by Alfred Jakobsen. 102 Matthias Tveitane 
devoted some attention to 764 in his study of Vitae patrum and printed the text 
of the exemplurn on ff. 38r35-38v23.103 The current author wrote an article on 
the description of the coming of Antichrist and Judgment day in 764 (ff. 22r I- 17 
94 Ibid., 186-190 
95 Ian J. Kirby. Bible Translation in OldNorse. Gen6ve 1986,70-71. 
96 Ian J. Kirby. Biblical Quotation in Old Icelandic-Norwegian Religious Literature. Volume 11, 
Introduction. Reykjavik 1980,87n. 
97 Svanhildur 6skarsd6ttir. 'Opbyggelige historier fra Reynista6ur. Bibelmateriale i AM 764 
4to. ' Renassancen i nordisk middelalder. Ed. by J6n Vi6ar Sigur6sson and Preben 
Meulengracht Sorensen. Oslo 2000 (in spe). 
98 Ole Widding and Hans Bekker-Nielsen, 'A Debate of the Body and Soul', 272-289. 
99 Ole Widding and Hans Bekker-Nielsen. 'Elisabeth of Schonau's Visions in an Old Icelandic 
Manuscript, AM 764 4. ' Opuscula 11,1. (BiblArn XXV, I. ) Kobenhavn 1961,93-96. The same 
authors also discuss this text in the article 'An Old Norse Translation of the "Transitus Mariae". 
Mediaeval Studies XXIII (1961), 326-327. Cf. also Steffin Karlsson (ed. ), Sagas of Icelandic 
Bishops, 36-38. 
100 Bekker-Nielsen. 'Et brudstykke', 102-105. Bekker-Nielsen is almost unique among scholars 
in that he acknowledges the importance of AM 764 as a whole, calling it 'et monument over 
wpe monastisk flid og laerdom' (p. 105). 
10 Jonna Louis-Jensen. 'Nogle mvintfti. ' Opuscula V (BibLAm XXXI). Kobenhavn 1975,263- 
277. 
102 Alfred Jakobsen. 'Noen tillegg til ((Islendzk mventyri>). ' Maal og minne (1960), 2747. 103 Matthias Tveitane. Den kerde stil. Oversetterprosa i den norrone vers/onen av Vita, Patrum. 
(Arbok for Universitetet i Bergen. Humanistisk Serie 1967 No. 2. ) Bergen/Oslo 1968,20-21. 
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and 22v23-23v4) and its sources in Opuscula 1996.104 Steffin Karlsson has 
clarified the sources and composition of the Icelandic version of Inventio crucis, 
printing examples of the extant texts, among them a short passage from 764 (f. 
20r7-12). 105 Steffin also mentions 764 in two articles on encyclopedic texts: one 
on a manuscript written in the 1620's by Bj6m J6nsson at Skar8sd (AM 186 111 
8vo), ' 06 the other on Membrana Reseniana. 6, another Icelandic miscellany 
containing inter alia a list of popes which might be affiliated with that in 764.107 
The biological/physiognornic information found on f 2r23-28 was 
discussed in relation with F6stbrx6ra saga's Tlausur' by J6nas Kristjdnsson 
who points to parallels in other Icelandic manuscripts as well as in foreign 
works. 108 J6nas also mentions the legend of Romulus and Remus (f. 13rl-8) 
which is at the beginning of a version of an Accessus ad Lucanum. (ff. 13r-14r22) 
edited by ]Porbj6rg Helgad6ttir as an appendix to her article on R6mverja saga in 
Saga-Book 1996.109 Jakob Benediktsson had earlier discussed the 764 version in 
the introduction to his facsimile edition of R6mverja saga and printed the first 
half of the text"O and Dietrich Hofmann printed variants from 764 in his article 
on the subject. "' Stephanie Wtirth treats the same material, together with the 
passages from Breta s6gur and the brief summary of Tr6jumanna saga, in her 
monograph on the Northern version of these works. 112 
104 Svanhildur 6skarsd6ttir. '1)6msdagslýsing i AM 764 4to. ' Opuscula X. (BiblAm XL) 
Kobenhavn 1996,186-193. 
105Stefdn Karlsson. 'Inventio Crucis, cap. 1, og Veraldar saga. ' Opuscula 11,2 (BiblAm XXV, 2). 
Kobenhavn 1977,116-133. 
106 Stefin Karlsson. 'Fr66leiksgreinar frd t6lftu 61d. ' Afmadisrit J6ns Helgasonar 30. j4nI 1969. 
Ed. by Jakob Benediktsson et al. Reykjavik 1969,328-349, cf. 335. 
107 Stefin Karlsson. 'Alfrw6i Sturlu 1)6r6arsonar. ' Sturlustefna. Rijstefna haldin d sjo alda drt! 6 
Sturlu P6rdarsonar sagnaritara 1984. Ed. by Gu6rdn Asa Grimsd6ttir and J6nas Kristjdnsson. 
Reykjavik 1988,37-60. cf. 37. 
108 J6nas Kristjdnsson. Um F6stbra, 6ras6gu. Reykjavik 1972,240-246. Lars Lonnroth 
mentioned AM 764 briefly in his article on physignomy in Old Norse literature: 'Kroppen som 
sjAlens; spegel - ett motiv i de islAndska sagorna. ' Lychnos. Ldrdomshistoriska samfundets 
, irsbok (1963-64), 35 n4. 109 Dorbjorg Helgad6ttir. 'On the sources and composition of R6mver/a saga. ' Saga-Book XXIV 
(1996), 203-220. 
"0 Jakob Benediktsson (ed. ) Catilina and Jugurtha by Sallust and Pharsalia by Lucan in Old 
Norse: R6mverjasaga 595 a-b 4to. (EIMF X111. ) Copenhagen 1980,20-22. 
111 Dietrich Hofmann. 'Accessus ad Lucanum: Zur Neubestimmung des Verhaltnisses zwischen 
R6mveria saga und Veraldar saga. ' Sagnaskemmtun. Studies in Honour of Hermann PdIsson. 
Ed. by Rudolf Simek et al. Wien 1986,121-15 1. 
112 Stephanie Würth. Der "Antikenroman" in der isländischen Literatur des Mittelalters. Eine 
Untersuchung zur Übersetzung und Rezeption lateinischer Literatur im Norden. (Beiträge zur 
nordischen Philologie 26. ) Basel und Frankfiart/M. 1998,177-180. 
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Gabriel Turville-Petre wrote an article on the Somniale Danielis in 764 
with the text and a translation 113 and he included the material on Bede, 
published earlier by M6bius and Gu6brandur Vigf6sson, in his survey of 
legends and stories about England and English saints in Iceland! 
14 A brief 
overview of all the material concerning saints in 764 can be found in Margaret 
Cormack's The Saints in iceland. 115 Christine Fell re-examined the Bede 
fragments as well as the passages concerning Cuthbert (f. 36rl-5) and Walburga 
(f. 34) in a paper on Anglo-Saxon saints in Old Norse sources, where she refers 
to AM 764, rather uncharitably, as an 'absurd ragbag of material'. ' 16 
Despite such a scornful remark scholars continue to be led to AM 764 
4to as an unusually rich source of diverse material which has bearing upon 
many different aspects of intellectual life in Iceland in the later Middle Ages. 
The codex is equally, if not more, important as an example of an extraordinary 
compilatory work, generously displaying, in Hans Bekker-Nielsen's words, 'den 
levende interesse for oniverdenen, der prxger den norrone lwrdoms- og 
opbyggelseslitteratur'. 1 17 It is the aim of the present study to clarify the make- 
up of the first half of this important codex and shed some light on its origins and 
purpose. It may indeed transpire that AM 764 4to is less absurd than edifying, 
more a schoolbag than a ragbag. 
113 E. O. G. Turville-Petre. 'An Icelandic version of the Somniale Danielis. 'Nordica et Anglica: 
Studies in honor ofStefdn Einarsson. Ed. by Allan H. Orrick. The Hague 1968,19-36. 
114 G. Turville-Petre. 'Legends of England in Icelandic Manuscripts'. The Anglo-Saxons. Studies 
in some Aspects of their History and Culture presented to Bruce Dickins. Ed. by Peter Clernoes. 
London 1959,104-121. 
11'5 Margaret Cormack. The Saints in Iceland Their Venerationfrom the Conversion to 1400. 
(Subsidia, Hagiographica 78. ) Bruxelles 1994,35. 
116 Christine Fell. 'Anglo-Saxon saints in Old Norse sources and vice versa. ' Proceedings of the 
Eighth Viking Congress. Arhus 24-31 August 1977. Ed. by Hans Bekker-Nielsen, Peter Foote 
and Olaf Olsen. Odense 1981,99. 
117 Bekker-Nielsen. 'Et brudstykke', 105. 
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11. THE WORLD CHRONICLE 
1. Aetates mundi 
The material on the first 22 leaves of the manuscript is organised according to the 
medieval concept of aetates mundi, where the history of the world, from the 
Creation, is divided up into six ages. It was St Augustine's formulation of this 
idea which was to become the most important one in the Middle Ages although 
he is by no means the first writer, not even the first Christian writer, to divide 
history up into ages. World ages were an important concept within Judaism and 
one encounters them in the works of early Church Fathers, including Origen, 
Jerome and Ambrose. ' (From early on, parallels were also drawn between the 
Ages of the World and the Ages of Man .2) These age-schemes were 
based on 
interpretations of passages of the Bible - the four kingdoms in the Book of 
Daniel (2.31-35,7.2-14), for instance, inspired a fourfold division (cf. also pp. 
123-124) and the parable of the workers in the vineyard (Mt. 20.1-6) gave rise to 
a five-part scheme. 3 But the Augustinian scheme, with its exposition of six ages 
(or, in fact, eight) became the favoured model. It was incorporated into Isidore's 
1 On aetates mundi before Augustine cf. Roderich Schmidt. 'Aetates mundi. Die Weltalter als 
Gliederungsprinzip der Geschichte. ' Zeitschriftfür Kirchengeschichte 67 (1955-56), 305-306; cf. 
also Max Förster. 'Die Weltzeitalter bei den Angelsachsen. ' Neusprachliche Studien. Festgabe 
Karl Luick Die Neueren Sprachen 6. Beiheft. Marburg 1925,183-187; Bodo Gatz. Weltalter, 
goldene Zeit und sinnverwandte Vorstellungen. Hildesheim 1967,104-113; Hildegard Tristrarm 
Sex aetates mundi. Die Weltzeitalter bei den Angelsachsen und den Iren. Heidelberg 1985,19-22. 
2 CE J. A. Burrow. The Ages ofMan. Oxford 1986. 
3 Förster, Die Weltzeitalter, 184-85; Schmidt, 'Aetates mundi', 289,301-303. 
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Etymologiae (V. 38-39) and later found its way into other influential works, for 
example the writings of Bede and Honorius Augustodunensis. 
It is in his commentary on Genesis, De Genesi contra Manichaeos, that 
Augustine gives the fullest account of the aetates mundi, but the concept crops 
up elsewhere in his writings, perhaps most famously towards the end of De 
civitate Del (lib. XXII). Augustine draws a parallel between Genesis and the 
course of the world. As the Creation took six days, so the world will pass through 
six ages before reaching the seventh age, the sabbath. According to Augustine 
the first age extends from Adam to Noah, the second from Noah to Abraham, the 
third from Abraham to David, the fourth from David until the Exile in Babylonia, 
the fifth from the Exile to the birth of Christ, and the sixth age extends from 
Christ's birth usque infinem saeculi - until the end of this world. 
4 The seventh 
age presented a problem. There were chiliastic ideas, popular among Christians, 
about an earthly sabbath after the second coming of Christ, a 1000-year reign 
before the Last Judgment. These ideas were influenced by Judaism and 
strengthened by numerological speculations which allotted each age 1000 years, 
resulting in a scheme of 7x 1000 years of earthly history before the eternal 
heavenly kingdom. 5 Augustine was keen to counter such millennarianism. For 
him the seventh age was therefore not the time of bodily resurrection but a period 
of rest for the souls of the righteous, it was civitas Del peregrinans, and it also 
6 signified the life of the Church . The seventh age of the Augustinian scheme 
could be seen, and indeed Bede formulates it thus, as running parallel to the six 
ages - Abel's soul was the first to enter it. 7 The eighth age was beyond time, in 
a sense - it was to come after the Last Judgment and represented the eternal life 
of the blessed in Heaven. It was the age of resurrection, the eighth day which 
equalled the first day of a new beginning. 8 
4 De Genesi contra Manichaeos, lib. I. PL 34,190-193.. 5 Schmidt, 'Aetates mundi', 293-296. The 7000 years were the result of a combination of the 
week of Genesis and the words of the Psalter (89.4): Quoniam mille anni ante oculos tuos 
tamque dies hesterna, quaepraeteriit, et custodia in nocte. Cf. also Norman Cohn The Pursuit of 
the Millennium. Revolutionary Millenarians and Mystical Anarchists of the Middle Ages. Rev. 
ed. London 1993,19-36. 
6 Schmidt, 'Aetates mundi', 295-297; Auguste Luneau. LHistoire du salut chez les P&es de 
VEglise. La doctrine des ages du monde. Paris 1964,321-326. 7 Chronica maiora. in Beda Venerabilis. Opera Pars VI. Opera didascalica 2. Ed. by Ch. W. 
lones. (CCSL 123B. ) Turnhout 1977,536-537. 
a Luneau, L'Histoire du salut. 326. 
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When Isidore and, later, Bede took up the Augustinian framework of the 
six ages to use in their works, they incorporated into it a calculation of the years 
in each age. Augustine had referred to the genealogies given in Gn 5 and 10 and 
Mt I for his chronology, giving 10 generations from Adam to Noah, the same for 
the next age but for the third, . fourth and fifth 14 each. 9 Isidore based his 
reckoning upon the Septuagint but Bede gives both the Septuagint numbers and a 
chronology derived from the Vulgate (which he refers to as the Hebrew 
chronology). 10 For example: 
Prima est ergo mundi huius aetas ab Adam usque ad Noe, continens annos iuxta 
Hebraicam Veritatem mille DCLVI, iuxta LXX interpretes IICCXLII, generationes 
iuxta utramque editionem numero X. II 
If one compares the two schemes this is what emerges: 
Isidore Bede 
2242 1656 
11. 942 292 
Ill. 940/941 942 
IV: 485 473 
V: 587 589 
I-V: 5197 3952 
The aetates mundi became a commonplace in historical works in the 
Middle Ages, be they annals, chronicles or other sorts of historiae, and they are 
also found in works belonging to other genres, such as homilies and poetry. 12 
This holds true for Old Norse literature as well - aetates mundi, called 
'heimsaldrar' in Icelandic, occur in homilies and Saints Lives but first and 
foremost in works of (Christian) historical nature. 13 Two such texts are of 
particular interest here, since they are representative of the type of chronicles to 
which the text on leaves 1-23 in 764 seems to belong. These are Veraldar saga, 
9 De Genesi contra Manichaeos 1,24. PL34,192. 
10 Tristram, Sex aetates, 24-27. 
'1 Beda, Opera V1,2,463. 
12 On the aetates mundi within different genres see Tristram, Sex aetates, 61-179. 13 Jakob Benediktsson. 'Verdensaldre. ' KLNM 19,651-53. Jakob mentions both the Icelandic and 
Norwegian Homily Book, Marfu saga, Stj6m, Elucidarius, Postola s6gur, Hauksb6k and Veraldar 
saga Cf. also Rdgis Boyer. 'Les ages de la vie dans la Scandinavie ancienne. ' Les ages de la vie 
au moyen age. Actes du colloque A Dipartement dEtudes Midiivales de l'Universiti de Paris- 
Sorbonne et de l'UniversitJ Friedrich- Wilhelm de Bonn Provins, 16-17 mars 1990. Ed. by Henri 
Dubois and Michel Zink. Paris 1992,7-21, esp. 14-16. 
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thought to have been composed in the twelfth century, and the so-called 
Heimsaldrar in the manuscript AM 194 8vo. 14 A short account of 'heimsaldrar' 
is also found in AM 415 4tols and it is not inconceivable that passages of a 
similar kind could lurk in other less well studied manuscripts. Veraldar saga and 
Heimsaldrar both confonn with the Augustinian scheme of aetates mundi 
(Adam-Noah-Abraham-David-Babylon-Christ) and the calculation they offer for 
the number of years is closest to that of Isidore. 764, on the other hand, has a 
different scheme and such varying arrangements were not uncommon among 
medieval writers. Despite the predominance of the Augustinian scheme, other 
traditions of aetates mundi divisions survived alongside it, or perhaps influenced 
it. The sequence of ages employed by the scribes of 764 is as follows: Adam- 
Noah-Abraham-Moses-David-Christ. The scribes state at the beginning, in a true 
Augustinian fashion, that there are six ages in this world ('sex eru greindir i 
b6kum alldrar bessa heims' 100), but they depart from the Augustinian tradition 
when they put Moses at the beginning of the fourth age and make the fifth start 
with David. Moses is the odd one out here, but he played a part in other world 
age schemes. Roderich Schmidt traces the inclusion of Moses back to three-part 
schemes which originated in Judaism. 16 It is, however, with Origen's 
interpretation of the parable of the workers in the vineyard that a sequence 
similar to the one in 764 starts to emerge. For Origen the five intervals in the day 
(marked by the I st, 3rd, 6th, 9th and, II th hours) represented both the ages of 
man and the ages of the world which were marked by Adam, Noah, Abraham, 
Moses and Christ respectively. But Origen's interpretation still leaves us with 
five ages instead of six, and although we may have found the roots, it is difficult 
to trace the development which ultimately produced the 764-sequence. This 
sequence is however by no means unique to 764. It is also found in three late 
eleventh-century Anglo-saxon manuscripts 17 and it is the basis for the division of 
world history in the Low-German Sachsenspiegel, compiled by Eike von 
Repgow in 1220-1235. Max F6rster explains the sequence thus: '... diese neue 
14 Almost all of the manuscript is published in Af 1. 5 Af 111,52-54. 
6 Schmidt, 'Aetates mundi', 299. The three-part division is found in Old Norse literature, for 
instance in the Norwegian homily book, cf. Gamal Norsk Homiliebok. Ed. by Gustav Indrebo. 
Oslo 1931,43. 
17 Stowe MS 960 (Inventory of Hyde Abbey), Cott. MS Caligula A. XV, Arundel 60, cf. Rrster, 
Die Weltzeitalter, 190-191. 
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Reihe [ist] wahrscheinlich so zu beurteilen, daß die alte fünfgliedrigen 
Origeneische Weltalterreiche ... 
durch Einfügung des David aus der Vulgata- 
Reihe ebenfalls auf sechs Glieder gestreckt worden ist'. 18 Hildegard Tristram 
classifies it as a sub-type of what she calls 'Augustinisch-Isidorisches Schema' 
19 
but does not offer an explanation as to how this type evolved out of that scheme. 
Schmidt, on the other hand, argues for the explanation that a sequence with 
Moses and David developed earlier out of the Origen-sequence and survived 
independently from the Augustinian tradition. He outlines several medieval 
variations on the Origen-sequence and points to a fragment in Old Slavonic with 
a text by Hippolyte of Rome which preserves a sequence identical to the one in 
764.20 
It is well-nigh impossible to determine, with regard to 764, which of these 
theories is nearest to the truth. 764 is the only Icelandic source, known to me, 
which employs this type of sequence. It was most likely derived, ultimately, from 
a foreign source which has yet to be discovered. 
When it comes to the number of years given for each age, 764 again 
differs from Veraldar saga and 194 8vo. But the numbers in 764 are highly 
suspect and may have been incorrectly copied. As they stand, the numbers seem 
to be an inaccurate mixture of the two systems (Isidore's and Bede's). The first 
age is said to contain 1600 years which is near to Bede's reckoning. The next two 
ages (942 and 940 years respectively) fit in with Isidore. For the fourth age the 
scribe gives the curious number 657 and the fifth age is said to contain 1060 
years. The total of years up to Christ's birth is said to be 5199 which is close 
enough to Isidore's 5197. This numerical inaccuracy is evident elsewhere in the 
manuscript, for instance in the passage on the stars and their orbits (see below p. 
87). One has to give it to the scribe, however, that the numbers for the aetates 
mundi in 764 do add up correctly, the sum is indeed 5199. The explanation for 
the strange numbers given for the fourth and fifth age could be that the scribe 
was trying to compensate for the error that arises when Bede's reckoning is used 
for the first age in an otherwise Isidorian scheme. The scribe may have inflated 
18 Rrster, Die Weltzeitalter, 190. 
19 Tristram, Sex aetates, 3 5,42-43. 
20 Schmidt, 'Aetates mundi', 302-308. 
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the fourth and fifth age (either or both) in order to regain those 642 years lost in 
the first age. 
This confusion about the exact duration of each age is not in any way an 
impediment to the ftmction of the aetates mundi as an orginising principle. As 
will become clear in the chapters to follow, the scribes of 764 brought together a 
lot of heterogenous material. The aetates mundi serve as a historical framework 
within which the scribes manage to hold all the diverse fragments and pieces 
together. 
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2. Totius orbis brevis descriptio 
Before setting off on a journey through the six ages of world history, the 
compilers present the reader with a brief description of the world (Ir-lv29). 
Similar descriptions are found in several other Icelandic manuscripts but the one 
in 764 is among the longest of them. 21 They belong to a tradition which can be 
traced back to Isidore and beyond that to Pliny's Natural History, but it has 
proved difficult to detennine the exact source for the Icelandic passages. 
The description in 764 divides the world up into three parts, as was 
traditional in medieval world descriptions, and it seems to be an amalgamation of 
mainly two texts. The description of Asia corresponds almost verbatim with the 
beginning of chapter 4 in Nikolaus saga erkibyskups, written by Bergr 
Sokkason. 22 The description of Africa is confused and contains incorrect 
information as well as repetitions, which suggests that the scribe was trying to 
merge two (or more) sources. The passage on Europe, on the other hand, is 
paralleled in a fragment dated to c. 1300, AM 736 4to 1'23 and in AM 194 8vo, 
the manuscript mentioned above in connection with Heimsaldrar (cf. pp 65-66). 
In addition, the 764 text contains two interpolations. The first one is a passage on 
the mythological creature the phoenix (IrI9-31). That passage is also found in 
194 where it is followed by another phoenix-legend not included in 764, i. e. the 
account of how the bird is reborn out of its ashes. The second interpolation in 
764 (163-38) describes the four rivers that flow from Paradise, a passage which 
has its basis in Gn 2.10-14. 
In his book, Altnordische Kosmographie, Rudolf Simek collated these 
texts and discussed their relationship. 24 In his argumentation he presupposes that 
there existed a prototype of the Icelandic world description which the different 
versions found in manuscripts ultimately went back to. He assumes that the text 
in 736/194 is closest to that original description but thinks it possible that the 
original description had a fuller beginning than 736/194, reflected in 
21 For an overview of these descriptions see Rudolf Sirnek- Altnordische Kosmographie. Studien 
und Quellen zu Weltbild und Weltbeschreibung in Norwegen und Island vom 12. bis zum 14. 
Jahrhundert. Berlin 1990,143-211. 
22 HMS 11,55. 
23 Printed in Simek, Altnordische Kosmographie, 429-432. 
24 Sirnek, Altnordische Kosmographie, 155-185. 
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7641Nikolaus saga. Simek consequently rejects the idea that the 764 scribe might 
have used a copy of Nikolaus saga as a source for the first part of the description, 
and prefers to think that 764 and Nikolaus saga are both dependent on the same 
source which could have been the proto-description or, as Simek seems to think 
more plausible, an expanded version of the proto-description. In order to account 
for the phoenix-text in 764 Simek then supposes that there was a ftuther 
25 intermediate link between the source for Nikolaus saga and 764. 
Although Simek convincingly analyses the components that make up the 
world description in 764 his theory about its sources seems dubious. It must be 
borne in mind that world descriptions were ubiquitous in medieval schoolbooks 
and encyclopedias and they are by no means rare in Old Norse literature either, 
as the text examples Simek has collected demonstrate. It thus seems unnecessary 
to suppose that all the extant texts are derived from the same proto-source. The 
fact that 764 and 194 share the passage on the phoenix, as well as the description 
of Europe (and other material as will be discussed in later chapters), strongly 
suggests that they shared a source which included all that information. As for the 
material in 764 which has no counterpart in 194 we must remind ourselves that 
the description in 764 is clearly composite: Simek has for instance shown how 
the inclusion of the two Mauritanias in the description of Africa (lv6-7) renders 
the mention of 'iij bldl6nd' in 1. lvl3 redundant. The 764 scribe is therefore 
likely to have had at least two sources to hand. The second source might have 
been a work also used by Bergr Sokkason, but the possibility that the 764 scribe 
made use of Bergr's Nikolaus saga itself, rather than its source, should not be 
excluded. We do not know enough about the sources Bergr Sokkason used for 
his Nikolaus saga. 26 The chapter in question is held to be an addition to Bergr's 
Latin text. 27 Bergr cites, in his work, inter alia St Gregory, St Augustine and 
Isidore but, as Sverrir T6masson has pointed out, he may have had only an 
indirect access to these Latin authors. 28 There are, however, grounds to believe 
that Bergr translated material directly from Latin, for instance from Isidore, and 
25 Ibid. 331-337. 
26 But cf. Ole Widding. 'Kildeme til den norrone Nicolaus saga. ' Opuscula II. I. (BibLAm 
XXV. 1. ) Kobenhavn 1961,17-26. esp. 22-26. 
27 C. R. Unger (ed. ) HMS I, xvi. 
29 Sverrir T6masson. 'Islenskar Nikulds sogur. ' Helgastadab& Nikulds saga Perg. 4to Nr. 16 
Konungsb6khI66u I Stokkh6lmi. (fM II. ) Reykjavik 1982,3 1. 
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incorporated it into his Nikolaus saga. 29 The chapter on Asia in the saga is an 
abridged version of chapter xx in book XIV of Isidore's Etymologiae and it 
seems reasonable to suppose that Bergr did translate the text himself, rather than 
copy it from some Icelandic encyclopedic tractate. 
As shown elsewhere, the scribes of 764 also acquired their 'encyclopedic' 
texts from books which the modem reader would not classify as encyclopedias. 
The passages on Antichrist and the Last Judgment, for instance, (cf. pp. 212- 
217), were most likely taken from Tveggja postola saga J6ns og Jakobs. 
Elsewhere in the manuscript we find material from other legendary sources, for 
instance Marthe saga ok Marie Magdalenu and there is an exemplum taken from 
Nikolaus saga on f. 3 1. The scribes will have had no qualms about copying the 
fourth chapter of Nikolaus saga. Their reason for doing so might have been that 
the world description they had to hand was less full when it came to information 
about Asia. It is significant here that the scribe of 764 makes one change in the 
text which he otherwise follows closely. Where the Nikolaus saga text mentions 
two 'Indias' ('Asia maior hefir morg storlond ok hofudborgir i ser: bar er India 
hvartveggi 
... ') the 764 scribe changes it to three. This may be because he/she 
knew better - because the other source stated that there were indeed three 
'Indial6nd'. 
As to the relationship between 764 and 736/194 it is important to bear in 
mind that these manuscripts probably had a slightly different purpose and their 
compilers therefore followed different editorial policies which affected the way 
they copied their material (this is less obvious in the case of 736 since it is only a 
fragment). Or to put it this way: discrepancies between the versions may to a 
certain extent be explained by the scribes' editorial principles. The description of 
Paradise in 194 and 764 can be taken as an example. 
It is worth noting of the description in 764 that Paradise seems here to be 
synonymous with the garden of Eden, the description is restricted to that Old 
Testament notion. It is a starting point for history rather than the dwelling-place 
of the blessed. The idea of Paradise as a heavenly abode comes with the New 
Testament and that idea was the more significant for Christians in the Middle 
Ages although the images and notions of the Old Testament remained 
29 Jakob Benediktsson. 'Stj6mogNikulds saga. ' GriplaVI(1984), 7-11. 
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compelling. 30 If one compares the text in 764 with that in 194 one discovers that 
the latter text retains allusions to the New Testament. In it Adam and the tree of 
knowledge are mentioned but then the scribe goes on to describe how there is 
perennial day in Paradise, no hatred and no hunger, and angels who sing to 
amuse the inhabitants. The inhabitants are 'salur godra manna A una bar til 
doma-dags, sidan er gud-lauk upp, ba er harm leiddi bangat Jnd biofs bess, er lif 
sitt Idt az crossinum. 31 This information has its equivalent for instance in Isidore, 
but it is not to be found in 764. The explanation for that has to be sought in the 
organising principles of the compilers. The crucifixion belongs to the sixth age of 
the world and cannot be included here if the compilers are to maintain a strict 
ordo temporum. This was presumably no concern of the 194 scribe since his 
compilation was of a different sort. 
At the end of the discussion of Paradise the scribe mentions the four 
rivers which flow from it and this leads on to a description of countries and 
places to complete the description of the three continents that make up the earth. 
The areas around the Mediterranean are described, first Asia minor, then Africa, 
and finally the scribe turns to Europe, works his way north, mentions Denmark, 
Sweden, Norway, Russia, Finnm6rk and Bjarmaland. He then writes: 'Af 
Bjarmalandi ganga 16nd 6bygg6 af nordr xtt unz Grwnland tekr vib. Su6r frd 
Grxnlandi liggr Helluland, ýd Markland; ba6an er eigi langt til Vinlanz. island er 
ey mikil. Hon er nor6uz i kristni svd at menn viti'(1 v27-29). 
The Middle Ages inherited from the Greeks a picture of the 'whole 
world' as a circle, and it is with the Greeks that one finds the beginnings of 
geographical narrative, which flourished in medieval times, in which it was 
possible to lead the reader around the perimeter of the earth. 32 The medieval 
'world-tours', visual or verbal, 'offered their audience a pleasingly synoptic view 
of the earth's circuit, embellished with curious details of its most exotic 
phenomena'. 33 Such a verbal 'world-tour' seems to be the aim of the scribe of 
764. The purpose of his brief description of the world is to orientate his audience 
in the world, so that they can put the historical events that follow in a 
geographical context. But it is interesting that, apart from the passage on 
30 Daniel Callarn. 'Paradise, Western concept oV DAM 9,395-398. 31 Ail, 4 
32 Jarnes S. Romm. The Edges ofthe Earth in Ancient Thought. Princeton 1992.26-3 1. 
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Paradise, his description does not contain a lot of 'curious details of exotic 
phenomena'. It is very much 'down to earth' (in more than one sense). The scribe 
does mention exotic regions, such as the uninhabited lands north of Norway and 
the lands he claims lie south of Greenland. But unlike the authors of some other 
descriptions of these regionS34 our scribe seems to be not in the least interested in 
mirabilia. 
Another important geographical concept of Greek origins is the 
oikoumene, the 'inhabited earth' or the 'known world'. It can be defined, in the 
words of James Romm, 'as a region made coherent by the intercommunication of 
its inhabitants, . 
35 Beyond the oikoumene was 'another world, mysterious regions 
inhabited by monstrous races and fantastic animals. 36 As can be deduced from 
our scribe's choice of words when describing Iceland ('island er ey mikil ... 
nor6uz f kristni) the oikoumene he is concerned with is the Christian world. 
Christianity defines the borders of the oikoumene to the north. The scribe has 
mentioned areas which lie outside those borders but he does not take great 
interest in them; they need not concern him or the audience of his book. He 
traverses these regions, metaphorically speaking, but his description ends at 
home, within the ecumenical boundaries of the Church. And so it is that, despite 
the fact that the boundaries of the orbis terrae had widened considerably since 
Roman times, our scribe still finds himself/herself sitting on the remote edge of 
the oikoumene - in Ultima Thule. 
37 
33 Ibid., 3 1. 
34 Cf. e. g. Historia Norvegiae, (Monumenta historica Norvegim. Ed. by Gustav Storm. Kristiania 
1880,76-80) and Konungs skuggsjA (UdvaIgte afsnit afKonungs skuggs/j. Ed. by J6n Helgason. 
Kobenhavn 1966,16-29). 
35 Romm, The Edges ofthe Earth, 37. 
36 Ibid., 82-83; 121-125. The borders of the oikoumene were also sometimes thought of as alius 
orbis. 
37 On the significance of Ultima Thule see Romm, The Edges ofthe Earth, 156-15 8. 
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3. Aetates I-III: Genesis gamished 
3.1. Genesis and the encyclopedic tradition 
The first three ages fall within the narrative of Genesis, and the Bible, not 
surprisingly, provides the thread which holds the text in 764 together. But it is on 
these pages also, that one encounters the greater part of the strictly encyclopedic 
material, i. e. texts of a scientific nature, contained in the codex. This is not a 
coincidence. A brief study of the development of Genesis commentaries reveals 
that the scribes of 764 work within a well-established tradition which can be 
traced back to the beginnings of Biblical exegesis. 
Genesis, the first book of the Bible, naturally forms an introduction of 
sorts to the whole work and therefore quickly aquired great significance for Bible 
studies, and indeed for elementary Christian education. It was in Genesis one was 
to seek answers to questions about the beginning of the world and the origins of 
man, indeed the origins of history. 38 It introduced the student to the major themes 
of Christianity and it became one of the most extensively commentated books of 
the Bible. It thus served as the basis for the exposition of crucial theological 
problems concerning Creation, Sin, the existence of Evil, and God's Grace. 39 A 
fundamental issue, for instance, and one which runs through all commentaries 
from the Greek Fathers onwards, was how to reconcile the statement that God 
had created all things simultaneously with the account of the six-day creation. 
Related to this problem was another, no less important: Was the world made 
immediately or through the medium of a preexisting material, materia 
informata? 40 These questions are echoed in the treatise in AM 764 as we shall 
see (pp. 85-87). 
In the Western Church, a rich tradition of commentary on Genesis 
developed, where the hexadmeron took pride of place, and to which many of the 
39 C. Spicq. Esquisse dune histoire de 1exigase latine au Moyen Age. (Bibliothýque Thomiste 
XXVI. ) Paris 1944,58. Judith McClure. 'Bede's Notes on Genesis and the training of the Anglo- 
Saxon Clergy. ' The Bible in the Medieval World. Essays in memory of Beryl Smalley. Ed. by K. 
Walsh and D. Wood. Oxford 1985,26. Anne Holtsmark. Studier i Shorres mytologi. (Skrifter 
utgitt av Det Norske Videnskaps-Akademi i Oslo 11. Hist. -Filos. Klasse. Ny Serie. No. 4. ) Oslo 1964,27. 
39 J. Scharbert. 'Genesis. 'LfThK 3,670-71; E. Mangenot. 'Hexamdron. 'DTC 6,2325-2354. 
40 Robert E. McNally. The Bible in the early Middle Ages. Westminster, Md. 1959,64. 
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most illustrious thinkers and scholars contributed. Among them were St. 
Ambrose (Hexadmeron, PL 14), St. Jerome (Quaestiones Hebraicae in Genesim, 
CCSL 72), St. Augustine (De Genesi ad litteram libri duodecim CSEL 28; De 
Genesi contra Manichaeos libri duos PL 34), Isidore of Seville (Quaestiones in 
vetus testamentum, Quaestiones in Genesim, PL 83), Bede (Libri quatuor in 
principium Genesis, CCSL 118A) and Rabanus Maurus (Commentariorum in 
Genesim libri quatuor, PL 107). 41 Most subsequent commentaries depended on 
these works for much of their material, including the Glossa ordinaria, which 
can be described as the standard Bible reference work of the twelfth century. 
Much uncertainty surrounds the compilation and authorship of the Glossa 
ordinaria but Beryl Smalley has argued that the gloss on Genesis may have been 
compiled by Gilbert of Auxerre, who was a pupil of Anselm of Laon, also known 
as Gilbertus Universalis. 42 
In all these commentaries, knowledge about the physical world, about 
natural phenomena and historical geography, is incorporated into the 
commentary in order to illuminate the reader's perception of Creation and 
orientate him in the geography of the lands where the events described in the 
Scriptures took place. This tradition can be traced back to the School of 
Alexandria (2. -3. c. AD), the first organised group of Christian thinkers. The 
Alexandrian fathers owed much to Judaism, in particular to Philo Judaeus, who 
in turn was imbued by Platonism. It was through the influence of Philo that the 
Alexandrians, in particular Origen, insisted on using secular knowledge and 
philosophy to throw light on the Scriptures. The seven liberal arts were seen as 
the necessary education - for understanding the Bible. The Alexandrians, 
moreover, laid the foundations of allegorical exegesis based on the theory of the 
three- or fourfold sense of the Scriptures. In time, largely through the efforts of 
the Cappadocian fathers, secular learning became a tool to aid the exposition of, 
principally, the allegorical sense, but it also served to illuminate the historical, 
41 For an overview of commentaries on Genesis cf. Johannes Zahlten. Creatio mundi. 
Darstellungen der sechs Schöpfungstage und naturwissenschaftliches Weltbild im Mittelalter. 
Stuttgart 1979,86-101. 
42 Beryl Smalley. 'Glossa ordinaria. ' Theologische Realenzyklopadie 13,452457; Beryl Smalley. 
'Gilbertus Universalis, Bishop of London (1128-34), and the Problem of the "Glossa Ordinaria7". 
RTh 7 (193 5), 23 5-262. 
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literal sense. 43 The inclusion of encyclopedic material in tractates on Genesis is 
therefore bound up, from the earliest age, with the theory of the three or four 
senses of Scripture - it served to prop up the literal sense on which the 
allegorical and moral interpretations were built. Consequently, one finds in these 
works information on diverse subjects, e. g. geography and astronomy, on herbs, 
beasts and stones, on human physiology and the nature of angels. Genesis 
became, for the Middle Ages, 'the textbook of external nature'. 44 
Bede's commentary may serve as an example. It stands conveniently in 
the middle, so to speak, between the Fathers on whom he relied heavily 
(especially Augustine) and the beginnings of the development of the Gloss. In his 
dedicatory letter to Bishop Acca Bede discusses the extensive commentaries of 
his predecessors, but then reveals that his aim is to produce a simpler work (and 
more accessible presumably) for the needs of the feeble. 45 Despite this aim, Bede 
does not at all cut down the encyclopedic material, which indicates that he felt 
such learning was vital for the edification of ordinary mortals. Not only was it 
vital, it was a logical starting point, as it were, because nature, God's creation, 
46 was 'a book of doctrine lying open to read'. Through the study of nature one is 
brought to appreciation of Creation and God's grace. Quite fittingly, Bede seems 
to have pursued his studies not only through books for, as C. W. Jones has 
remarked, some sections in the commentary bear witness to his own observations 
of nature in his native England. 47 Most of the information, however, still comes 
from the works of ancient writers. Among the subjects Bede treats are the aetates 
mundi (I. ii, 1093-1224), the four elements (Li, 89-106), heaven and the 
firmament (Li, 247 ff. ); the stars and the planets and in that context, chronology 
(Li, 480-548), geography (e. g. I. ii, 10-14), animals, plus, of course, etymology 
(e. g. I. ii, 23). 
As is well known, Bede was very influential amongst later writers and 
many subsequent encyclopedic works rely on his books, not only the Genesis 
43 Cf. Beryl Smalley. The Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages. (2nd ed. ) Oxford 1952,1-13; 
Zahlten, Creatio mundi, 90-91; Charles W. Jones. 'Some Introductory Remarks on Bede's 
Commentary on Genesis. ' Sacris erudiri. Jaarboek voor Godsdienstwetenschappen 19 (1969- 
1970), 120; Mangenot, 'Hexamdron', 23 3 6. 
44 Jones, 'Some Remarks', 118. 
45 Beda Venerabilis. Opera Pars H. Opera exegetica 1. Ed. Charles W. Jones. (CCSL 118A) 
Turnhout 1967,1. Cf. also Jones' Introduction, vi-vii. 
46 Jones. 'Some Remarks', 117. 
47 Ibid. 120. 
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commentary but also, and more importantly, works like De temporum ratione 
and De natura rerum, but both these works were known in Iceland from early on 
(cf. p. 223 and 228). 
Although commentary on Genesis was a well established part of the 
exegetical tradition from the beginning, the twelfth century witnesses what can 
be called an explosion in hexadmeral writings. 48 As Johannes Zahlten points out, 
the explanation for this lies partly in the increased interest in the natural sciences, 
following the rediscovery of the works of Aristotle and other Greek and Arabic 
writers. 49 Employing the new logic, scholars now started to seek understanding 
of the laws of nature independently of its Creator. The influx of classical learning 
in the twelfth century thus brought about a change in the relationship between 
theology and the natural sciences although it should be stressed that the latter 
continued to be seen as an ancillary subject. The renewed interest in the created 
world manifested itself not only in the numerous commentaries on the 
hexaemeron but also in the prolific output of cosmological works by twelfth- 
century scholars. Among them were some which came to be known in Iceland in 
one form or another: Honorius Augustodunensis' Imago mundi, and Guillaume 
de Conches' Philosophia mundi. 
Another reason for this wealth of works on the Creation produced in the 
twelfth century is to be sought in the development of the schools. The authors of 
these works were usually also masters in the schools and some of the works 
display in their form the new interest in a more scientific, organised, approach to 
the subject, an approach characteristic also of the Glossa ordinaria. A substantial 
number of hexadmeral works in the twelfth century are ascribed to French 
scholars, chiefly those teaching in Chartres and Paris, but scholars from other 
countries, most notably perhaps Germany and England, also played their part in 
the dissemination of hexadmeral knowledge. 
What this brief summary must suggest, is that the scribes of 764 had a 
wide array of models on which to base their treatment of the Creation and the 
created world. To construct their book the way they did was a most natural 
48 The tables which Zahlten appends to his book show this quite clearly, cf Creatio mundi, 230- 
237. 
49 Zahlten, Creatio mundi, 96-101. CE also Christian Hünemörder. 'Antike und Mittelalterliche 
Enzyklopädien und die Popularisierung naturkundlichen Wissens. ' Sudhoffs Archiv. Zeitschrift 
für Wissenschaftsgeschichte 65 (1981), 339-365. 
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choice for a learned person in the Middle Ages, whether he or she was in religi- 
ous orders or was an educated layman. The text in 764 is not a commentary on 
Scripture, it does not begin each section with a quotation from the Bible followed 
by an exposition. But it does follow the main events of Genesis, in the right 
order, occasionally quoting verbatim from the Bible, in other instances (and more 
frequently) paraphrasing the Bible text. And the Bible material is augmented 
with extraneous material, mostly encyclopedic, and in that sense 764 represents 
the continuation of a tradition which extends, as we have seen, back to Origen. 
The Bible material in 764 will be discussed in the next chapter. We will 
now turn to the main sources which lie behind the encyclopedic material the 
scribes brought into their treatment of Genesis, after which the text of the 
encyclopedic passages will follow, accompanied by commentary. 
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3.2. The sources. 
Medieval encyclopedias present a difficult task for the source-hunter. Much of 
the information collected in such works was commonplace in the Middle Ages 
and copied in one work after another for several hundred years. Even when scrib- 
es state their sources, the difficulties are by no means over. They may be copying 
from a work which relies on the given source but not from the source itself or 
they may be falsely attributing the passage to a particular source. Further, one 
should always bear in mind that although a passage seems to come genuinely 
from a certain work the scribes need not have had the complete work before 
them: they may have come across the passage in aflorilegium or a similar book. 
3.2.1. Isidore and Comestor. 
The sources mentioned by the scribes of 764 are all works which are familiar to a 
student of medieval intellectual history: Gregory's Dialogues, Isidore's 
Etymologiae, Historia scholastica by Petrus Comestor and Honorius 
Augustodunensis' Imago mundi (Jerome is also mentioned, e. g. 3r12, but without 
a reference to a specific work). All four works were well known in Iceland in the 
Middle Ages. Gregory's Dialogues will be discussed below (pp. 89-90). A 
medieval booklist from Skdlholt lists a copy of both Comestor and Isidore and 
the latter also features in the inventories at H61ar 1396, Vi8ey 1397 and 
M60ruvellir 1461.50 Isidore is frequently cited in Icelandic sources and a 
substantial part of the encyclopedic material which has survived in Icelandic 
manuscripts can be traced back to the Etymologiae albeit sometimes through 
intermediaries. This is true, for instance, of passages in Hauksb6o, and of 
geographical information incorporated into Nikolaus saga. 52 
Historia scholastica was written in the third quarter of the twelfth century 
and quickly became popular, also in Scandinavia. It is one of the sources for 
Stj6m I and Stj6m III as well as for several lives of apostles and saints. 
50 DI 111,611-614, DI IV, 110-111; DI V, 288. The list from Skdlholt is not dated but it is at least 
from before 1588 and probably considerably older, cf. Kristjdn Eldjdm and HbrOur Agdstsson. 
Sk6lholt. Ardbi og dhbld. Reykjavilc 1992,292-293. CL also Eirfl= Dorm68sson. 'B6kaeign 
M68ruvallaklausturs. ' Mfmir 12 (1968), 18-20 and Simek, Altnordische Kosmographie, 227. 
51 Cf. Simek, Altnordische Kosmographie, 175-176,237-249. 
52 Cf. Jakob Benediktsson. 'Stj6rn og Nikulds saga', 7-11. 
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Substantial parts of Gy6inga saga are derived from Historia Scholastiva 
53 and 
fragments of Comestor's work are also found separately. These facts have led to 
speculation about a possible translation of the work or pad of it. 54 
Although both Isidore and Comestor seem to have contributed to the 764 
text in more than one instance, the single most substantial source for the 
encyclopedic material in the manuscript seems to be a twelfth-century work by 
Honorious Augustodunensis, Imago mundi. Not only does most of the cosmology 
derive from this work but so also do passages on the reign of secular rulers which 
we encounter later on in the manuscript (cf. pp. 154-158). There are also echoes 
of two other works by Honorius in 764, Elucidarius and Speculum ecclesice. A 
brief sketch of the author and his output seems, therefore, to be in order here. 
3.2.2.. Honorius Auizustodunensis 
Honorius Augustoduriensis has in the past proved a rather elusive figure in the 
history of medieval learning, but thanks to the scholarship of Valerie J. Flint, our 
picture of him has recently become somewhat clearer. 55 Honorius was probably 
born around 1070, perhaps into a family of the minor nobility of Savoy and the 
Alps. He could thus have been a kinsman of St Anselm (1033-1109), Archbishop 
of Canterbury (from 1093), which might explain why he went to England as a 
young man to pursue a career as a canon, teacher and writer, first at Canterbury, 
but later it seems at other English ecclesiastical establishments as well. He 
certainly had ties with Worcester and Rochester, and possibly with Winchester 
and Lincoln. It is in this period (ca. 1094-1110) that he wrote or started to write 
those works which are of chief concern in relation to 764: Elucidarius, Imago 
mundi and Speculum ecclesiae. At or after St Anselm's death in 1109 Honorius 
seems to have left England for Regensburg where he became, according to 
Flint's research, a canon at the alte Kapelle where he produced most of his 
completed works. Flint reckons he then 'left the alte Kapelle for. Lambach, or, 
just conceivably, St James of Regensburg, perhaps in about the years 1133/4'. 56 
53 Kirsten Wolf (ed. ). Gydinga saga. Reykjavik 1995, lxxxviii-xcvii. 
54 Ian J. Kirby Biblical Quotation in Old Icelandic-Norwegian Religious Literature. 11 Reykj avfk 
1980,12-13. 
53 For the outline of Honorius' career and works I rely heavily on Valerie 1. J. Flint's monograph 
Honorius Augustodunensis of Regensburg. (Authors of the Middle Ages 6. Historical and 
Religious Writers of the Latin West. ) Aldershot 1995. 
56 Flint, Honorius, 34. 
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Honorius thus became a monk-inclusus late in his life, and died at his monastery 
some years later, around 1140. 
Honorius was the author of some 30 works, many of which enjoyed wide 
circulation in Western Europe throughout the Middle Ages. 57 Their popularity is 
undoubtedly partly due to the pedagogical nature of much of Honorius' work. He 
seems to have been an excellent teacher who in his writings brought together and 
organised material from many different sources. A survey of the sources he used 
for Imago mundi reveals that they are indeed numerous, and Honorius' great 
achievement is to present all this knowledge in an orderly fashion and with great 
lucidity. 58 
Several of Honorius' works were certainly known in Iceland. It is 
interesting that they are among the books most closely associated with Honorius' 
stay in England: Elucidarius, Gemma animae, Speculum ecclesiae and Imago 
mundi. 59 The Eluddarius was translated into Old Norse sometime during the 
twelfth century. 60 As Flint remarks, it is 'arguably the most revealing and 
important of all of Honorius's writings' 61 and it was widely read. It is divided 
into three books and written in a dialogue where the Master instructs the Disciple 
in the fundamentals of Christian religion, according to the teaching of the Latin 
Church. It relies heavily on the teaching of St Anselm and thus is thought to have 
sprung from his circle in Canterbury. 
Speculum ecclesiae and Gemma animae are both liturgical works. The 
former contains a collection of sermons for the whole liturgical year, whereas 
Gemma animae supplies explanations of the liturgy - the Mass, the canonical 
hours and the Divine Office (Opus Dei). Both works were probably begun in 
England and, when finished, soon found their way back there. Honorius is likely 
to have sent copies of them himself to his friends, as he did with the first 
recension of the Imago mundi in 1110.62 The works of Honorius seem to have 
been particularly well received in the diocese of Lincoln. Many of the early 
57 Cf. Valerie I. J. Flint. 'The place and purpose of the works of Honorius Augustodunensis. ' 
Revue Binidictine 87 (1977), 97-127. 
58 Cf. Valerie. 1. J. Flint. 'Honorius Augustodunensis Imago mundi. ' Archives dhistoire 
doctrinale et littJraire au Moyen Age. 57 (1982), 13-18 (henceforth cited as 'Imago mundi'). 59 Flint, Honorius, 6-13; 'Imago mundi', 8-13 60 J6n Helgason (ed. ) The Arna-Magncean Manuscript 674a, 4to. Elucidarius. (Manuscripta 
Islandica 4. ) Copenhagen 1957, A. 
61 Flint, Honorius, 35. 
62 Ibid., 16,22. 
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copies of Imago mundi come from there as well as two twelfth-century copies of 
the Gemma animae. 63 The town of Lincoln played a part in the history of the 
Icelandic church. At least one of the bishops of Skdlholt received some education 
there, namely Dorldkur I)6rhallsson who spent six years (1153-59) at schools 
abroad, first in Paris then in Lincoln. 64 Another future bishop, I)orldkr's nephew 
Pdll J6nsson, also studied in England, perhaps at Lincoln. 65 It is quite possible 
that these relations could partly explain the readiness with which the works of 
Honorius were received in Iceland. 
An exemplum from Speculum ecclesiae was translated into Icelandic 
sometime before the middle of the fourteenth century. 66 and the Speculum is one 
of the sources for the Bible compilation Sy6rn. 67 It has been argued that a homily 
in the Icelandic Homily book is based on Gemma animae 68 and there is material 
from that same work in the Norwegian homily book 69 and in a section of Sy6rn 
1.70 A fourteenth-century inventory lists Gemma animae amongst the books of 
the Augustinian house in Vi6ey. 71 
Imago mundi crops up in several Icelandic and Norwegian sources apart 
from AM 764 4to. The work seems to have been one of the sources for Historia 
Norvegiae. 72 It was used in computistical treatises and geographical descriptions 
and found its way into Biblical compilations, both Sy6rn 11173 and the fragment 
of Genesis cum cosmology, represented by AM 238 XIX fol. and 764 4to of 
which more will be said later (cf. pp. 93,106-109). Quotations from Imago 
63 Ibid., 15. 
64 Byskupa spgur. 2. Ed. by J6n Helgason. (EdArn A13,2. ) Kobenhavn 1978,183. Cf. also 
Magn6s Steffisson. 'Kirkjuvald eflist. ' Saga Islands H. Ed. by Sigur6ur Undal. Reykjavfk 1975, 
96; Sverrir T6masson. Formdlar islenskra sagnaritara d midoldum. Ranns6kn b6kmenntahef6lar. 
Reykjavfk 1988,22-23. 
65 Cf. Byskupa s9gur 2,409. 
66 Cf Einar G. Pdtursson. ' Einn atbur6ur og lei6sla urn 6ddinsakur. ' Gripla IV (1980), 13 8-165. 
67 Ian J. Kirby. Bible Translation in OldNorse. Gen6ve 1986,61. 
68 Karel VrAtný. 'Enthdlt das Stockholmer Homilienbuch durchweg 10bersetzungen? ' ANF 32 
(1916), 3149. 
69 Oddmund Hjelde. Norsk preken i det 12.6rhundre. Studier i Gammel norsk homiliebok. 
[Dissertation. Typescript. ] Oslo 1990,405. 
70 Kirby, Biblical quotation 11,84-85. 
71 DJIV' 110_111. 
72 Cf. Asgaut Steinnes. 'Ikring Historia Norvegim. ' (Norsk) Historisk Tidsskrifit 34 (1946-48), 
17-32. Eilif Skard. Maalet i Historia Norvegiae. (Skrifter utgitt av Det Norske Videnskaps- 
Akademi i Oslo 11: Hist. -Filos. Masse No. 5. ) Oslo 1930,78et passim The chief importance is 
attached to a couple of sentences in a passage on volcanoes which seem to come from IM 1.4 1, cf. 
Monumenta historica Norvegiev, 95-96. 
73 Gustav Storm. 'De norsk-islandske bibeloversxttelser fra 13de og 14de Aarhundrede og 
Biskop Brandr J6nsson. 'ANF 3 (1886), 249. 
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mundi are found in 61afs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta, Kirjalax saga, Eiriks 
saga vi6fdr1a and F&tbrcedra saga. 74 Anne Holtsmark suggested that Imago 
mundi was translated into Old Norse in the twelfth century but did not offer any 
supportive arguments. 75 As was said above, translated passages of the work 
certainly survive in several Icelandic/Norwegian books, but there is no 
conclusive evidence to show that a whole translation was ever produced. That of 
course does not diminish the possibility that Imago mundi, in its entirety, was 
known and used in Iceland, and Margaret Clunies Ross has argued that 
Honorius' work could have served as a model for Snorri Sturluson in the 
composition of his Edda. 76 
Imago mundi is a cosmology in three books, written, as were Honorius' 
other cosmological works (Neocosmum or Hexaemeron and Clavis Physicae), in 
an effort 'to explain the meaning of the first four chapters of the Book of Genesis 
and to understand the place of man in God's creation'. 77 According to Flint, 
Honorius produced his first recension in 1110 but subsequently seems to have 
revised the work three times, in 1123,1133 and 113 9.78 In the first book 
Honorius treats the universe, the geography of the world, the elements and the 
heavenly bodies. The second book is a computistical. treatise and the third treats 
of historical time, as it were, in a brief survey through the six ages of the history 
of mankind, until the reign of Henry V of the Holy Roman Empire (1106-1125). 
The work was originally aimed at priests, to aid them in preaching and teaching, 
but soon became popular among the laity as an accessible cosmology which 
could well serve encyclopedic purposes. 79 
74 On the reception of Imago mundi in Old Norse literature cf. Peter Springborg. 'Weltbild mit 
Uwe. Die Imago mundi von Honorius Augustodunensis in der altwestnordischen 
TextUberlieferung. ' Cultura classica e cultura germanica settentrionale. Atti del Convegno 
Internazionale di Studi Universita di Macerata, 2-4 maggio 1985. Roma 198 8,167-219. 
75 Holtsmark, Studier i Shorres mytologi, 35; idem. 'Elementene. 'KLNM3,593-595. 
76 Margaret Clunies Ross. SUldskaparmil. Snorri Sturluson's ars poetica and medieval theories 
oflanguage. Odense 1987,155-167. 
77 Flint. Honorius, 46. 
78 Flint, 'Imago mundi', 4 1. 
79 Flint, Honorius, 4647,62-63. 
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3.3. The exegetical text 
The hexadmeron in 764 is characterised by the fact that its Biblical skeleton, the 
account of the Creation itself, is very brief. Another characteristic is that the 
treatise seems to centre on divine beings on the one hand and man on the other. 
Animals, for instance, receive scant attention. The structure of the hexadmeral 
section may be described as follows: 
0 The Trinity (101-37) 
la Creation -Day 1 (107-38) 
lb "Primus dies seculi" (108-39) 
2a Creation - Day 2 (2rl-2; 5) 
2b Lucifer (2r2-5) 
3 Creation - Day 3 (2r5-6) 
4a Creation - Day 4 (26) 
4b The planets and their spheres (2r6-19) 
5a Creation - Day 5 (2rl9-20) 
5b From Gregory's Dialogues: Hierarchy of souls (2r2O-23) 
6a Creation - Day 6 (2r23) 
6b The first man - biology etc. (2r23-28) 
6c The Fall (2r29-36) 
7 Creation - Day 7 (266-37) 
8 Cosmology (267-M) 
9 (Birth of Seth -) biology/embryology (2v2-9) 
10 The first generations of mankind (2v9-20) 
3.3.1. The Trinit 
Hmsti guö äsyniligr verandi fyrir allar veraldir, einn 1 ýrenning ok brennr f eining, bat er 
Wur eiginligt at vera, af öngum getinn, eigi skapaör, eigi getinn. Sonr er samjafn ok 
sameilifligr feör 1 allri dyrö, af honum eigi voröinn eigi skapaör heldr 6umrxöiliga getinn. 
Heilagr andi er af feör ok syni framfarandi af hvärumtveggja. (1v31-35) 
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This text echoes the Nicene-Constantinopolitan creed which states that the Son is 
begotten, not made and also contains the filioque, that is, the doctrine that the 
Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and the Son. 80 
3.3.2. Predestination 
SvA er lesit sannliga at Or en heirnrinn var gjorr vissi ýessi voldugr gu6 tblu ok nOfn 
sdrhverra sinna manna. (I v35-37) 
Elucidarius mentions that the number of the heavenly hosts was fixed: 
Til hallar sinnar sette hann uisa tolo valra riýara ýa er nauýsvn vas at fylla oc eige lofat viý 
at auka. Enn ýessa tolo valpe hann af monnom oc englom oc greffinde J x. suefter Jx 
engla en x. nda manna. 81 
3.3.3. Primus dies 
Hann skapaoi fyrst f upphafi himin ok j6r6 ok alla hluti sýniliga ok 6sýniliga af t5ngu 
fyrirliggjanda efai. Dat var drottins dag. Sd dagr kallaz A latinu primus dies seculo, Pat er it 
Pri6ja g. i marciO82, Pat er iij ndttum fyrir benedictusmessu d f6stu. SfOan greindi hann 
skapaba hluti d 66rum v d6gum. (I v37-2r I) 
As mentioned above, one of the controversies running through almost all 
commentaries on Genesis is that surrounding the question whether God created 
all things simultaneously or whether the Bible's account of a six-day creation 
should be taken literally. Linked to this problem is the question of whether the 
world was created out of pre-existing matter, to which 764 gives a negative 
answer. 
The majority of the Alexandrian thinkers, including Clement and Origen, 
maintained that the creation should be understood as simultaneous, and the 
Biblical division into 
. six 
days was entirely symbolic. The Syrian fathers 
generally took the opposite view, arguing that the creation had taken place 
progressively through six days, each of 24 hours. The Cappadocian fathers 
occupied the middle ground proposing the theory that on the first day elementary 
matter was created, which was subsequently organised during six days as 
recorded in the Bible. The Cappadocian fathers were, as mentioned earlier, 
noteworthy for their use of secular learning in exegesis. St Basil, who greatly 
influenced St Ambrose, drew upon practically all the scientific knowledge 
go Cf. J. N. D. Kelly. Early Christian Creeds. (3rd ed. ) Harlow 1972,358. 81 Elucidarius in OldNorse Translation. Ed. by Evelyn Scherabon Firchow and Kaaren Grimstad. 
Reykjavfk 1989,25-26. 
82 G is a Sunday-letter and refers to the third Sunday in March, cf Al 11, clxxvi. 
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available to him in his treatment of the hexadmeron. 83 This elementary material 
was subsequently sometimes interpreted as being the four elements, water, fire, 
earth and air, thus mixing Genesis with the age-old Greek cosmogonical theories. 
It was St Augustine's interpretation of Genesis which was to become the 
most influential in the West. He insisted, against the Neoplatonists, that the 
world had been created ex nihilo and by all three persons of the Trinity. 
Regarding the hexadmeron he took no definite stand with the Alexandrians and 
against the Syrians nor vice versa. He maintained that creation had happened in 
an instant and so the six days spoken of in Genesis could not be interpreted 
literally. But he did not think that the world had emerged, fully created, the way 
we know it, in an instant, but that all things in the world existed from the 
beginning (i. e. from the creation), potentially. The opening sentence of Genesis: 
In principio creavit Deus caelum et terram should therefore be taken to mean 
that everything in the world was implicit in this elementary matter, materia 
informa, described there as heaven and earth. The account in Genesis then tells 
of how things in the world were realised, and again the six days should not be 
taken literally, as six days of 24 hours, but symbolically and in the context of the 
six ages of the world. 84 
The majority of subsequent commentators followed Augustine's line. 
Among the exceptions is Bede who adopted a stand closer to the Cappadocian 
fathers, arguing that the elementary matter had been created before the first day 
and then organised during the six (24 hour) days. The time before the six days of 
Creation was indefinite. 85 Bede's views influenced many writers in the later 
Middle Ages, including Honorius Augustodunensis and the school of St Victor. 
Our scribe, on the other hand, seems to be untouched by any un-Augustinian 
views, maintaining that heaven and earth, and all things visible and invisible, 
were created on the first day 'af 6ngu fyrirliggjanda efni'. The last words may 
indeed echo Comestor who states in the first chapter of his Historia scholastica 
3 Mangenot, 'Hexamdron, 233 6. 
4 E. Portalid. 'Augustin (Saint). ' DTC. 1(2), 2349-2351; Julien Ries. Ta crdation, I'homme et 
Phistoire du salut dans le De Genesi contra Manichaeos de Saint Augustin. ' "De Genesi contra 
Manichaeos. " "De Genesi ad litteram liber imperfectus " di Agostino d7ppona. Ed. by Gilles 
Pelland et al. Palermo 1992,63-97, esp. 70-77. 85 Mangenot, 'Hexamdron', 233 8-2339. 
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that 'Moyses vero solum Deum aetemum prophetavit, et sine praej acenti materia 
mundum creatum'. 86 
3.3.4. Lucifer 
A 66rum degi viku gjar6i hann ix engla fylki. Einn af ollum englum skapa6i hann fri6ara 
t5llum 66rum. SA hdt Lucifer. Ok skj6tliga sem hann var skapa6r fylldiz hann 
drambsemdar ok ý6ttiz vera Iflcr gu6i. 13vi var hann steyttr ni6r til helvitis, vor6inn fjandi 
af engli ok allir ýeir er honum sambykktu ur6u fjandr af englum. Dd gjor6i hann ok 
festingar himin. (2rl-5) 
The theory of the nine hosts of angels and the fate of the first angel, Satahel or 
Lucifer, was known to Icelanders through Honorius' Eluddarius where 
considerable room is devoted to angelic lore. 87 The Scriptural basis for the fallen 
angels is Gn 6.1-4 where it is described how the sons of God (which was taken to 
refer to angels) fell through intercourse with the daughters of men. Early 
Christianity 'shifted the fall of the evil angels back from Gen. 6: 1-4 ... to an 
earlier stage so that it anticipated and was correlated with the human fall from 
paradise ... and the angelic sin came to 
be reckoned as envy or pride rather than 
IUSt., 88 The fall of Lucifer is also treated in Veraldar saga and in Sy6rn but 
89 neither text offers clear parallels to 764. 
3.3.5. The planets 
Hinn fj6r8a dag gjar6i hann s6l, tungl, ... stjomur. Dwr eru allar fastar ok 
hafa 6ngan gang 
undanteknum vij planetis. Deirn setti hann ýann gang sem si6an hefir halldiz. Luna heitir 
fyrsta planeta, hon er skipu6 f ne6sta, lofti vi6 jor6 in primo cxlo. Hon gengr sinn hring A 
xx ok ix dagurn ok viij stundurn. Onnur planeta heitir Mercurius. Hon er f 66ru lofti. Hon 
gengr sinn hring c ok xxx ok ix daga. Pri6ja heitir Venus. Hon er f ýri6ja lofti. Hon gerir 
sinn hring cc xl ok viij daga. Fj6r6a planeta heitir s6l. Hon er f fj6r6a lofti. Hon gerir sinn 
hring ccc ok Ix ok v daga ok vj stundir. Firnta planeta heitir Mars. Hon er f v, lofti. Hon 
gerir sinn hring ij k. Jupiter heitir hin vi". Hon er f sdtta lofti. Hon gerir sinn hring d xij 
drum. Sj6unda heitir Satumus f vij" lofti. Hon gerir sinn hring A xxx Ara. Afjbr6u til tungls 
eru xv (bfisund) milna ok dc xx ok v. Frd tungli til Mercurium vij (bfisund) mflna dccc ok 
xij. Af Mercurio til Venerem jafiunargar sem fyrir. Af Venere til s6lar xx (ýdsund) mflna 
cccc ok xxx ok iiij mflur. Af s6lu til Martern eru xv (I)fisund) mlIna dc xxv. Af Marte til 
lovern A @fisund) dccc ok xij. Af Iove til Saturnum jafrimargar sem fyrir. Af Saturno til 
festingar himins xx. ok iiij @fisund) cccc xx ok vi mflur. Af jor6u til festingar himins eru 
96 pL 198,1056. 
87 Elucidarius, 28-39. 
88 William S. Babock. 'Angels. ' Encyclopedia of Early Christianity. Ed. by Everett Ferguson. 
New York 1990,40. Cf. also Jeffrey Burton Russell. Satan. The Early Christian Tradition. Ithaca 
1981,80-81 and 92-93. 
89 Veraldar saga. Ed. by Jakob Benediktsson. (STUAGNL 61. ) Kobenhavn 1944,34; Syorn. 
Gammelnorsk bibelhistorle fra verdens skabelse til det babyloniske fangenskab. Ed. by C. Rý 
Unger. Christiania 1862,7-8. 
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mflur samantaldar c Q)4sund) ix (ýfisund) ccc lxxv ok P6 at stjomur &iz ganga 6r austri i 
vestr d ij dwgrum sn6az loftin me6 stjOmunum. (2r6-19) 
. Accounts like this one were common in medieval books of 
computistical/cosmological nature9oand similar information is indeed found in 
other Icelandic manuscripts. 91 The passage in 764 can be said to fall into two 
parts. On the one hand there is information about how long it takes each planet to 
traverse its sphere, and on the other hand the distance between the planets is 
stated. A parallel to the first part is found in a passage written in a fourteenth- 
century hand in the composite manuscript GKS 1812 4to. 92 Imago mundi 
contains the same information under the heading De cyclisplanetarum (11.87) but 
without numbering the spheres. 1812 and 764 are not in complete agreement: 
1812 gives numbers for the orbit of the planets more accurately than does 764, 
compared to the Latin text, but that is insignificant since Roman numerals were 
frequently corrupted when copied. 93 Conversely, 764 shows traces of Latin 
where 1812 has only Icelandic (cf. luna, in primo coelo) which could possibly 
mean that 764 was closer to the ultimate source. 
It would seem fruitless to try to link 1812 and 764 on the basis of such 
feeble evidence were it not for the fact that the passage in 1812 is related to two 
fifteenth-century manuscripts in the Arriamagnman collection, the fragment 238 
XIX 4to and the codex 685d 4to. 94 These two manuscripts are also connected to 
764 since they both contain a cosmological passage related to the one on ff. 2r37- 
M in 764 (cf. below p. 93), and 238 furthermore contains a biblical passage 
90CE Flint, 'Imago mundi', 112n. 87. 
91 AM 238 XDC, AM 685d and GKS 1812 will be considered below. In addition to those 
manuscripts material of this kind is incorporated into the socalled Rfm I (Af 11,60-62) where the 
Greek names of the planets are given. The oldest MS of Rfm 1, a part of GKS 1812 4to, is thought 
to be from late twelfth century (1187 according to N. Beckman, Af 11, lxxx). N. Beckman 
believes the most important sources to have been Bede, Isidore, Honorius and Helpricus. (cf. Af 
11, xxix-xxx). Finally there is a map of sorts in AM 736 111 which contains identical information 
about the spheres of the planets. 92 Cf. Af 11,246-247. 
9' There is one interesting exception. The source which 1812 was copied from seems to have 
given the time of Mars' circumference as 12 years which the scribe has attempted to change to 
the correct number, two (cf. Af 11,247, n. 2 - the passage is copied twice in 1812 and the error 
remains in the other place). 94 These texts (1812,238 and 685d) introduce the idea of the seven spheres thus: 'Si6 eru kollut 
lopt i bokum, ýau er himin tungl hverfi um. ' (Af 11,246). 238 and 685d only mention two of the 
seven 'planets', i. e. the moon and the sun, but place them correctly in first and fourth sphere. 
1812 and 764 have all seven spheres. Peter Springborg has advanced the hypothesis that 238 and 
685 derive from the same manuscript for which 1812 was a source, cf. 'Weltbild mit Lowe', 182. 
This hypothesis does not explain how 764 would fit in. 
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linked to 764 (cf pp. 106-107). All four texts, however, seem to be composite, 
and it is therefore difficult to come to any firm conclusions about their 
relationship. 
The second part of the planet-passage in 764 does not seem to have a 
parallel in any of the texts printed by Mund and Beckman in Ai II. It 
corresponds, on the other hand, quite closely with a passage in Imago mundi. 
764 
FrA tungli til Mercurium vii 
(ýCisund) mfIna dccc ok xij. Af 
Mercurio til Venerem jaffimargar 
sem fyrir. Af Venere til s6lar xx 
(ý6sund) mflna cccc ok xxx ok iiij 
mflur. Af s6lu til Martern eru xv 
(ýfisund) mfIna dc xxv. Af Marte til 
lovern A (ýfisund) dccc ok xij. Af 
love til Satumumjafnmargar sern 
fyrir. Af Satumo til festingar himins 
xx ok iiij (Pfisund) cccc xx ok A 
mflur. Afjor6u til festingar himins 
eru mflur samantaldar c (p6sund) 
ix 06sund) ccc Ixxv (2rl4-18) 
Imago mundi 
A luna ad Mercurium VII. dccc. xii. 
milliaria et sernisse. Inde ad 
Vencrem tantum. Inde ad solem 
XXII. cccc. xxxvi. milliaria et 
semisse. A sole ad Martern 
XV. dc. xxv. milliaria. Incle ad 
Iovem. Vll. dccc. xii. milliaria et 
semisse. Incle ad Satumum tantum. 
Inde ad firmamentum 
. XXIII. cccc. xxxvii. milliaria. 
Sunt 
itaque a terra usque ad celum 
. 
CVIIII.. ccc. lxxv. milliaria. (1.88) 
To the last sentence the scribe has added a phrase which does not follow 
in the Latin text: 'ok b6 at stj6mur &iz ganga 6r austri i vestr d ij dwgrum. snflaz 
loftin me6 stj6munum'. A similar phrase is found in the aforementioned AM 238 
XIX 4to and AM 685d where the source probably is IM 1.73 (Deplanetis). 95 
238 
Dvf sýniz sem s6l ok tungl fari 
jafnan, ok stj6mur, 6r austri ok f 
vestr (I rIO-1 1) 
685d 
ok ýviat loptin snuazt um iordina, 
Pa synizt, sem sol ok tungl ok 
stiomur fari ur austri i vestur (At 
111,75) 
764 is closer to 685d than to 238 here. The cosmological section at the end of the 
hexadmeron in 764 corresponds with the text immediately preceding this 
sentence in both manuscripts . 
3.3.6. The soul: Gregorfs Dialogues. 
Firnta dag skapaöi hann öll kvikvendi bau er Iffs anda eru. Prjä lifliga anda 
skapaöi guö eftir oröum Gregorii. Fyrsta bann er eigi er holdi huldr ok er eillfur. 
.... ok bat ero einglar. Pann annan er 
holdi er huldr ok er eilffir ok deyr aldri. 
93 Cf. Springborg, 'Weltbild mit Löwe', 180- 18 1. 
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Pat er manna allra. PrOja anda skapa6i hann ýann er holdi er huldr. Sd deyr me6r 
holdi. Pat er allra kvikvenda ýeira er fifliga 6nd hafa. (2r 19-23) 
This passage comes from the Icelandic translation of Gregory's Dialogues, 
fourth book: 
Drenna fifs anda scapabi gvP: J. ýann es eigi er holde hul[ýfl, ýat ero englar; en 
annan ýann es holde es hulýr oc deyr mep holde, ýat cro oscvnsamlig m[pendi]; 
en ýann en Afi. es holde es hulýr oc eigi devr meý holde, ýat ero menn. (HMS 1, 
235) 
The translation is preserved in a defective state in several manuscripts, the oldest 
of which dates from the beginning of the thirteenth century. The work must have 
been known in Iceland earlier because there is a reference to it in Feraldar 
saga. 96 There are further references to the fourth book of the Dialogues later in 
764. Gregory is quoted on f. 22r34-36 on the subject of infernal fire (cf. p. 208), 
and there is on f, 22v 14-20 a reference to the question of bodily resurrection (cf. 
p. 211). 764 also preserves, on f. 345-18, an exemplum. from chapter 27 of the 
Dialogues, a text which is paralleled in the translation fragments. 97 
3.3.7. The first man. 
A hinum sdtta degi formera6i harm fyrsta marm af fj6rum hofu6skepnum: lofti, 
eldi, jor6u, vatni. Dann marm kallaoi harm Adam, svd sem takandi sdrhvem staf i 
hans nafni af fj6rum hofu6xttum. Hann var skapa6r i Ebron. Dessi ma6r hirm 
fyrsti var Ix at hw6 eftir s6gn Saemundar. Hann var skapa6r eftir lfkrieskju sjdlfs 
gu6s at Rams forini, hafandi cc xl ok viij bein en ccc ok Ix x6a. Svd segiz at af 
hjartanu gangi fit vizka en mdl af lunga, rei6i af galli, hlStr af milti, en Iflcams fýsn 
af lifrinni. (2r23-28) 
Several themes come together in this short passage. The first one, that Adam was 
made from the four elements, illustrates the idea of man as microcosm and is 
common in medieval sources. It is for instance found in Isidore's Etymologiae 
(xi. i. 16). In some texts the idea is more elaborate and Adam is said to have been 
made from seven or eight different substances. Such a passage is preserved in 
Latin in AM 194 8vo and in Icelandic in AM 624 4to, a fifteenth-century 
manuscript, where the formulation is thus: 
L[wrisveinn] s[pyr]: , Af hve maurgum h1utum var likamur Aadams gior? " M[agister] s[varar]: Af vii h1utum, af iordu ok af sio, holld er af iordo, enn blod af 
sio, augo ero af soolo, enn af vinde andardrattr, af himenskepnum hugskot manz, 
bxdi gott ok illt, af steinum ero bein, ok stala manz af heIgum anda. siaundi h1utr 
er af Hosi heims ... (Af 111,40) 
96 Veraldar saga, 64. 97 HMS 1,243. 
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Similar treatment of this theme is ubiquitous in medieval sources, both Latin and 
vernacular. 98 
The explanation of Adam's name is similarly well attested in medieval 
sources, but must have originated in a Greek tradition. 99 It is an anagram based 
on the Greek words cwwrokil (south), 5uatq (west), ccpKTo; (north) and 
ýtEacgpptcc (east). Its earliest instance seems to be in the apocryphal Slavonic 
Book of Enoch but 'its currency in the west was assured by its acceptance in 
Augustine's Tractatus in Iohannis Evangelium'. 100 It is included by Honorius in 
his Elucidarius and was given the following formulation in the Icelandic 
translation: 
Discipulus Huapan toc adam nafn. Magister Af. iiii. ottom heims Pat es austr oc 
uestr norpr oc supr. Enn at griksco male callasc anatole disis artos mesembria Pat 
es sein griplor hende til nafiis adams. 101 
The 764 scribe omits the Greek words, thereby obscuring the basis of the 
anagram. 
The information that Adam was created in Hebron is found in Imago 
mundi, as is the statement that after his death he was buried in Calvary and later 
transferred to Hebron. That information is also reproduced in 764 and could well 
have come directly from Imago mundi: 
764 Imago mundi 
Adam lif5i <dcccc> ok xxx dra. 
Hann var grafinn in loco Calvarie 
ok eftir tima var hann fluttr f 
Ebron. (2v I 1- 12) 
lpse [i. e. Adam] vero post 
. dcccc. xxx. annos in lerusalem 
obiit, in loco Calvarig scpultus, 
aliquamdiu requievit, deinde in 
Hebron translatus, in terrarn de qua 
assumptus est rediit. (111.1. ) 
Elucidarius likewise mentions that Adam was made in Hebron but goes on to say 
that he died and was buried there as well. 102 
98 Cf. James E. Cross and Thomas D. Hill (eds. ). The Prose Solomon and Saturn and Adrian and 
Ritheus. Toronto 1982,67-70; Max Rrster. 'Adams Erschaffung und Namengebung. Ein 
lateinisches Fragment des s. g. slawischen Henoch. ' Archivftr Religionnvissenschaft 11 (1908), 
483-512. As Rrster mentions (p. 493 n. 2) reverse application of this theme can be seen in 
GrinmismAl (st. 40) and Vafýr(Onismffi (st. 21) where the world is made out of the flesh, blood 
and bones of the giant 'kmir. Snorri Sturluson includes this in his Gylfaginning, cf Snorri 
Sturluson. Edda Prologue and Gy0'aginning. Ed. by Anthony Faulkes. London 1988,11-12. 99 F6rster, 'Adams Erschaffung', 477482,517-522. 
100 Cross and Hill (eds. ), The Prose Solomon, 67. Cf PL 35,1465 and 1473. 101 Elucidarius, 43. 
102 Elucidarius, 45 
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The reference to Sxmundr led Gabriel Turville-Petre to suggest that the 
history of the Kings of Norway he argues Sxmundr probably wrote, might have 
begun 'with the creation of the world and of the first man, just as Florence of 
Worcester's English chronicle did'. 103 Turville-Petre also points to the following 
reference in a computistical treatise in AM 624 4to: 'I upphafi heims sagdi 
Sxmundur prestur at sol nyskopud rynne upp i austri midiu, en tungl fullt iu 
aptnne. ' 104 Steffin Karlsson has suggested that references of this kind might 
allude to a genealogy of the SkJ6ldungar and the Oddaveýar which traces the line 
back to Adam and was attributed to Sxmundr by J6n Sigur6sson. 105 Leaving 
aside the question of authority behind the claim that Adam was sixty [dlnir (? )] 
one should remark that the idea that Adam , was of extraordinary 
height is 
common in medieval sources. 106 When Eve is introduced (260) it is similarly 
stated that she was fifty [dlnir]. 
That Adam was made in God's image is of course scriptural (Gn 1.27) 
but to this the 764 scribe adds the number of bones and veins in the human body 
as well as a sentence containing physiognomical lore. These additions have their 
parallels in several Icelandic texts, F6stbradra saga among them. As J6nas 
Kristjdnsson has shown, the closest Latin parallel to the text, 764 is a thirteenth- 
century didactic poem which is thought to stem from the medical school in 
Salemo. The poem is variously named Regimen sanitatis or Flos medicinae and 
seems to have been known, and quoted, in Iceland and Norway in the fourteenth 
century. 107 In lines 1242-1243 of the poem wisdom, speech, wrath, laughter and 
love (or lust) are linked to the same five organs as in 764: 
Cor sapit, pulmo loquitur, fel commovet iram, 
Splen ridere facit, cogit amare Jecor. 
108 
Of the texts collated by J6nas it is only 764 and the so-called Syrpa, a manuscript 
written in the sixteenth-century by Gottskdlk J6nsson in Glaumbwr (BL Add 
103 E. O. G. Turville-Petre. origins ofIcelandic Literature. (2 nd ed. ) Oxford 1967,86-87. 104 Af 1,, 9 1. 
'('s Stefdn Karlsson. 'Fr66leiksgreinar fri t6lftu 61d. ' Afmalisrit J6ns Helgasonar 30. j4n[ 1969. 
Ed. by Jakob Benediktsson et al. Reykjavik 1969,340-347. 
106 Cf. Cross and Hill (eds. ), Prose Solomon, 72. 
107 Cf. Lars Unnroth. 'Kroppen som sjalens spegel - ett motiv i de islandska sagoma. ' Lychnos 
1963-1964,35-37; 51-53. 
108 J6nas Kristjdnsson. Um F6stbra, 6ras6gu. Reykjavik 1972,241-246. 
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11.242), 109 which offer a close parallel to Regimen sanitatis. Gottskdlk's Syrpa 
also contains the infonnation on Adam and Eve's height. 
3.3.8. Cosmolog 
SvA segir Imago mundi at heimrinn sd vaxinn sem egg; ok svd sern skurn er um 
egg svd er eldrinn umhverfum heiminn; ok svd sem albumen, bat kollum vdr 
skjall, er nTst skurninu, svd er loft nTst eldi; ok svd sem it hvfta eggs er nxst 
albumen, svd eru v6tn na! st lofti; svd sem it rau6a er f eggi, svd er jW lukt f 
bessurn h6fu3skepnum. RV3 er 4hrxrilig en votn, loft ok eldr, bat snýzjafnan urn 
j6r6ina. (267-M) 
As was mentioned above, this section has a parallel in AM 238 XIX and AM 
685d 4to and all three texts clearly represent the same translation of a Latin 
source. Peter Springborg has shown that this passage is hardly a pure Imago 
mundi text despite the attribution, and that Philosophia mundi by Guillaume de 
Conches offers a closer parallel, although the Icelandic does not follow that 
source perfectly either. 110 Guillaume's work is found with Imago mundi in some 
manuscriptsill and if that was the case with the manuscript from which the 
Icelanders ultimately derived their text, that might explain the reference to Imago 
mundi here. 
It seems likely that the cosmological passages in 764,1812,238 and 685d 
all derived, at least in part, from a single vernacular source which was largely 
based on Imago mundi but with some additions. The fact that in 238 and 764 this 
cosmology is connected to a translation of parts of Genesis (cf. pp. 106-107) 
suggests that cosmology became a part of a hexadmeral tradition in Iceland, 
although it is impossible to say whether the hexadmeron and cosmology were 
already thus linked in the Latin source which was the vehicle for the import of 
these ideas to Iceland. 
3.3.9. The Birth of Seth, embryology. 
Dä er Adam ok Eva voru af sett Paradisi fagnaöum fxddiz beim son sä er Seth er 
nefndr. Hann var fyrstr getinn meö munüö af karlinanni ok konu, meö beim hactti 
sein backr visa til, at losti karknannzins liggi 1 hans lendum en 1 nafla konunnar. 
Ok er beira beggja säö samblandaz meö konunni er bat äsyndar vj daga naestu svä 
109 On GottskAlk's syrpa cf J6n Helgason. 'Islenzk handrit f British Museum. ' Ritger6akorn og 
rie6ustzýfar. Kaupmannahofn 1959,115-117. 
110 Springborg, 'Weltbild mit Lowe', 177-180. Cf. Simek, Altnordische Kosmographie, 75-81. 1 11 Flint, 'Imago mundi', 19-3 5. 
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sem mj6lk, ok Pa6an ix dogum li6num ver6r Pat b166, ok at enn xij dogum li6num 
styrkiz, ok ba6an xx d6gum li6num er mannzins Iflcrieskja algjt5r. Svd segir ok 
Ysodorus Etimologiarum at sveinbamit ver6i af frj6vi konunnar, en meybamit af 
Wi karlmannzins. (2v2-9) 
Isidore is the likeliest source for the statement that man's lust resides in his loins 
but in the navel in the case of woman:: Tumbi ob libidinis lasciviarn dicti, quia 
in viris causa corporeae voluptatis in ipsis est, sicut in umbilico feminis' (Etym. 
XIJ. 98). The last sentence in the Icelandic passage in similarly correctly 
attributed to Isidore: 'Ex paterno autem semine puellas nasci et ex materno 
pueros' (Elym. XI. i. 145). The rest of is not, however, found in Etymologiae but 
parallels to that part are found in two other Icelandic manuscripts, in one of 
which it is similarly ascribed to Isidore: 
AM 194 8vo 
Sva segir meistari Ysodorus, at mynd 
mannligs likama i modur kvidi forrnerizst 
az 45 daga, ok se x hinum fyrstum 6 
sidan getnadrinn vard miukligrar myndar, 
en Padan af in 9 dägum snyz i blod, Pa az 
7 dägum verdr bällätt holld ok augu, en 
Pa ia 16 dägum verdr Par madr allr, Pa iu 
7 dägum vaxa här ok negl. (AI 1,55) 
AM 461 12mo (16 Ih C. ) 
Svo segier (sic) helgar ritningar, at semiz 
mynd mannligs likama i modur kvidi m 
halfum fimtartigi daga; se hina fystu A 
daga, fra ývi er getnadrinn vard, sem 
mkplk (miolk), sidan az ix dogum snyzt i 
blod, ým nxst w xii dogum hleypur 
saman ok festiz A verdur bollott holld ok 
augu, ýadan fra az xvii do... (Af III, I 11) 
3.3.10. Cain and Abel 
TvA sonu gdtu Pau a6ra, Abel ok Kain. Hann drap Abel me6r asnakjdlka fyrir sakir 
Ofundar er gu6 Pektiz f6m Abels. (2v9-10) 
The story of Cain and Abel is scriptural (Gn 4.1-8) but the 764 scribe includes a 
detail not found in the Vulgate: Cain's murder-weapon. The habit of depicting 
Cain's weapon as a jawbone of an ass seems to have originated in Insular 
(Hiberno-Saxon) iconography and then spread to the continent. The image is 
common in medieval English Bible illustrations and Cain's jawbone is referred 
to in vernacular literature. 112 It has been suggested that the tradition arose 
through association with the history of Samson, so that illustrations of Samson 
killing the Philistines with a jawbone could have served as a model for a similar 
112 Oliver F. Emerson. 'Legends of Cain, especially in Old and Middle English. ' PMLA 21 
(1906), 853-855. Cf. also The Prose Solomon andSaturn andAdrian andRitheus. Ed. by James 
E. Cross and Thomas D. Hill. Toronto 1982,30 [no. 36] with commentaryp. 101. 
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depiction of Cain murdering his brother. Alternatively, pictures showing Cain 
wielding a coulter or a similar tool might have been interpreted with reference to 
Samson and his jawbone, confusing the two weapons. 113 
3.3.1 L. Encyclopedic glosses in the secunda aetas. 
A few encyclopedic comments crop up in the second age as well as in the first. 
On reading about Noah and the Flood we learn of the size and the dimensions of 
the Ark ('ccc alna 16ng ok I d1na, brei6, xxx dlna undir bakit' 2v23) and the names 
of the wives of Noah and his sons: Poarpa, Katafloa, Parphia, Fliva (2v26-27). 
This information could in both cases be derived from Comestor's Historia 
scholastica, which is the source mentioned by the scribes (2v25). ' 14 
On 3r4 Imago mundi is cited as the source for the information that kings 
are descended from Sem, knights from Japheth and slaves from Chain. Imago 
mundi does indeed include this information in 111.1 as well as giving the age of 
Sern and his descendants in the second age. This is paralleled in 764 (3r4-7). 
The next event described in 764 is the building of the Tower of Babel and 
the division of the languages. The central figure in this story is Nimrod (Nefrod 
in 764), whom 764 describes as a giant who was the first to proclaim himself 
king and who, in his pride, set about erecting the tower Babel i Babilonia: 'Hann 
smf6u6u lxx risa ok ij. Deir xtlu6u at smi6a hann allt upp til himinsins. '(3r8-9). 
The Bible tells how Nimrod, the son of Chus, increased in power and became 
king, first in Babylonia. He is neither a giant nor is he associated with Babel in 
the Scriptures, but because of his association with Babylon commentators came 
to attribute the building of the Tower of Babel to him. 115 That Nimrod was 
considered to be a giant hinges on the Septuagint use of the word y1yotq in Gn 
10.8 where the Vulgate reads: ipse (i. e. Nemrod) coepit esse potens in terra. The 
Septuagint translation managed to influence Nimrod's reputation in a negative 
way, despite the less ambiguous wording of the Vulgate. Ii6 The builders of the 
113 George Henderson. 'Cain's Jaw-bone. ' JWCI 24 (1961), 108-114. Cf. also A. A. Barb. 'Cain's 
murder-weapon and Samson's jawbone of an ass. 'JWC135 (1972), 386-389 where the weapon is 
explained with reference to primitive sickles made from jawbones. 114 Cf . pL 198,1082-1084. Cf. Francis Lee Utley. 'The one hundred and three names of Noah's 
wife. ' Speculum 16 (1941), 426452; The Prose Solomon, 84-87. 
115 Arno Borst. Der Turmbau von Babel 1. Stuttgart 1957,117-118. CE the Glossa ordinaria, PL 
113,113 
116 Borst, Der Turmbau 1,142. 
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tower thus became giants as well, and their number, 72, is determined by the 
number of languages which were said to be spoken after Babel. 764 goes against 
Honorius and earlier chroniclers where it claims that Nimrod pioneered idolatry 
and made a likeness of his father (3rl3-14). The claim is due to a confusion 
between Nimrod and Ninus, his descendant. 117 
The analysis of the sources in the foregoing sections is not exhaustive. The 
commentary has neither been as extensive as might be possible nor has all the 
exegetical material used by the scribes been commentated. (There is for instance 
a reference on f. 2bisr9 to a gloss 'super epistolarn [sic] Pauli ad Romanos' 
which I have not managed to trace. ) The commentary offered should nevertheless 
give some insights into the structure and content of the Genesis-based narrative 
the 764 scribes put together to illustrate the history of the first three aetates. We 
will now turn to the backbone of that narrative: the Bible. 
117 Cf. IM 111.2. Honorius mentions Ninus' association with idolatry but the information that he 
made a likeness of his father Bel is found in Comestor's Historia Scholastica, PL 198,1090, and 
repeated in 764 on f, I OvI 6-17. 
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4. Aetates I-V: Chilpters from the Old Testament 
1. Introduction 
The biblical material in the first age of the world is much interspersed with 
extraneous material, mostly encyclopaedic, as we have seen. The situation is 
different in the ages that follow: Bible material here constitutes the backbone of 
the historical account and this is held together chronologically by references to 
genealogies which are also ultimately derived from Scripture. From f. 3 onwards 
little is found of encyclopaedic material in the strictest sense and although the 
odd reference to Imago mundi or other sources crops up, these are mostly of a 
(pseudo)historical nature. The account of events is usually sketchy and it is often 
difficult to ascertain whether the text is based directly on the Bible or on a 
universal history in the style of Historia scholastica. There are nevertheless 
some passages which are quite a close rendering of the Vulgate. The pattern 
which emerges is one which is repeated in a similar way throughout the first half 
of the manuscript. The scribes seem to use a method which alternates relatively 
accurate translation, albeit sometimes slightly abbreviated, with short passages 
(perhaps only a couple of sentences) of summary nature: chunks from the Bible, 
often dramatic events or exempla, like the curse suffered by the people of 
Azedod, or the judgement of Solomon, are joined together by 'bridges' which 
are sometimes pedigrees or information about the reign of kings or judges, 
sometimes extremely economic accounts of previous and/or relevant events. An 
exception to this pattern are the translations from the Book of Daniel and of the 
Book of Judith, which will be treated in separate chapters. We turn first to the 
more fragmentary Old Testament pieces which are scattered throughout the first 
five aetates. 
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4.2. Framentarv OT texts in 764 and their relationship with SO 
4.2.1. Bible translation or not? 
As already mentioned, it is not always possible to determine whether the biblical 
material in 764 stems directly from the Bible or not. This is particularly true of 
the 'bridges', where the genealogies, for instance, may have been worked out 
from the Bible although it is more likely, given the evidence elsewhere in the 
manuscript of the use of a chronological/encyclopaedic work, that they were 
taken from such a source. It is however possible to maintain that the biblical 
material in 764 is not the result of direct translation from the Latin but rather a 
reworking of an existing Icelandic translation. This is because the text in 764 
corresponds with sections from Stj6m III which is a Bible translation 
interpolated with additional (exegetical) material. The inclusion of some of these 
additions in 764, together with verbal correspondences, shows that the scribes 
depended on a copy of Stj6m III for their Bible text. Table I lists the biblical 
material in 764 and its parallels. 
4.2.2. The compilation StLiorn 
The compilation known as Syorn is not a homogeneous work but one made up 
of three parts which are different in nature and of different age. 118 The basic 
material comes from the historical books of the Old Testament but it is 
sometimes expanded with commentary and exegesis. It is the extent of these 
additions which, along with stylistic differences, primarily distinguishes the 
parts from each other. 
118 Most of what will be said here about Stj 6m is based on two sources, chapter 3 of Kirby's Bihle 
Translation in Old Norse, and an introduction to a facsimile edition of AM 227 fol. by Jakob 
Benediktsson (cited as 'Inngangur'). The latter exists only in typescript since plans for the edition 
have been abandoned. For an overview of Stj6m scholarship see also Reidar AstAs. Et bihelverk 
fta middelalderen. Studier i Sy6rn 1-11. Oslo 1987. 
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Contents Icelandic parallels Latin source Remarks 
2r23-36 Adam and Eve (AM 238 fol , XIX Gn 
2.22; 2-15- 
lv7-25) 17; 3.1-6,23; 
6.7 
2v9-10 Cain and Abel Gn 4. -8 
205-19 Cain's descendants Gn 4.17-22 Cf. IM Ill. I 
2v2l-3r3 Noah and the Flood Gn 6.8-15; 7.6- 
20,8.18; 9.13; 
6.6 
30-11 The tower of Babel Gn 11.4-9 Cf. IM 1.14 
3rl5-20 + Abraham Veraldar saga 15.8- Gn 12.2-3; 26.4 
2bisr 16.6 
3r2O-23 Sodom and Gomorra, (AM 238 fol. XIX Gn 19.15,24-26 
2r7-22) 
3r25-26 Esau and Jacob Gn 25.24-25 
3r27-29 Job IM 111.8 lob 1.2- 
3 
3r29-35 Jacob - the wrestling Gn 32.24-31 
3r35-38 Joseph Gn 37.26-28; 
41.1-32 
30-19 Moses and the ExoduE Stock. Perg. fol. 12 Ex 2.1-10,2 1; The Ten command- 
IV lv(9-17), 22-28 3.3.1-12; 4.1-17 ments are 
7.1-12.30; inaccurately 
14.21-23; 20.1 - rendered in 764 
17 
3v24-27 Joshua Stj 111349.9-11; los 3.17; 6.20; 
(355.3; 360.7-11; 10.13 
369.27-29) 
3v28-31 A young man's wife Stj Ill 384.20-32 Speculum 
killed in Gabaon Ecclesiae (PL 
172,837) 
301-32 Abimelech kills his Stj 111398.34-399.1, ldc 9.5,53 
brothers and is killed 402.14-16 
in turn by a woman 
3v32-38 Samson and Delilah Stj Ill 414.25-36; ldc 15.16-18; 
417.22-25; (419.3- 16.29-30 
22). 
308-39 Eli Stj Ill 419.26-28 
4rl-8 The Ark of the Stj 111 (434.1-25); 1 Sm 4.10-11; Cf. Hauksb6k pp. 
Covenant captured by 435.24-436.24 5.1-7 160-161 (a version 
the men of Azedod derived from 
)Elfric's sermon De 
Falsis Diis) 
48-12 Samuel Stj 111427.21; 1 Sm 1.2; 2.1 
429.25-27; (43 1.11; 
432.17-18) 
_ 415-20 Saul and David (Stj 111440.17-23; 1 Sm 8.4; 9.1-2; ýe closest parallel T 
441.28-33; 458.19- 16.1; 17.4; 18.7; inStj6misa 
23; 461.17-18; 30.14 chapter heading in 
466.18; 493.11-28) A: 'Er Dauid kon- 
ungr reif kiapta a 
oarga dyri' (458 
1 1 n. 7) 
424-31 David pleads with Stj 111545.21-26; 11 Sm 24.16-17 
God to stop the killin 546.11-12,29-547.6 
of the Jews 
Table 1. Bible material in 764 4to and its parallels in other vernacular sources. 
Genealogies are excluded Where the account in 764 is so severely summarised that 
it is difficult to see any verbal correspondences, the kelandic parallel is given in 
brackets. 
Contents Icelandic parallels Latin source Remarks 
4r354v5 Judgement of Stj 111558.24-559.21 111 Rg 3.16-28 
Solomon 
45-10 Solomon's penitence Stj 111577.26-31 111 Rg 11.14 
Ambrose? 
403-14 King Manasseh (Stj 111647.23-24, Josephus? Manasseh is said tc 
647.34-648.5) be the nephew of 
Isaiah 
4vl8-26 The Temple of Stj 111652.23- IV Rg 25.1,8- 
Solomon raided by 37; (653.23-25), 29- 20 
Nebuchadnezzar 35; 654.1-2 
4v26-5v25 Daniel Dn 14.3041; 
3.1-2,6,16-20, 
47-52; 4.28-30; 
5; 14.27-31 
5v33-9r4l Judith Liber ludith 
9v25-29 Elkanah and Anna Stj 111427.10-11,18- 1 Sm 1.1-2,20; 
20; (429.6-8,22-26) 1.28-2.1 
9v29-30 Samuel (Stj 111443.29, 1 Sm 10.1; 
460.14) 
900-32 Nathan and King (Stj 111515.33- 11 Sm 12.110 
David 516.27) 
902-40 Habakkuk Dn 14.32-38 
IOr5-9 Isaiah in the days of (Stj 111640.35- IV Rg 18.13-17; 
King Hezekiah 641.13; 642.27- 19.1-17 
645.7) 
lOr9-13 Jeremiah and King (Stj 111651.20-29) IV Rg 23.29-30 
Josiah ler 1.1-3 
lOrl3-14 Ezekiel Ez 1.1-3 
l0r14-15 Daniel Dn 1.1-6 
lOrl5-24 The transmigration; I Esr 1.1-2; 2 
the Temple rebuilt 
lOr25-29 Jonah Ion 1.1-3,2.1, Cf. Jerome, 
3.1-6; Commentaria in 
Jonam (PL 25, 
1118) 
1061-33 Samuel (Stj 111443.29; 1 Sm 10.1; 16.1- 
459.11460.17) 13 
1063-37 Elijah (SIj. 111589.21- 111 Rg 17.1- 
591.2; 593.17- 18.1; 18.2746; 
594.20; 608.5-36) 2.1-11 
1067-38 Elisha (Stj 111613.8-615.14; IV Rg 4.1-38; 
634.21-28) 13.20-21 
1068-41 Malachi 
1004-35 King Sisera killed by (Stj 111388.3-22) We 4.21 
Jael 
Table 1. Bible material in 764 4to and its parallels in other vernacular sources. 
Genealogies are excluded "ere the account in 764 is so severely summarised that 
it is difficult to see any verbal correspondences, the kelandic parallel is given in 
brackets. 
Stj6m I consists of Genesis and the first 18 chapters of Exodus. As Ian 
Kirby has pointed out 'this material is in essence not so much a translation of the 
Bible as a compilation based on it, in which the Bible story is augmented with 
considerable elaboration and commentary and also with some entirely extraneous 
material'. 119 This sets Stj6m I apart from the other parts, especially from Stj6m 11 
which is a close translation of the Vulgate, with some omissions and summarising, 
but virtually free of extraneous matter. Stj6m II takes up where Stj6m I leaves off 
in Exodus and extends to the end of Deuteronomy. 
Stj6m III starts with Joshua and goes to the end of Kings. The Bible text is 
here amplified with exegetic material though to a much lesser extent than in Stj6m 
L Stj6m I and III also differ in that the compiler of Stj6m I as a rule names the 
source for his interpolations, while in Stj6m III references to authorities are rare. 
It is significant for the present discussion, however, that Stj6m III twice mentions 
Honorius' Imago mundi and also contains further unacknowledged references to 
the work. These references serve, as Peter Springborg has shown, 'die historische 
Dimension in der biblischen Erzalung von Stj6m III hervorzuheben', 120 and are 
mostly concerned with chronological and numerical information (typically 
concerning the reign of rulers). 
There are three principal manuscripts of Sy6rn, AM 226,227 and 228 fol., 
named A, B and C respectively in Unger's edition. Only 226 contains all three 
parts of Sy6rn, but the Stj6m II part is clearly a later addition to the manuscript, 
written in the fifteenth century, probably its latter half 12 1 227 contains Stj6m I 
and 111,228 only 111.226 contains a text of the beginning of Stj6m III (Joshua) 
different from that in the other manuscn'*pts: it is not based directly on the Vulgate 
but is a fairly close rendering of chapters from Historia scholastica. 122 Apart from 
Stj6m II in 226, all the manuscripts were written in the fourteenth century, 228 in 
its first half, 227 about 1350 or a little later, 123 226 probably in the decade 1360- 
70.124 In addition to these medieval manuscripts AM 617 4to, a sixteenth-century 
19 Kirby, Bible Translation, 52. 1 
120 Springborg, 'Weltbild mit Lowe', 175. 121 Jakob Benediktsson, 'Inngangur', 27. 
122 Kirby, Bible Translation, 105; Christine E. Fell. 'The Old Norse version of the Book of 
Joshua. ' Proceedings of the First International Saga Conference 1971. Ed. by Peter Foote et al. 
London 1973,118-119. 
123 Cf. Jakob Benediktsson, 'Inngangur', 26-27. 
124 Stefdn Karlsson (ed. ). Sagas of Icelandic Bishops. Fragments of eight manuscripts. (EIMF 
VIL) Copenhagen 1967,2 1. 
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codex, has been shown to have independent value 125 and other later manuscripts 
might prove of importance once a critical edition of Sy6rn is undertaken. 
Stj6m I was put together under the auspices of King Hdkon Magnfisson 
(1299-1319), possibly towards the end of his reign 126 and is in all likelihood the 
youngest of the three parts. Opinions differ as to the age of Stj6m 11 but its style 
and vocabulary suggest a dating to the first half of the thirteenth century, if not 
earlier. 127 Since, as Ian Kirby has pointed out, 'there is obviously no natural unit 
smaller than the Pentateuch which omits Genesis and the first part of Exodus', 
128 
it is natural to assume that Stj6m II originally included the whole Pentateuch, and 
scholars seem to agree that Stj6m II probably represents the earliest Norse Bible 
translation. 129 Ian Kirby is furthermore of the opinion that Stj6m III was based on 
an earlier translation which may have been Stj6m IL He points out that the Bible 
text in Sti6m III is considerably rewritten and that that renders it unlikely that the 
compiler was translating the text first hand. 130 Kirby's view is strengthened by a 
comment which appears towards the end of Syjrn where there is a reference to 
the man who translated it (sa er savgunni liefir snvi6 til sinnar tvngv af latinv'). 131 
The comment is most probably an integral part of Stj6m III since it appears in all 
the principal manuscripts, and must therefore be taken as strong evidence for 
Kirby's theory that Stj6m III was indeed based on an earlier translation, although 
it is difficult to prove that that translation was an extended Stj6m II. 
Stj6m III shows affinities with Konungs skuggsj6, which has led scholars 
to date it to a similar time, although it has proved difficult to determine which 
work is the older. Both'are likely to have been composed around or a little after 
1250.132 
125 Jakob Benedik-tsson. 'Et overset h&ndskrift af Stj6m. ' Festskrifit til Finn Hodnebo 19. 
desember 1989. Ed. by Bjorn Eithun et al. Oslo 1989,3845. 
126 Jakob Benediktsson, 'Inngangur', 34. 
127 Ibid., 36-38; Kirby, Bible Translation, 57-58. Gustav Storm thought Stj6m 11 was younger, i. e. 
from the latter half of the fourteenth century, cf. 'De norsk-islandske bibeloversxttelser', 244- 
256. 
128 Kirby, Bible Translation, 58. 
129 Kirby, Bible Translation, 60; Jakob Benediktsson, 'Inngangur', 37; Reidar AstAs. 'Nytt lys 
over Stj6m IUANF 104 (1989), 49. 
130 Kirby, Bible Translation, 60-61. 
"' Soorn, 564.15-16, cf Kirby, Bible Translation, 62-63. 
132 Jakob Benediktsson, 'Inngangur', 41-42; Kirby, Bible Translation, 64-65. Cf. Gustav Storm. 
'Orn Tidsforholdet mellem Kongespeilet og Stj6m samt Barlaams og Josafats Saga. ' ANF 3 
(1886), 83-88; Dietrich Hofmann. 'Die K6nigsspiegel-Zitate der Stj6m. ' Skandinavistik 3/1 
(1973), 1-40; Sverre Bagge. 'Forholdet mellorn Kongespeilet og Stj6m. ' ANF 89 (1974), 163- 
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4.2.3. Stj6rn III and 764 
A comparison between AM 764 and Sydrn reveals, as mentioned above, that the 
scribes of 764 copied their Bible text from a manuscript of Stj6m III. This is 
evident from verbal similarities and from the fact that the scribes included 
passages which do not stem from the Vulgate but are interpolations in Stj6m III. 
The clearest examples of this are a chapter taken from Honorius' Speculum 
ecclesix (3v28-3 1), a passage on King Solomon for which the compiler of Stj6m 
III claims the authority of Ambrose (45-10), and the story of K* ing Manasseh 
who was put in a copper ox (403-14). Kirby drew attention to a comment on f. 
427 which refers to God's angel standing betvveen heaven and earth. The remark 
is not a part of the story as it stands in the second Book of Samuel (II Sm 24.16- 
17); it is found in the Book of Chronicles (I Par 21.16) but was introduced into the 
passage from II Sm by the compiler of Stj6m 111.133 One could also mention 
additions like the derogatory term 'p6ta' which is applied to Delilah in one of the 
Sydrn manuscripts (A, cf. 417, n. 11) and in 764 (305) but has no basis in the 
Vulgate, and the comment on Eli, shared by Sy6rn (419.28) and 764 (308-39), 
which states that he was 'linr ok eigi stj6msamr'. 
A critical edition of Sy6rn is not yet available and it is therefore not 
possible to come to definite conclusions about the relationship between 764 and 
individual manuscripts containing Stj6m III without undertaking a thorough 
investigation of them all -a task which lies outside the scope of the present 
work. It will have to suffice to say that 764 seems, in general, to be closest to B, 
i. e. AM 227 fol. It does not however, seem to descend directly from that codex. 
There are instances where 764 agrees with C (AM 228 fol. ), the oldest 
manuscript, against B (cf. e. g. p. 436.15 'scripi' C, 'skript' A, B and 617, cf. 
'skripi' 764 46) and in at least one case 764 has a variant (an error most likely) in 
common with 617, against all the principal manuscripts (p. 414.35 'fyrsti', 'Dusti' 
764 304). This variant is shared, as far as can be made out, by the manuscript 
202; cf. also Odd Einar Haugen. 'Orn tidsforholdet mellem Stj6m og Barlaams og Josaphats 
saga. ' Maal og minne 1983,18-28. 133 Cf. Kirby, Bible Translation, 60. 
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AM 335 4to, which is dated to about 1400 and contains a chapter on Samson but 
no other biblical stories. 134 
4.2.4.764 and the evidence for a lost Stj6rn III-type Pentateuch 
Since Stj6m III only contains Joshua to and including Kings while the Bible 
material in 764 includes passages from Genesis and Exodus as well, it follows that 
there are Bible passages in 764 where we lack a corresponding StjOrn III text. The 
question obviously arises whether these passages might throw some new light on 
speculations about lost Norse Bible texts. 
Ian Kirby follows Gustav Storm in arguing that a Stj6m III type translation 
of the whole Pentateuch existed and he also supposes that, later, Stj6m I made use 
of this translation. 135 If all the Bible material in 764 comes from a translation like 
Stj6m III and if that translation was also the basis for StjOm I, one would expect 
to find a fair degree of correspondence between 764 and the Stj6m I text. A 
comparison of the two texts is not without difficulties as is obvious given their 
very different nature: the former is generally sketchy while Stj6m I often contains 
a fairly accurate translation of the Vulgate plus a wealth of extraneous material. In 
attempting such comparison it seems sensible to choose a passage where 764 has a 
relatively full text. The following could be representative. 
764 
Svd bar til at Jacob var 
einn saman staddr. Dd 
kom ýar ma6r ok glfmdi 
vib hann. Ok er hann 
mdtti eigi Jacob yfir stfga 
t6k hann aflsinar Imrs 
hans ok ýegar hr6ma6i 
afl f fietinum. I)d maelti 
hinn komni ma6r. Ldt 
mik lausan ývf at n4 er 
dagr upp kominn. Jacob 
s(vara6i) ok b6ttiz vita at 
ýat var gu6s engill: Eigi 
mun ek ýik lausan Idta 
nema ýfl blezir mdr. 
Engillinn s(pur6i): Hvat 
heitir b(i. Jacob heiti ek. 
Engillinn m. Tlti: Meb 
61lu eigi mdttu Jacob 
Stj6rn 
... ba uar hann einn samt eptir aa 
aarbackanum, ok Jtla6iz at 
bidiaz fyrir. ok bar bar sua til at 
hann tok fang me6r einn engil 
sua sern uid einn huem mann. allt 
til bers er morgintimi var. Ok 
sem hann fann bat, at hann fekk 
eigi yfirunnit Jacob. ba tok hann i 
brott eina sin or hans laxi. ok 
begar i stad uar sern hann 
uisnadi. Hann taladi ba til Jacobs. 
Gef mik lidugan. bi at nu rennr 
dagsbrun upp. Hann suaradi. Eigi 
Ixt A ber laust utan bu blezir 
mik. Huert er bitt nafn. sagdi 
hinn sem me6r hann tala6i. Hann 
svaradi. Jacob. Me6r engu moti 
man bitt nafn hedan ifra uera 
kallat Jacob. helldr ma bat 
Vulgata 
Remansit solus et ecce 
vir luctabatur cum eo 
usque mane qui cum 
videret quod eum 
superare non posset 
tetigit nervurn femoris 
eius et statim emarcuit 
dixitque ad eurn dimitte 
me iam enim ascendit 
aurora respondit non 
dimittarn te nisi 
benedixeris mihi ait ergo 
quod nomen est tibi 
respondit Iacob at ille 
nequaquam inquit lacob 
appellabitur nomen tuum 
sed Israhel quoniam si 
contra Deum fortis fuisti 
quanto magis contra 
134 In addition to the Samson chapter the manuscript contains Sturlaugs saga starfsama, Gibbons 
saga and various exempla and 'aevintýri'. The page with the Samson material is not easily 
le 
3fible. 13 Kirby, Bible Translation, 63-64; 55-56 
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764 
heita, helldr Israel bvf at 
b(i vart styrkr m6t gu6i. 
Dd blezabi engillinn hann 
ok er beir skilduz gekk 
Jacob haltr. (360-35) 
Stj6rn 
rettligarr kallaz Jsrael. fyrir Pann 
skylld at ef Pu heOir nockum 
styrkleik i moti gudi. hversu 
miklu framarri mantu ba mennina 
sigra ok yfiruinna. ... Blezadi hann ýa Jacob i Peim sama stad. 
... Gekk hann Pa halltr. (184.14- 185.6) 
Vulgata 
homines praevalebis ... et 
benedixit ei in eodern 
loco ... ipse vero 
claudicabat pede (Gn 
32.24-31) 
The two Icelandic versions have very little in common beyond what can be 
explained with reference to the Latin. The vocabulary is not the same (cf 'glimdi 
vi6'/ 't6k fang me6r', 'yfirstiga'/ 'yfirvinna', 'hr6ma'/ 'visna') and even the 
simplest of sentences are rendered in different ways, such as the Latin quod 
nomen est fibi which produces on the one hand: 'Hvat heitir bfi', on the other: 
'Hvert er bitt nafh'. The Icelandic versions share one feature however: both 
inform the reader that the stranger is an angel, but that interpretation was 
commonplace in medieval exegesis. 136 
On the basis of this evidence one might suggest that if Stj6rn I is based on 
a previous translation of the Pentateuch it was not the same as the one used by the 
scribes of 764. One can, however, find other examples where the picture does not 
seem quite so clear-cut: 
764 
Ok er Moyses ffir 
brott af Egipta landi 
laust hann 
vendinum ä it rauda 
haf, en Pat brast 
sundr i miöju. 
Gengu Peirpurrum 
fötum yfir hafit, en 
Pharao ffir eftir 
Peim. Drukknaöi 
hann Par ok allr 
hans herr meb 
hestum ok kerrum. 
Dä orti Moyses 
Cantemus. Hann 
gjörÖi guöi tjaldbüö 
ä eyÖimörk (3v16- 
19) 
Stj6rn 
Moyses laustpa uendinum nidr 
aa hafit. sem gu6 hatbi bodit 
honum. ok Pegar i stad brast 
siorrinn af Peim, hinum stora ok 
sterka bldsanda uindi. sem Par 
kom me6r guds uilia. ok sundr 
skiptiz (286.30-33) Eptir Pat 
gengu allir Israels synirpurrum 
fotum rett um mitt hafit. (287.7-8) 
Pa for allr konungsins herr ok 
riddarar medr sinum kerrurn 
hestum ok allri herneskiu fasta- 
fari fram eptir Peirn i midia hafs- 
geilina. (13-15) sumladiz kon- 
ungrinn ok sopa6iz medr aullum 
sinurn kerrum riddarum ok hest- 
um ... at 
Par drucknadi buert 
manzbarn. (30-32) Eptir Persa ... iartegn 
... 
dictadi Moyses ... Cantemus domino. (288.21-23) 
Vulgata 
cumque extendisset Moses 
manurn super mare abstulit illud 
Dominus flante vento vehementi 
et urente tota nocte et vertit in 
siccurn divisaque est aqua et 
ingressi sunt filii Israhel per 
medium maris sicci erat enim. 
aqua quasi murus a dextra, eorum 
et leva ersequentesque Aegyptii 
ingressi sunt post eos omnis 
equitatus Pharaonis currus eius et 
equites per medium maris (Ex 
14.21-23) 
reversaeque sunt aquae et 
operuerunt currus et equites 
cuncti exercitus Pharaonis (Ex 
14.28) 
nunc cecinit Moses et filii Israhel 
carmen hoc Domino et dixerunt 
Cantemus Domino (Ex 15.1) 
Although 764 and Stj6m I have a somewhat dissimilar text some words and 
phrases are identical and those correspondences are not readily explained by 
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referring to the Latin. 137 With this in mind one might consider the possibility that 
the texts in Stj6m I and 764 go back ultimately to the same translation (of a Stj6m 
III type) and that the compiler of Stj6m I did not depend solely on the older 
translation he had to hand, but translated some of the Vulgate afresh, which could 
account for the divergent versions of Jacob's wrestling cited above. Alternatively, 
the differences in the two texts might be explained by supposing the copy of 
Historia Scholastiva that the Stj6m I compiler used, contained extensive 
quotations from the Vulgate which the compiler sometimes chose to translate 
rather than using the exisiting translation he (or she) had to hand. 
But there is more to the argument about the existence of a Stj6m III 
Pentateuch. Gustav Storm drew attention to two fragments, one with a Genesis- 
text the other with a passage from Exodus, which he claimed have the same 
characteristics as the Stj6m III translation. 138 
The Genesis fragment is AM 238 XIX fol (c. 1500), mentioned earlier 
because of the cosmological passage on 2r37-2v2 (cf. p. 93) which 764 and 238 
have in common and where there is close verbal correspondence between the two 
manuscripts. 764 also has a version of sorts of the Genesis text but here it is very 
hard to see any similarities between the two manuscripts. The text in 238 is much 
closer to the Vulgate - the 764 text seems to be a free rendering of the story of 
the Fall. It is inserted into the account of the sixth day of creation, before the 
Sabbath, and the cosmological passage is then copied immediately following the 
Sabbath. In 238 the cosmology also follows on from the hexadmeron, but the 
story of the Fall is kept where it belongs according to the Vulgate, i. e. after the 
hexadmeron proper has been covered and consequently also after the 
cosmological section. 139 Given the summary nature of the text in 764 it is not 
surprising that verbal correspondences are minimal between the two texts. They 
do nevertheless have one rare word in common - 'laufkyrtlar', which is not 
recorded elsewhere except in Gu6brandsbiblia. It refers to the garments Adam and 
Eve made out of fig leaves (cf. consueruntfoliaficus etfecerunt sibi perizomata, 
136 Cf. e. g. Isidore. Questiones in Veterum testamentum, PL 83,266. 
137 It is especially the beginning with the use of the verb 'bresta' which seems significant; the 
phrase 'ýurrum f6tum' where the Latin only has sicci is, on the other hand, well attested, cf 
David McDougall. 'Pdtr gekk ýurrurn f6tum. ' F6tarkefli rist Peter Foote 28. v. 99. Ed. by Alison 
Finlay et al. London 1999,18-20. 
138 Storm, 'De norsk-islandske bibeloversmttelser', 248. 
139 fol. Iv8-27. Cf Kirby, Bible Translation, 136-137. 
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Gn 3.7). The 764 scribes again rearrange the text at this point for they postpone 
any mention of Adam and Eve's clothing until describing how God expelled them 
from Paradise. Regardless of that difference, the fact that 238 and 764 share the 
word 'laufkyrtlar' seems to indicate that the biblical material in both manuscripts, 
as well as the cosmological passage, came from the same source. 
It seems, therefore, that both manuscripts used a copy which had a Bible 
text mixed with cosmological material but that the scribes of 764 reworked the 
Bible text considerably and rearranged the order of the narrative elements. They 
also introduced extraneous material into the biblical narrative, such as the 
information that Satan turned himself into a serpent with a woman's face, a detail 
popularised by Comestor, which is also included in the account found in Stj6m I 
albeit with a different wording. 140 
The other Old Testament fragment, Stock. Perg. fol. 12 IV, contains a 
translation of Exodus 4.19-7.15.764 treats the same events in MO-13 - only 
three lines. It is of course difficult to decide on the basis of such scant material 
whether the two texts stem from the same translation, but some information may 
be gleaned from the comparison and it may also be relevant to the question of the 
biblical source for Stj6m I: 
764 
Ok er Moyses kom A Egiptaland sag6i hann 
Pharaoni konungi vilja gu6s en hann. vildi 
eigi gera frjdlsan gu6s 1ý6. Dd kasta6i Aaron 
ni6r vendinum en hann var6 at ormi. Dd sendi 
Pharao eftir galdramonnum sfnum ok W bd 
sjd ýetta undr. Deir snoru sinum vondum i 
hoggorma, ýd svalg hoggormr Aarons alla 
beira dreka (MO-13) 
Stock. Perg. fol. 12 IV 
og er ýeir komu fyrer konung toc dron uond 
upp og kastadi nidur fyrer fxtr konungi og 
hirdmonnum hans og vard udnndrenn begar 
ad orme. Enn er pharao konungr sa ýetta 
undur er ordit var ýa senndi hann epter 
spekingurn sinum og galldra monnum og er 
ýeir komu a konungs funnd og ýeir sau huar 
hoggormar moysis hrocktust. ýa kuodu ýeir 
galldra yfer uondurn sinum og kaustudu ýeirn 
nidur a golf fyrer konung og syndist konungi 
og hans monnum sern beir uennder yrdi ad 
h6ggorinum og er menn litu a ýetta vndur 
syndist monnurn sem hdggorinr Aron gleypti 
alla vondu beira galldra manna. (I v22-28) 
140 'ba kom hann til konunnar i beim einurn Uggormi sern hann hafdi meyJar aaseonu. eptir bi 
sem Beda prestr segir' Sy6rn, 34.36-38. cf. Historia Scholastiva: Elegi etiam quoddam genus 
serpentis, ut ait Beda, virgineum vultum habens. PL 198,1072. The idea of the virginal serpent 
seems to have originated with Comestor rather than with Bede, cf. Henry Ansgar Kelly. 'The 
metamorphoses of the Eden serpent during the Middle Ages and Renaissance. ' Viator 2 (1971), 
301-327, esp. 308-309. 
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Stj6rn 
Deir brodr gengu fyrir Pharaonem. sern gud 
hafdi ýeirn bodit. Tok Aaron udndinn. ok 
ýegar leid sem hann kastadi honum framm 
fyrir konunginn ok hans ýionostumenn. Pa 
uerdr hann at eitrormi. Enn sern Pharao saa 
undr Petta. let hann kalla ser spekinga sina ok 
galldramenn. Toku Peir sdr eigi sidr udndu. 
ok sem Peir komu fyrir konunginn. Pa kuadu 
ýeir ok sogdu yfir ýeirn egiptzkan galldr. ok 
ýa medr adra ba leynilegha fiolkyngi sem 
beir kunnu. Kdstudu sidan allir fram huerr 
sinum uendi. snoruz beir allir eigi sidr i 
eitrorma myndir. Enn bo uann sd sem Aaron 
heyrdi tit sua yfir hina. at hann suaig ok 
gleypti alla ba. (267.14-23) 
Vulgata 
ingressi itaque Moses et Aaron ad Pharaonem 
fecerunt sicut praeceperat Dominus tullitque 
Aaron virgarn corarn Pharao et servis eius 
quae versa est in colubrum. vocavit autern 
Pharao sapientes et maleficos et fecerunt 
etiam ipsi per incantationes aegyptias et 
arcana quaedam. similiter proieceruntque 
singuli virgas suas quae versae sunt in 
dracones sed devoravit virga Aaron virgas 
eorum. (Ex 7.10-12) 
As Kirby has pointed out, there are certain similarities between Stj6m I and the 
Stock. Perg. 12 text, also in phrases which have no parallel in the Vulgate. 141 
One of his examples is the wording 'undr betta' in the text above, which is also 
found in 764.764 is clearly closer to Stock. Perg. 12 than the Sy6rn text is. 
Although its text is briefer, the wording is similar, both texts have 'kasta6i ni6r' 
(cf. Stj6m I 'kasta6i fram fyrir'), 'hann var6 at ormi' (Stj6m I 'ýA verOr hann at 
eitrormi'); 'sendi eftir galdra m6nnum' (Stj6m I 'Idt kalla sdr ... galdramenn'). It 
is only in the last sentence in 764 that significant variants are found: the verb 
'svelgja' instead of 'gleypa' and the noun 'drekar' where Stock. Perg. 12 has 
'vondu'. In the first case 764 and Stock. Perg. 12 may simply represent different 
abridgements of an original where the meaning of devoravit was rendered by 
two verbs, 'svalg ok gleypti', both preserved in Stj6m I. In the latter example 
764 seems to echo dracones of the Vulgate but Stock. Perg. 12 follows the 
original more closely, rendering virgas eorum faithftilly. 
Despite these seemingly close similarities between 764 and Stock. Perg. 
12, they might nevertheless be explained by the fact that both texts adhere fairly 
closely to the wording of the Vulgate, were it not for the phrase 'sjd ýetta undr / 
sd betta undr' which both texts have in common with Stj6m I. If one postulates 
that 764 and Stock. Perg. 12 go back to the same translation one would have to 
suppose that Stj6m I also depended on it. The evidence is not conclusive, but if 
it is taken together with the examples cited above, it seems most reasonable to 
suppose, as Kirby does, that 764,238 and Stock. Perg. fol. 12 IV, are all 
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dependent, ultimately, on the same translation, and that the compiler of Stj6m I 
also made some use of a text of that kind. 142 In addition, the Stj6m I compiler 
seems to have translated some Bible passages himself, either directly from the 
Vulgate or from Historia scholastica, as he was adding exegetical glosses to his 
text. 
The nature of the shared translation is harder to determine. As was 
mentioned above, the exemplar which the 764 and 238 scribes had to hand 
seems to have been interspersed with encyclopaedic passages and there are also 
traces of extraneous material in Stock. Perg. 12.143 This led Kirby to suppose 
that the translation which was the source for all these texts was of a Sti6m III- 
type, which is entirely plausible. 144 He argued, further, that behind that text was 
another of a Stj6m II-type, and explained the relationship between Stock. Perg. 
12 and Stj6m I by supposing that both ultimately went back to a Stj6m II-type 
translation. There is no real evidence for this assumption and if one takes the 
view that Stj6m I was only partly based on an existing translation, it becomes 
redundant. 
It is perhaps also significant in this context that 764 does not contain any 
passages which are derived from that part of the Pentateuch which is represented 
by Stj6m 11. The only material in 764 which belongs to that part of the Bible are 
the ten commandments. These are not entirely pentateuchal since the first four 
commandments take the following form: 'trua d gu6 ... sveýa eigi 
hdg6ma vi6 
gu6s nafn ... elska gu6 af 61lu 
hjarta 
... elska ndunginn sem sjdlfan sig' and the 
two last ones are omitted (cf. 3v2O-23). The commandments as they stand in 
Sy6rn (300.34-301.19) are a faithful rendering of Ex 20.2-17. They are also 
found in AM 194 8vo and in AM 310 4to but no two versions are entirely 
compatible and none of them has a formulation similar to that in 764.145 The 
764-scribe may well have added the commandments from memory since they 
are likely to have been a part of elementary education - that he or she did not 
keep them apart from the New Testament dictates of caritas (Mc 12.30-3 1) 
could be a result of an association of the two within the catechism where the Ten 
141 Kirby, Bible Translation, 71-72 and 150. 142 Ibid 
' 
55-56. 
143 Ibid., 72. 
144 Ibid., 72. 
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commandments only gradually acquired a significant independent status. That 
development reached Norway around 1350 whereupon ',, Guds 10 budord" blir 
... gjenstand 
for undervisning og orntales som, almindelig kjendte af hver 
146 mand'. The scribe who wrote the commandments in 764 may have been of the 
'old school', educated before this change of emphasis took hold in Iceland. The 
adaptation of the caritas-dictates to the decalogue may have been influenced by 
the formulation in Romans 13.8-9 where several of the commandments are 
firmly linked to the precept of loving one's neighbour. Examples of a similar 
treatment of the decalogue are found in Old English and Old Frisian sources. 147 
There is therefore no evidence in 764 of a text which covered the whole 
of the Pentateuch although the scribes clearly had some sort of text of Genesis 
and Exodus 1-18. It must be considered a possibility that the Bible translation 
called Stj6m III contained only those parts of the Pentateuch together with the 
existing Joshua-Kings part. That would be in keeping with the narrative-oriented 
editorial practice which is predominant in 764 but also clearly detectable in 
Stj6m III as Christine Fell has shown. 148 The rest of the Pentateuch, after Ex 18, 
largely concerns the establishment of Jewish, law and customs which might not 
have been of much interest to the Icelanders. They therefore continued the story 
of Moses and the Exodus with the account of Joshua, his successor, and his 
triumphs in Israel. Stj6m I, which was probably partly based on an existing 
Stj6m III translation, almost certainly never extended beyond Ex 18 and the 
reasons for that are made more understandable if Stj6m III never did so either. 
What follows is that Stj6m II stands alone and was probably produced and 
transmitted independently of the Stj6m III/I version, as indeed the manuscript 
tradition suggests. I 
145 CC Af 1,34; Fire ogjyrretyvefor en stor Deelforhen utrykte Prover af oldnordisk Sprog og 
Literatur. Ed. by KonrA6 Gislason. Kobenhavn 1860,437; Kirby, Bible Translation, 152-153. 
146 A. Chr. Bang. Den norske kirkes historie. Kristiania 1912,213. 
147 There is a parallel to the formulation in 764 in a Frisian law-code from the second half of the 
thirteenth century where the second commandment reads 'minne thinne eunkristena like thi 
selwm', cf. W. B. Lockwood. 'Vernacular scriptures in Germany and the Low Countries before 
15002 The Cambridge History of the Bible II. The West From the Fathers to the Reformation. 
Ed. by G. W. H. Lampe. Cambridge 1969,416. For the OE parallels cf Cross and Hill (eds. ). The 
Prose Solomon, 108-110. 
148 Fell, 'Old Norse Version', 120-132. 
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4.2.5. The Prophets 
The remainder of the biblical material is focused on the prophets, and significant 
events in the history of the Jews, such as the transmigration from Babylon, are 
linked to their flourishing, as is also the practice in Imago mundi for instance 
(e. g. 111.17). The 764 text is mostly very brief and it is not easy to see whether it 
comes from a Bible text or simply from some sort of a list or chronicle. 
The Books of the prophets often circulated separately in the Middle 
Ages. Part-Bibles, containing in one volume the major and/or minor prophets, or 
a smaller selection, were common. 149 The question therefore arises whether the 
account of the prophets in 764 could have been based on such a collection of 
biblical texts. That does not seem, at least on the face of it, the likeliest 
explanation of the prophet-material in 764. No traces of an Icelandic translation 
of such a work have survived although a vellum codex containing the prophets 
in Icelandic is listed among old books belonging to the cathedral at SkAlholt in 
1644.150 It is unlikely that the scribes who worked on 764 used a Latin part-Bible 
directly, since evidence from the rest of the manuscript indicates that they did 
not normally translate anything afresh but relied on existing translations. 
Given the brevity of the references to the prophets another possible 
explanation for this material might be that the scribes had access to some sort of 
catalogue of prophets. This is an attractive hypothesis since the manuscript 
includes other catalogues, of the apostles, of popes, patriarchs and emperors, and 
the scribes were thus obviously fond of lists of all types. There are, however, 
some things which indicate that the compilation of the catalogue of prophets was 
the scribes' own work. They seem to have augmented their list of prophets partly 
by repeating material which they had already included, such as the episode about 
Habakkuk and Daniel and the story of Samuel's conception and birth. They also 
include within their definition of prophets both those who appear as characters in 
the historical books of the Old Testament, and those who give their names to 
separate books. The scribes show that they are well aware of the reason for the 
149 Richard Marsden. 'The Old Testament in Late Anglo-Saxon England: preliminary 
observations on the textual evidence. ' The Early Medieval Bible: Its production, decoration and 
use. Ed. by Richard Gameson. Cambridge 1994,104. Cf. also idem. The text of the Old Testament 
in Anglo-Saxon England Cambridge 1995,236-237. 
150 Djsks. Bps. A, VII, 2, s. 53. An inventory of Vi6ey in 1397 lists '12 prophetae minores' (DI IV, 
110) and there were two 'libri prophetarum' at H61ar in 1569, one apparently with commentary 
(DI XV, 217). 
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terms 'major' and 'minor' when applied to the prophets for they state that 'fyrir 
bd s6k eru beir hinir meiri spdmenn kalla8ir at beir hafa fleiri ok meiri bxkr gert 
en xij a6rir beir er hinir minni spdmenn kallaz'. 151 The major prophets are all 
included, but although the scribes list all the minor prophets they only elaborate 
on Jonah, Habakkuk and Malachi, possibly because they did not have any 
material to hand concerning the others. The situation was different in the case of 
Nathan, Elijah and Elisha, because there the scribes were presumably able to 
draw on their copy of SljOrn III, and the passages on Isaiah and Jeremiah also 
fall within the scope of the Books of Kings but are not derived from the 
eponymous books. The brief information on Ezechiel is on the other hand 
consistent with the opening of the book that goes under his name but the 
reference is so general that it need not have come directly from the Bible. The 
same may be said of a brief passage on the transmigration from Babylon, which 
could have come from an encyclopaedic work rather than from the Book of Ezra 
since the passage has no obvious verbal correspondences with the latter. 
Veraldar saga treats the same events equally briefly, but, again, without any 
verbal parallels to 764.152 
The infonnation on Malachi and Jonah in 764 is -without parallels in 
native sources and it is not a simple Bible reference because it is glossed: 
Malachi's name is said to mean 'engill drottins, at beim [gy6ingum] b6ttu svA 
mxt or6 hans vera sem bd at engill gu6s maelti bat er hann kvab upp; 153 and in 
the passage on Jonah Jerome is cited as authority for the identification of Jonah 
with the young man resuscitated by Elisha. 154 Jerome is also referred to on f. 
R12 and these references may have the same source, which might have been a 
Stj6m III-type text, dependent on Historia scholastica which makes frequent 
references to Jerome. But there may equally well be a different explanation for 
these references and they need not be connected in this way; Jerome was after all 
auctoritas and frequently cited. 
151 10r2-3. The division into major and minor prophets goes back to St Augustine, cf A. Legner. 
'Prophet(en)'. LfThK 8,798. 
152 Veraldar saga, 39.1540.10. 
153 10r41041. CC Malachias interpretatur angelus Domini, id est nuntius. Quidquid enim 
loquebatur quasi a Domino essent mandata, ita credebantur, ef inde ita eius nomen Septuaginta 
transtulerunt dicentes (Malach. 11): 'Adsumptio verbi Domin! super Israel in manu angeli eius. ' 
Isidore, Etym. VII. viii. 22 and cf. 'Jerome, Commentaria in Malachiam PL 25,154 1. 
154 1 Or25-26. Cf. Jerome, Commentaria in Jonam PL 25,1118. 
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it seems that firm conclusions regarding the prophet catalogue in 764 
will elude us. The scribes were clearly relying on a source which was augmented 
with some exegetical material. Whether this source was a glossed Bible text, 
similar perhaps to Stj6m III, or a text of a more encyclopaedic nature which 
listed some (or all) of the prophets and explained their identity and names, it is 
not possible to determine. 
That the prophets carry such emphasis in 764 may be explained partly by 
the predilection the scribes show for dynasties of all sorts, as mentioned above. 
This fondness for tracing the sequence of leaders must be viewed in connection 
with the overall preoccupation with chronological order within the scheme of the 
aetates. That the prophets are deemed to merit such attention also has 
theological reasons in that they serve as prefigurations of Christ. 155 The Lord 
reveals himself to the prophets, or perhaps rather reveals himself to mankind 
through them, for as the creed states the Holy Spirit 'spoke through the 
prophets'. 156 The prophets were perceived as God's mouthpieces, as is clear 
from the comment on Malachi cited above. In the history of the world therefore, 
the stories of prophets may be seen as a preparation for the story of him who is 
greater than. all, Jesus Christ. 
55 Legner, 'Prophet(en)', 802. 
36 This is the Niceno-Constantinopolitan creed which was in use from 451 onwards, cf. Kelly, 
Early Christian Creeds, 296-298. 
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4.3. The Book of Daniel 
4.3.1. Daniel material in AM 764 
At the end of Kings IV the Jews have been exiled to Babylon by the great king 
Nebuchadnezzar. Here Stj6m ends but in'AM 764 this episode is followed by 
stories from the Book of Daniel (Dn) which are set in the times of 
Nebuchadnezzar and where he is one of the characters (426-5v25). 
The Daniel material in 764 seems to have started at the wrong end, as it 
were, because there is on f, 4v a partly erased account, based on the 
deuteronomical chapter 14 of Dn in the Vulgate, of how Daniel was thrown into 
a den of lions at the instigation of the priests of Bel, and how the prophet 
Habacuc was carried from Judea by an angel to feed him. This chapter in the 
Vulgate borrows the motif of the lions' den from chapter 6 of the book where 
Daniel spends one night with the lions as opposed to seven days in the story of 
Bel's priests. 
In 764 the brief narrative about Daniel and Habacuc is followed by a few 
lines (4v36-38) mentioning other evil deeds perpetrated by Nebuchadnezzar 
until he repented 'me6 beim hwtti sem nfi skal heyraz' (408). What then 
follows (5rl-16) is a heavily abridged version of Dn 3-4, which serves as an 
account of Nebuchadnezzar's repentance, and a more or less complete text of Dn 
5 which tells the famous story of Nebuchadnezzar's son Belshazzar (Balthasar) 
who saw a hand write on the wall of his dining hall words that sPelt his doom 
(5rl6-5v2O). The rest of the book is then omitted except for a brief account of 
the events which followed Daniel's exposure of the priests in the stories of Bel 
and the dragon and led to his confinement in the lions' den. This is the same 
incident which the text on 4v relates, but here there is no mention of Habacuc. 
This is not the whole story, however, as regards 764, for the tale of Habacuc's 
journey through the air to bring Daniel food is retold on f. 902-40 in a section 
about the prophets of Israel, among them Habacuc. 157 
An attempt may have been made to erase the passage on 4v when the 
book was put together and when it was realised that not only did it preempt 
157 The episode is also incorporated into Gregory's Dialogues and can be read in the Icelandic 
version, cf. HMS 1,216. 
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events which were told later and there in the right order, but that it included the 
Habacuc anecdote which was duplicated in the account of the prophets. 
It has been pointed out that the book of Daniel is unique among the 
Scriptures in that it consists of independent episodes rather than a continuous 
narrative. 158 It is therefore not particularly surprising that only some of these 
episodes should be included in 764. The Book of Daniel falls into two parts, the 
first containing narratives in the third person, the second consisting of four 
visions or apocalypses told by Daniel himself. 159 In addition the Vulgate version 
contains three stories which are regarded as apocryphal by Jews and Protestants 
but deuterocanonical within the Roman Catholic church. (There is also a 
deuterocanonical interpolation in Dn 3 of the Vulgate, the Prayer of Azarias and 
the Song of the three young men. ) These episodes, about Susanna and Bel and 
the dragon, are more akin to the stories in the first part of the book, for they are 
proper tales. It is only this sort of material which is included in 764 - the 
visions are left out altogether. It probably indicates a preference on behalf of the 
scribes/compilers for texts with a strong narrative streak. 
4.3.2. The reception of Daniel in the Middle Ages 
The Book of Daniel was well known in the Middle Ages. It entered the liturgy of 
the Church in early times, where, in addition to lectiones, parts of the 
deuterocanonical prayer of the three youths in the fiimace (Benedictus es 
Domine (Dn 3.52-56) and Benedicite (Dn 3.57-88)) were used as antiphons, 
typically at lauds, and as hymns with Mass, particularly on the Saturday of 
Ember Days. 160 The text in 764 attests this where it states that the youths 'sungu 
... gu6i lof dictandi psalminn Benedicite' (5rlO-11). Apart from 
its uses in the 
liturgy the book served as an inspiration for a great variety of literary works, 
from homilies to religious drama, from exempla to epic. 161 This varied reception 
was perhaps partly due to the heterogeneity of the book itself. Despite the 
158 Alexander A. Di Lella and Louis F. Hartman (eds. ). The Book of Daniel. (The Anchor Bible 
23. ) New York 1978,9. 
159 Ad. Lenglet has argued that the way the episodes in the first part are organised creates 
structural parallels within the book, cf Ad. Lenglet. 'La structure littdraire de Daniel 2-V Biblica 
53 (1972), 169-190. 
160 Cf. F. Cabrol. 'Benedicite et Benedictus es Domine (cantique). ' DA CL 2,660-664. 
161 Cf. J. -A. George. 'Repentance and retribution: The use of the Book of Daniel in Old and 
Middle English texts. ' Bulletin of the John Rylands University Library of Manchester 77/3 
(1995), 177-178. 
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apparently diverse uses to which the book was put, one can nevertheless discern 
three themes which seem above all to have exercised influence on medieval 
audiences and ensured the popularity of the work in the Middle Ages. 
Ever since Jerome wrote his influential commentary on the book, 
162 the 
visions of Daniel were seen to prefigure events leading up to the Last 
Judgement, and the coming of Antichrist in particular. 163 The Book of Daniel 
thus became an important element in eschatological. lore. AM 764 even bears 
witness to this since, in the passage on the Last Judgment on ff 22v23-23v4, 
there is a reference to the three youths in the fiery furnace (Dn 3.19-21). Because 
the Book of Daniel was thus so closely associated with the end of the world, it, 
or parts of it, became a more or less fixed element in the universal histories of 
the Middle Ages. Thus Icelandic works which aim to sketch Christian history 
through the six ages usually refer to some of Daniel's exploits. The most 
substantial treatment is found in Veraldar saga which emphasises Daniel's 
prophetic qualities and includes a passage on his ordeal in the lions' den and that 
of the youths in the fiery furnace. 164 The accounts of the 'heimsaldrar', aetates 
mundi, found in AM 194 8vo 165 and AM 415 4tol 66 refer to Daniel much more 
briefly, but he is obviously one of the signposts of history as is also witnessed by 
his inclusion in a cosmological-historical question and answer sequence found in 
AM 624 4to. 167 
Another theme from the Book of Daniel which especially captivated 
medieval minds was the fate of the kings Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar. That 
the book could be read as an admonition to rulers against pride was not lost on 
medieval commentators 168 and it gave rise to literature in other genres which 
emphasised this aspect of the stories. Thus the Old English poem Daniel 'deals 
162 Commentariorum in Danielem libri lll(IV) in Hieronymus presbyter. Opera Pars L Opera 
exegetica 5. Ed. by F. Glorie. (CCSL 75A. ) Turnhout 1964. Cf. David Wells. 'The Medieval 
Nebuchadnezzar. The exegetical tradition of Daniel IV and its significance for the Ywain 
romances and for German vernacular literature. ' FrRhmittelalterfiche Studien. Jahrbuch des 
Institutsftir Friihmittelalterforschung der Universitdt Miinster 16 (1982), 398. 
163 Mark A. Zier. 'The Medieval Latin Interpretation of Daniel: Antecedents to Andrew of St. 
Victor. ' RTh 58 (1991), 47. 
164 Veraldar saga, 35-39. 165 Af 1,52 
166 Af 111,53. 
167 Af 111,39. Daniel is also mentioned along with the Virgin, Susanna, David, Moses, Peter and 
Paul, in a prayer against illness found in AM 461 12mo, cf. Af 111,114. 
168 Zier mentions that Hrabanus Maurus recommended his commentary on Daniel to King Louis 
I, 'The Medieval Latin Interpretation of Daniel', 61. 
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specifically with the pride and humbling of Nebuchadnezzar' 169, devoting less 
attention to Daniel's prophetic abilities. Graham D. Caie has argued that the 
central theme of the poem is 'the danger of superbla, the origin of all sins' 
170 
, as 
manifested in the stories of Nebuchadnezzar and Belshazzar. There are echoes 
from the Book of Daniel in other literature about kings - one can only assume 
that the parallels thus drawn added an apocalyptic resonance to the narrative. 
Visio Karoli magni from the 860s tells of a vision experienced by Charlemagne, 
parallel to the story of the handwriting on the wall, which purportedly foretold 
his downfall. 17 1 Nebuchadnezzar's famous dream where he sees an image of 
gold, silver, brass and iron (Dn 2.31-35) served as a model for King 61afr 
Haraldsson's dream as recounted in the Icelandic Raud4lfsbaur, written in the 
first half of the 13th century. 172 It has also been suggested that the story of king 
Nebuchadnezzar's pride and humiliation may have reverberated in the minds of 
the Icelandic audience of Hrafnkels saga, leading them to draw parallels 
between the fate of the two men. 173 Whether that was the case will of course 
remain an hypothesis but the discovery of a translation of parts of the biblical 
story in 764 at least makes it unnecessary to suppose that only those who could 
read Latin were capable of making the connection. 174 
The tale of Nebuchadnezzar's dream enjoyed great popularity in the 
Middle Ages and Daniel's interpretation of it as signifying four successive 
kingdoms was to become a standard feature of histories as well as a bone of 
contention among historians for centuries. 175 The interest in dreams and their 
significance was the third element that ensured the Book of Daniel its favourable 
reception in the Middle Ages. There is a testament to that interest in a passage in 
Bergr Sokkason's Nikul6s saga which discusses the nature of dreams and quotes 
169 Antonina Harbus. 'Nebuchadnezzar's dreams in the Old English Daniel. ' English Studies 75 
(1994), 489. 
170 Graham D. Caie. 'The Old English Daniel: A warning against pride. English Studies 59 
(1978), 1. 
171 Zier, 'The Medieval Latin Interpretation of Daniel', 55 n. 36. 
172 Anthony Faulkes. RaudýýSsfidttr. A study. (Studia Islandica 25. ) Reykjavik 1966,12-29. 
173 Theodore M. Andersson. 'Ethics and Politics in Hrafnkels saga. ' Scandinavian Studies 60 
(1988), 293-309, esp. 296-301. 
174 Ibid., 301. 
175 David Flusser. 'The Four Empires in the Fourth Sibyl and in the Book of Daniel. ' Israel 
Oriental Studies 2 (1972), 160. On the controversy surrounding the identity of the four kingdoms 
see H. H. Rowley. Darius the Mede and the Four World Empires in the Book of Daniel, A 
Historical Study ofContemporary Theories. Cardiff 1959. 
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Daniel's words to the king. 176 In addition, Daniel's great reputation as a dream 
interpreter spawned popular collections of dream lore, which were often ascribed 
to him and commonly known as the Somniale Danielis. The work probably 
originated in the Greek-speaking world but circulated in the West in many 
versions, Latin and vernacular, and became one of the most popular books of the 
Middle Ages. It eventually found its way to Iceland and it so happens that an 
Icelandic version is preserved in AM 764, although it is not contemporary with 
the rest of the manuscript but rather written ca. 1500 on the verso side of f 33. 
The text is almost certainly derived from a copy of a longer version but it is 
impossible to determine when the Somniale Danielis was brought to Iceland; it 
may have been as early as the twelfth century, but it could easily have been 
later. 177 
The Book of Daniel has left other traces in Icelandic medieval 
literature, 178 but apart from RauUýfs Pattr the most significant use of Daniel 
material is in a homily in Hauksbok, a compilation from the beginning of the 
fourteenth century. 179 The homily touches on the story of the youths in the fiery 
furnace (Dn 3), then goes on to treat more fully the story of Daniel's dealings 
with king Darius and his spell in the lions' den (Dn 6), and finally recounts the 
deuterocanonical stories of Bel and the dragon (Dn 14). The narrative is not 
based on the Vulgate however. As has been shown, first by J. C. Pope and later 
more fully by Arnold Taylor, the entire homily is a translation of k1fric's Old 
English sermon De Falsis Diis. 180 
176 HMS 1,, 86-87. Daniel and his prophetic abilities are furthermore referred to in Antonius saga 
(HMS 1,80,110) and Mauritius saga (HMS 1,649). Cf. also n. 176. 
177 E. O. G. Turville-Petre. 'An Icelandic version of the Somniale Danielis. 'Nordica et Anglica 
Studies in Honor of Stefidn Einarsson. Ed. by Allan H. Orrick. The Hague 1968,19-36. On the 
dating of the text and its relationship with other edited versions cf. 23-27. 
178 There are quotations translated from Daniel in a couple of homilies as well as in Barlaams 
saga ok J6safats, Jakobs saga postola and Tveggja postola saga J6ns ok Jakobs, cf Kirby. Bible 
Quotation 1,111- 112. 
" . 79 Hauksb6k. Ed. by C. R. Unger. Kobenhavn 1892-96. The homily, entitled 'Um ýat hva6an 6trd 
h6fst' is on pp. 156-165 and is in that part of this composite work which bears the ms. no. AM 
544 4to. 
180 Arnold Taylor. 'Hauksbok and )Elfric's De Falsis Diis. ' Leeds Studies in English. New Series 
3 (1969), 101-109, cf J. C. Pope. Homilies ofXfric. A Supplementary Collection II. (EETS 260. ) 
London 1968,669-670. 
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4.3.3. The translation of Dn 5 in 764 
There is no direct connection between the Hauksbik text and the Daniel text 
found in AM 764. The latter is clearly based on the Vulgate, but only 5rl6-5v2O 
(Dn 5) can be said to be a direct translation - the other parts are scarcely more 
than brief summaries of events. The 764 text of Dn 5 differs from the previous 
biblical passages in 764, which derive from S1j6rn III, in that it is hardly at all 
augmented with extraneous material or comments. The translator (or the scribe) 
has on one occasion made a significant rearrangement. The words which the 
hand writes on the wall, and their meaning in Latin, are in 764 inserted into the 
narrative at the point when the hand appears (5r2O-23) whereas in the Vulgate 
this information is withheld until Daniel explains the message to the king at the 
end of his speech (Dn 5.25-28). Apart from this change we find in the 764 text 
only some minor rearrangements and abbreviations, mostly at the beginning and 
end of the chapter, and inaccuracies or mistranslations are rare. A few words 
have been accidentally omitted in copying on one occasion: 'ok fyrir bd mekt ok 
miklan er gu6 gaf honum 6ttabiz hann ok hrwddiz [allr 1ý8r]' (50-8; etpropter 
magnificentiam quam dederat ei universi populi tribus et linguae tremebant et 
metuebant cum (Dn 5.19)), and the translator or the scribes have added 'um vij 
dr' to the description of Nebuchadnezzar's madness (Sv12). That information is 
taken from Dn 4.28: et septem tempora mutabuntur super te. There are also 
some minor substitutions, such as the one at 507 where cui rex posuit nomen 
Balthasar (Dn 5.12) is supplanted with 'er konungr kastabi i dýragr6f, 
presumably because that event was more firmly associated with Daniel in the 
audience's mind than the name-change. 
Although the translation can thus be said to be faithful on the whole, it is 
not always eloquent. It gives the impression of being an odd combination of 
awkward near-verbatim translation and a freer, more idiomatic rendering. The 
style is not heavily latinate although Latin influence may be detected in the 
syntax and choice of word forms. As an example one might take the use of the 
interrogative pronoun 'hveff' as relative pronoun (as well as a possible 
misreading ofpraefatus) in this clumsy rendering: 'Nfi sern Daniel var inn leiddr 
fyrir konung liverjurn inn leiddum sag8i konungrinn: ' (567-38; igitur 
introductus est Danihel coram rege ad quem praefatus rex ait (Dn 5.13)). There 
is also an instance of the use of 'at' as a relative conjunction in the sentence 
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'hverr sem sd er at lesit fier betta letr' (5r27; the first four words clearly echoing 
the quicumque of the Latin). Both these relative contructions seem to be 
characteristic of comparatively late works, i. e. from the late thirteenth or 
fourteenth century. 181 The present participles of the Vulgate are occasionally 
retained ('ritandi' 5r20 for scribentes Dn 5.5; 'heilsandi' 562 forproloquens Dn 
5.10). Present participles and latinate uses of the past participle (e. g. as a 
rendering of abl. abs. ) are proportionally more frequent in the summarised 
account of Dn 3-4, for example: 'bj6bandi' 5r2; 'ofn brennanda' (5r4; fornacem 
ignis ardentis (Dn 3.6)); 'segiandi' (5rll-12); 'voru kasta6ir i bvilikan offis 
bruna' (5r8; missi sunt in medium fornacis ignis ardentis (Dn 3.21)); 'at 
bundnum h6ndum ok f6tum' (50; ligatis pedibus (Dn 3.20)). Not all these 
participial constructions can be traced to the Vulgate and hence may be taken to 
reflect the taste or style of the scribe who is summarising. 
One of the more obvious characteristics of the style is the frequent 
placing of pronominal possessives before nouns: 
En sf6an hann h6f upp sitt hjarta ok digra drambsemi ýd var hann ni6r settr af sinum 
veldisst6li ok riki ok brott borin hans dý0, ok af sinum eignurn fit rekinn. Ok hjarta 
sk6g#ra var honum gefit ok me6r eIgum ok sk6gdýrum var hans byg6 um vij Ar. Gras At 
hann sem uxi ok hans fficami var vokva6r d6gg himinsins ýar til er hann kenndiz vi6 at 
hinn h2esti gO hefir vald yfir riki manna. (5v9-14) 
Word-order of this kind is not prominent in earlier (twelfth- and thirteenth- 
century) Norse prose where the possessives, being usually placed after the 
nouns, carry light emphasis. Reversing the position changes the rhythm of the 
sentence and gives the possessives added emphasis, delaying the main word in 
the construction, the noun. 182 This characteristic can be seen in various works 
from the late thirteenth and the fourteenth century - it is very pronounced in 
Pi6reks saga, for instance, and is also a feature of many fourteenth-century 
romances. It seems to have gained currency in the course of the fourteenth 
181 Cf. Marius Nygaard. 'Den loarde stil i den norrone prosa. ' Sproglig-historiske studier tilegnede 
Professor CR. Unger. Kristiania 1896,165; idem. Norron syntax. Oslo 1906, § 267 b); Was 
Kristjdnsson. 'Learned style or saga styleT Speculum norroenum. Norse studies in memory of 
Gabriel Turville-Petre. Ed. by Ursula Dronke et al. Odense 1981,282; Johan Fritzner. Ordbog 
over Det gamle norske Sprog 1.4th ed. Oslo 1973,834. 
182 Cf. Nygaard. Norron syntax, § 348 anrn. 2. 
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century, probably through Low German influence by way of Danish and 
Swedish. 183 
There are two instances of the practice of rendering a Latin word with 
two alliterative Icelandic ones: 'digra, drambsemi' (5vlO) for superbiam (Dn 
5.20) and 'mekt ok miklan' (50-8) for magnificentiam (Dn 5.19). The latter is 
also found in StjOrn 1 (242') and might have been the customary gloss for the 
Latin word. A similar tendency to amplify the text by using two words or 
phrases instead of one is manifested in the sentence: 'skelfdu, hann mj6k 
hugrenningar hans ok hrxddan gerOu svd mi6k at losnu6u samfestingar hans 
lenda... ' (5r23-24; cogitationes eius perturbabant eum et conpages enum eius 
solvebantur (Dn 5.6)). The word 'swnfestingar' for Lat. conpages is paralleled 
in Stj 6m 11 (3 0711) - probably a regular school-gloss. 
The vocabulary does not present many surprises. The word 'dr6ttnari' 
deserves mentioning, however. It occurs once only ('m6t gu6i dr6ttnara himins' 
5vl6) and is not attested elsewhere except in Stj6m 1 (20 16), in a gloss taken 
from Speculum historiale. The verb 'drottna', on the other hand, is well known 
and occurs predominantly in religous prose as a translation for Lat. dominare. 184 
The word 'dr6ttnari' seems to be derived from the verb - in the same way as 
for example 'skapari' and the rare 'lj6sberari' are formed, that is by adding the 
suffix '-ari' to the stem of the verb. These formations are parallel to, but later 
than, formations like 'd6mari" or 'skipari' where the noun is derived from 
another noun ('d6mr', 'skip'). 185 The suffix was originally a Germanic loan from 
Latin -arius, but its use in Norwegian/Icelandic may have been strengthened 
through Low German influence - there are certainly numerous instances of 
loan-words ending in '-ari' in fourteenth and fifteenth century charters. 186 
There are not many vestiges of Latin in the vocabulary except that the 
Latin interpretation of the words mane, thecel, fares is left untranslated (5r2l- 
183 Elias Wessdn. Svensk sprRhistoria III. Grundlinjer till en historisk syntax. 2nd ed. Lund 
1965, § 73. 
184 The ONP has two examples of 'dr6ttna' for impero (VP and Alex. ) and one for conforto 
(Gy6. ) 
185 Allan Karker. 'Orddannelse. ' KLNM 12,639. 
186 E. g. 'brdfberari', 'forverari', 'framjdtari', 'fylgjari', 'rdttari', Cf. Veturli6i 6skarsson. Laneord 
i islandske diplomer fta det 15. irhundrede. Specialopgave i nordisk filologi, B-del 
Magisterkonferens i Nordisk Filologi, Kobenhavns Universitet. Copenhagen 1991,60-61. 
[Typescript. ] On Low-German influence on Icelandic see also Veturliai 6skarsson. 'Orn lineord 
og fremmed pAvirkning pA x1dre islandsk sprog. ' Scripta Islandica 49 (1998), 3-20. 
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23). Otherwise, the translator refrained from peppering his translation with Latin 
words. As an example one could mention the Latin word onager (Dn 5.21), wild 
ass, which is found untranslated in the Icelandic Physiologus, 187 but which is 
here translated as 'elgr' (507). The habit of associating the elk with the onager 
seems to have originated in Southern France around 1300 but it quickly caught 
on in Scandinavia and is common in late medieval Swedish sources. 188 This 
usage of the word 'elgr' in Daniel firmly suggests that the translation is a 
fourteenth-century work, a dating which tallies with the other linguistic and 
stylistic evidence discussed earlier. 
4.3.4. The context and purpose of the Daniel material in 764 
The fact that Dn 5 is included in its entirety imperfectly copied from a faithful 
translation suggests that the Daniel-material in 764 was not written from 
memory. The scribes selected passages from the text to include in their 
miscellany, and the story of Belshazzar and the handwriting on the wall found 
greatest favour with them. One can but guess why the other passages are given 
such short shrift and some not included at all. The first chapter of Daniel does 
little more than set the scene for later events, except that it tells the story of how 
Daniel and his companions avoid eating unkosher food. It may have been 
omitted because it meant little to an Icelandic audience. The only item which is 
salvaged from this chapter is the detail about the aliases Daniel and his 
companions were given at the court of Nebuchadnezzar. This information is 
inserted into the story of the golden image and the youths in the furnace (5r4-5). 
Chapter 2 in Daniel tells of Nebuchadnezzar's dream of the composite statue. 
This is omitted altogether by the 764 scribes. One could be forgiven for thinking 
that was because they knew it was already incorporated into RauUýfsjbattr, but 
of course there is no way of knowing. 
Chapters 3 and 4, about the worship of the golden image and 
Nebuchadnezzar's madness, are the first Daniel stories told in 764 if one 
excludes the partly erased account of Habacuc's visit to the lions' den. The 
introduction to these two stories about Nebuchadnezzar is also partly erased, but 
it seems to emphasise the penitential element in his fate: nokkut af 
187 Vemer Dahlerup. Thysiologus i to islandske bearbejdelser. 'ANOH 1889,266. 
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Nabogodonosor konungi er hann Idt gera lik[neskju] ............. [flyrsta marms ok 
margt illt 16t hann gera allt bar [til] ............... i6ran me6 beim hxtti sem n4 skal 
heyraz' (406-38). This is then followed by a prayer beginning with 'Christus'. 
It cannot be said for certain what the fragmentary Latin contained, but it appears 
to arise from Nebuchadnezzar's restoration and his 'hymn' acknowledging 
God's greatness (Dn 4.31-34). Given this assumption, and bearing in mind the 
theme of repentance associated with Nebuchadnezzar's changed state, the Latin 
could have been a reiteration of the accepted doctrine that 'den fullkomliga 
Angem var tillfyllest fdr uppnAende av syndernes fdrIAtelse, redan f6re 
mottagandet av avl6sningen'. 189 The little that can be read - In quavis hora 
suscipit absque mora (409 'at whatever hour [a man] undertakes (? ) without 
delay') - would not be at odds with this interpretation: contrition, which is the 
first and insofar sufficient step to repentance, satisfaction and restoration, can be 
experienced at any time up to the last moment of life. After relating, on the 
subsequent page of the manuscript, the story of Nebuchadnezzar's madness the 
scribe ends his treatment of this king with the statement that he 'brdz alldri gubi 
si8an' (5rl5-16), indicating that through his repentence he had been completely 
and permanently restored. This theme of contrition is paralleled earlier in the 
manuscript in the emphasis which is put on Solomon's madness, caused by 'the 
love of women', and his subsequent repentance (45-10) which, as in the case of 
Nebuchadnezzar, marks the end of the king's story in 764. Attention has recently 
been drawn to the penitential elements of the Old English Daniel '90 and although 
that theme is not as pronounced in the Daniel-text in 764 it seems that not only 
the perils of pride but also the importance of repentance was a concern of the 
Icelandic scribes and presumably their audience. 
As is well documented the succession of the kingdoms as portrayed in 
Daniel 2 and 7 is not historically accurate. 191 It is clear from Dn 2 that the first 
kingdom is the Babylonian one but the others are not named in the chapter nor 
are they specified in Daniel's vision of the beasts representing four monarchies 
in chapter 7. In chapter 8, on the other hand a ram and a billygoat are said to 
symbolise the kingdoms of the Medes, the Persians and the Greeks. By bringing 
188 John Bernstrorn. 'Asnor. ' KLNM 20,46046 1. 
189 Jarl GaIldn. 'Botsakrament. 'KLNM2,182. 
190 George. 'Repentance and retribution', 178-184. 
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ch. 8 to bear on the two other accounts of the kingdoms, exegetes came up with 
a succession of the Babylonian (Chaldean), the Medean, the Persian and the 
Greek monarchies. This was not, however, historically accurate since no Median 
kingdom existed between the Babylonian and Persian empires. The passages in 
Daniel rested upon oriental traditions about four world-monarchies to be 
followed by a fifth. Christians came to interpret Dn 2 and 7 as a prophecy of the 
coming of Christ and the establishment of the Church, the fifth and greatest 
empire. The adoption of the theory of successive world-empires was not, 
however, peculiar to Judeo-Christian traditions. It was also known to the Greeks 
and the Romans who saw the Assyrian kingdom as the first empire, followed by 
the Medes, the Persians and the Macedonians/Greeks before the rise of the 
Roman empire. 192 This sequence of succession was passed on, with varying 
degrees of variation, into the works of Church Fathers and other exegetical and 
historical works of the Middle Ages. 193 A version of the Roman scheme is found 
on f. 9vl9-22 in 764 and has a parallel in Veraldar saga (cf. p. 153). In it the 
Medes have been replaced by the Babylonians (Chaldeans), which may be an 
attempt to reconcile the succession based on Daniel with the Roman model. 
Keeping track of dynasties in kingdoms far away in time and space could 
evidently prove tricky. Matters are not helped by confusing information, such as 
when Darius is said, in the Book of Daniel, to be a Mede - yet he succeeds the 
king of Babylonia and appears to have been in turn succeeded by Cyrus the 
Persian. The scribes of 764 do not seem too put out by this inconsistency and the 
sequence of kings is the thread which runs through their presentation of the 
Daniel material. Despite severe abridgements and the selectiveness with which 
sections of the book Daniel are copied in the manuscript, the lineage of 
Nebuchadnezzar, Belshazzar, Darius, Cyrus and Cambyses/Nebuchadnezzar is 
maintained. One suspects the editor(s) turned for help to a vernacular work like 
Veraldar saga or a Latin source like Imago mundi, although complete 
reconciliation of the biblical narrative with the information found there was 
beyond them. Veraldar saga has several wordings in common with 764: 
191 Di Lella and Hartman (eds. ), The Book ofDaniel, 2942. 
192 Joseph Ward Swain. 'The theory of the four monarchies. Opposition history under the Roman 
empire. ' Classical Philology 25 (1940), 1-12. 
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Veraldar saga 
Eptir Darivm var Cirusfrendi hans 
yfirkonvngr. Cirus var konvnga baztr ýo 
var han hei6in. At hans lofi forv Gyýingar 
uptr tit lorsalalandz. Jesvs het kenima6r 
gofugr er ho*ingi var i f6rini. Peir tokv 
si, ban vp at bata Salomons mvstari er brent 
hafdi verit. gerbo Peir Pat vp med sama 
vexti en skravti mina en fyr haf6i verit. 
Peirvaro at kirkivgerJfieirre. xL ok. vii. 
vetr af ývi at ýeir vrýv at veriaz ýioclvrn 
ýeim er talma vildo verk Peirra. ýa styrdv 
byskvpar Gydinga folki langa efi siýan ýeir 
komv aptr or Babilon. Eptir Cirvm var 
Cambises s(onr) hans konvngr i Babilon 
<hann liet giora Babilon> ina nyio a 
Egiptalandi ok er hann stvndum kalladr 
Nabogodunosor. A hans davgom var 
Holofemvs hertvgi hans vegin. honvm 
banadi ludid heilog ekkia. (3940) 
764 
Eftir Pat var Cyrus konungr, frxndi hans. 
Hann leyfZ5i heimfer6 Gyftgalý6 eftir lxx 
Ara til Gy6ingalands. Man t6ku. Peir at 
smf6a upp Salomons mustari. Gj6r8u ýeir 
Pat vexti 000. Deir voru at kirkjugj6r6 
Pessari xl ok A vetr. Eftir Syrum var 
Cambises son hans er 66ru nafni hdt 
Nabogodinosor. Hann rikti f miklu borg 
Niniven A Sftlandi. (5v25-30) 
Imago mundi lists the Babylonian and Persian kings of the fifth age thus: 
Regnum Babyloniorum. ( ... ) Quinta aetate apud Babylonios regnavit Nabuchodonosor xliiii. annis. Sibilla septima 
Cumana claruit et Ezechiel. Evilmerodach filius Nabuchodonosor regnavit annis xviii. 
Daniel et iii. pueri claruerunt. Egesar huius filius regnavit annis xl. Septern sapientes 
claruerunt. Zabosodach regnavit mensibus viiii. Abacuc propheta. Baltasar regnavit annis 
. xvii. Hune Cirus occidit, et Babilonem destruxit. (111.22) 
Regnum Persarum. 
Cirus Persarurn primus regnavit cum Dario annis xxx. Hic laxavit captivitatern. Hunc 
regina Amazonum occidit. Sibilla viii. claruit. Cambises qui et Nabuchodonosor filius 
Ciri regnavit annis viii. Huius tempore fuit ludith. .... (111.23) 
The scribes of 764 follow the tradition reflected in the text of Imago mund! and 
of Veraldar saga in giving Cambyses the alias Nebuchadnezzar and assigning 
the story of Judith to his reign. 194 But whereas in Imago mundi and Veraldar 
saga Judith is only mentioned in passing, the scribes of 764 included in their 
manuscript a translation of the entire Book of Judith. 
193 Ibid., 18-21; Rowley, Darius the Mede, 74-75; M. -D. Chenu. 'Theology and the new 
awareness of history. ' Nature, Man and Society in the Twelfth Century. Essays on New 
Theological Perspectives in the Latin West. Toronto 1997,179. 
194 The same information is also found in Bede's Chronica maiora 153, cf. Opera VI, 2,484. 
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4.4. The Book of Judith 
4.4.1. The ori ains of the Vulgate text and its reception in medieval times 
Folios 5v34-6r contain an Icelandic translation of the deuterocanonical Book of 
Judith, not found elsewhere. This section of the chronicle distinguishes itself 
from the rest in that it contains a relatively full text - not a heavily abridged 
version of the Latin - and thus seems to constitute a deviation from the 
editorial principles adhered to in the rest of the chronicle. A fortunate thing 
indeed, given that this is the only preserved text of the translation. 
The Icelandic version is clearly a translation of the Vulgate text, which 
differs markedly from both Old Latin versions and the Septuagint. Much 
uncertainty surrounds the original language of the Book of Judith but the 
Septuagint version is thought to be a translation from Hebrew. 195 The Old Latin 
versions, in turn, are based on the Septuagint. 196 An even greater controversy 
surrounds the origins of the Vulgate text, which is the work of Jerome, 
accompanied by his preface. It is neither a translation of the Greek text nor, it 
seems, of a Hebrew one. Jerome himself claims to have used an Aramaic 
(Chaldean) text for his translation and comparative analysis appears to confirm 
this. 197 There are, however, numerous correspondences between the Vulgate and 
the Old Latin versions which have been explained variously as a case of the 
Vulgate contaminating the Old Latin, which only exists in relatively late 
manuscripts, 198 or by supposing that Jerome used an Old Latin text as well as the 
Aramaic text for his translation. 199 The matter is further obscured by the fact that 
Jerome's method in translating the text was most likely characterised by 
paraphrase rather than a word-for-word rendering. The Vulgate version omits 
many passages contained in the Septuagint and Old Latin texts but there are also 
some additions which are not found in other extant versions. 200 
195 Carey A. Moore (ed. ) Judith. (Tbe Anchor Bible 40. ) New York 1985,66. Pierre-Maurice 
Bogaert. 'Judith. ' Reallexikonfir Antike und Christentum XIX, 246. 196 Edwin Edgar Voigt. The Latin Versions ofJudith. Leipzig 1925,13-14; Bogaert. 'Judith', 246. 197 Voigt, The Latin Versions, 52-54. 
198 Ibid. 4244,50-52. 
199 A. M. Dubarle. 'Judith: Formes et sens des diverses traditions. ' Analecta Biblica 24 (1966), 44; 
Bogaert. 'Judith', 247. 
200 Moore (ed. ). Judith, 99-100. 
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The Book of Judith has had a strong appeal throughout the ages, judging 
from the numerous versions that exist of the story and the many works of art it 
has inspired - from renaissance sculptures to playing cards. 
20 1 Although it was 
excluded from the Hebrew canon it remained popular among Jews - several 
Hebrew texts exist as well as numerous medieval midrashim (or expositions) of 
the story. 202 It had a mixed reception among Christian Church Fathers, some 
accepted it as canonical, others did not. The Eastern Fathers seem to have been 
more sceptical in this respect, and generally they denied the book canonical 
status. In the West, on the other hand, it was recognised as part of the canon by 
the majority of Church leaders, for instance Hilary of Poitiers, St Augustine and 
Pope Innocent 1'203 and praised by those, in particular, who like Judith chose 
and/or advocated celibacy (St Ambrose is a case in point). 204 
The inclusion of the book of Judith in the Vulgate ensured its reception 
in the West. Judith became a symbol of the fighting Church, Christ's bride, in 
the fight against Satan and she also came to represent the Virgin crushing the 
head of the serpent. The biblical text spawned Judith literature of other genres - 
Judith poems or fragments of poems have survived in Middle High German and 
in Old English. 205 The Old English Judith, which dates from before 1000, has 
often been interpreted as a patriotic exhortation to the English facing the 
invasion of Danish Vikings. This reading is supported by JElfric's comment on 
the Book of Judith in a Letter to Sigeweard. 206 Elfric also wrote a homily on 
Judith where the emphasis is not so much on the heroine as a model patriot but 
rather as an example of chastity. Ian Pringle has argued that Judith, in both 
, Elfric's homily and in the poem, is 'an example of monastic virtue', 
207 the 
qualities attributed to her in both works are chastity, hope and faith. Pringle also 
points out that 'the possibility that the extant manuscript of the poem was 
201 Judith has been the Queen of Hearts in the French deck since the fourteenth century, cf. Toni 
Craven. Artist? y and Faith in the Book ofJudith. Society of Biblical Literature Dissertion Series 
70. Chico, California 1983,1 n. 2. On the depiction of Judith in art cf. Nira Stone. 'Judith and 
Holofernes: Some observations on the development of the scene in art. ' 'No One Spoke III of 
Her'. Essays on Judith. Ed. by James C. VanderKam. Atlanta 1992,73-93. 
202 Moore (ed. ), Judith, 103. 
203 Ibid., go 
204 Ibid., 64. 
205 Cf. Edna Purdie. The Story of Judith in German and English Literature. Paris 1927,1-22. 
W. B. Lockwood, 'Vernacular Scriptures', 426. 
206 The Old English Version of The Heptateuch, Aeffiric's Treatise on the Old andNew Testament 
and his Preface to Genesis. Ed. by S. J. Crawford. (EETS OS 160. ) London 1922,48. 
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intended for a monastic library suggests that it was considered relevant to a 
monastic audience, just as Elfric's homily on Judith was certainly addressed to a 
nun 9.208 
4.4.2. LiterM characteristics of the Book of Judith 
The story of Judith does indeed seem a fitting read for nuns. The heroine is a 
widow who after the death of her husband devotes herself to chastity and piety. 
She is rich and beautiful but also a model of modesty and well liked by 
everyone. She commands such respect in her village that the priests of the 
people show deference to her and, what is more, she goes on to outwit the enemy 
and commit deeds of undisputed bravery. This combination of virtue and 
independence that so characterises Judith is likely to have gone down well with 
abbesses and their subjects. 
In addition to the qualities of its heroine the Book of Judith makes a very 
entertaining read. This has long been recognised by scholars209 although the full 
merits of the text and the ingenious structure of the narrative have been brought 
more firmly to light in recent studies. Because Judith herself only enters the 
story in its eighth chapter, the first seven chapters have often been regarded as 
210 peripheral and redundant, the work thus perceived as lacking in balance. Such 
arguments were refuted by Toni Craven in her compositional study of the work 
which is based on the Septuagint text. She argues that the first half of the story 
serves as a necessary preparation for the events which unfold in the second half 
and also creates a powerful contrast to it, both in terms of structure and theme. 211 
In Part I the figure of King Nebuchadnezzar (and Holofernes by proxy) 
dominates the action and nothing seems to be able to stem the aggression of the 
Assyrians, whereas in Part II it is Judith who is the catalyst for events and the 
ultimate reversal of fortunes. As Craven points out, repetitions and symmetries 
are the building blocks of the story and she lists four types of these. Firstly, 
207 Ian Pringle. 'Judith: The Homily and the Poem. ' Traditio 31 (1975), 83-97. 
208 Ibid., 92. Cf. also Kenneth Sisam. Studies in the History of Old English Literature. Oxford 
1953,67 n. 2 and 96. 
209 Cf. Craven. Artistry and Faith, 6 n. 20. 
210 An example of such interpretation is found in A. E. Cowley's 'The Book of Judith' in The 
Apocrypha and Pseudepigraphia of the Old Testament 1. Ed. by R. H. Charles. Oxford 1913,242- 
267. Cf. Craven. Artistry and Faith, 3 nn. 9-10,8 and 56-5 8. 
211 Craven. Artistry andFaith, 47-59, esp. 58-59. 
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'expressed identities', e. g. the fact that both halves end with the enemy in 
distress, the Jews in the first half, the Assyrians in the second. Secondly, 
'expressed antitheses', e. g. both the Jews and the Assyrians are filled with fear 
which is described in identical ways but the grounds for this fear are direct 
opposites: the Jews fear Holofernes alive but fear descends upon the Assyrians 
when they learn of his death. The third type Craven refers to as 'implied 
antitheses', e. g. sexual opposites, Judith vs. Holofernes, and the opposition 
between Nebuchadnezzar who claims divinity for himself and Yahweh, the true 
God. These qualities of the Greek version do not hinge so much on the 
vocabulary or on grammatical or stylistic devices, but rather on characterisation 
and the unfolding of events, and they are therefore preserved to a large extent in 
the Vulgate, and consequently in the Icelandic translation. The fourth type of 
symmetry identified by Craven, the so-called 'artificial identities', fare worse in 
translation since they consist of 'subtle grammatical or functional 
correspondences between parallel passages in the respective halves of the 
story'. 212 
According to Craven, the two halves of the story are structured in an 
213 identical way, based on a three-part chiastic pattern (A-B-C-B-A). The most 
significant parallel between the two parts is the movement of characters between 
the two camps (element Q, and this parallel well illustrates the identities and 
antitheses that characterise the whole story. In Part I it is Achior (a non-Jewish 
man) who is cast out by Holofernes and involuntarily crosses over into Bethulia. 
In Part II Judith (a Jewish woman) willingly makes the opposite journey from 
Bethulia to the Assyrian camp. The symmetry between the two parts is broken 
by the core event of the whole story: Judith's killing of Holofernes, which has no 
counterpart in Achior's actions. 214 
Another marked characteristic of the Greek narrative, according to 
scholars, is the use of irony, and irony on a multiple level. It has even been 
claimed that this is the key to the whole story. 2 15 The valour of the Assyrian 
212 Ibid., 55. 
213 Ibid., 60-64. 
214 Ibid., 63. 
215 Lois Alonso-Sch6kel. 'Narrative Structures in the Book of Judith. ' Protocol of the Eleventh 
Colloquy of the Center for Hermeneutical Studies. Berkeley 1975,8-11. Fredrik J. Heinemann 
makes similar claims for the OE Judith. "'Judith" 23 6-9 1 a: a mock heroic approach-to-battle type 
scene' Neuphilologische Mitteilungen 71 (1970), 83-96. 
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army and its general, Holofernes, and the authority of the Jewish priests is 
repeatedly undermined by verbal puns and comic juxtapositions to underpin the 
ultimate irony - that the invincible Holofernes falls by the hand of the woman 
he intended should fall for him. Again, some of the more subtle points are lost, 
or at least not as pronounced, in Jerome's translation but the more general 
aspects of the irony cannot have been lost on the audiences of the Vulgate text or 
of the Icelandic version. 
4.4.3. The translation: characteristics and date 
The Icelandic Judith is on the whole a faithful rendering of the Latin text in 
which the translator combines word-for-word translation with paraphrase. It is 
clear that the text in 764 is a copy - seven lines are repeated where a new scribe 
(E) takes over at the top of f. 6v. As mentioned earlier, the scribes do not seem 
to feel any urge to cut the text although there are exceptions to this, mainly of 
two kinds. The scribes, or indeed perhaps rather the translator, sometimes trim 
the text of what might be viewed as superfluous information. This is usually on a 
small scale as when it is described how the Assyrians bound Achior, the leader 
of the Ammonites, to a tree. The Icelandic text merely reads: 'ok bundu Achior 
jarl vi6 trd mikit meb reipum' (7rl8-19) whereas the Vulgate has ligaverunt 
Achior ad arborem manibus etpedibus et sic vinctum de restibus dimiserunt eum 
(lud 6.9). The translator (or the scribe) is similarly liable to cut comers when it 
comes to geographical descriptions (and they sometimes plainly get it wrong, 
which perhaps is no wonder216), and leave out some of the details concerning 
time that are found in the Latin text. An example of this is found on 6v: 
764 
Nd fer Holofemes me6 her sinn allt til 
Ydumeoz Ajor6 Gabaa ok t6k borgir 
ýeiffa., Abr vann hann allt Apamiam 
(6v7-8) 
Vulgata 
pertransiens autem Syriam Subal et 
omnem Apamiam omnemque 
Mesopotamiam venit ad Idurneos in 
terra Gabaa accepitque civitates 
eorum et sedit ibi per triginta dies in 
quibus diebus adunari praecepit 
universum exercitum virtutis suae 
(Iud 3.14-15) 
216 The geographical and historical facts in Judith are not accurate. Moore has suggested, 
following Charles C. Torrey, that this inaccuracy was intended, that it is one aspect of the irony 
of the work, cf Judith, 79. 
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There is another example in the following lines, where the translator simplifies 
the text and makes it clear that it was in Babylon that the Jews were captives: 
764 
En fyrir nukkururn manns6ldrum 
hurfu Peir af gotu Peiri er guo sýndi 
ýeirn ok ur6u ýd herteknir austr i 
Babylon 
(7r5-6) 
Vulgata 
nam et ante hos armos cum 
recessissent a via quarn dederat illis 
Deus ut ambularent in eam 
exterminati sunt proelfis multis 
nationibus et plurimi eorurn captivi 
abducti sunt in terram non suarn 
nuper autern revers! ad Deum suum 
ex dispersione qua dispersi fuerant 
adunati sunt et ascenderunt 
montana haec omnia et iterum 
possident Hierusalem ubi sunt 
sancta eorum 
(lud 5.22-23) 
And, a little later, the Icelandic text conveys the sense but does not use the 
emphatic phrase of the Latin: 
764 
En er Egipta konungr s6tti eftir Peim 
meö her sinn Pä fdllu vötnin yfir 
höfuö honum ok her hans. Drukknuöu 
Peir allir. 
(607-38) 
Vulgata 
in quo loco durn innumerabilis 
exercitus Aegyptiorurn cos 
persequeretur ita aquis coopertus est 
ut non remaneret vel unus qui factum 
posteris nuntiaret 
(lud 5.13) 
Similarly, the translator clearly does not think Achior's assurance that he is 
telling nothing but the truth worth retaining: 
764 
Ef ý4 herra Ixtr ýdr s6ma at hlý6a 
minni frdsogn mun ek segia bdr 
frdsogn frd 1ý6 ýessum er d fjallinu 
safnaz. 
(6v28-29) 
Vulgata 
si digneris audire domine meus dicam 
veritatem in conspectu tuo de 
populo isto qui in montanis habitat et 
non egredietur verbum falsum ex 
ore meo 
(lud 5.5) 
(This is in fact an example of how the Icelandic text prunes away details which 
serve to enhance the irony of the story. By emphasising the fact that Achior is 
telling the truth attention is drawn to the irony that Holofernes does not believe 
him and punishes him for his sound advice, but is later taken in by Judith's lies, a 
fatal error which ultimately leads to defeat for the Assyrians. ) 
A more substantial abridgement occurs in speeches. The translator (or in 
this case quite possibly the scribe) apparently had little patience with lengthy 
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monologues and so shortened speeches, prayers and hymns, even those of the 
heroine herself. The Icelandic text usually retains the beginning of these but 
leaves off at the earliest opportunity in order to continue telling the story proper, 
as it were. A good example of this is Judith's speech before the priests of the 
Jews where the Vulgate verses 8.20-27 are left out of the translation altogether, 
and further cuts may be seen at Vulg. 9.16-19,11.12-16 and 16.2-21. This 
tendency to cut down or to summarise material which is not strictly relevant to 
the plot is well known from other Icelandic translations; it has for example been 
discussed in relation to Stj6m IL217 the Book of Joshua (B-version) in Stj6m 
111,21 8 and G ji S2 Y nga aga 19, all dated to the thirteenth century. 
In terms of omission and abridgment the translator of Judith thus seems to 
work in the same vein as translators of the late twelfth and thirteenth century. 
When it comes to amplification and supplementation of the Vulgate text, the 
translator is restrained compared with the editors of the younger parts of Syorn 
and of Gydinga saga, not to mention some translators and copyists at work in the 
fourteenth century who greatly expanded and ornamented their exempla. 220 The 
Judith translator does not introduce any substantial piece of extraneous material 
or commentary; he or she occasionally adds a sentence, or part of a sentence, by 
way of explanation but this is more often than not the result of a rearrangement 
of the syntax undertaken to achieve an idiomatic translation. 
764 
Hann sendi PA sfna merm ok eyrendreka til 
allra landa Peira er eigi voru undir hans 
riki, fyrst at herja ýa6an til Damasco ok 
Libano, til Karmelo ok Cedar ok f Galilea 
ok allt A hinu miklu hei6i Esdrelon. Hann 
sendi PA A til Samarita hdra6s ok fram 
urn Jordan allt til Jerusalem ok Pa6an um 
alla. jW Jesse unz Peir komu allt til 
Bldlands fjalla. Hann sendi ýA Pess 
eyrendis at bidja pessar pj6oir allar pj6na 
Nabogodonosor konungi 
(66-8) 
Vulgata 
et misit ad onmes qui habitabant in Cilicia 
et Damasco et Libano et ad gentes quae 
sunt in Carmelo et Cedar et inhabitantes 
Galileam in campo magno Hesdraelon et 
ad onmes qui erant in Samaria et trans 
flumen Iordanem. usque Hierusalem et 
onmem. terram. Iesse quousque perveniatur 
ad montes Aethiopiae ad hos omnes misit 
nuntios Nabuchodonosor rex Assyriorum 
(lud 1.7-10) 
In the third example quoted above (607-38), the translator has amplified 
the text slightly with an alliterative addition: 'yfir h6fuo honum ok her hans'. 
217 Kirby, Bible Translation,, 56; AstAs, 'Nyt lys over Stj6m 11', 63. 
218 Fell, 'The Old Norse version', 12 1. 
219 Wolf (ed. ). Gydinga saga, cv-cx. 
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Such alliteration occurs sporadically in the text but it is neither as marked a 
feature of the translation as in some other Old Norse translations 221 nor does it 
usually substitute one word in the Latin by two alliterative ones, although the odd 
example may be found (cf. e. g. 'milldr ok miskunnsamr' (7v9) for pius (Iud 
7.20)). Alliteration occurs more usually as a verbatim albeit stylised translation 
of the original: 
764 
ý6tt ýessi 1ý6r hefbi hvdrki skjOld nd 
skeyti e6a sver6 
(6v4l-7rl) 
Vulgata 
ubicumque ingressi sunt sine arcu et 
sagitta et absque scuta et gladio 
(lud 5.16) 
Eigi er ývffik kona d landinu at vxnleik ok 
list ok vizku ok or6fxri 
(8r37-38) 
non est talis mulier super terram in aspectu 
in pulchritudine et in sensu verborum 
(lud 11.19) 
As mentioned above, the translation is a faithful one, often rendering the 
Latin word for word. This does not mean, however, that the style is heavily 
latinate. Judith shows many of the features which scholars have associated with 
translations from the twelfth and early to middle thirteenth century and which 
they have referred to as saga-style, emphasising the similiarities it bears to the 
style of many of the sagas. 222 The style of the early translations has thus been 
described as relatively untainted by Latin syntax and constructions - the 
translators render Latin constructions using native idioms with the result that the 
style of translations in many cases does not differ markedly from the style of the 
indigenous literature. 223 In Judith examples of this may be seen in the way 
characters are introduced: 
764 
Arfaxat er nefndr Medialands konungr er 
undir sik hafbi lagt margar bj6öir 
(5v34-35) 
Vulgata 
Arfaxat itaque rex Medorum subiugaverat 
multas gentes imperio suo 
(lud 1.1. ) 
1 Pann tima var ekkja sü 1 Bepulia er Judith 
er nefnd, d6ttir Merari ... Maör hennar h6t Manases 
(7v 14-16) 
Et factum est cum audisset haec ludith 
vidua quae erat filia Merari ... et vir eius fuit Manasses 
(lud 8.1-2) 
220 AstAs, Et bibelverkfra middelalderen, 98-99. 221 Gy6inga saga is a case in point, cf. Wolf. Gydinga saga, cxxxi-cxxxii; and this is also 
prominent in Stj6m III. Cf also Eyvind Fjeld Halvorsen. 'LMrd og folkelig stil - Island og Norge. ' KLNM 11,119; Idem. 'Hovisk stil. ' KLNM 7,315-318. 
222 Halvorsen. 'Lxrd og folkelig stil', 122; J6nas Kristjdnsson. 'Learned style or saga styleT, 
260-292. For an overview of the debate see Dorleifur Hauksson and 1)6rir 6skarsson. islensk 
st14(reudi. Reykjavfk 1994,171-174. 
223 J6nas Kristj dnsson, 'Learned style or saga styleT, 290-29 1. 
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The syntax is paratactic rather than hypotactic and the translator frequently 
breaks long Latin sentences up into several shorter ones, turns present participles 
into indicative forms and renders absolute ablatives by (temporal) clauses: 
764 
Dd ýyngdiz Egiptalands konungr viZ5 ýd ok 
ýjd6i ýd til at elta leir ok tfgl ok at smf6a 
sdr borgir. Deir k6llu6u ýd d gu6 sinn. En 
ýA laust himna gu6 Egiptalands 1ý6 margs 
kyns undrum ok rAku ýeir ýA ýenna 1ý6 f 
brott. DA ldttu af ýegar undrin. En ýd vildu 
Egiptar ýegar taka ýd ok Prwlka. En er ýeir 
flý6u Pd lauk himna gu6 upp it rau6a haf 
ok st66u v6tnin d tvaer hendr svd sem 
veggir ok gekk Pessi 1ý6r Purrum f6tum 
um dj6p sj6var. 
(603-37) 
Vulgata 
cumque gravaret eos rex Aegypti atque in 
aedificationibus urbiurn suartun in luto ct 
latere subjuigasset eos clarnaverunt ad 
Deurn suum et percussit totarn terram 
Aegypti plagis variis cumque eiecissent 
eos a se Aegyptii et cessasset plaga ab eis 
et iterum eos vellent capere et ad suum, 
servitiurn revocare fugientibus his Deus 
caeli mare aperuit ita ut hinc inde auae 
quasi murus solidarentur et isti pede sicco 
fundurn maris perambulando transirent 
(lud 5.9-12) 
Eftir Pat gengu Peir A brott en Judith f6r i 
bmnarh6s sitt ok skrýddiz hdrklm6i ok j 6s 
osku yfir h6fu6 sdr ok fdll til j ar6ar ok 
kalla6i til dr6ttins ok mxlti svd: Dr6ttinn 
gu8 Mur mfns Simeons er honum gaft 
sver8 at berjaz f m6ti fitlendum Pj66um er 
saurgu6u ok sneyddu meyjar ok konur 
(7v 34-37) 
quibus abscedentibus ludith ingressa est 
oratorium suum et induens se cilicio posuit 
cinerem super caput suum, et prosternens 
se Domino clamavit ad Dominum dicens 
Domine Deus patris mei Symeon qui 
dedisti illi gladium in defensione 
alienigenarum qui violatores extiterunt in 
coinquinatione sua, et denudaverunt femur 
virginis in confusionem 
(lud 9.1-2) 
Present participles are retained on one occasion, in one of Judith's speeches: 
764 
Lifir dr6ttinn ývf at mik var6veitti engill 
hans bae6i Wanfarandi ok frAverandi ok 
higat aftr hverfandi ... heldr kalla6i hann 
mik An saurgan til y6varr fagnandi i sigri 
hans (803-34) 
Vulgata 
vivit autern ipse Dominus quoniarn 
custodivit me angelus eius et hinc euntern 
et ibi commorantern et inde huc 
revertentern ... sed sine pollutione peccati 
revocavit me vobis gaudentern in victoria 
sua (lud 13.20) 
The Icelandic syntax is characterised by clauses in which an infinitive or 
a past participle is 'delayed', i. e. appears at the end of the sentence, after the 
object or a prepositional phrase, with the articles (prepositions, adverbs) often 
appearing immediately before the verb. This type of syntactical contruction is 
common in Icelandic right up to the nineteenth century, but its distribution has 
not been investigated thoroughly. 224 This type of word order is conditioned - it 
is only seen in clauses with a compound verb phrase where the main verb is in 
224 Eirfim Rognvaldsson. 'Breytileg or&W I sagnlib. ' islenskt mJ1 16-1 7 (1994-95), 27-66. 
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the infinitive or the past participle but the auxiliary verb in the indicative or 
subjunctive . 
225 The translator of Judith seems to prefer this 'delayed-verb' 
construction in clauses of this kind, and this device lends the style of the 
translation a certain rhythm, as the following passages illustrate: 
at hann Ectla0i bessi ldnd undir sik at leggia ok ldtu Peir sgr bat vel Uka. Pvf nxst kalla0i 
Nabogodonosor konungr til sfn Holofemem hof3ingja riddarasveitar sinnar ok mTlti AO 
hann: Dd skalt fara til allra vestrIanda ok hefna Peim er eigi vilja hlýOa mfnu bo3or0i ok 
veldi ok skal auga ýitt nj eigi einu riki wegla ok hverj a borg skaltu undir mitt r1ki oka. 
(6r I 1- 15) 
okmun guö peira selja Pä f hönd b6r ok muntupd undirpik leggia. En ef eigi er guö 
Peira reiör beim Pä megu v6r eigi 4 mötpeim standa Pvf at guö Peirra mun hlifa beim ok 
munu v6r fä gsigr (7r7-8) 
en skamt frä borginni voru brunnar Peir er Holoferni menn sä at gyöingar mundu sgrfrä 
vatn taka leyniliga. Pä gengu til Holoferni synir Ammon ok Moab ok mxltu: Synir 
Israels treystaz eigi ör eöa spj6ti heldr verja Pä fjöll ok virki en D6 mättu Pä 
bardagalaust yfir stiga. Settu varöhaldsmenn til brunna Pessara er Peir hafa sdr vatn 6r 
tekii) ok mättu fid svä vdpnlaust drepa ok mun fidr fid brdtt upp gefin borgin. (7r38-4 1) 
The rather unusual construction 'ne eigi einu' in the first of these examples is 
paralleled in Stj6m III (eigi ne einn' 454"; 'eigi ne eins sta0ar' 618 
16), though 
not in the B-manuscript (227 fol. ). 
A few examples of a historic present may be found, where the translator 
switches between the present and past tenses, all in the latter part of the story: 
764 
Judith f6kk f hendr eskimey sinni beril vfns 
ok viösmjörsker ok steyptar ertr ok brauö 
ok ost. Wan ganga Pxr til borgarhliös ok 
rinna par Oziam ok svä presta borgarinnar. 
Ok er beir sl hana f6kk beim 6tta ok 
undruöuz äkafliga fegurö hennar 
(8r 9-12) 
Vulgata 
inposuit itaque abrae suae ascoparn vini et 
vas olei et pulenta et palatas et panes et 
caseurn et profecta est cumque venisset ad 
portas civitatis invenerunt expectantern 
Oziam et presbyteros civitatis qui cum 
vidissent eam stupentes mirati sunt nimis 
pulchritudinern eius 
(Iud 10.5-7) 
Siöan t6k hon hj(ip hans hinn dýra en velti 
bolnum 6r rekkjunni ä jörZ). Eftir Dat gengr 
hon üt ok seldi höfuöit ambätt sinni ok baö 
hana läta f skreppu sfna 
(8v24-26) 
En er ýat sd Gy3ingar at hei0ingjar fiýOu 
saekja ýeir eftir meO her6pi ok ICiarablTstri 
(9r24-25) 
225 Ibid. 31-33. 
et abstulit conopeum eius a columnis et 
evolvit corpus eius truncum et post 
pusillum exivit et tradidit caput Holofernis 
ancillae suae et iussit ut mitteret illud in 
peram suam 
(lud 13.10-11) 
videntes itaque filii Israhel fugientes illos 
descenderunt clangentes tubis et ululantes 
post ipsos (Iud 15.3) 
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This is not nearly as marked a feature in Judith as in, for instance, Gydinga saga 
226 
and Alexanders saga, where over half the verbs are in the present tense. Judith 
seems closer to SyOrn (III) in this respect. 227 
Scholars have attempted to ascertain the stylistic significance of the word 
'einn', used as an indefinite article. Such usage is not in evidence here; the word 
appears only twice in Judith, once (9rl9) as a straightforward translation of una, 
and once following a noun, 'kofa einn leyniligan' (7vl7). The word is much 
more prominent in many of the thirteenth-century translations. As Peter Hallberg 
has pointed out, it is doubtful whether high frequency of the word in a text is a 
proof of its relatively late date Hallberg himself prefers to interpret it as a 
characteristic of the translator. 228 Bearing that in mind, one could still argue with 
some caution that the absence of this usage speaks for an early dating rather than 
a late one. 'einn' does occur sporadically in early texts where it appears variously 
before or after the noun it accompanies. The word is more frequent in younger 
texts and it stands there, as a rule, before the noun. 
The use of the conjunction 4unz' is on the other hand rare in texts after 
13 00.229 The word occurs four times in Judith (6r6,6r26,703,8v4) which 
indicates that the translation is a thirteenth-century work rather than a later one. 
A similar indication is given by the occurrence of the preposition 'of (6vlO) 
which was gradually superseded by um in the course of the thirteenth century. 230 
The vocabulary is interesting in many respects. A good deal of it is 
recognisable from other translations, both of religious texts but also of romances 
and other texts of chivalric nature (Alexanders saga, Karlamagnýs saga). It is 
perhaps not surprising that the vocabulary in Judith seems to show the greatest 
affinity to Sy6rn. This is partly, of course, due to the similar nature of the 
originals (all are books of the Bible), but often the translators of these works also 
seem to have resorted to the same verbal solutions and they frequently show 
preference for the same words. An example of this might be the word 
226 Peter Hallberg. 'NAgra sprAkdrag i Alexanders saga och Gy6inga saga - med en utblick pa 
S1j6m. ' Sjotiu ritgerdir helga6ar Jakobi Benedikusyni. Ed. by Einar G. Pdtursson and J6nas 
Kristjdnsson. Reykjavik 1977,237-238. 
227 Ibid., 245-246. 
228 Ibid., 239 
229 StefAn Karlsson, viva voce. 
230 Cf. Peter Foote. 'Notes on the prepositions of and um(b) in Old Icelandic and Old Norwegian 
prose. ' Studia Islandica 14. Reykjavik 195 5,41-83 
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'fulltingiari' (7r23 for defensor). Stj6m and 764 contain various examples of the 
related words 'falltingja' (764: 7v38 for subvenio) and 'fulltingr'/TUllting(i)' 
(764: 760, M3,7v23,801 for auxilium, adiutorium) and these are also found 
in the kelandic Homily Book whereas 'fulltingiari' does not occur in early 
homilies. 23 1 The ONP has 12 examples of 'fulltingjari', half of them from Sy6rn 
where it is used to translate the words adiutorladiutorium (5) and auxiliator 
(1). 232 Other verbs frequent in Sy6rn and used extensively by the Judith 
translator are 'fyrirldta' (usually for (de)relinquo) and 'treystaz' (for confido or 
praesum, usually in the pres. part. form), but both are also common in older 
religious prose, e. g. the kelandic Homily Book. 233 
The verb 'f6mfxra' (intrans. ) occurs towards the end of the text (965). It 
occurs frequently in works of religious'nature and there are many examples in 
Sy6rn where both the form 'f6mfxra / f6rnfwra e-t' and the older I= f6rn' and 
'fxra (e-t) i f6rn' occur. Judith also contains the example I= f6mir' (6v22) as 
well as 'gaf f f6rn' (966). 'f6mfa: ra (e-t)' is believed to be the younger 
expression since, according to the ONP, it is not found in older texts such as the 
oldest homilies and Sy6rn II only has Ixra (f) f6m'. 
The verb 'knosa' (8rl) occurs here for the Latin contero. Jakob 
Benediktsson has pointed out that 'knosa' seems to be peculiar to early 
translations, the kelandic Homily Book, Sy6rn 11 and a few other thirteenth- 
century works. 234 Jakob also draws attention to the translation 's6 hdrna' for ecce 
which is rendered 's6 hdr' in Judith (9r2O). Judith, however, shows no examples 
of the other supposedly old characteristics listed by Jakob; for instance neither a 
suffixed Ist pers. pronoun nor past participle forms like 'valibr'. 235 The 
expression 'kýiipa undir skegg e-m' (7v4) has parallels in Trojumanna saga (0) 
and in Vatnsdcela saga where the verb is 'skri6a' rather than 'krjupa'. 
231 CC Ludvig Larsson. Ordfdrridet i de alsta islanska handskrifterna. Lund 1891,98. 
232 The other examples in the ONP are from Marfu saga, Karlamagn4s saga and Vitae patrum. It 
is conceivable that 'fulltingjari' was used as the general word for 'helper' (adiutor, auxiliator) 
whereas 'hjdlpari' was reserved for salvator, cf. Larsson. Ordfdrr6det, 148. 'hjdlpari' occurs in 
later texts in the more general meaning, e. g. in Barl., Mich. and Flat., cf Fritzner, Ordbog 1,828. 
233 Cf. Larsson. Ordfdrrildet, 102,3 33. 
234 Jakob Benediktsson. Tdein or6 urn Stj6rn IF. Sagnaping helgad J6nasi Krisydnssyni 
sjotugum. Ed. by Gisli Sigur6sson et al. Reykjavik 1994,449-454. Apart from the Homily Book 
and Stj6m 11 (4 exx. ) the ONP has examples from saints lives (Marfa., Michael, J6n ok Jakob), 
exempla (VP, XvintSTi) and the two 61afs sagas OHAUT.; 6TFlat) 
235 Jakob Benediktsson. Tdein or6 urn Stj6m 11,45045 1. 
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Much of the rather unusual vocabulary in Judith consists of terms for 
exotic goods, jewellery or clothes, words occurring in translations of other works 
which are set in the Mediterranean world. The word 'eyrnagull' (80), for 
instance, occurs in all three parts of Syorn and in Alexanders saga; 'hjflpr' (8r24 
for conopeum) is used in Karlamqgnýs saga and Elis saga but also crops up in 
Heimskringla, Hulda and Sverris saga; 'berill' (8r 10 for ascopa) is used in Sy6rn 
(III) and Antonius saga for uter and occurs once in the Reykjarfjarbarb6k of 
Sturlunga saga; 'steyptar (or 'steyttar') ertr' (WO for pulentas) are found in 
MaKu saga hinnar egipsku and Bevers saga. When faced with the fashion- 
vocabulary in Judith the translator seems to have been happy to lift a word or two 
directly out of the Latin text - he does not, for instance, translate sandalla (8r6). 
The word is not found elsewhere in Old Norse prose texts but crops up in 
inventories, presumably denoting liturgical shoes. 236 The word smaragdus (805) 
seems to be a more widely used loanword - it is found in Stj6m I and in various 
romances. On one occasion Judith has an Icelandic word for a phenomenon 
which other translators were content to call by its Latin name. The word 
'lemandi' (6r2l) for locusta is extremely rare. It is not used in Stj6m where 
locusta is retained (e. g. p. 326) but it is found in AM 310 4to (dated to 1250- 
1275) in a passage on the Egyptian plagues and it has been added as a sort of 
interlinear gloss to a passage in Hauksb6k . 
237 'eskimxr' (8rI0,8vl8,9r4O) is 
another rare indigenous word, not found elsewhere except in the prose 
introduction to Grimnismal where it is used of Fulla, Frigg's maid. 238 
What is clear from this brief examination of the style and vocabulary of 
Judith is that the translator was keen to render the text in idiomatic Icelandic, 
using native terms wherever possible. The translation is virtually free of 
commentary and other extraneous material - there is no trace of material from 
Comestor's Historia scholastica or other commentaries which were known in 
Iceland, nor does the translator draw on other books of the Bible in order to 
amplify the narrative. This puts the text on a par with Sy6rn II but distinguishes 
it from Sy6rn I and Sy6rn III as well as Gydinga saga. Considerations of style 
236 DI 111,288,612. 
237 Kristian Mund. 'Ordet"lemwn" i oldlitteraturen. 'ANF25 (1909), 302-303. 
239 Norramfornkviedl. Ed. by Sophus Bugge. Christiania 1876,76. 
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again set Judith clearly apart from Siydrn I which is far more latinate. Sy6rn 111239 
and Gydinga saga also seem to make more use of stylistic traits, such as 
alliteration and the use of 'einn' as an indefinite article, practices hardly seen in 
Judith, whereas Sy6rn II is closer to Judith in these respects. Some aspects of the 
vocabulary also seem to point to a special affinity between Sy6rn 11 and Judith 
although word-forms in Judith do not seem as old as some found in Sy6rn II and 
it should by no means be overlooked that there are also similarities in vocabulary 
between Judith and the other parts of Sy6rn. 
Dating texts on the basis of style is a precarious undertaking and much of 
the evidence presented above is inevitably negative, but it seems safe to assume 
that the Judith-text in 764 derives from a translation done at least hundred years 
earlier, i. e. sometime in the thirteenth century, and that it belongs to the period 
which produced most of the other Old Testament translations which we know, 
that is the two older parts of Sy6rn and Gy6inga saga. 
4.4.4. The appeal of the translation 
We do not know who was responsible for the translation. Whoever it was knew 
his or her Latin reasonably well and, if words like 'eskimxr' are anything to go 
by, was quite familiar with indigenous literary language too. But why should this 
book of the Bible have been chosen by the translator rather than some of the 
others and why did the scribes choose to fill three precious folios in their book 
with the story of Judith nearly unabridged? The answer lies partly in the fact that 
Nebuchadnezzar, Holofernes and Judith had won themselves a secure place in 
universal histories. No account of the quinta aetas would be complete without 
them. But the reason the whole book is included in 764 must surely be that it is 
an excellent story and appealed to the compilers and their prospective audience. 
One is reminded of Gabriel Turville-Petre's remark when discussing early 
religious Icelandic prose, that 'in literature of this kind tales were told of Christ, 
the Apostles, and later saints less because they were edifying than because they 
were adventurous and entertaining. 240 Although the book of Judith was probably 
included in 764 at least partly for the purposes of edification, its literary qualities 
must have added to its appeal. Some scholars have advanced the view that the 
239 Cf. Hallberg. 'NAgra, sprAkdrag', 246. 
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book of Judith has perhaps more things in common with a folktale than it has 
with much of the historical literature of the Old Testament - it is a neat tale of a 
hero/heroine on a rescue mission. 24 1 There are not too many characters, and the 
tale is structured around sets of parallels and opposites as discussed earlier. 
Against Holofernes and his servant, Bagao the eunuch, stand Judith and her 
maid. Achior the Ammonite serves as a sort of involuntary catalyst in the 
story. 242 The interaction between the primary opposites Judith and Holofernes 
then builds up to the crowning moment, the very picturesque murder. In the 
aftermath the roles of the Israelites and the Assyrians are reversed. 
The story owes its success in no small measure to its protagonist. Judith is 
a very complex heroine: she is regularly presented as a saint, yet she behaves in a 
most unsaintly manner, lying to, seducing and killing Holofernes. She is a 
beautiful and a rich woman - yet the story tells us that she is not envied. 'Engi 
ma6r mxlti til hennar illt oro' it says in the text (7v21). Although she is beautiful 
and rich she chooses to lead a secluded life, wear a sackcloth and observe a 
regime of fasting and praying. But despite being a recluse and a woman she is 
able to summon the elders of the community and give them a dressing-down. She 
accomplishes, through her faith, wisdom and beauty and with God's help, what 
the Jewish leaders are incapable of. saving her people from destruction. Her story 
is in that respect similar to the tale of David and Goliath, another popular Old 
Testament legend, but Judith's victory over Holofernes is furthermore charged 
with sexual desire - inviting interpretations which see it as an 'exemplification 
of the perennial battle of the sexes'. 243 
It is not very hard to imagine the appeal this story may have had for the 
nuns and novices at Reynistabur, if they were indeed the intended readers of 764. 
The manuscript contains a number of texts (stories and miracles) about women 
saints: Martha, Ursula, Walburga, the Norwegian Sunnifa, the Virgin Mary (cf. 
240 Turville-Petre. Origins ofIcelandic Literature, 125. 
241 Cf. Moore (ed. ), Judith, 72-73 and Mary P. Coote's'and Alan Dundes's responses to Alonso- 
Schokel's paper in Protocol of the Eleventh Colloquy of the Center for Hermeneutical Studies. 
Berkeley 1975,21-29. 
242 On Achior's role in the story see Adolfo D. Roitman. 'Achior in the Book of Judith: His role 
and significance. ' 'No One Spoke III of Her': Essays on Judith. Ed. by James C. VanderKam. 
Atlanta 1992,31-45. 
243 Dundes. 'Comment. ' Protocol of the Eleventh Colloquy of the Center for Hermeneutical 
Studies. Berkeley 1975,28. Amy Jill Levine discusses gender roles in Judith in 'Sacrifice and 
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Appendix 1). In terms of space devoted to her, Judith takes pride of place along 
with the Virgin. The Virgin is, in this manuscript, as indeed in biblical literature 
in general, mostly silent. She appears in the apocryphal stories about the infancy 
of Jesus and in a series of miracles. Compared to her Judith comes across as a 
woman of flesh and blood. She accomplishes her deed with her own hands, 
admittedly with the help of God, but the slaying of Holofernes is not depicted as 
a miracle; it is a heroic action taken by a mortal woman. Judith's thoughts are 
revealed through her speeches and her prayers, and the attention given to the 
details of her daily life, her clothes, her food, also serves to bring her closer to 
lesser mortals. For the nuns it will also have mattered not a little that here was a 
woman who was her own mistress, and last but not least a woman who 
commanded respect for her chastity and for her courage. 
salvation: Otherness and Domestication in the Book of Judith. ' 'No One Spoke III ofHer': Essays 
on Judith. Ed. by James C. VanderKam. Atlanta 1992,17-3 0. 
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4.5. The principles and pulpose of the selection of Bible-passages in 
764 
The context of the biblical stories contained in 764 suggests that they were not 
intended for liturgical uses or for private devotion. 244 It is the historical 
dimension which is of prime importance in the manuscript and the purpose of the 
text is didactic. The history is the history of salvation and the characters of the 
Bible are held up as examples, good and bad. It is therefore revealing to study 
which stories from the Bible are chosen for inclusion, for the scribes were 
committed to brevity and had to be very selective. 
It is not surprising to find Adam and Eve, Noah and the Flood, Abraham, 
Moses and David included in the selection, for these are the characters which 
mark the beginning of each age of the world. But there are other instances, 
especially in the fifth age, where it is perhaps not immediately clear which 
principles govern the highly selective choice of material. One criterion clearly 
involved the prophets, as was mentioned above (cf. p. 113), but it is also evident 
that the scribes made an effort to include women in their text. This is manifested 
in the choice of stories where women are often among the principal characters, as 
well as in the way details about women are retained, or in some cases added, in 
stories which do not primarily focus on women. As examples of the latter one 
might take the fact that the wives of Noah, Sem, Cham and Japhet are all named 
in the story of the Flood although their names are not found in the Vulgate. 
Wives are mentioned as a rule in 764, even in the briefest of passages, and it is 
also noteworthy that in the passage on Jacob his sisters Leah and Rachel are 
mentioned, as is the fact that Rachel was infertile. 
A glance through the list of Bible contents in 764 on pp. 90-100 reveals 
many stories where women play a vital part: Adam and Eve; Sodom and 
Gomorra (Lot's wife); the killing of the woman in Gabaon which sparked the 
war of the tribes of Israel; the killing of Abimelech by an unnamed woman; 
Samson and Delilah; Anna, the infertile wife of Elkanah who was blessed with a 
child, Samuel; the judgement of Solomon; Solomon's downfall through his 
244 Jean Leclercq suggests that, on the Continent, the majority of Bible translations from Latin 
consisted of the Psalms and/or other texts intended for private devotion. Translations of the 
Pentateuch made from the Hebrew bear witness, on the other hand, to an interest in the history of 
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liaison with foreign women; the story of Judith and the killing of General Sisera 
(named king in 764) by a woman called Jael. Some of these women are models 
of virtue, others show themselves to be corruptible and/or corruptive. Some of 
them bring about the downfall of kings (or in the case of Jael and Judith, his 
deputy), a good deed when the king is evil like Abimelech, a regrettable one 
when the king is Solomon. 
These stories of kings, prophets and women could serve as illustrations of 
virtues and vices. 245 The prophets are, as we have seen, examples of virtue and 
bearers of divine wisdom whereas the kings and the women make up a more 
mixed party. Some of them fall prey to cardinal sins, above all pride, lust and 
avarice (Belshazzar, Solomon and Delilah spring to mind). In other cases the 
characters exemplify Christian virtues: wisdom (Solomon, Judith), strength 
(Samson), courage (Judith, Jael, Abimelech's killer), chastity (Judith) and faith 
(Judith, Anna). 
The edifying power of these Bible stories lies therefore not only in their 
historical significance but also in their exemplary value for the Christian: Ta 
connaissance du pass6 devait, plut6t qu'8tre une exposition ou une explication 
des faits, servir de legon (admonitio) ... 9.246 When selecting 'lessons' for girls 
it 
would seem natural to include stories of heroes and miscreants of their own sex 
so that they might more easily identify themselves with characters of virtue and 
similarly shirk from unacceptable (female) behaviour. The selection of biblical 
passages in 764, with its gallery of female characters, reflects the audience for 
which they were in all likelihood intended: novices, women and girls, at the 
convent of Reynistaour. 
the Jews. CC Jean Leclercq. 'Traduction de la Bible et spiritualitd mddidvale. ' The Bible and 
medieval culture. Ed. by W. Lourdaux et al. Louvain 1979,263 -277. 245 CE Leclercq, 'Traduction de la Bible', 273. 
246 Paolo Brezzi. Throniques universelles du Moyen Age et histoire du salut. ' Lhistoriographie 
midijvale en Europe: Actes du colloque par la Fondation Europienne de la Science au Centre 
de Recherches Historiques et Juridiques de l'Universiti Paris I du 29 mars au ler avril 1989. 
Ed. by Jean-Philippe Genet. Paris 1991,23 6. 
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5. Aetas V: Secular histories 
1. Introduction 
Folios 9v-14r27 are taken up by diverse historical material, most of which may 
for convenience sake be labelled secular histories. Historical accounts of this 
kind are a staple element in universal histories of the Middle Ages where 
chroniclers incorporated accounts of secular kingdoms in their overall scheme of 
salvation history. These histories could be seen as an account of the progression 
of mankind towards salvation; the secular kingdoms and rulers of the past served 
as an example for the present, whether their fate was a happy or a grim one. 
247 
Although universal histories are so called because they lay claims to 
being universal both in terms of time and space, in reality their accounts are 
inevitably limited geographically. Through the first ages of the world the 
emphasis lies, predictably enough, on the Mediterranean area. That the history of 
the Jews was always included is self-evident - the Jews represented, up until the 
Incarnation, civitas Dei, a role later taken over by the Church (with the result that 
the Jews disappear from the chronicles). In addition, the chroniclers often 
included the reigns they believed to represent the kingdoms in the Book of 
Daniel (cf. above pp. 123-125). But the horizon of the chronicles usually narrows 
(and shifts) the closer the chroniclers get to their own times. German writers of 
the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, for instance, tend to end their chronicles 
solely with an account of the Holy Roman Empire. The secular historical 
material included in works of this kind is of course dependent on the sources 
available to the compiler, but it is also bounded by his horizon and shaped by his 
intention. The lack of real universality 
was therefore not always felt as a defect by the medieval universal chroniclers 
themselves, who, rather consciously, tried to follow a straight line in history from 
the beginning (the creation or Christ's incarnation) to their present time, a line 
along the history of the main kingdoms, particularly the Roman Empire (and the 
Church), thus revealing a certain sense of continuity, but without any special 
interest in any history off that line. 
248 
247 Paolo Brezzi. Throniques universelles', 236-238. 
248 Hans-Werner Goetz. 'On the universality of universal history. ' Lhistoriographie mJdijvale 
en Europe. Actes du colloque par la Fondation Europienne de la Science au Centre de 
Recherches Historiques et Juridiques de I'Universiti Paris I du 29 mars au ler avril 1989. Ed. 
by Jean-Philippe Genet. Paris 1991,260. 
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The inclusion of secular histories in 764 is subject to the same circumstances: the 
scribes followed a conscious plan, an established tradition, but they were also 
likely to be interested in material concerning regions geographically close to 
them and they were of course restricted in their choice by the texts available to 
them. 
On f, 9v the scribes take up where they left off on 4v before digressing 
into the tales of Daniel and Judith, and in the following pages they attempt to 
sketch the reigns of the most significant rulers and prophets before the birth of 
Christ. They begin with Alexander the Great and end with an account of the 
establishment of the Roman state and its history down to the reign of Octavian 
Augustus, mentioning on the way the four great kingdoms which were seen as 
precursors of the fifth and greatest, the Roman empire, and including a treatment 
of the kings of Britain. Their concern is partly to trace the origins of nations, 
which leads them back in time to the sons of Adam and the nations which are 
said to have descended from them. In order to include all this information the 
scribes must thus occasionally diverge from chronological order, which is 
nevertheless clearly one of the organisational principles they follow, and, as is to 
be expected, they also had to draw their material from disparate sources. A good 
deal comes from the Bible but the longest passages are taken from Breta sogur 
and Romverja saga or one of its antecedents. Those passages have already been 
the subject of some scrutiny by scholars and consequently some of what will be 
said about them below is based on previous studies, and those by I)orbj6rg 
Helgad6ttir and Stefanie WUrth in particular. Apart from Breta sogur, passages 
parallel to sections of R6mverja saga and brief sketches of Alexander the Great 
and the Trojan wars, the thread of the narrative runs through Jewish dynasties. 
These are not always treated in chronological order: first come the Maccabees, 
then the ancestors of Jesus Christ, and there then follows an account of the main 
prophets before the dynasties of Judah and Israel are listed. Some of this material 
is directly dependent on the Bible. The biblical material was discussed in the 
previous chapter with the exception of material related to I Maccabees which 
will be considered here in relation to Gydinga saga. The information on lOv- I lv, 
where the scribes jump back to the sons of Adam in order to trace the Jewish 
dynasties, will also be discussed in the present chapter, for although it contains 
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some biblical material the Bible is not its principal source and its main purpose 
seems to be to outline the origins of various peoples, as is appropriate in a survey 
of secular histories. 
The transmission of Gy6inga saga, R6mverja saga, Trojumanna saga, 
Alexanders saga and Breta sogur (sometimes referred to as pseudo-historical 
works) in Iceland reveals that they were seen to belong together, to be of the 
same genre. This is manifested in remarks contained in these works where the 
author/translator of one saga may allude to another and in the way editors 
augment one saga with loans from another. 249 It is also borne out by the fact that 
these stories are preserved together in manuscripts. AM 226 fol. is a case in 
point. It contains all three parts of Sy6rn followed by Romverja saga, Alexanders 
saga and Gydinga saga, all in an abbreviated form. The abbreviations and other 
editorial adjustments to the texts serve, as Stefanie WiIrth has shown, to forge 
these sometimes disparate elements into a whole, creating a work which aims to 
sketch the history of the world from the Creation until the time of Christ. 
Together the texts form 'eine "zeitlose" historische Darstellung, wodurch der 
lineare und ungebrochene Verlauf der Geschichte deutlich wird' . 
250 As Würth 
points out, the number of copies that AM 226 generated shows that this 
amalgamation was successftil and highly popular. 251 
Another fourteenth-century manuscript which displays similar emphasis 
on history in a broad sense, albeit with an encyclopedic tendency, is Hauksb6k, 
compiled at the beginning of the century for lawman Haukr Erlendsson (d. 1334) 
and written in part by Haukr himself. Hauksb6k contains a mixture of indigenous 
texts and translated material, historical, cosmological and didactic. Among these 
texts we find Tr6jumanna saga, followed by Breta s6gur. Icelandic scribes 
evidently associated the one work with the other early on, for they are found 
together not only in Hauksb6k but also in AM 573 4to, the other main 
manuscript containing Breta sogur, and both sagas were almost certainly 
contained in 573's sister manuscript, Ormsb6k, now lost. 252 Whereas in 573 and 
249 Cf. Stefanie Würth. DerAntikenroman" in der isländischen Literatur des Mittelalters. Eine 
Untersuchung zur Übersetzung und Rezeption lateinischer Literatur im Norden. (Beiträge zur 
nordischen Philologie 26. ) Basel und Frankfurt am Main 1998,185. 
250 Würth, Der Antikenroman, 143. Cf. also Sverrir T6masson. '1)ýdd sagnarit og gervisagnfraeöi. ' Islensk bökmenntasaga 1. Ed. by Vdsteinn Ölason. Reykj avik 1992,414. 251 Wärth, Der Antikenroman, 148. 
252 Ibid. 
) 
154. 
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Ormsb6k the two sagas are coupled with chivalric romances, indicating that the 
scribes/audiences associated them with the romance genre, Haukr incorporates 
them in order to create a continuous history from the Trojan war onwards: 
In der Hauksb6k bilden die Tr6jumanna saga und die Breta sögur einen 
zusammenhängenden geschichtlichen Überblick von König Priamus in Troja - 
oder sogar von Saturn und Jupiterfrhor - bis zum englischen König 
ýfEthelstan/Malsteinn, dem Ziehvater des norwegischen Königs Häkon 
Haraldsson. Da die Hauksb6k auch eine Fassung der Landnämab6k enthält, mit 
Genealogien, die bis in Haukrs eigene Zeit weitergeführt werden, liefert diese 
Handschrift eine geschichtliche Darstellung von den frühesten Vorfahren in Troja, 
wobei Haukr an die Genealogie der Snorra Edda anknüpfen konnte, bis zur 
zeitgenössischen isländischen und norwegischen Geschichte ý53 
Haukr put his editorial mark on the texts he chose and his version is characterised 
by abridgements which aim at highlighting the historical elements of the 
narrative but reducing stylistic elaborations and information not strictly relevant 
to the chain of events. As in the case of AM 226 the texts are selected for a 
particular purpose and modified to suit that aim. 
The scribes of 764 have a purpose like Haukr's: to give an outline of 
history where historical facts generally take precedence over mythological 
elements or romance material. On the other hand 764 differs from Hauksb6k or 
226 in that the scribes are at this point only concerned with the fifth age of the 
world, the age which ends with Christ's birth. Hence they select only those 
chapters from the pseudo-histories which can be fitted into that time-slot. 
253 Ibid., 168. 
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5.2. Alexander the Great 
The information on Alexander the Great (9vl-8) is brief but contains what might 
be said to be the main points of his life: the name of his father and his teacher, 
the beginnings of his reign and his military campaigns, the fact that out of pride 
he almost went where only Christ was supposed to conquer, i. e. to Hell, and 
finally his death and the division of his empire among his twelve successors. The 
beginning is clearly based on lMcc but it does not correspond with the wording 
in Gydinga saga, which has a much freer text. It should however be remembered 
that the beginning of Gy6inga saga is only preserved in the shorter (younger) 
redaction in AM 226 where it follows immedately after Alexanders saga, so the 
beginning is likely to have been modified (cf. the remark 'sern fyrr var ritat 254 ). 
There are sketchy references to the Maccabees later in 764 (110 1 -11 v4) and 
these refer in part to that section of Gydinga saga which is based on Historia 
scholastica, 255 Wt exact verbal correspondences are equally elusive there (cf. pp. 
156-158). Owing to the fragmentary nature of the Maccabwan material in 764 it 
is difficult to determine whether the beginning of the Alexander passage is based 
on a version (unabridged) of Gydinga saga, or directly on the Vulgate - or 
perhaps an entirely different source. In addition to echoes from Gydinga saga 
(IMcc) the Alexander passage also shows clear correspondences with the 
account given of Alexander in Veraldar saga: 
764 
Alexander hinn riki var son 
Philippi Macedo. Hans meistare 
hdt Aristoteles. Hann riktifyrst 
allra konunga I Grecia An 
nokkuru skattgjaldi. Hann drap 
Darium konung Persarum ok 
Medbrum ok er svi at kve6it i 
b6kum at hann hafi lagt undir 
sik mj6k svS allan heim me6 
herskildi. Starfa6i hann i beim 
hema6i naer xij vetrum. Hann 
lagdi ok d hJIs sir undirgefnum 
konungum ok var hann dreginn 
afpeim I kerru um borgir. Hann 
hafbi ýA vi6 or6 at heria tit 
helvftis. Ok er hann var kominn 
meo hermenn sfna f Babilon 
Veraldar saga 
Eptir Cambises helz Babilonis 
riki til ýess er Alexander in 
mikli Grikia konvngr felldi 
Darivm konvng ok eignadiz allt 
riki hans. Alexander kannadi 
alla sydrhalfo heims ok bardiz 
vi6 marga konvnga ok hafdi 
iamnan sigr. hann lagdi ok <a> 
hals konvngom 6k ok let pa 
draga kerrv vndir ser vm borgir. 
Alexander var yfirkonvngr xii. 
vetr. hann. drac eitr til bana i 
Babilon. hann let gera 
hofvdborg ýa a Egiptalandi er 
Alexandria hetir. Alexander 
skiPti riki sinv me6 xii. 
monnvm ok varo ýeir allir 
Vulgate 
Et facturn est postquam 
percussit Alexander Philippi 
Macedo quiprimus regnavit in 
Graecia egressus de terra 
Cetthim Darium regem 
Persarum et Medorum constituit 
proelia multa et ornnium 
obtinuit munitiones et interfecit 
reges terrae et pertransfit usque 
ad fines terrae et accepit spolia 
multitudinis gentium et siluit 
terra in conspectu eius (I Mcc 
1.1-3) 
254 Gydinga saga. Ed. by Kirsten Wolf. Reykjavik 1995,3. 
255 Cf. Wolf (ed. ). Gydinga saga, xcv. 
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764 
hina miklu leiddiz monnum 
hans mjok ývflikt starf. Dvi 
blondu6u ýeir drykk hans me6 
eitri. Var6 ýat hans bani. Hann 
gaf xij monnum riki sitt ok ger6i 
ýd konunga. Tholomeus hit 
konungr d Egiptalandi okpadan 
afhjt hverr sem einn Tholomeus 
66ru nafni (9v 1 -8) 
Veraldar saga Vulgate 
konvngar eptir hann. baban hefz 
Grikia riki ýar til er Rvmveria 
riki hofz. Eptir Alexander var 
Tholomevs konvngr a 
Egiptalandi ok Padan afhet 
huerr sem ein konvngr 
Tholomew odrv nafni a 
Egiptalandi sva sem fyrr meirr 
het Pharao. (40.154 1.11) 
764 thus shows correspondences with the Vulgate on the one hand and 
with Veraldar saga on the other. The Vulgate material is of a general nature and 
it is not likely that the compilers of 764 introduced a fresh translation of passages 
from 1 Mcc into a text based on Veraldar saga. The Vulgate text must rather have 
been already augmented with additional information on Alexander in the source 
the scribes were copying and that source would have been related to Veraldar 
saga. How the Alexander material these works share was introduced into Iceland 
is difficult to determine. It could have been a biblical commentary since 
information on Alexander played a relevant part in the exegesis of the Books of 
the Maccabees, 256 but it is more likely that it was already part of a chronicle. A 
parallel to the statement in 764 and Veraldar saga that Ptolemeus gave his name 
to successive kings is for instance found in Imago mundi (111.24). 
The information in AM 764 which is found neither in IMcc nor in 
Veraldar saga can for the most part be explained by reference to Alexanders 
saga, Abbot Brandr JOnsson's (d. 1264) translation of Gautier de Chatillon's 
Alexandreis. Aristotle figures prominently in the saga as Alexander's teacher 257 
and it must also seem likely that the wording 'er svd at kve6it f b6kurn at hann 
hafi lagt undir sik mj6k svd allan heim me6 herskildi' (M-3) alludes, at least in 
part, to Alexanders saga and its detailed descriptions of Alexander's conquests. 
The statement that Alexander was the first king in Greece who did not pay any 
tribute is made neither in Veraldar saga nor Gy6inga saga, but Alexanders saga 
begins with a story of how incensed Alexander became, while still a boy, when 
King Darius' men came 'scatt at heimta af Philippo konunge. Dann er hverr eptir 
256 Cf. e. g. Hrabanus Maurus' Commentarium in libros Machabaorum, PL 109,1127-113 1. On 
Alexander in medieval commentary on the Maccabees cf. George Cary, The Medieval Alexander. 
Ed. by W. A. Ross. Cambridge 1956,121-125. 
257 Cf. Alexanders saga. Islandsk oversawelse ved Brandr JJnsson. Ed. by Finnur J6nsson. 
Kobenhavn 1925,2-13. Alexander's letter to Aristotle on the wonders of India also exists in a 
later Icelandic translation and is printed as an appendix to the edition (pp. 156-166). 
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annan Serklandz konunga haf6i vanr verit iafhan a6r at taka, af Girkia 
konunge. 258 When Alexander becomes king himself he takes his army to 
challenge Darius - the reader may infer that Alexander certainly did not offer to 
pay tribute to the Persian king. 
Similarly, the words 'Hann haf5i bd vi6 or6 at heda til helvitis' (M) 
become understandable in the light of 41exanders saga. Towards the end of the 
saga it is told how Alexander, after conquering Asia, has come 'nalega ... til 
heimsenda'. There he proclaims the world to be too small for his ambition: 
Giama villda ec at gu6en reiddeiz mer eigi Pott ec mfla Pat er mer byr fscapi. 
heimr Pesse er allz of Prong. oc oflitill einom lavar6e. oc Pat er upp at kve6a er ec 
hefe ra6et fire mer. at fannan heiminn scal heria ýa er ec hefi Penna undir mec lagt 
allan. 
259 
This statement by Alexander is followed in the saga by an allegorical 
interpolation where Nature personified, dismayed at Alexander's pride, travels to 
Hell where she urges the Lord of Darkness to find a way to stop Alexander from 
conquering Paradise and possibly thereafter Hell. The Lord of Darkness agrees 
that Alexander's conquest must be forestalled, but he says he knows that another 
man will be born on Earth, 'vndarligar getinn oc vndarligar borenn en ec mega 
scilia. Desse man briota bessa ena sterkv borg, oc ey8a vart riki meb einv tre bvi 
er of mikill timi man fylgia'. 260 This is obviously a reference to the coming of 
Christ and the harrowing of Hell. The hosts of Darkness then hatch a plan to kill 
Alexander by poison and choose as their agent his vassal Antipater of whom they 
say that '[Alexander] vill enn hava hann fherfer6urn meb ser. en honom leidez sa 
starfe. bviat hann tecr at elldaz'. 261 It seems likely that the scribes of 764 found 
here the basis for their claim that Alexander was killed by his men because they 
were tired of warfare: 'leiddiz m6nnum. hans mj6k bvflfkt starf (M). 
Veraldar saga mentions Alexander's death by poisoning but does not 
state explicitly that it was due to treachery. Such information is found, on the 
other hand, in Gy6inga saga where it is mentioned not once but twice, 262 and 
goes back to the Greek Alexander romance, the so-called Pseudo-Callisthenes, 
258 Alexanders saga, 2. 259 Alexanders saga, 144 
260 Ibid., 147.1 arn grateful to David Ashurst for drawing my attention to this passage. 261 Ibid., 148. 
262 'hann var suikinn af sinum monnum' Gy6inga saga, 3; 'Enn harm var ýa suikinn med eitri af 
sinum monnum i babilon', ibid. 42. 
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which states that several of Alexander's men plotted against him with the help of 
his servant, Iullos, who administered the poison. 263 George Cary remarks in his 
book on medieval conceptions of Alexander that the idea that Alexander's 
premature death was due to 'treachery assisted by drunkenness was generally 
brought forward by writers upon kingship, concerned with the threat of 
treachery, the need for continence in all things, and the troubles that surround a 
king'. 264 That this element of the story was of interest to Icelandic chroniclers 
need not be surprising given the rich native tradition of literature on kings and 
kingship, and the attention devoted to the circumstances of Alexander's death in 
A lexanders saga. 
Alexanders saga cannot, on the other hand, be the source for the 
statement, which 764 shares with Veraldar saga, that Alexander was driven 
around in a chariot by the kings he had subjugated. The Pseudo-Callisthenes does 
not seem to contain anything similar except that it tells of how Alexander's 
grieving followers put his body upon a wagon and marched from Babylon to 
bury him in Alexandria. 265 The Pseudo-Callisthenes became the source for many 
Latin works on Alexander, of which Quintus Curtius's Historia Alexandri magni 
was the most influential. 266 Curtius describes how Alexander punishes King 
Betis of Gaza by having him shackled to a chariot drawn by horses, but there is 
no mention of Alexander as a passenger. 267 The Icelandic remark on the chariot- 
ride may have its origins in Curtius's account, but it is not clear how the story 
came to be so elaborate, painting a picture of Alexander humiliating more than 
one of his vassals by having them drawing his chariot. Opinions were certainly 
divided from the earliest times on Alexander's merits, and his pride was the 
cause for much unfavourable portrayal. 268 It may be simply that the Icelander 
originally responsible for the introduction of this information, or his source, saw 
the chariot-ride as characteristic of Alexander's pride. But it is also conceivable 
263 Leben und Taten Alexanders von Makedonien. Der griechische Alexanderroman nach der 
Handschrifit L Ed. by Helmut van Thiel. (Text zur Forschung 13. ) Darmstadt 1974,160-162. 
264 Cary, The Medieval Alexander, 104-105. 
265 lbid. 164-166. 
266 On the Greek text and its derivatives in the Middle Ages cf Cary, The Medieval Alexander, 9- 
12; 24-61; Thiel, Leben und Taten Alexanders von Makedonien. Der griechische Alexander- 
roman nach der Handschrift L (Text zur Forschung 13. ) Darmstadt 1974, xxxvi-xli. 
267 'Per talos enim. spirantis lora traiecta. sunt, religatumque ad currum traxere circa urbem equi, 
gloriante rege ... ' Quintus Curtius Rufus. Historiarum Alexandri magni Macedonis libri qui 
supersunt. Ed. by Edmund Hedicke. Leipzig 1908, IV. A. 29. 
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that this portrayal was influenced by other stories of unpopular rulers riding in a 
chariot. 269 
I Mcc provides the material for the next few lines, which relate, in a very 
cursory manner, the campaigns of the Maccabees. The 764 text is inaccurate 
here, the name of Eleazarus, one of the brothers, has for instance changed to 
Timotheus, possibly through confusion with Judas Maccabxus' adversary of the 
same name (cf. I Mcc 5.6-7). The text, perhaps predictably, corresponds in places 
with Gy6inga saga's account of these same events, but 764 is occasionally closer 
to the Vulgate Latin than the text of the saga: 
764 
Litlurn tfma sl6arr fxdduz 
Machabxi synir Mathathie 
er svd hdtu: Judas, Johann- 
es, Jonathas, Thimoteus ok 
Simon. Voru ýeir alfir hinir 
mestu hermerm en ý6 var 
Judas langt yfir a6ra at styrk. 
Er svd lesit af honum at 
hann vari risi at mikilleik en 
at grimmleik sem it 6arga 
dýr. 
Hann drap Apollonium 
hershof6ingja er striddi d 
Israelsf6lk ok t6k sver6 hans 
ok bar6iz me6 Pv! alla sina 
daga. 
Jonathas hertugi br66ir Jude 
sendiprjärpüsunndir 
hermanna til liöveizlu viö 
Demetrium konung. Fillu 1 
ýeim bardaga c Püsunda af 
beira m6tstööu mönnum. 
Var sä sigr mest kenndr 
Jonathe. (9v8-14) 
Gybinga saga 
J benna tima birtir sik ok upp riss. 
sa madr cr het Mathathias j onsson 
... Hann atti v. sonu alla agifta. Einn het Jon. ok kalladr Gaze. 
Annarr simon thasi. ýridi Was 
Machabus. Fiordi Eleazar abiron. 
Firntijonathas assus. (14.5-10) 
Hann var ogurligr vndir 
herklmdum. mikill sem risi. 
grimmligr sem leo. (20.6-7) 
Denna tima, var sa madr i samaria. 
er apollonius het. hann samnar 
lidi. ok ferr fmoti fude. ok Ttlar at 
siga hann. Enn er Judas ver6r 
bess vaR, ferr hann imot honum. 
ok verdr bar har6r bardagi. ok 
lykr sua. at Was drepr sialfr 
apollonium med sinum hondurn 
ok feck af honum Pat suerd er 
hann bar i huerri orrosto, sidan 
(20.12-21.4) 
Jonathas sendir kongi iij. kappa 
med miklum her ... ok drepa af beim bann dag c. @fisunnda) 
manna. ok frelsa kong undan 
dauda. ok fengu of fiar. ok verda 
ebrei storum agiftir af bessu. 
(84.13-85.2) 
Vulgata Mcc 
In diebus illis surrexit Mathathi-as 
filius; Ioannis ... et habebat filios 
quinque loannern qui cog- 
nominabatur Gadis et Simonem, 
qui cognominabatur Thasi: et 
ludam, qui vocabatur Machabae- 
us: et Eleazarum, qui cognomin- 
abatur Abaron: et Ionathan, qui 
cognominabatur Apphus (2.1-5) 
Et induit se loricam sicut gigas, 
Similis factus est leoni in op- 
eribus suis, Et sicut catulus leon-is 
rugiens in venatione. (3.34) 
Et congregavit Apollonius gent- 
es, et a Samaria virtutern multarn 
et magnam. ad bellandum contra 
Israel. Et cognovit ludas, et exiit 
obviarn illi: et percussit, et occidit 
illum: et ceciderunt vulnerati 
multi, et reliqui fugerunt, et 
accepit spolia eorum: et gladium 
Apollonii abstulit Iudas, et erat 
pugnans in eo omnibus diebus 
Et misit ei [Demetrii] lonathas 
tria millia virorum fortiurn 
Antiochiarn ... et occiderunt in illa die centurn millia hominurn ... et 
glorificati sunt Iudaei in 
conspectu regis, et in conspectu 
omnium qui erant in regno cius 
(11.44-51) 
The similarities between 764 and the Vulgate text and the disagreement between 
764 and Gydinga saga mean that Gy6inga saga can hardly be the source for the 
268 Cf. Cary, The Medieval Alexander, e. g. 80-95; 135-142 
269 Christopher Marlowe's Tamburlaine (Act IV. 3) provides a later example of the use of this 
theme in literature, cf. The complete works of Christopher Marlowe. 1. Ed. by Fredson Bowers. 
Cambridge 1973,200. 
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text in 764 here, at least not the only source. It is well established that Gydinga 
saga contains additions to IMcc drawn from unidentified sources and this is 
especially true of the first chapter of the saga. 270 The relationship between 764 
and Gydinga saga might therefore be explained by assuming that both drew upon 
the same or a similar source, a historical work of some sort, based (in part) on the 
Bible. Such a source has already been suggested for the passage concerning 
Veraldar saga (cf. above, p. 149). 764 contains two other passages which are 
related to Veraldar saga. The first one concerns Abraham and is added to 764 on 
slip 2bisr, the second one lists the four world monarchies and is found on f. 
9vl9-22, i. e. shortly after the passage on Alexander. These two passages 
correspond almost verbatim to the text in Veraldar saga (cf. 15.8-16.6 and 43.10- 
16), and they thus create closer parallels than the Alexander passage does where 
the Veraldar saga material seems to be only one of several elements in the 764 
text. As mentioned above, it is not likely that the 764 scribes created their own 
pastiche by translating the Vulgate afresh and augmenting it with commentary 
from vernacular sources. A more plausible explanation would be that they used a 
text which had parallels to Veraldar saga as we know it, but which contained 
other material as well. That material might possibly have been of use to the 
author of Gydinga saga. It must be stressed, however, that the whole issue 
concerning the relationship between all these texts remains highly conjectural. 
And there is more to the question of the source for 764's account of Jewish 
history, as we shall see in the next section. 
270 Wolf (ed. ), Gydinga saga, xcii-xcv. 
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5.3. Christ's genealogy and Jewish dynasties 
A red rubric in line 9v 14 reads: 'Hdr hefr wttart6lu eftir herlei6ing hinu miklu til 
gu6s sonar' and after f, 9a slip has been inserted with additional information on 
the kinship between the Virgin Mary and Joseph; they were third cousins. The 
genealogy picks up where it was last left (416) and brings it down to Christ, 
stating in the case of each man where he stands in relation to Abraham (cf. e. g. 
'Salathiel var hinn ixus ok xxu' af Abrahame' (9vl5-16)). Christ's lineage is of 
course found at the beginning of St Matthew's Gospel as well is in Luke (3.23- 
38) and the scribes could well have worked out the genealogy from Scripture, but 
they could equally well have copied it from a chronicle which listed the 
generations from Abraham to Christ. The fact that the ordinal numbers have a 
Latin form (ending in -us) could possibly be seen as evidence for the latter 
explanation. 
After the passage on the four monarchies on f, 9vl9-22 the story of the 
Jews continues with an account of the prophets. Folios 9v24-lOr42 are taken up 
by biblical material already discussed, which is organised around an account of 
significant prophets of the Jews (cf. pp. 111-113). We will now turn to f, 10v and 
an account of the origins of various states and of Jewish rulers down to the 
Incamation. 
The backbone of this account is a text which 764 has in common with 
AM 194 8vo. These two manuscripts were written at about the same time and the 
correspondences between them reveal that they share a common source. The 
beginning of the account is as follows: 
764 
N(i er sem hverfi aftr til sonar Adams 
Kains. Hann kallaz rxkr ok rekinn fyrir 
Pann glxp er hann drap Abel brMur sinn 
sem fyff segir. I)d var hann xxx. Kain f6r 
unz hann kom A Indfaland. Dar nam hann 
sta6 ok ger6i bar borg. PS kalla6i hann 
Enos. Gaf hann borginni nafn sonar sfns 
ok gaf sdr konungs nafn. Sfi var borg fyrst 
gerr i heimi. Kain er sagt at fyrst t6k fyrir 
ofr&is sakar ok annan veg at rongu bat er 
a6rir dttu. At honum ndmu margir beir er 
annarra, eigu t6ku ok hurfu af bvi honurn 
til handa ok ger8u af bvf borg me6 
honum. 
Lamek drap Kain. Synir Lameks <voru> 
194 
Abel son Adams var xxx, Pa er Kain brodir hans va 
hann, ýat var nwr Pi, er nu stendr borg su, er Damascus 
heitir, Pat hefir vig verith fyrst i heimi. Kain Adams son 
var rekinnfra ddrum monnum eptir vig Abels brodur 
sins, sem gud baud, okfor hann Par til er hann kom aa 
Indialand, Par nam hann stad. ok gerdiPar borg ok gaf 
henne nafn sonar sins ok kalladi hana Enos, su var borg 
gerfyrst 1 heimi. Kain gafser konungs nafn ok girntiz 
fyrstr Ora manna til ýessa heims metorda. Kain tok 
fyrstr allra mannafyrir ofrikis sakir at raungu Pat, er 
adrir menn attu, ok ýottiz hann af ýi *** ath gera, ath 
hann mitti ohreddr um sik kvera. Ath honum namu 
margirpeir, er annara eign toko, ok hurfufyrirpi 9-24) honum til handa ok gerdu borg med honum. (Al 146 
Hans son het Lamech... hann var ban! Kainsfrenda 
sins. Iohel hit hans son, hann fann fyrstr manna tialld- 
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764 
loel, lubal ok Tubal. 
Dat er sagt at Peir skrifuöu lpr6ttir sinar ä 
marmara steinum ok ä elltum leiri Peim er 
eld mxtti standaz. JEtluöu Peir at 
marmarinn skyldi kenna fpr6ttimar ef af 
saevargangi faeriz mestr hluti mannkindar 
en ef eldr eyddi skyldi nema af leirinum 
lengr, hann mietti eldinn standaz en eigi 
marmarinn. Dau systkin föruz 1 Nöa f165i. 
(IOVI-10) 
194 
buda gerd. Annar son hans het IubjI, sa fann 
musica[n] idrott. Hinn Pridi son hans het TubaL hann 
farm at smida iam ok [eir? ] Systir ýeira het Noema, hon 
fann ath gera vefi. Pat er sagt, ath Peir brJdr 
fskrifq]d; u* idrottir sinar aa marmara steinum ok 
ellteknu leiripi, er elld matt! standaz, ok 411[u]d[u], at 
marmarin skylldi kenna monnum idrottirnar,, beim er 
sidar voro i heiminum, efafsiofar gangi eda vat[nja 
fdriz mestr h1uti manna, sern fyri var spad, enn ef elldr 
eyddi heims bygdinni, ýa skylldi nema afleirinu, Pviat 
leirrinn matti standaz elldin enn eigi vatnit, en 
marmarinn stodz vatnit en eigi e[II]dinn. Pau syskin 
foruzt dII 1 Noaflodi. (Af 1,47 14-30) 
* Mund suggests 'reyndu' here but 'skrifudu' seems 
more plausible. 
This information belongs to the first age. The use of the phrase 'sem fyrr segir' 
indicates that the scribe is well aware that he/she is repeating information offered 
earlier in the manuscript. He/she shows some attempt at curbing the text to avoid 
excessive repetition, the information about the trades Ioel, Iubal and Tubal 
introduced is omitted and their sister Noema is for instance left out altogether, 
which makes the sentence 'Dau systkin f6ruz f N6a fl66i' a non sequitur. In 
addition the scribe shows the abridging tendency which is evident almost 
throughout the manuscript. He/she shortens the text wherever possible, skips a 
word or two, and so contracts sentences, or omits whole sentences if doing so 
does not disrupt the sequence of rulers. 
764 traces the rulers of the Jews initially down to the time when the 
rojanwar is saidto have t enp ace. When it comes to the era of thejudges the 
two manuscripts diverge. 194 does not name all the judges; it refers to Samson 
and mentions that Samuel was War eptir domendur 271 , but then goes on to 
name the main protagonists of the Trojan war. 764 on the other hand follows the 
sequence of rulers down to Akialon, giving the reign of each in years and 
touching upon the war between the tribes of Israel, and then goes on to tell of the 
ro an wars (cf, p. 159). The two manuscripts come together again with David, 
Solomon and Rehoboam (I Ir 16-17) who in 194 belong to the fourth age of the 
world since that manuscript adheres to the more conventional Isidorian scheme 
of aetates mundi (cf. above p. 66). The manuscripts are then in some sort of 
agreement until the end of the fourth age according to the scheme followed in 
194. At that point 764 continues with a list of the kings of Israel until the 
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Babylonian captivity and then onwards to the time of Herod, whereas 194 moves 
to the Babylonian, Persian and Egyptian kings, ending with the Romans. 272 
The skeleton for the account of various reigns is found already in 
Isidore's Etymologies (V. xxxix), but there is additional information in the 
Icelandic text of a kind which makes Honorius Augustodunensis' Imago mundi a 
closer parallel. Both 194 and 764 for instance list the prophets who lived during 
the reign of Ozias. 273 Their names are found neither in Isidore nor in Bede's 
Chronica maiora but Honorius includes them (IM 111.17). 274 Material of this sort 
was of course ubiquitous in chronological and historical works of the Middle 
Ages but since Imago mundi was well known in Iceland (cf. pp. 82-83) and is 
mentioned moreover on f. 3r4 of 764 it is highly likely that that work was indeed 
the main source of these regnal lists in the two manuscripts. The fact that they 
diverge may even provide an additional argument in favour of Imago mundi as a 
source. Imago mundi divides its account of the reigns up into sections, not only 
according to aetates but with subdivisions in which an attempt is made to treat 
the various dynasties separately within each age. This sets Imago mundi apart 
from the accounts of Isidore and Bede. If the scribes of 194 and 764 were using 
an Icelandic translation of the Imago mundi, it becomes more readily 
understandable that they should go off in two different directions, as it were, in 
the fifth age. They choose the information which suits their purpose. The scribe 
of 194 was writing a shorter work and wanted at this point to cover other reigns 
as well as the Jewish dynasty. The scribes of 764 were concerned with tracing 
the rulers of the Jews down to the time of Christ, before turning to tales of the 
British and the Romans. 
Before continuing the discussion of the relationship between 194 and 764 
it is necessary to turn to a part of the regnal list in 764 which cannot be traced to 
Imago mundi. The treatment in 764 of the history of the Jews after the exile, i. e. 
llr3l-llv4, has a slightly different character from that of the preceding list. 
Starting with Judas Maccabacus, the scribe stops giving the years of each reign 
but at the same time the information on each king (or leader) is not quite as brief 
271 Af 1,50. 
272 Af 1,52-53. 
273 CE 764: 11 rl 9-20 and Af 1,51.24-25. 
274 One could also mention the information included in 764 on the Jewish civil war (1001-34) 
which is paralleled in IM 111.7, but not mentioned by Isidore or Bede. 
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as before. Imago mundi offers no parallels here and Veraldar saga says that 
'[s]iban sonarsynir Mathathie avndvduz ba hofdv Gydingar ba eina hofdingia er 
fat er i bokvm fra sagt'. 275 The history of these rulers, from Mathatias to Herod is 
on the other hand covered in parts MI of Gy6inga saga, chs. 3-30. The text in 
764 is so brief that comparison with the text of Gy6inga saga hardly sheds any 
light on the relationship between the two. One can take 764's description of 
Herod's reign (I I v2-4) as an example: 
Hann var hinn versti konung. Hann brenndi Gy6inga bmkr til Pess at ey6a svi 
logum gu6s. Hann Idt drepa ij. sonu sina ok konu sina ok A hans d6gum var gu6 
borinn. 
Gy6inga saga says of Herod's book-buming: 'Herodes let ok brenna allt 
&ttar tal gydinga at wigi syniz hans wtt sufuirdlig hia beim. 276 The two texts are 
dissimilar in wording but the information they have in common is significant 
since it is not found in Historia scholastica, the main source for Part Il of 
Gy6inga saga. 277 The sketch in 764 thus seems to be based on information 
extracted from a composite account of the history of the Jews. The textual 
evidence does not offer proofs for the assumption that that account was Gy6inga 
saga as we know it. It has already been suggested that the scribes of 764 and the 
author of Gydinga saga may have made use of the same source. But because of 
the cursory nature of the text in 764 it cannot be ruled out that the 764 scribes 
used a version of Gy6inga saga to supplement their main source, the source 764 
probably shares with Veraldar saga and 194, which in all likelihood contained 
no information about the Jewish rulers after Mathatias' grandsons. 
As was discussed in chapter 11.2,194 and 764 also share material on 
Paradise and the Phoenix. It is most natural to suppose that that text came from 
the same source as the regnal lists. That source is likely to have been an Icelandic 
account of the aetates mundi, based on Imago mundi, but augmented with 
additional material. To avoid having to postulate more than one source of that 
kind for 764 it is simplest to suppose that a single source lies behind 194,764 
and Veraldar saga. That supposition seems to be strengthened by the fact that 
194 and Veraldar saga begin with an identical paragraph on Moses as the first 
275 Veraldar saga, 32.1844.1 
276 Gy6inga saga, 148.8-9 
277 cf. Wolf (ed. ), Gy6inga saga, xcvi. 
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recorder of history: 'Moyses het guds vinr fordurn i Gydinga landi, sa er fyrstr 
hof ba [brifnadar] syslo ath rita helgar bfkr um guds stormerki' etC. 278 
In his article on several seventeenth-century computistical manuscripts 
written by Bj6m J6nsson at Skar6sd, Steffin Karlsson discusses the biblical 
genealogies in Veraldar saga, 194 and 764. He points out, that judging by 
language and vocabulary, the text in 194, which Steffin refers to as Heimsaldrar, 
seems to be considerably older than the manuscript. 279 Steffin thinks that 
Heimsaldrar might have been written in the first half of the twelfth century and 
that Ari Dorgilsson could have been responsible for the work. 280 While Ari's 
authorship must remain doubtfid, the texts we have in 194 and in 764 may well 
have their origins in the twelfth century although the evidence is of course not 
conclusive. The question of the antecedents of 764 will be re-examined in 
chapter 111.2.1. 
278 Veraldar saga, 3.1-3, cf Af 1,3,1-3. 279 Stefdn Karlsson. TrMleiksgeinar frd t6lftu 61d', 334. 
210 Ibid., 347-349. 
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5.4. Troy and Breta'sbovr 
The passage on the Trojan war is extremely short, only 12 lines. It is introduced 
by scribe G on f1 Ov3 7 where he/she writes 'I bann tima var seti6 urn Troeam af 
Grikk . um'. Scribe G continues on f. II r2 and writes a few lines which J 
correspond closely to a text in Hauksb6k: 
764 
Dar fdllu af Grikkja li6i sjo bfisundir hins Atta 
tigar hins; nfunda. hundra6s, en af Troea li6i 
fdllu sex ýýsundir hins nfunda tigar hins 
sj6unda hundra6s. Fyrir Grikkja li6i rM mest 
Agamerion ok Menalaus, en fifir Troeo IN rM 
Prfamus ok synir hans Ector ok Alexander. 
Hann hatbi tekit brott Helenu konu Menalai. 
(I I r2-6) 
Hauksb6k 
Par fellu af Girkia li6i. vij. Pushundra6 hins 
atta tigar hins niunda, hundra8s. En af Troea 
manna li6i vi. Pushundra6 hins niunda tigar 
hins vij. hundra6s. firir G irkia li6i re8 mest 
Agamenon. oc Menelaus konungr. En fifir 
Troea li6i re6 Priamus oc synir hans Ector oc 
Alexander. hann hafbe tekit Eleno a brott kono 
Menelaus konungs. (1554-9) 
The numbers of the casualties on each side correspond exactly in these two texts 
but differ from the numbers given in Tr6jumanna saga, 281 so this information 
can hardly be derived directly from the saga. The numbers in 764 and Hauksb6k 
are identical, on the other hand, with those found in Imago mund! (111.7). It is 
not likely that scribe G copied Hauksb6k itself since there is no evidence that 
Hauksb6k was used as a source elsewhere in 764 despite the fact that both 
manuscripts contain versions of the same stories (e. g. Daniel, cf. p. 118). The 
above passage in Hauksb6k is incorporated in a description of the world, 
augmenting the information on Troy. As Peter Springborg has shown, Imago 
mundi was among the sources for that world description, 282 so it is reasonable to 
assume that the passage on the Trojan wars found its way into 764 as well as 
into Hauksb6k from an Icelandic translation of Imago mundi. 
It seems that scribe G was content with a mere reference to the Trojan 
war and did not intend to include a lengthy passage on the subject. But here a 
fellow scribe, E, stepped in, for lines I Ov38-1 I r2 are written in a different hand 
and tell of the origins of the war: 
en efni ok tilganga bessa st6ra strf6s er ýeir hofZ5u sin f milli var ýessi at systir 
Priami konungs haf8i verit hertekin af Grikkjum ok ýOan af villdu beir brac& 
hefna ýeirar svivirbu. T6k Alexander Helenam. h(isfrd Menelai er allra kvenna 
281 CC Tr6jumanna saga. Ed. by Jonna Louis-Jensen. (EdAm A8. ) Copenhagen 1963,214. 
282 Peter Springborg, 'Weltbild mit Lowe', 191-193. 
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hefir verit frftz ok flutti f Frigia land. B6r6uz beir eigi um meira efni mOrg ir At 
ok fengu mannatj& mikit. Les h6r nxst bla6it er skrifat er af Troeo borg. 
Whether E was asked to produce a few lines to complement the sketchy account 
provided by G, or whether he/she decided to revise what G had written, it is 
evident that E wanted to give readers a fuller picture and thus referred them to a 
separate folio which presumably contained a more detailed account of the events 
in Troy. The folio which is referred to is now lost and we do not even know 
whether it ever became a part of 764 but it would in all likelihood have contained 
a text from Tr6jumanna saga. That work is an Icelandic version of Darius 
Phrygius' De excidio Troiae augmented with material from other sources, 
including Rias Latina, Vergil's Aeneld and Ovid's Heroldes and Metamorphoses. 
It is preserved in two main redactions, (x, which is based predominantly on the 
Darius Phrygius text and believed to be close to the original translation of it, and 
P, into which a lot of material from flias Latina is incorporated as well as 
material from Vergil, Ovid and Theodulus. 283 It is the P-redaction which is found 
in 573, where it is followed by Breta sogur. It is worth noting in this context that 
hand G in 764 seems to be the same hand that wrote the first part of Breta sogur 
284 (ff. 24-45v) in 573. (573 and 764 are linked in other ways as will be discussed 
below in relation to Breta s6gur. ) A shortened version of P is found in Hauksb6k 
where the beginning of Breta s6gur is separated by only two folios from the end 
of Tr6jumanna saga. 
A similar progression occurs in 764 where the short passage on the 
Trojan war leads immediately into Breta s6gur through Eneas who fled to Rome: 
Margir flý6u brott eftir Pat at borgin [i. e. Troy] var6 unnin. Einn af Peim var 
Eneas. Hann kom til italfa lands ok var6 Par konung. Hann drap elding til bana. 
Hann drap Or Turnum. Eneas gat Pann son er Askanius Mt. Hans son var Silvius, 
hans son Brutus. Hann byg6i fyrstr Pat land er PA var kalla6 Alkrion. bar reisti 
hann mikla borg er hann kalla6i hinu, riýju Troeam. DS var skipt um n6fn vi6 hann 
ok kalla6r Britto en landit Brittania ok Pa6an ero Bretar komnir. (I I r6-1 1) 
Breta sogur is an Icelandic translation of Geoffrey of Monmouth's Historia 
regum Britanniae with some additions from other sources. It is dated to the 
thirteenth century and preserved whole, or relatively whole, in two manuscripts 
283 Jonna Louis-Jensen (ed. ). Tr6jumanna saga. The Dares Phrygius Version. (EdArn A9. ) 
Copenhagen 1981, xi-xix. 
284 In addition to Tr6jumanna saga 0 and Breta sbgur (the longer version) the manuscript 
contains the beginning of Valvens P6ttr. 
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only, Hauksb6k and the defective AM 573 4to. 285 As mentioned above, Breta 
sogur are preceded by Trojumanna saga in both manuscripts. The history of 
Troy was very popular in medieval Europe not least, as Stefanie WUrth points 
out, because of the tradition of tracing royal dynasties to the Trojans. 286 That this 
was also practised in Iceland is evidenced by the prologue to Snorra Edda, 287 and 
the transmission of Breta s6gur can be seen as a manifestation of the same 
tendency, where the foundation of the British dynasty is linked to the aftermath 
of the Trojan wars. 
The text in 764 is clearly closely related to that in 573, which represents 
the longer version of Breta sogur, while Hauksbok has a somewhat condensed 
text. Stefanie Wflfth has pointed out that 764 and 573 share the error of writing 
'Alkrion' in the passage quoted above, where Hauksb6k has (more correctly) 
'Albi6'. There are many other instances where 764 and 573 correspond closely 
but Hauksb6k has a slightly different wording, and WUrth argues in her study 
that the affinity between 764 and 573 is so great that the former might be a direct 
copy of the latter. 288 The fact that the same scribe (G) had a hand in copying the 
text in both manuscripts renders that proposition even more plausible. It is 
eminently likely that the two manuscripts were produced in the same scriptorium, 
and they could either have been copied from the same manuscript which 
contained the 'Alkrion' error, or 573 could have been used as the direct source 
for 764, as Wilrth suggests. 
764 does not contain a text corresponding to the entire Breta s6gur. On ff. 
II v5- I 2v41 it traces the lineage of British rulers from Brutus to Kambellinus in 
whose time Christ was said to have been born. Sections on some later rulers are 
found on f, 38r but all the material at the beginning of Breta sogur, which 
describes events in Italy based on the Aeneid, is omitted. The text in 764 begins 
with material taken from ch. 6, which is where Geoffrey's Historia becomes the 
source for the Icelandic text. 
Most of the British kings are treated only in the briefest fashion in 764 
although longer anecdotes are occasionally included, e. g. Korienus' fight with 
2'5 Breta s6gur have not been adequately edited. J6n Sigur6sson printed the Hauksb6k text with 
variants from AM 573 4to in Annaler for Nordisk Oldkyndighed og Historie 1848,103-215; 
1849,1-145. Unger's edition of Hauksb6k (Christiania 1892-96) has no variant apparatus. 286 Wtirth, Der Antikenroman, 3 8. 
287 Snorri Sturluson. Edda. Prologue and Gytfaginning, 4-5. 
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the giant Gogmagog, Menpricius' death by wolves and Bladud's failed attempt at 
flying. The text of Breta s6gur in 764 thus shows the same characteristics as are 
evident in some of the material taken from SyOrn: more substantial passages are 
linked together by 'bridges' which often do no more than link characters together 
in a chronological order. The abridgement is on the whole quite drastic. The 
main emphasis seems to be on tracing the genealogy through the line of kings, 
and references to Jewish history contained in Geoffrey's text are on the whole 
retained. Minor characters are usually omitted, e. g. younger brothers who do not 
ascend to the throne, and only the sketchiest account is given of the achievements 
of the monarchs - the scribes record cities which are founded but not always 
their exact location. As an example of all this one could take the following 
passage on Ebracus (Ebrutus), Brutus the younger and his son Leil: 
764 Breta s6gur (AM 573 4to) 
bd t6k rfki Ebrutus son tdk Ebrutus son hans r1ki eftir harm ok hafZ5iz brdtt miki6 at. T6k fyrst at 
hans. Hann reisti bd borg skipa r1ki sitt 2ettbornum einurn m6nnum en er hann haf6i rfki sitt skipa8 
er hann kalla8i af sfnu eftir vi1ja, bd minntiz hann hversu frxndr hans hofZ5u herja6 i Gallia, ok 
nafni Ebracam. Sd borg Idti6 bar sina frmndr ok Astmenn en komiz nau6ugliga I brott. 136ttiz hann 
heitir nfi Jork. Par er nii bess skylldr at hefna. F6r hann bd me6 her sinn f Galliam ok Atti bar 
erkist6ll. Hann Idt gera margar orrostur, vann borgir, braut kastala en felldi 11J61da rikissmanna. 
vfgi bat d Skotlandi er Hann t6k miki6 herfang i gulli ok silfri ok kom aftr til Bretlands me6 
Meya kastali var kalla6r. Agxtum sigri ok 6grynni JjjAr. En er hann kom aftr bA vildi hann enn 
Ebrutus dtti xx konur ok nokkub a6 hafaz bat er hans nafni maetti lengi uppi vera. Lit hann Pd borg 
me6 xx sonu ok xx dxtr. gera ok kalla afnafni s1nu Ebrucam. S4 borg heitir n4 Jork Par er n4 
Bratus hdt einn son erkist6ll ok annar ndliga dgxtaztr sta6r A Englandi. Hann Idt reisa a6rar 
Ebruti. Hann t6k rfki eft borgir margar, st6rar ok sterkar ok hann lit gera vigipal J Skotlandi er 
fflursinnanda6anolcr6b MeyakastaUerkalla6r. Ebrutusdttixxkonurokxxsonuokxxdatr. Dessir 
xij vetr ok er engi saga frd eru nefndir synir hans: Brutus [followed by II names] en eigi cru a6rir 
honum, en brx6r hans neffidir. I)essar eru dxtr hans nefndar: [10 names ending with] Galaek, 
unnu Saxland undir sik ok hon var allra meya fegurst, beirra er d Bretlandi voru ok bczt at sdr gerr. 
rd6u bar fyrir sl6an. Son Ebrutus sendi dxtr sfnar allar su6r um fall i italfa riki til Silvium. fflur 
Bruti t6k riki eftir er hdt Albani er bd hafbi bar rfki. Ba3 hann Silvium. sjA bar fyrir beirra kosti bat 
Leil. Hann Idt gera borg er sýna Pa! tti til framkvacmdar er baer giftuz innanlands. Silvius gifti bxr 
ok kalla6i af nafiii sfnu allar r1kum m6nnum af Tr6ju xtt. I)xr hof6u st6rar eignir ok miki6 vald. 
Kierleil. Dann tfma W Ebrutus sendi sonu sina til Saxlands at vinna bar ok setti Assarikurn 
Solomon hinn spaki hertuga yfir ok forsjdmann, =6 falltingi Silvij Albani g6tupeir unni6 
J6rsala landi. undir sik allt Sax1and ok ridu Parfyrir, leitubu sdr Pa6an annarra 
(I I v3 9-12r4) landkosta. Brutus var heima me6 Wr sfnurn me6an beir lilbu Wir. 
Ebrutus d6 bd er hann var mjog vi6 alldr ok hann haf5i riki haft einum 
vetri mi6r en xxx. Brutus Idt vel b6a gr6ft hans at forrium. si6. Uk hannpd 
rdd ok riki eftirfbdur sinn ok rid xii vetr ok er engi saga einkanligafrd 
honum gf6r. Son hans t6k r1ki eftir hann er hdt Led. Hann I& gera nAliga d 
nor6anver6ri Brittannia svA sern bA var kalla6 borg ok kalladi afnafni 
sinu Kierled. ijbann tima rid Solomon hinn spakifyrir J6rsalalandi, ok PS 
var reist af grundvelli templum. domini, bat musteri er fyrst var gert f 
heiminum. almdttkum gu6i til lofs ok clýr6ar, ok bd korn in spaka drotming 
af austrveg A fund Solomonis at heyra ok skynja hans speki frd annarra 
manna. (3lv6-32rl) 
289 WUrth, Der Antikenroman, ISO. 
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The passage shows well how heavily the scribe has abridged the text. Only the 
barest outlines of the story are preserved: the narnes of kings and places and the 
chronological link to the Jewish dynasty (Solomon). 
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5.5. R6mverj a saga 
R6mverja saga is an Icelandic version of Sallust's Bellum Iugurthinum and 
Catilinae coniuratio and Lucan's Pharsalia with additional material drawn from 
other Latin sources. It is preserved in two redactions, an older and now imperfect 
version represented by the manuscript AM 595 a-b 4to (c. 1325-1350) and a 
younger abridged version found in the Sy6rn manuscript AM 226 fol. and copies 
thereof, as well as in a sixteenth-century manuscript, Perg. 4to nr 24 in the Royal 
Library, Stockholm. 289 I)orbj6rg Helgad6ttir has provided a convenient synopsis 
of the make up of R6mverja saga: 290 
1. A translation of the Jugurtha, though with omission of Sallust's introduction, chs 1,1 - 
4,9. 
2. A bridging passage, giving a brief account of Jugurtha's death, followed by a longer 
section on Marius and Sulla and the war between them, ending with a brief 
enumeration of the outstanding men of the next generation, Pompey, Caesar, Crassus 
and Cato. 
3. A translation of the Catiline, again with omission of Sallust's introduction, chs 1,1- 
4,5, and also of his long lament over Rome's moral decline, chs 5,9-13,5. 
4. A prelude to the Pharsalia, on the forms of Roman government from the foundation 
of the city down to the struggle between Pompey and Caesar, in effect a very 
summary account of Roman history within those limits. 
5. An abridged prose translation of Lucan's Pharsalia. 
6. A conclusion to the Pharsalia on the aftermath of the battle, Caesar's death, 
Octavian's victories over Mark Antony, Octavian's reign as Augustus, and finally the 
birth of Christ. 
The text in AM 764 corresponds to parts 4 and 6 of this synopsis and does not, 
therefore, represent anything of the Sallust or Lucan translations. In all likelihood 
the material in these passages ultimately came from a so-called accessus ad 
Lucanum, an introductory guide to Lucan's Pharsalla. Such a work 'would 
typically include a section called summa historlae, a basic sketch of Roman 
history intended to give a student the background he needed to understand the 
events described in the Pharsalia'. 291 The accessus which the Icelanders used 
must, in borbj6rg Helgad6ttir's view, have contained a summa which started with 
the foundation of Rome and extended as far as Octavian's reign. 
289 Jakob Benediktsson (ed. ). Catilina and Jugurtha by Sallust and Pharsalia by Lucan in Old 
Norse: R6mverja saga. AM 595a-b 4to. (EIMF XIII. ) Copenhagen 19 80,7. I)orbjorg Helgad6ttir. 
'On the sources and composition of R6mverja saga. ' Saga-Book XXIV (1996), 203. The only full 
edition of the saga is still Rudolf Meissner's R6mveriasaga. Palaestra 83. Berlin 19 10. 
290 Dorb org Helgad6ttir, 'On the sources', 203-204. j 
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In his facsimile edition of AM 595 Jakob Benediktsson drew attention to 
the text in 764 and the fact that it had significance for the textual transmission of 
R6mverja saga and for the relationship between the saga and Veraldar saga. 
Jakob showed that the text of 764 was very close to that of 595 where the two 
could be compared, so much so that they might even be sister manuscripts. On 
the question of Veraldar saga's relation to R6mverja saga he came to the 
conclusion that the author of the latter had used Veraldar saga as a source. 292 In 
that case the correspondences between Veraldar saga and 764 can be explained 
by pointing to Romverja saga as the intermediary. 
Dietrich Hofmann re-examined the issue a few years later, collating most 
of the instances where Veraldar saga agrees with Rdmverja saga and 764, and 
came to the opposite conclusion regarding the relationship between these texts. 
He proposed R6mverja saga as the source not only for 764 but for Veraldar saga 
as well. 293 
Finally I)orbj6rg Helgad6ttir advanced a third theory, one which takes 
into account the different purposes these three works served and the different 
aims of their editors. She suggests that a translation of an accessus ad Lucanum 
with a summa historiae was made in Iceland before Veraldar saga was 
composed, i. e. in the twelfth century, and that this translation was used 
independently by the author of Veraldar saga and the compiler of Romverja 
saga, who both modified the text to suit their different purposes. The same 
translation was then used, later, to provide the necessary material on the history 
of Rome in AM 764, where the scribes characteristically abridged the text by 
omitting some sentences and paragraphs but otherwise left the text more or less 
intact. 294 To support her theory Dorbj6rg produces evidence to show that 
Veraldar saga and 764 made independent use of the summa, i. e. independent of 
Romverja saga. 295 This seems most convincing in the case of Veraldar saga. It is 
more difficult to determine whether the 764 scribes were working directly from a 
291 Ibid., 210. CE Dietrich Hofinann. 'Accessus ad Lucanum: Zur Neubestimmung des 
VerhtLItnisses zwischen R6mveria saga und Veraldar saga. ' Sagnaskemmtun. Studies in Honour 
otHermann Ptilsson. Ed. by Rudolf Simek et al. Wien 1986,136. 
22 Jakob Benediktsson (ed. ), Catilina and Jugurtha, 19,2 1. 
293 Hofmann, 'Accessus ad Lucanum', 129-149. 
294 Dorbjorg Helgad6ttir, 'On the sources', 211. 
295 Ibid., 212. Dorbj6rg kindly lent me a chapter of her thesis on R6mverja saga (R6mverja saga 
- Kildestudier; under preparation) where she has collated all the relevant passages in R6mverja 
saga, 764 and Veraldar saga against the Latin sources. 
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translation of an accessus or whether their exemplar was a manuscript of 
Romverja saga. The difficulty is caused by the abridged nature of the text in 764 
and also by the defective state of AM 595 which excludes extensive collation. 
As revealed above, 764 contains correspondences with Veraldar saga 
outside the material which is traditionally associated with Rdmverja saga. These 
are a passage on Abraham, some phrases in a passage on Alexander and a brief 
statement about the greatest kingdoms of the world. Given the verbal similarities 
between 764 and Veraldar saga, especially in the passage on Abraham, it is 
perhaps strange that 764 does not appear to have more material in common with 
Veraldar saga, despite the fact that the two works inevitably cover much of the 
same ground. If the scribes of 764 had a copy of Veraldar saga to hand one 
would have expected them to make more use of it. It is therefore tempting to 
explain these correspondences by supposing the information the two works share 
was introduced into 764 not from Veraldar saga itself but from another source, 
which could then have been a common source for both works. If we follow 
Hofman, in supposing that R6mverja saga was the source for both 764 and 
Veraldar saga it would then seem natural to assume that R6mverja saga 
originally included information on Alexander and Ptolemy and the four 
kingdoms and even on Abraham. The beginning of the saga is lost in the older 
version and the younger version may not reflect the original beginning accurately 
since Romverja saga is there incorporated into a compilation which includes 
Gydinga saga and Alexanders saga as well, thus perhaps rendering sketchy 
information on the pre-Roman kingdoms redundant. It does not however seem 
likely that Rdmverja saga was ever that grand in scope. It is also important to 
note that the correspondences between 764 and Veraldar saga in the material on 
the Roman rulers are much vaguer than in the other instances. There are no exact 
verbal correspondences of the kind the passage on Abraham offers. It therefore 
seems safer to explain the relationship between Veraldar saga and 764 by 
supposing the scribes of the latter made use of two sources. One of them supplied 
material for the passages closely related to Veraldar saga, and was possibly the 
source for 194 8vo as well. The second source must then have been a work 
devoted to the history of the Roman rulers, either Romverja saga itself, as 
suggested by both Jakob Benediktsson and Hofmann, or a summa of the kind 
Dorbj6rg Helgad6ttir postulates. 
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5.6. Concluding remarks 
At the end of the Romverja saga material the scribes have managed to bring the 
diverse strands of history down to the Incarnation and from there onwards the 
perspective is firmly Christian. What the material included in the fifth age shows, 
is that the scribes were fully aware of the historiographic tradition of universal 
histories. Works of that kind had been put together earlier in Iceland and it may 
be expected that Isidore's Etymologiae with its sketchy account of the aetates 
mundi and chronographical works such as Bede's De temporum ratione, which 
included a chronicle with references to secular rulers, had long been known and 
used in the country. 
The sources the 764-scribes used seem to be numerous and the 
relationship between 764 and some of the other works mentioned in this chapter 
is far from clear although it seems that Honorius' Imago mundi looms large in 
the background. It is on the whole unlikely that the scribes responsible for 764 
relied directly on Latin sources - all their material seems to come from 
indigenous sources which in turn made use of Latin works. It seems the scribes 
used Breta s6gur, a work dealing with Roman history, another covering the 
history of the Jews, and some source for universal history which included 
material from Imago mundi. This last source probably also provided material for 
Veraldar saga and AM 194 8vo, two Icelandic works which, like 764, attempt a 
sketch of universal history. What emerges from the comparison of these three 
works is that in each case the scribes modify their sources to suit their purpose; 
they do not copy their material slavishly but omit, augment or rearrange it 
according to their needs. Since the aim of the 764-scribes seems to be not simply 
to produce a handbook with basic facts but a rather fuller account of world 
history, they collect chapters and stories from translated works where the history 
of certain peoples is treated more fully. They do not, however, shirk from 
drastically modifying these texts. In her study Stefanie Wilfth discusses the 
significant role encyclopedic works play in the transmission of the pseudo- 
historical works in Iceland and stresses how the emphasis there is firmly on 
brevitas. 296 764 is a good example of this transmission since it does contain 
2% WOrth, Der Antikenroman, 182. 
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sizeable chunks from the pseudo-historical works but significantly reworked. The 
scribes only include what will fit into their chronological frame and they 
furthermore shorten all the texts they include, some of them quite severely as the 
example from Breta sogur shows. So despite digressing, as it were, into longer 
narratives about kings and rulers, the 764-scribes clearly aim for brevity and they 
always keep one eye on the chronology, with the result that their account of the 
history until the time of Christ stands somewhere between Veraldar saga and the 
'heimsaldrar' in AM 194 8vo on the one hand, and the firmly narrative-oriented 
compilation which makes up AM 226 fol. on the other. 
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6. Aetas VI: Anni Domini 
6.1. Vita Christi: The New Testament and Apocryph 
The account of the life, passion and resurrection of Jesus Christ, which takes up 
ff. 14r27-16rl 1, is constructed in a manner not unlike the passage on the 
hexadmeron. The Bible, this time the Gospels, provides the frame of the narrative 
the basic facts as it were - but these are then expanded with apocryphal 
anecdotes and other information which the scribes deemed relevant. The most 
substantial of these are passages which come originally from the Gospel of 
Pseudo-Matthew (De infantia salvatoris) and two miracles of St Martha. 
6.1.1. The Gospels 
The references to the Gospels are scattered and brieL They tell of the 
annunciation, Jesus' birth and childhood, his baptism and the temptation in the 
wilderness; some of his miracles are recounted and finally the passion. An 
overview of this material is given in Table 2 (p. 173). This material is not taken 
from any one of the Gospels; there are passages from or references to all four of 
them. In general the references are not direct translations of the Vulgate but 
variously paraphrased. It is noteworthy that none of the parables is included. This 
is in keeping with the tendency seen throughout the chronicle to put the main 
emphasis on events and to avoid speeches and allegories. 
The fact that all four Gospels are represented in the text might be taken as 
an indication that the scribes made use of a Gospel harmony, rather than a full set 
of all the Gospels. Furthermore, the story about Jesus in the temple at the age of 
twelve (Lc 2.42-5 1) is incorrectly attributed to St Matthew (I 5r9-1 0), which 
indicates that it was not derived directly from a text of Luke. The composition of 
Gospel harmonies began already in the first century AD and continued until well 
after the Reformation. The most influential of these harmonies was doubtless the 
Diatessaron attributed to Tatian, compiled in Syriac in the mid-second century 
and based on the four canonical gospels as well as some extra-canonical 
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material. 297 The aim of the Diatessaron and other Gospel harmonies seems to 
have been above all to produce a comprehensive treatment of the life of Christ, 
with the result that 
dans les parties communes, un texte, plus explicite ou plus satisfaisant au point de 
vue du compilateur, dtait choisi de prdfdrence aux trois autres, qui dtaient, par la 
m6me, simplement dliminds. Quant aux parties propres A chaque dvangdliste, elles 
dtaient rapprochdes et rdunis de fagon A former un rdcit unique et continu. 
298 
The Diatessaron was widely disseminated and translated into numerous 
languages. The oldest manuscript of a Gospel harmony in Latin is the Codex 
Fuldensis, a sixth-century manuscript copied at the order of bishop Victor of 
Capua from an exemplum now lost. Codex Fuldensis, however, does not 
represent the most original Diatessaron text in Latin since it is 'vulgatised', i. e. 
its readings have been adjusted to the Vulgate text of the Gospels. The 
manuscript evidence shows that another unvulgatised Diatessaron must have 
existed, and that that text predates the Codex Fuldensis. 299 The Latin Diatessaron 
became one of the sources for the Old Saxon poem Heliand, composed in the 
first half of the ninth century, 300 and it also gave rise to numerous vernacular 
gospel harmonies. Of these the Middle Dutch examples have received the fullest 
attention from scholars, most notably the Lfte Harmony which was compiled in 
the late thirteenth century. 301 
It has been suggested that an Old Norse version of the Diatessaron 
existed, and that readings in Old Norse homilies can be traced to such a source. 
Andrea van Arkel-De Leeuw van Weenen and Gilles Quispel published a 
preliminary note to that effect in 1978. One of the examples they cited is a 
variant of Mt 2.16: 'ba seNde hann meN i bebleem. oc Idt drepa alla tvw. vetra. 
sveina oc yngre'. 302 Arkel-De Leeuw van Weenen and Quispel pointed out that 
the Vulgate here reads occidit omnes pueros, but numerous Western witnesses of 
the Diatessaron 'read or presuppose: "iussit occidi onmes pueros"'. 303 The 
297 William L. Petersen. Tatian's Diatessaron. Its creation, dissemination, significance and 
history in scholarship. Leiden 1994,1-3. 
298 Henri Leclercq. 'Diatessaron. ' DA CL 4,749. 
299 Petersen, Tatian's Diatessaron, 86,149. 
300 Ibid., 105-106. 
301 Ibid., 144-145,171-173. 
302 Homiliu-b6k Isldndska Homilier efter en handskriftfr6n tolfle arhundradet. Ed. by Theodor 
Wisdn. Lund 1872,183.9-10. 
303 Andrea van Arkel-De Leeuw van Weenen and Gilles Quispel. 'The Diatessaron in Iceland and 
Norway. ' Vigiliae Christianae 32 (1978), 214. 
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Vulgate in fact reads mittens occidit omnes pueros and it does not seem 
necessary to explain the rendering in the Icelandic Homily Book with reference 
to Diatessaron influence. On the other hand this same phrase also appears in 764 
and the wording there might in fact provide a better parallel to the Diatessaron 
since it reads 'at hann bybr drepa 611 sveinbbm yngri en tvxvetr ... ' (140 3). 
Arkel-De Leeuw van Weenen and Quispel suggested that the Old Norse 
Diatessaron readings were not derived from the vulgatised Codex Fuldensis 
tradition but from the more original Latin Diatessaron. It is regrettable that they 
have not yet published a fuller account of their findings. In the absence of a 
detailed study of all Gospel material in Old Norse it is impossible to ascertain the 
validity of their proposition, nor can one fully assess the status of 764 within the 
Old Norse Gospel tradition. Such an undertaking, however, lies outside the scope 
of the present work. It will have to suffice to say that a comparison of the Gospel 
material in 764 with quotations in other Old Norse text does not reveal any 
striking similarities. That renders it less likely, albeit not inconceivable, that the 
text in 764 and the Gospel quotations found in e. g. the oldest homilies were 
drawn from the same vernacular source. 
To illustrate this one might take as an example the story of the wedding at 
Cana (Io 2.1 -11). It is one of two extensive Gospel passages included in 764 and 
it is also incorporated into one of the homilies in the Icelandic Homily Book. The 
764 text is abbreviated compared to the Vulgate and clauses and sentences which 
are retained in the homily are left out, but it occasionally renders individual 
words more accurately than the homily text does, cf. for example 'kallaOr' (L 5) 
for vocatus est and 'tdkn' Q. 27) for signum. It is noteworthy that the 764 text 
accentuates the role of the Virgin Mary, almost giving her the credit for the 
miracle (cf. underlining in the text). 764 also says explicitly that Jesus blessed 
the water whereas the Vulgate and the homily leave the inference to the 
audience. 
764 
En A 63ru ýW sneri hann 
vatni f vfn f Kana Galilee 
at brdOkaupi ývf at hann 
var til ýeirar samkundu 
kallaOr ok hans m63ir ok 
allir hans Imrisveinar. Par 
var(3 000000 veizlu-fall ef 
Gu8s m63ir hef8i eign 
IS1Hom 
... brüpcaüp var gorT f galilea a be6 Deim es chäna heiter oc vas 
Par m6per icsu. oc vas boDet 
ýangat iesu oc lxresveinom eius. 
En es vin Praüt at samcundo. Pa 
mxlte m6per icsu vip iesum. 
Eige hafa beir vfn. Jesus svarape. 
hvat er mep m6r oc P6r cona. 
Vulgata 
et die tertio nuptiae factae sunt in 
Cana Galilaeae et erat mater lesu 
ibi vocatus est autern ibi et lesus 
et discipuli eius ad nuptias et 
deficiente vino dicit mater lesu 
ad eurn vinum non habent et dicit 
ei lesus quid mihi et tibi est 
mulier nondurn venit hora mea 
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764 
frammi sta8it. Hon tala0i 
viO son sirm d ýessa leicl: 
Son minn, Prftr vfn at 
veizIunni. Hann svarar: 
Hvat kemr Pat til min 
e3a bin? Ok enn talar 
hann: Fyllit vj steinker af 
vatni. Svd var gert sern 
harm baO. Hann bleza3i 
vatnit ok tala8i sMan til 
Pj6nustumanna: Ausit upp 
nd ok berit fyrst 
6ndvegismanni. Ok er 
hann kenndi sag3i harm 
svA: Wr geymdut alit 
h6r fil it bezta vin. Detta 
tdkn fram3i skaparinn 
fyrst fyrir manna augurn 
(15r26-33) 
IS1Hom 
Eige er eN comen stund min. Da 
mxlte m6per iesu vip reipu meN. 
Georep 6r Pat er iesus byDr ypr. 
En vatnker s6x st6bo Dar Dau es f 
16go mälski61or tueNar epa 
PreNar. Jesus mxlte vip reipo 
meN. FylleD ft steinkeren vats. 
En Peir fylldo Pa. Pa mxlte 
iesus. Ausep 6r up nu oc fe6rep 
arkitriclino. Oc Peir fe6rpo. 
Qndvegess mapr bergpe vatne 
Pui es at vfni var orpet oc vissi 
eige unde comet var. reipo meN 
visso es vatn hmffio upp auset. 
Da callape mndvegess mapr ä 
brüpguma oe mxlte viý hann. 
HVeR aNaRa gefr fyrst gott vfn en 
siDan et veRa Da es meN ero 
drvcner. En Du hirpder goT 
uinum allt til bessa. Pessa 
iartein georpe iesus fyrsta f 
augliti Uresve(na siNa. oc syNde 
Pefra dyrý sfna oc trüDo a hann 
laeresveinar hans. (187.28-188.7) 
Vulgata 
dicit mater eius ministris 
quodcumque dixerit vobis facite 
erant autern ibi lapideae hydriae 
sex positae secundurn 
purificationern Iudaeorum 
capientes singulae metretas binas 
vel ternas dicit eis Iesus implete 
hydrias aqua et impleverunt eas 
usque ad summurn et dicit eis 
Iesus haurite nunc et ferte 
architriclino et tulerunt ut autern 
gustavit architriclinus aquarn 
vinum factarn et non sciebat 
unde esset ministri autern 
sciebant qui haurierant aquarn 
vocat sponsurn architriclinus et 
dicit ei omnis horno primum 
bonum vinum ponit et cum 
inebriati fuerint tunc id quod 
deterius est tu servasti bonum 
vinum usque adhuc hoc fecit 
initium. signorum lesus in Cana 
Galilaeae et manifestavit gloriam 
suarn et crediderunt in eum 
discipuli eius (2.1 -11) 
As can be seen there are numerous disagreements between the two Icelandic 
texts apart from the fact that the 764 is much abridged. The phrase quid mihi et 
tibi est is rendered 'hvat er meO mer ok P6r' in the homily but 'hvat kemr Pat til 
mfn ok Pfn' in 764, and the remark of the governor of the feast is also dissimilar 
in the two texts. Individual words are translated differently, e. g. 'mxlti' vs. 
'tala0i' for dixerit, 'berit' vs. 'fxrit' for ferte, 'reiOumenn' vs. 'Pj6nostumenn' 
for ministri, 'kenndi' vs. 'berg8i' for gustavit. The word 'bndvegismaor' for 
architriclinus might strike one as significant but the same translation is found in 
Tveggja postola saga J6ns ok Jakobs 304 and could well have been a school-gloss. 
All in all there is not a lot that speaks for a common vernacular source of these 
two texts. That does not, however, preclude the possibility that the text in 764 
was derived from a Gospel han-nony, but whether that is the case cannot be 
determined until studies into the reception of the Diatessaron in Iceland have 
advanced further. 
304 Postola sdgur. Legendariske forta, 11inger om apostlemes IN deres kamp for kristendommens 
udbredelse samt deres martyrdod. Ed. by C. R. Unger. Christiania 1874,544.19. 
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NT material in 764 Vulgate 
14r27-29 The annunciation Lc 1.28 
14r34-37 The adoration of the magi Mt2.1-11 
l4v34 The flight to Egypt Mt 2.13 
1431-34 The killing of the innocents Nit 2.16 
15rl-7 Joseph takes Jesus and Mary to 
Nazareth 
Mt 2.19-23 
15rlO-19 Jesus in the Temple Lc 2.42-51 
15r23-25 Jesus baptised and tempted Mt 3.13-15; 4.1 -11; Mk 1.9; 12-13; 
Lc 3.21; 4.1=13 
15r26-33 The wedding at Cana Jh 2.1-11 
15r37-15vl John the Baptist incarcerated and 
beheaded 
Mk 6.17-18 
15vi-3 Jesus acquires 12 apostles and 72 
disciples 
Mt 10.14; Lc 6.13; 10.1 
150 Jesus heals the blind, deaf and dumb (Mk 7.32-35; 8.22-25; Lc 7.22; ) 
150-5 Jesus feeds five/four thousand Jh 6.1-14; Lk 9.12-17) 
15v5-8 Moses and Elijah appear to Jesus and 
the apostl s 
Mt 17.14 
15v8-10 Three examples of resuscitation (Lc 8.40-56; Mk 5.2143; Jh 11.17- 
45) 
16r5-8 The crucifixion Mt 27.45; 51-2; Lc 23.44 
16r9-10 The assumption Lc 24.51-52; Act 1.9-10 
l6rlO-lI The Pentecost Act 2.4 
16rll-12 Seven deacons chosen Act 6.5 
16rl2-13 St Stephen stoned Act 7.58 
16rl3-14 James beheaded and Peter 
incarcerated 
I Act 12.14 
Table 2. New Testament material in AM 764 4to. 
6.1.2. The embellishment of the Gospels 
The Gospel material in 764 is augmented with a few substantial anecdotes as 
well as some minor additions of encyclopedic nature. We shall turn first to the 
latter. As we have come to expect from the compilers of 764 the text betrays a 
visible interest in chronology, as the beginning of the Gospel account shows: 
... Gabriel h6fu6engill heilsa6i H sanctarn Mariam ývflfkum or6uxn: Ave Maria, 
gratia plena, Dominus tecum. bd var6 hon getandi at Gu6s syni. I)A var hon xiiij dra 
g6mul. bat var d vi' degi viku. Ok ýaoan lionum ix mAnubum fxddiz lausnari allz 
heims um mi6nxttisskei6 fyrir drottinsdag. Dd var hinn xd' vetr f s6larold en ij. f 
tunglold. bd var tungl xiij ndtta. Dd rfkti Augustus keisari. Undir hann var allr heimr 
skattgildr. I)at var d xe" ok ij dri rikis hans en fri Pvf er R6maborg reistiz dcc ok I ok 
ij k. A viij' degi ft fx6ingu sinni t6k hann umskur6arskim. (14r27-34) 
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Similar information is contained in the computistical treatise named Rim I by 
Kristian KAlund where the information on Mary's age 
305 is found as well as 
calculations concerning Christ's birthday according to Bede and Jerome. 
306 There 
are discrepancies in the numbers between 764 and the main manuscripts of Rfm 
I. The numbers in 764 correspond most closely to those in AM 731 4to which, as 
we have seen, is related to 764 (cf. p. 53). References to the church calendar 
continue throughout the New Testament stories; the temptation in the wilderness 
for instance is said to have taken place one night after St Valentine's Day (I 5r25- 
26) and Mary's resurrection allegedly took place two nights after the Feast of St 
Matthew (I 6rI 5-16). 
The story of the annunciation and the nativity is told in but few words and 
the Magi receive ample attention by comparison. St Matthew's Gospel, the 
biblical source of the story of the 'wise men', does not yield much information 
about them apart from mentioning that they came from the east, followed a star 
and brought gifts to the newborn infant: gold, frankincense and myffh. Neither 
their number nor their names are given. These, and other details, were gradually 
added to the tradition as the Magi took their place among popular saints of the 
Middle Ages. 307 764 states that they were three and came from Arabia with a 
splendid retinue; it mentions that they 'kunnu vel stj6mufbr6tt' (1435-36), gives 
their names in three languages and finally says that 'beira bleza6ir Ifkamir eru 
me6 gu6s viIja komnir svd langt nor6r i hdlfuna at beir liggja f Kolni' (1439-40), 
where they are miraculously preserved. 
The earliest mention of the names of the Magi is in a chronicle commonly 
known as Excerpta latina barbari and dated to the seventh or the eighth century. 
The chronicle gives the names as Bithisarea, Melchior and Gathaspa. 308 These 
names reappear in varying forms in later works, frequently as Balthasar, 
Melchior and Caspar/Jasper. They were coupled with sets of Hebrew and Greek 
names in the Liber de numeris, compiled 'by an unknown Irish writer some time 
305 Mary's age when she bore Christ is given in the Pseudo-Matthew Gospel, VIII. 1, cf. Libri de 
nativitate Mariae. Vol 1. Ed. by Jan Gijsel and Rita Beyers. (CCSA 9. ) Turnhout 1997. 
306 Af 11,4344. 
307 On the importance of the Magi in patristic and medieval theology see Robert E. McNally. 
'The Three holy kings in early Irish Latin writing. ' Kyriakon. Festschrift Johannes Quasten 11. 
Ed. by Patrick Granfield and Josef A. Jungmann. Manster 1970,667-668. 
308 H. Leclercq. 'Mages. 'DACL 10,1061. 
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after the middle of the eighth century in south-east Germany'. 309 The Hebrew 
names of the Magi were, according to this source, Malgaloth, Galgaloth and 
Saracim and the Greek ones Damascus, Epuleus and Serenus. 310 These names in 
various forms later found their way into popular works, among them Historia 
scholastica: 'Nomina trium magorurn haec sunt: Hebraice Appellus, Amerus, 
Damasius; Graece Galgalat, Magalath, Sarachim; Latine Baltassar, Gaspar, 
Melchior. 311 It is most likely that the names were introduced into Icelandic 
sources through the Historia scholastica or a similar work. 
According to the chronicle by Robert of Torigny (d. 1186) the relics of 
the Magi were discovered in a chapel near Milan in 1158 and six years later 
transferred to Cologne by Archbishop Reinhold who was also Emperor 
Frederick's chancellor. 312 The wording 'eru ... komnir svd langt nor6r f hdlfuna' 
in 764 implies that the scribes were aware of this transfer. The event is recorded 
in Konungs anndll under the entry for 1162: 'Rainaldus erchibyskvp af Colni 
flvtti likhami Avstrvegskonvnga af Mediolanoborg i Colni. %313 Cologne was a 
well-known station on the way to Rome and it is entirely plausible that the news 
of the translation of the relics was brought to Iceland by pilgrims. The event is 
also described in the late medieval legendary Reykjah6lab6k, compiled by Bj6m 
Dorleifsson in the first quarter of the sixteenth century. The last part (chs. 16-20) 
of this text, 'Helgir brir kongar', relates how the bodies of the Magi were brought 
to Constantinople by Queen Helena but later (in 1163) offered to Emperor Henry 
by Aczo, a Milanese nobleman, through the mediation of Archbishop Reinhold. 
The relics were then brought to Cologne and laid to rest, according to the story, 
in the temple of St Peter. 314 
The account of the killing of the innocents is augmented with a note on 
the number of the infants killed: 'T61u bessarra sveina kunnu vdr eigi greina, en 
sfi tala er stendr i niunda responsorio er svd heitir: centurn xl iiii milia, heyrir vist 
eigi til t6lu barnanna heldr er hon sett in Apocalipsi Iohannis fyrir st6rmerkis 
309 McNally, 'The Three holy kings', 670. 
310 Ibid., 671. 
311 PL 198,1542. 
312 Leclercq, Mages', 1063-1064. 
313 Islandske annaler indtil 1578 udgtvnefor det Norske historiske kildeskriffiond Ed. by Gustav 
Storm. Christiania 1888,116. 
314 Reykjah6lab6k Islandske helgenlegender L Ed. by Agnethe Lodi. (EdAm A15. ) Kobenhavn 
1969,22-32. 
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krapt' (1404-37). 'Niunda responsorio' refers to the Feast of the Holy Innocents 
(ad vesperam), where the number 140 is given. 315 
'Herodes fdkk skj6ta hefnd svi at hann d6 veswlliga eftir bvi sem 
kristninni er vel kunnigt at hann vall m68kum' (1407-38). The scribe is no 
doubt correct in claiming that Christians were well aware of Herod's fate and the 
details of it may well have been common knowledge in Iceland in the later 
Middle Ages. Herod's drawn-out death is described in Gydinga saga and similar 
information is found in Historia scholastica. 316 Gy6inga saga and 764 also share 
the scriptural story of the incarceration and beheading of John the Baptist by 
Herod Antipas. 317 The wording is similar in the two texts and a Latin source of 
this information in Gy6inga saga has not been identified .3 
18 This again suggests 
that 764 and Gydinga saga may have relied on the same vernacular source. 
6.1.3. De infantia salvatoris. 
The scribes provide unusually detailed information on the source of the two 
anecdotes they incorporate into the story of the flight to Egypt: 'Dat verk er 
kallaz Til Egiptalands vdttar sU b6k er heitir De infancia salvatoris' (145). The 
work in question is an apocryphal account of Jesus' infancy, the Gospel of 
Pseudo-Matthew, frequently known as Nativitas sanctae Mariae and (Liber) de 
infantia salvatoris. It is a Latin work, partly based on the Protevangelium Jacobi 
and the Infancy Gospel of Thomas, but also including passages from the Bible as 
well as material from unknown sources. It was composed sometime between the 
sixth century and the late eighth century, most probably in the first half of the 
seventh century. 319 Its author had access to some accounts of Jesus' infancy 
which included miracles allegedly performed by the boy Jesus on the way from 
Judea to Egypt. The bulk of the Pseudo-Matthew Gospel, however, concerns the 
conception, birth and childhood of the Virgin Mary and the work became 
increasingly popular in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries as veneration of the 
315 Ordo Nidrosiensis ecclesiae (Or6ub6k). Ed. by Lilli Gjerlow. (Libri liturgici provinciae 
Nidrosiensis medii aevi 11. ) Oslo 1968,16 1. 
3 16 Gy6inga saga, 154-16 1, cf. especially 156.5. 
317 Ibid., 180.14. 
318 Wolf (ed. ), Gydinga saga, xcviii-xcix. 
319 Jan Gijsel (ed. ). Libri de nattvitate Mariae. Vol. I. (CCSA 9. ) Tumhout 1997,67. CC also J. K. 
Elliott. The Apocryphal New Testament. A Collection of Apocryphal Christian Literature in an 
English Translation. Oxford 1993,84-86. 
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Virgin gained ground. The apocryphal stories of Mary and Jesus acquired a place 
in the history of salvation and were integrated into historical works. The Pseudo- 
Matthew Gospel was thus ensured a wide dissemination. 320 The text was for 
instance used by Godfrey of Viterbo in his universal chronicle, compiled 
between 1185 and 1190, and it is interesting that Godfrey's choice of material 
concerning the life of Christ is very similar to that in 764. Like the compilers of 
764 Godfrey places these apocryphal stories in their New Testament context 
which precedes a treatment of Roman emperors. 321 
764 contains only three chapters from the Pseudo-Matthew Gospel. All 
are stories of miracles performed by the infant Jesus on the way to Egypt. They 
are not found in the Protevangelium Jacobi or the Infancy Gospel of Thomas. 
The chapters are not in the original order in 764 and the text is very free 
compared to the Latin of the original. It is very likely therefore that it has passed 
through an intermediary (more than one). A little later in the manuscript we find 
papal and imperial lists from the chronicle of Martin of Troppau (cf. pp. 194- 
195). Martin included the same three stories from the Pseudo-Matthew Gospel in 
his chronicle, and in the same order, so the chronicle must be considered the 
likeliest source for the Icelandic version found in 764. The Icelandic version is 
considerably fuller than the chronicle-text but the additional material does not 
seem to stem from the Pseudo-Matthew Gospel itself. It is rather the result of the 
translator's endeavour to stage the events portrayed, adding a dimension of 
everyday life to the stories. 
The first story records how a palm tree yields both food and drink at 
Jesus' command. 
764 Chronica Martini 
... svi sem ýau fram komu Maria ok Joseph mj6k 
farm66 undir Legitur tamen in libro de infancia 
ýann A6 er palma. heitir, taka. ýau hvfld at ýeim svali ýar um Salvatoris, quod Ihesu fugiente in 
eina stund. Vdr fit Gu6smffir var bd mjOk maedd af longum Egyptum, cum sub una palma 
veg, kennir hungrs en vistir voru grunnar ok ývi teky piltrinn til recubuissent, beata virgine matre 
at neyta sins valds at m68ur hans hungri eigi ok visar hendinni pueri fame laborante, ad preceptum 
upp at eikinni svA sem i Pat mark at hon skal Ixgja sina hae6 ok pueri se palma usque circa terram 
veita h6ugan Pann AvOxt sem til mannfx6u var d henni vaxinn. inclinavit et post collectionem 
Hon hlý&r i sta6 skaparans bo6i ok leggr fram, koll allt til fructus ipsius ad pristinum statum 
jar6ar. Er PA hxgt at lesa Pau epli sem til fýsti. Ok at bvi gervu palma se erexit. Et etiam. siciente 
reisiz hon upp ok rdttiz f fyrri ndwhv. Undir ýeim pdlmvi6i loseph ibidem ex precepto pueri 
segir sama b6k at brunnr haft upp sprungit meb smdtt vatn 6r Ihesu arida terra fontem produxit. 
320 Rita Beyers. 'Introduction gdndrale aux deux textes dditds. ' Libri de nativitate Marlae. Vol. L 
Ed. by Jan Gijsel and Rita Beyers. (CCSA 9. ) Turnhout 1997,25-34. 
321 Cf. ibid. 26-27. 
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jor6unni fyrir bo6skap hins unga Jesu fyrir bwn Joseph ok 
nau6syn ýeira farleng6ar, ývf at i ýess hittar vegum er ýat vatn 
mj6k fdgmtt at bx6i sd m6nnum dygt ok fararskj6tum. (14v5- 
15) 
Pseudo-Matthaei evangelium 322 
Facturn est autem post haec in die tertia profectionis suae ut Maria solis nimio fatigaretur in 
heremo, et uidens arborem palmae sub umbra eius aliquantulum uellet quiescere. Et festinans 
loseph perduxit earn ad palmam et descendere eam. fecit de iumento. Cumque resedisset Maria, 
respiciens ad comarn palmae, uidit earn repletam pornis, et ait: 0 si possit fieri ut ex istis 
fructibus palmae perciperem. Et ait loseph ad eam: Miror te haec dicere, cum uideas tantam 
altitudinern palmae huius. Tu quidern de palmae fructibus cogitas. Ego autem de aqua cogito 
quae nobis iam defecit in utribus, et non habemus unde replere eos aut nos ipsos refocillare. 
Tunc infantulus lesus sedens in sinu matris suae uirginis exclamauit ad palmarn et dixit: Flectere, 
arbor, et de fructibus tuis refice matrem meam. Statim autem ad uocern eius inclinauit palma 
cacumen suum usque ad plantas Mariae, et colligentes ex ea fructus quos habebat onmes refecti 
sunt. Postea uero quarn collecta sunt omnia porna eius, inclinata. manebat, exspectans ut eius 
imperio surgeret cuius imperio fuerat inclinata. Tunc Iesus dixit ad eam: Erige te, palma, et 
confortare et esto consors arborurn mearurn quae sunt in paradiso patris mei. Aperi autern ex 
radicibus tuis fontes occultantes, et fluant ex eis aquae in sa 
i 
tietatem. Et statim erecta est palma, et 
coeperunt per radices eius fontes aquarum egredi limpidi et frigidi et dulcissimi. Videntes autem 
fluentes fontes aquarurn gauisi sunt gaudio magno et potati una cum iumentis et hominibus 
gratias agentes deo. (Y-X. 1-2) 
The text of the Chronica Martini is but a skeleton of the original story whereas 
the Icelandic translator has tried to put some meat on the bones. Neither text 
reproduces the direct speech of the original, and the second part of the story, 
about the well that springs up from under the roots of the tree putting an end to 
Joseph's worries, is reduced to a summary where it is mentioned that Jesus 
performed the miracle at Joseph's wish. The Icelandic text then adds a note about 
the difficulties of obtaining water 'i bess hdttar veguin'. 
The remaining two anecdotes show how not only plants but also 
ferocious animals obey the infant Jesus: 
764 Chronica Martini Pseudo-Matthaei evangelium 
Nfi skal segja annat wvintýr er Legitur etiam ibidem Cumque peruenissent ad speluncam 
til bar f fer6 beira. Sern enn. lf6r quod, cum in eodem quandam. ut quasi sub ea refrigarent, 
lengra veginurn koma bau fram itinere in ore cuiusdam descendit Maria de iumento et sedit 
eitt kveld fyrir helli nokkurn. spelunce hospitati et habebat lesum in gremio. Erant 
Stendr n(i nAtt at ok er bvf mAl fuissent, ex eadem autem tres pueri et cum Maria una 
at taka bar gisting. Flytr Joseph spelunca duo puella iter agentes. Et ecce subito 
f6ng beira. inn f hellismunnann inmanissimi drachones egressi sunt de spelunca dracones 
ok wtlar bar urn at bfiaz sakir sunt egressi, ad quorum multi, quos uidentes pueri 
skj6ls vi6 hdlufall sern bar er contuiturn dum beata exclarnauerunt. Tunc dominus cum 
gjarnt A ndftartima i beim. virgo et lospeh nimio esset nondum. bimulus excussit se et 
16ndum. Ok sem hann fxz i terrore concuterentur, ad stans in pedibus stetit ante eos. Illi 
starfinu heyra bau signu8 Maria precepturn pueri Ihesu autem dracones adorauerunt eum et 
hark ok hvxsingar miklar inn i drachones cum omni cum adorassent eurn abierunt. ... myrkrit svd at bau 6ttaz bw6i ok mansuetudine inclinatis lpse autern. dominus lesus Christus 
bvi nwst skrf6a frarn hoggormar capitibus deserta. infantulus deambulabat cum eis ut 
322 The text is text A (upper text) in Gijsel's edition, pp. 449465. 
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764 Chronica Martini Pseudo-Matthaei evangelium 
tveir af sinni byg6 ok vilj a pecierunt nullum grauarent. Sed Maria et 
undan Idta gestum ýessum. En Ioseph dicebant inter se: Melius est 
er ýeir nAlgaz vdra fi-A bendir ut nos interficiant isti dracones quam 
Jesus me6 hendi sinni at ýeir infantem laedant. Quibus Iesus ait: 
skuli kunna sin h6f ok fara me6 Nolite me considerare quia infantulus 
engum ofstopa. Deir gera svd, sum; ego enim, semper uir perfectus 
Ixgja hofflit ok Id6ra brott til fui et sum, et necesse est ut omnia 
ey6imerkr. Er bA ndttb6lit frjdlst genera ferarum mansuescere faciam. 
ok 6ttalaust. (1406-24) (XVIII. 1-2) 
In this story Chronica Martini simplifies the scenery, omitting as it does the 
three servants and the maidservant who accompanied the holy family according 
to the Pseudo-Matthew text. The serpents are now only two but most fierce, and 
Mary and Joseph are terrified by them. But at the indication of the infant Jesus 
the serpents acknowledge him and disappear into the desert. The Icelandic text 
contains essentially the same information but it describes the whole event more 
vividly, setting the scene carefully. We learn that night is about to fall and that 
Joseph is busy moving all the luggage into the grotto and preparing a bed inside 
where the holy family is shielded from frosty dew 'sem bar er gjarnt A ndttartfma 
f beim 16ndum' (a comment similar to the one about the water in the first story). 
Then the serpents emerge, and the Icelandic text lets them be heard before they 
are seen, thus enhancing the dramatic effect of the scene. The climax of the story, 
the miracle itself, is also enhanced in the Icelandic version which interprets 
Jesus' command to the serpents in a delightful way, and the image of the 
humbled serpents as they 'Ixgja h6fu6it ok Ifi8ra brott til eybimerkr' provides a 
fitting conclusion to the story. The Icelandic text then adds an afterthought: 'Er 
bd ndttb6lit fdilst A 6ttalaust'. 
The third anecdote is reduced to one sentence in the chronicle but is 
expanded in the Icelandic to a version which bears but little resemblance to the 
original Latin text, although the core image of the story, wild beasts 
accompanying the holy family, is preserved. 
Chronica Martin! 
et quod etiam unus leo in ipso itinere adveniens usque in Egyptum ipsis obsequiosus fuit 
764 
Sem ýau fara ba6an ok enn If6a dagar kmrir 
Joscph nokkut Idgliga at farangr ýeira ýyrfti 
ldtta ývf at eykrinn dregz ok mm6iz bw6i af 
grasleysi ok borsta. Ok svd brAtt gengr einn 
Pseudo-Matthaei evangelium 
Similiter autern et leones et pardi adorabant 
et comitabantur eum in deserto quocumque 
ibat Maria cum Ioseph, atque antecedebant 
eos ostendentes uiam et obsequium 
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764 
leo af eyöimörkinni fram ä veginn fyrir bau. 
Hann gefr sik blföan, breiö<i>r bak ok bäöar 
sföur ef bau vilja nokkum läta af honum 
Piggja. Joseph er bess büinn ok setr upp ä 
Pann sterka karlinn hvat er hann haföi til. 
Fylgir hann Peim slöan nött ok dag alla leiö 
fram 1 Egiptaland svä mjükr ok meinlaus sein 
einn sauör. (16v24-30) 
Pseudo-Matthaei evangelium 
exhibentes, inclinantes capita sua immani 
cum reuercntia seruitium caudis adulantibus 
exhibebant ... Ambulabant ergo simul Icones et asini et 
boues et sagmarii qui eis portabant 
necessaria, et simul ubi mansio facta essct ad 
pabulum accedebant. Erant etiam mansucti 
arietes qui simul de ludaea exierant et 
sequebantur, qui et ipsi inter lupos 
ambulabant sine formidine. Non timebat 
ullus ullum, et nullus a nullo laedebatur in 
aliquo ... (XIX. 1-2) 
The main focus of the Latin text is on the miraculous coexistence of feral animals 
with other beasts and humans, whereas the Icelandic text betrays more mundane 
interests. It is poor Joseph who has practical worries which are solved by a 
miracle. 
These anecdotes reflect the appeal stories of the holy family had for 
medieval audiences. The Gospels did not have much to offer when it came to 
Jesus' childhood and the everyday life of his family. Scribes and compilers made 
up for this lack by supplementing the narrative of the Gospels with apocryphal 
stories which, to judge from 764, were often treated quite freely. 
6.1.4. The Letter of Lentulus 
Included in the sixth age in 764, albeit not with the Gospel material, is another 
apocryphal text, describing Jesus' appearance. It seems appropriate to treat that 
fragment at this point although it means jumping momentarily ahead. The text is 
placed at the beginning of the papal list which starts at f. 1764. It is a translation 
of a Latin text which originated in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth century 
and is often referred to as the Letter of Lentulus, since some of its versions are in 
the form of a letter 'purporting to have been written by a Roman official, 
Lentulus, at the time of Tiberius Caesar'. 323 It is the most detailed medieval 
description of Christ's physical appearance and was widely disseminated. Ernst 
von DobschUtz examined the various versions of the text and came to the 
conclusion that those versions which ascribed the text to Lentulus were not in 
fact the most original ones but were the result of revi sion during the late fifteenth 
or early sixteenth century. The original description, he reckoned, was the one 
323 Elliott, The Apocryphal New Testament, 542. 
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which cites 'the books of Roman Annals' as its source and found its way into the 
preface to the Vita Christi by Ludolf of Saxony. 324 DobschUtz printed this 
version as his a-text and it is this version which the text in 764 resembles most 
closely. 
Ian McDougall collected and presented examples of Icelandic 
descriptions of Christ in his PhD dissertation and found several examples of 
'letter'-versions in post-medieval manuscripts. 325 But he was also able to point to 
two manuscripts with texts which correspond to the more original version 
although he was not aware of the text in 764. The manuscripts which McDougall 
mentions are AM 81 8vo and AM 124 8vo, both from the seventeenth century. 326 
On the basis of the evidence offered by these manuscripts McDougall suggested 
that the oldest version of the Lentulus letter could 'have been known in Iceland 
during the early part of the fifteenth century'. 327 The text in 81 and 124 is clearly 
related to the one in 764 so we are now able to push the date for the appearance 
of the Lentulus text in Icelandic back several decades. 
The text in 764 seems to contain several readings which are more original 
than those found in 81/124. It has some phrases corresponding to the Latin 
original which have been eliminated in the later texts. It also agrees with the 
Latin in the phrase that states that Christ cried a few times but never laughed. 
The later Icelandic texts claim that Christ cried exactly five times. They do not 
include this information in its original place but tag it on at the end of the text 
with a list of the five occasions when Christ allegedly shed tears. Nothing similar 
is found in the Latin versions cited by Dobschtitz. 
764 agrees with 81/124 in some other variations on the Latin, mainly in 
what it says about Christ's hair and his nose and mouth. The Latin simply states 
that there was nothing at all wrong with his nose and mouth whereas the 
Icelandic texts describe the nose as straight with appropriate nostrils and 
mentions that the mouth was maidenlike, 'meyligr'. The remark may simply be a 
free rendering of the Latin impuberis as McDougall suggests. McDougall offers 
324 Ernst von Dobschütz. Christusbilder. Untersuchungen zur christlichen Legende. Leipzig 1899, 
326-330. 
325 Ian Cameron McDougall. Codex Lindesianus: An Old Icelandic Miscellany. [PhD diss. 
University College London. 1983], 630-633. 
326 Ibid., 633 et passim Cf. also Mariane Overgaard. 'AM 124 8vo: En islandsk schwank- 
samling. ' Opuscula VII (BiblArn XXXIV. ) Kobenhavn 1979,268-317, esp. 304. 
327 McDougall, Codex Lindesianus, 635. 
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two explanations for the inclusion of the remark, not paralleled in the Latin 
versions, that Christ's hair was never touched by a razor. He suggests on the one 
hand that the information may be an echo of Nicephorus Callistus' description of 
Christ, or that the detail was drawn 'through association with the preceding 
reference to the fashion of the "Nazarenes"..., from Moses' recitation of the law 
of the Nazarite in Numbers 6: 2-5 ,. 328 It is of course also possible that these 
details are derived from a version of the Latin Lentulus letter not Printed by 
DobschUtz. 
328 ibid 
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6.2. Miracles of St Martha. 
After the mention of Jesus' resuscitation of Lazarus with a reference to Speculum 
ecclesiae (PL 172,917) the scribes inserted two miracles of St Martha, based on 
Vincentius' Speculum historiale . 
329 A parallel text is found in Marthe saga ok 
Marie Magdalene and it is well-nigh certain that the 764 scribe copied his text 
from a manuscript of that saga. That is evident from the way he or she introduces 
the second anecdote, copying first the words 'i benna tima bar til' (15v29) 
directly from the saga before changing them to 'bat bar til' upon realising that 
'benna' lacked an antecedent. The saga is preserved in three manuscripts, AM 
233 a fol., Stock. Perg. fol. 2, and AM 235 fol. Unger used the first one as the 
main text for his edition in Heilagra Manna Sogur, but the text in 764 seems 
closer to the other two judging by the variants printed by Unger. 330 They are both 
dated to the last quarter of the fourteenth century and thus contemporaneous with 
764.764 follows the text of the saga closely to begin with, describing the dragon 
Taraskonus in detail. The middle of the story, where the menace of the dragon is 
elaborated upon, is then omitted and the thread picked up again when Martha 
arrives to fetter the beast. The second anecdote, about Bishop Fronto's vision, is 
similarly abridged: the vision itself follows the text of the saga quite closely but 
when the story turns to the fruitless attempts that were made to wake the bishop, 
764 skips the text of 10 lines in Unger's edition and states merely that 'bd var 
byskup vakinn af klerkum' (1506). The rest of the story is then heavily 
abbreviated. 
The miracle with the dragon was the most prominent of St Martha 
legends and widely depicted in art. 33 1 There is no record of a church dedicated to 
St Martha in Iceland nor have images of her been noted. Owing to the role she 
plays in Scripture as a hostess to Christ (a privilege emphasised in 764, cf. 
15vlO-11) she was primarily the patron of servants, washerwomen and 
innkeepers. That she should appeal to women in general is readily 
understandable, and if 764 was intended for the convent at Reynista6r the 
miracles may have been meant to inspire novices. 
329 Cf. Peter Foote (ed. ). Lives ofSaints. Perg. Fol. Nr. 2 in the Royal Library, Stockholm. (EIMF 
IV. ) Copenhagen 1962,25. 
330 Cf. HMS 1,533-535; 542-544. 
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6.3. The Vision of Elisabeth of Sch6nau 
Following almost immediately on from Bishop Fronto's vision is another vision, 
that of Elisabeth of Sch6nau (1129? - 1165; the scribe of 764 incorrectly identifies 
her with Elisabeth of Hungary 1207-1231). Elisabeth's vision was widely 
propagated, mainly because of the significance it had for Mariology. It was 
therefore included in compilations like Speculum historiale and Legenda 
Aurea. 332 The story seems to have been no less popular in medieval Iceland for a 
version of it is found in Mariu saga 333 and Amgrimr Brandsson also incorporated 
it into his account of the life of Bishop Gu6mundr 'the good', the so-called 
Gu6mundar saga D. 334 The saga was composed sometime between 1343 and 
335 Arngrimr's death in 1361 or 1362 . The version in Marlu saga seems to be 
derived from the account of the vision found in Speculum historiale. 336 That text 
ýs somewhat abbreviated compared with the Latin version printed by Le Rvre in 
Liber trium virorum et trium spirituallum virginum. 337 There is for instance no 
mention there of Christ descending towards the Virgin and accompanying her 
into heaven, nor does Elisabeth mention the reason for her asking the Virgin 
about the ascension as she does in the longer text (quia de hoc dubie in libris 
patrum scriptum invenitur). 
The version found in Gu6mundar saga D and in 764 (16rl4-16vl7) on 
the other hand clearly goes back to the more original Latin text. This was noted 
by Ole Widding and Hans Bekker-Nielsen who edited the passage from 764 and 
mentioned that, although the text in 764 is an abbreviated version of the vision, it 
'has occasional readings which are superior to those of the manuscripts of the 
33 1 Germaine Maillet. Sainte Marthe. Paris 1932,48-60. 
332 Cf. BHL 5355. 
333 Mariu saga. Legender om Jomfru Maria og hendesjartegn. Ed. by C. R. Unger. Christiania 
1871,915-917. 
334 Biskupa s6gur gefnar ýt af hinu fslenzka WinentafWagi. 11. Kaupmannah6fn 1878,151-154. 
Cf Ole Widding and Hans Bekker-Nielsen. 'An Old Norse Translation of the "Transitus 
Mariae". ' Medieval Studies 23 (1961), 326-327. 
335 StefAn Karlsson. 'Gu6mundar s6gur biskups: Authorial viewpoints and methods. ' The sLxth 
international saga conference. Workshop papers 11. Kobenhavn 1985,999-1002. 
336 Vincentius Bellovacencis. Speculum maius. Tomus IV Speculum historiale. Douai 1624, Lib. 
V11, cap. 80. 
337 Liber trium virorum et trium spiritualium virginum. Ed. by Jacques Le Rvre. Paris 1513, fol. 
138v-139r. 
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338 Gudmundar saga, as may be seen from a comparison with the Latin original' 
They offered one example of such reading: 
it is recorded here [i. e. in 764] that Mary died on August 15 ... and that her body was caught up to heaven forty days afterwards (i. e. September 23, ix kal. 
Octobris), whereas all the manuscripts of the Gubmundar saga write 
Septembris instead of Octobris. 339 
The reading kaL Septembris is also found in Speculum historiale. That work is 
referred to by Amgrimr the author of Gu6mundar saga D, for instance in his 
commentary following the vision. Since Speculum historiale cannot be the main 
source of the vision-text in Gu6mundar saga D, according to Widding and 
Bekker-Nielsen, the story of Elisabeth and her vision must have reached Iceland 
through other channels as well. The saga offers its own account of the text's 
provenance, according to which Bishop Gu6mundr had asked a Norwegian 
brother in Christ to inform him if he received 'sanna vissu af upprisu birting 
vdffar frii'. 340 Gu6mundr then gets a letter from the cleric containing the vision of 
Elisabeth. Arngrimr presents the letter from the Norwegian cleric as bona fide 
and it is clear from his words that he does not attribute the text of the vision itself 
to Speculum historiale, although he refers to it in his commentary. It seems 
reasonable, therefore, to assume that the error in Gu6mundar saga D is due to 
influence from Speculum historiale but that the vision itself had a different 
source, a source which 764 shares with the saga. 
There are six vellum manuscripts of Gu6mundar saga D extant, but only 
one of them, Stock. Perg. fol. 5, is complete. Of these AM 219 fol. has been 
found to preserve the best text. A fragment of a seventh vellum codex exists, and 
two paper manuscripts from the seventeenth century (AM 397 4to and 398 4to) 
have been shown to be copies of an eighth, a manuscript from c. 1400 which was 
probably lost in the fire in Copenhagen in 1728. That lost codex was in all 
likelihood descended from 2 19.341 In the edition of Gudmundar saga D, which is 
being prepared by Stefdn Karlsson and Abalsteinn Eyý6rsson, AM 219 fol. 
339 Ole Widding and Hans Bekker-Nielsen. 'Elisabeth of Schonau's Visions in an Old Icelandic 
Manuscript, AM 764,4". ' Opuscula II. I (BiblAm Y-XV. 1. ) Kobenhavn 1961,94. 
339 Widding and Bekker-Nielsen, 'An Old Norse Translation', 327. Mariu saga has kal. Octobris, 
cf. 917.4. 
340 Biskupa s6gur gefhar & afhinu [slenzka Wmentafilagi 1. Kaupmannahofri 1858,150.33. 
341 Stefdn Karlsson. 'Um handrit a6 Gu6mundar sogu br66ur Amgrims. ' Opuscula I. (BibLkm 
XX) Kobenhavn 1960,189. 
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provides the main text but 397 is used where 219 is defective. That turns out to 
be the case with Elisabeth's vision. 
The vision as told in Gu6mundar saga and 764 has been somewhat 
adapted. In the Latin text it follows another work attributed to Elisabeth called 
Liber Parum Dei, which she claims was dictated to her by an angel who visited 
her frequently. That same angel plays a part in the vision of the assumption and 
since the Icelandic text omits everything that precedes the vision, both Elisabeth 
and the angel need an introduction of sorts. The saga solves the matter thus: 
I)d er li6it var frd hingatbur6 vdrs herra, JesA Kristi, ýAsund hundrab fimmtigir ok 
tvau dr, d d6gum postuligs herra Evgenii pdfa secundi var ein nunna, Elisabeth at 
nafni, f bvi klaustri er Skonogia heitir ok liggr undir Treveris borg d Saxlandi. Yfir 
beim lifna6i var sA abbadfs er Hildilin heitir, vel geymandi bat er hon hafbi til 
stj6mar tekit af gu6s hAlfu. Fyrmefnd systir Elisabeth hafai ellifu ka g6mul i klaustr 
gengit og NEW svA dýr6liga sem allsvaldandi gu6 ok hans blessa6a m66ir vir6usk 
bw6i vitni um bera bvi at Pann tfma sem Pessi nunna hafbi lifat f klaustri Onnur ellifu 
dr, hafandi tvd vetr um tvitugt, au6ga6i gu6 hana svd 6virbanligri huggan at heilog 
gu6sm66ir MArfa birtisk henni optliga, talandi me6 hana ýmissar greinir ok 
skynsembir heilagra ritninga. Hdr me6 birtisk henni enn optligar einn gu6s engill, sd 
er van6isk at 1wra hana af einkanligri speki. Kenndi hon Perma engil j afhan inn sama 
til sfn komanda sem sannan vin ok kwran fdlaga. Ok er hon bl6mga6isk me6 
bvflfkum gjofum, stundar hon bvf framar at Iflca gu6i sem bezt f 61lum hlutum, 
geymandi sitt IftilIxti me6 g66um verkum. 
Ok bat gerisk, sem hon skilr at vdr frd, gu6s m66ir Mdrfa, vir6isk hennar optligar 
at vitja, at hon segir leyniliga einum andaligum fe6r sfnum bar f klaustranum, hveff 
henni gefr Pat rM at spyrja n6kkurs dr6ttningina bd er hon birtisk henni nxsta sinni. 
Systirin segisk Pess viIja spyrja sem inn gamli ma6r vill henni rAb til gefa. 
Hann segir: , bat W ek, d6ttir min, at PA sgrir hana hvda hon hafi af dau6a risit 2 
ok lifi nfi meb gu6i Ne6i me6 6nd ok likama. " 
2 
The introduction in 764 is much shorter but nevertheless evidently depends on a 
text similar to that of the saga (the confusion about Elisabeth's identity is 
presumably the scribe's blunder): 
Elisabeth d6ttir konungs af Ungaria gekk f klaustr xi vetra g6mul. Lif6i hon st6rum 
heilagliga ok er hon haf5i lifat f klaustri xi dr birtiz henni gu6s m66ir oftliga, talandi 
me6 henni ýrnissar greinir heilagra ritninga. Hdr me6 birtiz henni einn gu6s engill, 
sA <er> vandiz tit hana at 1wra af gu6ligri speki. Kenndi hon Penna engil x hinn 
sama tit sin kornanda sern sannan vin ok kaeran fdlaga. Ok er hon bl6mgaz Pvflfkum 
gjofum stundar hon Pvi framar at Ifka gu6i sern bezt f bllum hluturn, geymandi satt 
litillxti me6 g66um verkurn. Ok bat geriz sf6an hon skilr at Maria gu6s m6z5ir vir6iz 
hennar optliga at vitja, hvat hon segir leyniliga sfnum andaligurn fe6r bar f klaustrinu 
hver henni gefur bat W at spyrja drotningina nukkurs bd hon birtiz henni nxsta 
sinn. Hon segiz bess viIja spyrja sern hinn. gamli ma6r vill henni rM tit gefa. Dess 
bi8 ek d6ttir min at b4 spyrir hana hvirt hon hafi af dau8a risit ok lifi nfl mea gu6i 
meo 6nd ok likarna. (16r 17-22) 
342 The text is that prepared by StefAn and Malsteirm for tslenzk fornrit. I am grateful to them for 
making it available to me. Cf Biskupa s6gur 11,15 1. 
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Gubmundar saga and 764 thus turn the story into a third person narrative 
whereas the original purports to be Elisabeth's own narration. The first person 
narrative is preserved in Speculum historiale and consequently in MaHu saga. 
After the introduction the Gubmundar saga1764 version follows the Latin version 
closely but the text in 764 is considerably shorter since it breaks off at l6v17 
after the angel has told Elisabeth on which day Mary was resurrected. 343 
Gubmundar saga D contains the whole story. 
The text in 764 agrees on the whole well with the text of the saga. 764 
readings moreover usually agree with 397 against variants in Stock. Perg. 5 
although there are instances of 764 agreeing with the latter against 397, as in the 
following example: 
764 Gubmundar saga D Liber triurn virorum 
f beiri vitran &di guO bir Sd vitran* er gull veitti b6r, Ostensum est tibi in hac 
hversu sancta Maria var upp birtir** bat au(I&iliga hversu vdr visione, quomodo tam 
numin bx8i meO Ond ok Ram drouning, sancta Mdrfa, var came quarn spiritu 
(16v12-13) uppnumin til himinrikis bx(N samt domina nostra in coelum 
meO 6nd ok likama assumpta est. 
f bessi vitran - Stock. Perg. 5 
** birtiz - Stock. Perg. 5 
The rendering in 764 and Stock. Perg 5 of the beginning of the sentence seems 
closer to the original than 397. The example also shows the tendency in 764 to 
shorten the text. The scribe has here left out the words 'til himinrfkis' which are 
almost certainly original in the Icelandic, translating the in coelum of the Latin. 
This tendency to abbreviate lands the scribe in difficulties towards the end of the 
vision in 764 where he/she shortens the text so drastically that the utterances of 
the angel and Elisabeth get mixed up (16v14-17). ) 
The text in 764 is thus not identical with any of the extant GuOmundar 
saga texts and should be taken into account when editing the work, since it may 
retain original readings which have been modified in manuscripts of the saga. It 
is however more often the case that 764 agrees with the saga in its 
embellishments of the text. Whether the Latin original used by the Icelandic 
translator contained a more elaborate text than the one printed by Le Rvre or 
whether the augmentation was the translator's (or a copyist's) own doing cannot 
be determined. The interim conclusion about the relationship between the 764 
text and that of GuOmundar saga D must remain this: Amgn'mr and the scribe of 
343 Cf. Biskupa s5gur 1,153.18; Liber trium virorum 139r. 8. 
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764 made use of a similar text of the Elisabeth vision which had been furnished 
with an introduction and expanded somewhat, compared with the printed Latin 
version. Amgrimr then seems to have embellished the text fin-ther, which is 
entirely consistent with his stylistic preferences. 344 
The possible significance of this text for a house of nuns like that at 
ReynistaOr would be twofold. First, Elisabeth's vision must have appealed to 
women who were Benedictine nuns like her. Second, the assumption of the 
Virgin was an important theological issue and had attracted some controversy. 
This is illustrated in the story which centres on the desire on the part of Elisabeth 
and the monk whom she confides in to know with certainty whether the Virgin 
was assumed into heaven, and more particularly, whether she was resurrected in 
both body and spirit. The assumption of the BVM did not become a doctrine of 
the Roman Catholic Church until 1950,345 but the feast of the assumption has 
been celebrated in some regions since the sixth century. 346 The wide 
dissemination of the vision of Elisabeth of Sch6nau and similar anecdotes 
testifies to the importance of the event in the hearts and minds of people, but it is 
also evidence of changing views towards the assumption. Until the beginning of 
the twelfth century the belief of Mary's bodily assumption had been opposed by 
authoritative writers of the Western Church, but as Marian devotion gained 
ground, so advocates of the bodily assumption increased in number. 347 
344 Stefdn Karlsson, 'Guomundar s6gur biskups', 1002-1003. 
345 Hilda Graef. Mary: A history of doctrine and devotion. 2nd ed. London 1985,11146-148. 
346 Cf. Graef, Mary, 1133-134,142-143. 
347 Graef, Mary, 1233,236,240-250,273,278,296. Cf. also Kari Borresen. 'Birgittas teologi: 
eksemplarisk intensjon, uanvendelig innhold. ' Birgitta, hendes veerk og hendes klostre i Norden. 
Ed. by Tore Nyberg. Odense 1991,48-50. 
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7. Aetas VI: After Christ 
7.1. The gpostles. 
After the passion of Christ the story follows the apostles as well as Mary. The 
scribes include four items from Acts: Pentecost, the names of the seven deacons 
consecrated by the apostles, the fate of Stephen protomartyr and finally the 
beheading of James the Great and the incarceration of Peter (cf. Table 3, p. 191). 
Pentecost is of obvious significance but the rest of the material included bears 
witness to the emphasis the compilers put on names and lists of names. After 
naming the deacons and describing the fate of Stephen, James and Peter the 
scribes turn to the assumption of St Mary, but return to the apostles on f. 1607. 
The information there centres on the death of each apostle. Lists of the same kind 
are known from other Icelandic sources, namely Stock. Perg. fol. 5 and AM 660 
4to, and were edited by Peter Foote. 348 These 'postolat6l' are modelled on Latin 
lists of the apostles found in martyrologies and miscellanies, where 'there is 
much variety in the quantity and detail of the information offered' as Foote 
points out, though the core remains the same. 349 This is equally true of the three 
Icelandic texts. 660 presents the shortest text and Stock Perg. 5 the longest. No 
two texts appear on the surface to have the same selection of names - although 
on closer inspection the selection in 764 turns out to match that of Stock. Perg. 5 
and the order in which they are presented is not the same. 
The order of the apostles on f. 16vl7-27 in 764 is as follows: Peter, Paul, 
Andrew, James the Lesser, Philip, Bartholomew, Thomas, Matthew, Simon, 
Judas (Thaddaeus) and Matthias. It would appear that the sons of Zebedee have 
been left out altogether. But that is not the whole story because their respective 
deaths are in fact described elsewhere in the chronicle. James' death at the hands 
of Herod is scriptural and mentioned in the brief fragment from Acts on f. 16rl3- 
14, where it is specified that James was beheaded, a detailed not included in the 
Vulgate. John was immersed in hot oil under Emperor Domitian so the scribes of 
764 entered this piece of information at the correct place in their list of emperors 
348 Peter Foote. 'Postulatal. ' Minjar og menntir. Afmadisrit helgad Kristjdni Eldjdrn 6. desember 
1976. Ed. by Gu6ni Kolbeinsson. Reykj avfk 1976,152-173. 
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(1901-32). The comment about John is not included in the Chronica Martini 
which is the source for the imperial list so it was almost certainly the scribes' 
own idea to enter it there. (It is admittedly curious that they did not do the same 
with -Peter and Bartholomew who are both associated with Roman emperors in 
the 'postolatal' in 764. ) It is thus likely that the list of apostles which the scribes 
of 764 copied contained the sons of Zebedee but that James was dropped because 
his death had already been recorded and John was moved so as to join his 
tormentor. An alternative hypothesis may nevertheless be advanced. Since 764 
elsewhere contains material from Tveggfa postold saga J6ns ok Jakobs it is 
conceivable that the 'postolatal' also derived from a manuscript of that saga and 
that John and James were left out because their deaths were inevitably treated 
more fully elsewhere in the saga. The existing manuscripts of TvpJJ, however, 
do not give an account of the death of the apostles, 350 so this explanation for the 
exclusion of John and James in 764 must be considered less attractive than the 
one offered above. 
For the sake of comparison John and James have been added to the 764 
4postulatal' proper in the summary in Table 3. The texts of 660 and Stock Perg. 5 
was printed by Foote. The text of Stock. Perg 5 is considerably fuller than either 
that of 660 and 764 and will not be reproduced in full here, nor will all the 
analogues identified by Foote be recounted. 
The order is the same, as can be seen, in 660 and 764 except that 660 
does not include Mathias at the end. Stock. Perg. 5 does, but there Thomas is 
shifted from no. 9 to no. 12 . 
35 1 The accompanying text mentions that he was 'd 
349 Foote, 'Postulatal', 156. 
350 Only a brief list is given, cf. Postola sogur 545.5-546.3. 
351 On the variations in order cf Foote, 'Postulatal', 156-158. The apostles were also addressed in 
private prayer as is witnessed by the manuscript AM 241 a fol. where the order is the same as in 
764 except that Bartholomew and Thomas are reversed. Cf. Liturgica Islandica L Text. Ed. by 
Lilli Gjerlow. (BiblArn XXXV. ) Copenhagen 1980,187. In that source James Z. precedes John 
but we cannot know whether that was the case in the text the scribes of 764 were copying. 
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764 660 Stock Perg 5 
En eftir uppstigning gu6s xxx Petrvs ok Pavlus Petrus ok Paulus ... voru pindirj Roma 
drum ok vij voru ýeir pfndir voru pindir j borg. undir valldi Nereoni keisara. Petrus 
Petrus ok Paulus. Var hann Romaborg. var var krosfestr ... Paulus var hoggirm utan hdlshoggvinn en Petrus krossfestr Petrus krosfestur. en borgar Ad hinurn sama degi ... 
f R6maborg af Nerone keisara. Paulus hoggvinn 
Andreas krossfestr f Akara f Andreas brodir Petri Andres postoli uar krossfestrj borg ýeire 
Grikklandi af Egeajarli. var ok krossfestrj er PAtrAs heitir. hon stendr aa Bolgara 
borg ýeiri er Patras lande. ýar er Eingils nes. heitir. hann uar 
heitiraAchialandi. pindrundirualldeEgddjarls ... 
(Hann [Domicianus] Idt setja J6n _ Johannes Jon postoli ok gudzspialla madr var upp 
postola i ketil vellanda ewangelista var vpp nurninn medr himnesku Nose ut j Asia 
vi6smj6rs. ) nvminn a Asialandij landi. j borg ýeire er Effessus heitir... hitt 
Effeso borg. var fyR er harm var settrj uO smior 
uellanda. j Romaborg at Raa6i Domitiani 
keisara ... 
(nukkuru si6ar var Jacobus br66ir Jacobus brodir Jo- Jacobus postoli. brodir Jons postola ... var Johannis hAlshoggvinn m6ti pds- hannis var hoggvinn hogginn j Galilea heradi. undir valldi 
kum en Petrus settr f myrkva- j Galileaj riki Herodis konungs. 
stofu af sama Herode litlu sf6ar) Herodes hins bridia. 
Jacobus yngri var byskup xxx Ara Jacobus annar brodir Jacobus postoli er brodir drottins er 
at J6rsblum. Hann var grýttr en drottins vars hann kalladr. harm var lostirm med valkara 
sf6ar sleginn f WO me6 ývdttara var lostinn med vifl. stickuj hofud. e6a baruifl. af gydingi 
barvifl. j Jorsolum. a kirkiu einurn j Jorsala borg. ýa er postolinn sto6. 
ýa er hann taldi tru yfir uindskei6 musterissins. ok bodadi 
fyrir folki. batann nafn drottins Jesus Christus 
A sama degi var Philippus Philippus a Tidia- Philippus postoli uar krossfestr. ok bar6r 
Icrossfestr f Asia ok bundinn A landi var grioti bardr grioti. af heidnurn monnum j borg beire. 
kiossinn. I)d hat'6i hann lxxx ok a krossi ok vpp er Jerapoli heitir. hon stendr ut j Frigia 
vij Ar. ij dxtr hans helgar voru nvminn. landi. ýar uar hann grafinn med rettu licki 
grafhar A sfna hond honum hvdr. ok postoligre dyr6. 
Bartholomew fleginn kvikr af Bartholomew var Bartholomew postoli. hann var aa hinu 
Astrige konungi A Indialandi ok pindr flegin hvdin yzta India landi. ... hann uar pindr at bodi 
si6az hAlshogginn ok fluttr eftir med hnifi ok Astriges konungs. hann uar kuikr fleginn. 
tfma f Beneventurn en ýa6an hoggvinn sidan a env enn si8ann uar harm hoGinn. fyrir gu6s 
fluttiz harm af Ottone keisara ok yzsta Jndialandi sakir 
fwr6i helgan d6m postulans til 
eyar ýeirar er liggr nxrr 
R6maborg ok geymiz bar. 
A nwsta Indialandi var Tomas Thomas var Matheus ... var j borg ýeire er Naddaber laginn f gegnurn me6 sver6i af hoggvinn a avdrv heitir aa Blaalandi ... hann uar pindr undir byskupi s6larhofs. India landi med ualldi Hartacus konungs. ok uar med 
sverdi. suer8i stanga8r aa baki ... 
Matheus var laginn f gegnum A Matheus a Simun ok Judas ... voru aa Serk landi ... bak meo sver6i d Bldlandi af Ethiopialandi i borg ýeir voru pindir af blot byskupum. ýeim er 
Hirtaco Nadaber hann var faur ger6u at beim. eptir aaeggian ok 
pindr ok hoggvinn fortaulum. ýeira hinna fiolkyngu Zaroess 
ok AArphaxaath 
Simon ok Judas voru lag6ir i Simon ok Jvdas vorv Thomas postoli uar aa hinu nwsta Jndia 
gegnurn me6 kesju A Persida bardir med kylfvm a landi ... ýat uar6 efz vm. ýenna postola landi. Kaldealandi. en guos. at blotbyskup einn gerdi for at 
faerdir sidan j postolanurn j solar hofi. ok lagdi 
Babilonem I postolannjgdgnum med suerdi ... Mathias var pfndr f Judea, fyrst I Mathias ... var lutadr j sta6 Judas SkarioTh-- 
grýttr en sf6an drepirm me6 exi. I en hann for med pislar dyr6 he6ann af 
I heiminum ... I 
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hinu nwsta India landi'. Since Bartholomew is said to have preached 'd inu yzta 
India landi' it would seem natural for the clause about Thomas to follow 
immediately, the way it does in 764.352 The order in 764 therefore seems to be 
more original. 
Much of the information on each apostle in 764 has its counterpart in the 
other manuscripts, especially Stock. Perg. 5. There are some interesting 
divergences however. The first one occurs in the entry on Andrew where both 
660 and Stock. Perg. 5 mention that the apostle was crucified in the city of 
Patras. 660 states that this place is in 'Achia land' whereas Stock Perg. 5 gives 
the Norse name for Achia, Engilsnes, and says that it is in 'Bolgara land. 
Although 764 incorrectly has 'Akara' instead of 'Akaia, the scribe has added 'i 
Grikklandi' in the margin and thus provides a more accurate placement of the 
province which is on the Peloponnesus. 353 
764 says about James the Lesser that he was first stoned and then hit with 
a fuller's bat. The stoning has no parallel in the other manuscripts nor in the 
legend, but Chronica Martin! mentions under the entry on emperor Nero that 
James 'primo a Iudeis lapidatur, post pertica fullonis excerebratus occubuit'. 354 
The scribes of 764 may have modified their copy to include this information. 
The entry on Philip contains a detail, typical of 764 and its interest in 
holy women, where it is mentioned that his two daughters, 'helgar', were buried 
with him. A parallel is found in Philippus saga: 
Dar voru i borginni dotr postolans tvcer, helgar nunnur ok dyrligar, ok hafbi 
hvartveggia beira mikla meyiasveit me6 ser, bxr er gu6i bionu6u i sifellu. En er 
postolinn var sva gamall at hann haf5i siau vetr ens niunda tigar, ýa kalladi hann til 
sin klerka ok kennimenn ok byskupa ýar nalwgra borga, ok sag6i ýeim skammar 
mundu eptir lifstundir sinar, en bao ýa g2eta vandliga gubs bo6or6a ok sinna 
kenninga. Segia sva helgar bokr, at Pa komi Par hei6nir menn me8 ofri8i miklum ok 
hdndlu6u postolann ok domdu hann Pegar til liflatz, ok var hann si3an kTossfestr, ok 
gryttu Peir hann si6an a krossinum, ... Ok Pa er dotr hans ondu6uz, Pa voru Peer hia 355 honum grafnar, a sina hdnd hvar. 
The text in Philippus saga I represents one of two divergent accounts of the 
apostle's death. According to the other tradition which is followed in Philippus 
352 Cf. also Foote, 'Postulatal, 166-167. 
353 Ibid., 159-160. 
354 Martinus Oppaviensis. Chronicon ponfificum et imperatorum. Ed. by Ludwig Weiland. MGH 
SS 22. Hannover 1872,445.1-2. 
355 Postola s6gur, 737.14-27 
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saga 11 he died naturally. 356 His daughters, and their burial at his side, are 
mentioned in both accounts. 357 The statement in 764 that Philip was tied to the 
cross may be a simple error ('bundinn' possibly a misreading for 'barinn' cf 
'bar8r grioti'? ) or it could have come about through a confusion with Andrew 
about whom 'sources ... generally emphasize that 
he was tied to his cross'. 358 The 
beginning of the sentence, 'A sama degi', is probably a straightforward addition. 
The three Icelandic texts give very dissimilar accounts of the fate of 
Simon and Judas Thaddeus. Stock. Perg. 5 adheres to the tradition found in the 
Latin passio of those two saints which describes how they chose martyrdom 
when set upon by priests and their mob in a temple. 
359 The claim in 764 that 
Simon and Judas were killed with a lance does not seem to be paralleled in the 
best known martyrologies. 360 
764 is the only text of the three which specifies how Mathias was killed. 
Legends about Mathias were later in developing than those of the other apostles 
and the information that he was stoned and then beheaded is found in a late 
source, the so-called Mathias-legend from Trier. 361 
7.2. Revenge upon the Jews: De bello Judaico 
After cataloguing the ordeals suffered by the apostles the story turns to what the 
text terms '6dwmilig hefnd yfir gy6ingurn' on account of their murder of Jesus. 
The narrative is here made up of sections from Book 6 of Josephus' De bello 
Judaico and records events that happened shortly before Jerusalem fell to the 
Romans in AD 70. There are ominous portents: an unusally bright star in seen 
above the city, a cow bears a lamb, a door in the temple bursts open, battle hosts 
are seen in the sky etc. (16v28-17r4 cf. BJ 6. V. iii). And there is also a horrid 
story which illustrates the famine that raged within the city: A woman takes her 
356 Cf. Foote, 'Postulatal', 163-164 
357 Cf. Postola sbgur,. 741.27-37. 
358 Foote, 'Postulatal', 159. 
359 Cf. Richard Adelbert Lipsius. Die apoloyphen Apostelgeschichten und Apostellegenden. 
Braunschweig 1883-90,111.168. 
360 E. g. Le marlyrologie dAdon. Ed. by Jacques Dubois and Genevi6ve Renaud. Paris 1984; Le 
martyrologie d'Usuard Ed. by Jacques Dubois. Bruxelles 1965; Rabanus Maurus. 
Marlyrologium. Ed. by John McCulloch. (CCCM 44. ) Turnhout 1979. 
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own baby, cooks and eats it (17rlO-15 cf. BJ 6.11I. iv). 764 finally gives a brief 
account of the fate of the Jews once the city had fallen and refers to Josephus 
lsagnama6r' (17rl5-21 cf BJ 6. IX. ii-iii). 
De bello Judaico was translated into Latin already in the fourth century. 
Two versions exist, a relatively free rendering labelled Hegesippus and a more 
accurate version ascribed to Rufffius Aquilensis. 362 The text in 764 is but a series 
of fragments of course. It nevertheless follows the original quite closely in the 
363 first part where the omens are described . 
The story of the cannibalistic woman 
364 is much shortened , and so 
is the last section where the numbers of those killed 
and enslaved are somewhat confused. 365 
Little is known about the reception of Josephus in Iceland. Parts I-II of 
Gydinga saga contain material found in the Antiquitates Judalcae and De bello 
Judaico, but it is in some cases doubtfid whether it was derived directly from a 
Latin translation of Josephus or through an intermediary like Historia 
scholastica. 366 Historia scholastica cannot be the source for the De bello Judaico 
material in 764 since Petrus Comestor only goes down to the time of Nero. The 
question whether the De bello Judaico passages in 764 were introduced in 
Iceland through another compendium, or whether a more extensive Icelandic 
translation of Josephus existed in the fourteenth century, cannot for the present 
be answered. 
7.3. Popes and Emperors 
7 3.1. Chronica Martini 
Ff 17vl5-2Ov8 are taken up by a papal list down to Clement IV followed by a 
list of emperors from Julius Caesar to Frederick II. These lists are derived from a 
work by the Dominican Martin of Troppau, Chronicon ponfificum et 
361 Lipsius, Apostelgeschichten, 111.264-266. 
362 LdMV, 634-635. 
363 Cf. Flavius Josephus. De bello Judaico libri septem. Ed. by Edward Cardwell. Oxford 1837. 
Vol. 1,343-345. 
364 Cf. ibid., 336-337. 
365 Cf. ibid., 354-355. 
366 Wolf (ed. ), Gydinga saga, xc-xcvi. 
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imperatorum. 367 The chronicle was put together sometime after the death of Pope 
Clement IV, 29 November 1270, but before Gregory X was elected pope on 1 
September 1271. There are three versions extant of the work, one of them (C) 
characterised by the addition to the list of subsequent popes, down to John 
XXI. 368 The list in 764 ends with Clement IV and thus clearly goes back to one 
of the two older versions (A and B). Version A has the shortest text and 764 
seems to be derived from the B-version into which short anecdotes about the 
popes are interpolated. Some of this interpolated material is found in 764 despite 
the radical abridgement of the original which otherwise characterises the text. In 
addition to interpolations which are original in the B-version, 764 contains a few 
insertions which have a different source. The longest of these are an anecdote 
about Pope Gregory the Great on f, 18 bis and a few stanzas against Pope 
Innocent III and his enforcement of the rule of celibacy (190-15). These will be 
treated below. 
Papal and imperial lists are known in other Icelandic manuscripts but 
have not been the subject of much research. An exception to that rule are lists of 
emperors, popes, patriarchs and abbots which formed parts of the so-called 
Membrana Reseniana 6, a thirteenth-century miscellany which was lost in'the 
fire of 1728 in Copenhagen. A copy of the lists and some other material in the 
manuscript was made in 1640 and is now preserved in Uppsala (DG 36). Steffin 
Karlsson has shown that the lists in Membr. Res. 6 (with the exception of the 
patriarchs) belong to a Montecassian tradition. 369 They thus have a different 
source from the ones in 764 and as is to be expected the two texts differ 
considerably. 
The Chronica Martini became a popular work and widely used. It 
provided a source for writers of other chronicles already in the thirteenth century 
and the fourteenth century saw its translation into German, Italian, French 370 _ 
and Icelandic. A more precise date for the Icelandic translation can hardly be 
367 Martinus Oppaviensis. Chronicon, 377475.1 am grateful to Stefdn Karlsson for having 
identified this source. 368 Ibid. 383-384. 
369 Stefin Karlsson. 'Alfrmoi Sturlu 1)6r6arsonar. ' Sturlustefna Rddstefna haldin d #6 a1da JrtIJ 
Sturlu P6rdarsonar sagnaritara 1984. Ed. by Gu6rýn Asa Grfmsd6ttir and J6nas Kristjdnsson. 
Reykjavik 1988,3742. 
370 Ludwig Weiland (ed. ). Martini Oppaviensis chronicon pontificum et imperatorum. NIGH SS 
22. Hannover 1872,394-395. 
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given. It was mentioned above that the Icelandic text goes back to a version 
which had not been expanded with the names of Clement IV's successors. That 
in itself does not necessarily indicate that the chronicle came to Iceland early on. 
It is however perhaps a bit peculiar that the scribe who copied the lists in 764 
does not seem to have had any knowledge of popes after Clement's death, for 
he/she writes: 'hdr gefu vdr upp fyrst pdfatal bvi at vdr h6ftun eigi framar fundit 
in scriptis. En ýd er vdr finnum Wan af skulu skrifaz si6ar i anndlnum' (19vl8- 
20). 
7.3.2. Gregoly the Great 
The text on Pope Gregory is written on a slip which is inserted after f 18. The 
hand on this slip (J) does not appear elsewhere in the manuscript. The text first 
describes a flood in the Tiber which happened in the days of Pope Pelagius. It 
then contains a miracle of St Gregory which is supposed to have occurred in the 
days of his successor, Pope Sabinian. 
The story of the flood in the Tiber seems to have been well known in the 
Middle Ages and found its way into various chronicles. The Chronica Martin! 
includes it in its entry on Pope Pelagius for he died of the plague which 
accompanied the disaster. The text in 764 is considerably amplified compared 
with the chronicle and seems to rely on a different version of the story. The 
amplifications are stylistic but also contain extra material since in 764 St Gregory 
is brought into the story and a Marian miracle involving him is attached at the 
end. The story of the flood is treated in Gregorius saga in Stock. Perg. fol. 2 
which provides a much closer parallel to 764 than the Chronica Martini does. 371 
The progression of the story is much the same in 764 and Stock. Perg. 2, but 
verbal differences are considerable. According to Peter Foote, the Stock. Perg. 2 
version of Gregorius saga is 'a conflation of excerpts, often much abridged, from 
the Vita Gregorii auct. Johanne diacono, BHL 3641 ... and the version BHL 
3640 of the earlier life by Paul the Deacon'. 372 Parts of the material are common 
to both texts. The text in 764 contains a significant addition to the text as it 
371 Cf. HMS 1,3 87.1-3 89.24. There exist fragments of another text of Gregorius saga, but they do 
not include the passages in question, cf The Life ofSt. Gregory and his Dialogues. Fragments of 
an Icelandic manuscript from the 13'h century. Ed. by Hreinn Benediktsson. (EdArn B4). 
Copenhagen 1963,51-52. 
372 Foote (ed. ), Lives ofSaints, 22-23. 
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appears in Stock. Perg. 2, namely a description of the litany which Pope Gregory 
is said to have instigated. and which came to be celebrated annually as the 
Greater or Roman Rogation (Gangdagr hinn eini, 25 April). 373 The ultimate 
source for that passage is Gregory of Tours' Decem fibri historiarum, but the 
information was included in the vita by John the Deacon. 374 It is not found in the 
vita by Paul. There does not, on the other hand, appear to be any material in 764 
which is included by Paul but not by John. 
As was mentioned above the text in 764 differs considerably from that in 
Stock. Perg. 2. The vocabulary is not the same nor is the style similar; 764 seems 
more elaborate. This is illustrated by the following example: 
764 
H6r fylgöi Pat, sein hon brauz annan veg üt af 
borginni ok leitaöi sj6var, at hon skolar i brott 
6rjarbar holum mikinn fjölöa höggortna ok Par 
meö einn dreka svä mikinn at vexti sein einn 
stoklcr vwri. Detta, allt samt flytr hon ok fleygir 
üt f sj6. En Pann tIma sein hafbäran rfss 1 m6ti 
kastar hon Pessu upp ä sanda tveiin megum 
meö ärösinum. Var Pä eigi langt äör s61arhiti 
steikti Pau herfiligu hrm. Gekk Par af forvindis 
svä 6polligr snykr at Pat var dauöligt hverju 
lifi. Loftiö dimmaöiz ok sýndi sik meö beiskri 
hrygö... (1 8bisr9-17) 
Gregorius saga 
Da flaut fioldi Uggorma eptir aanni ofan, ýa er 
skolat hafdi ur urclum her ok hvar, ok Par var 
dreki einn sva mikill, sem ass digr vxri; Pat 
fylgdi allt aarvextinum i sio. En er orinamer 
kvomu i sioenn, ýa do Peir allir Par. Sidan 
gidrdi aa hafvidri, ok rak Pa alla aa land. En er 
Peir funudu, ba gidrdi Par af odaunan mikit. Da 
kom sott mikil i Romaborg, ok feingu menn 
bradan dauda, Peir er forvindis urdu. (HMS 1 
387.4-11) 
The last sentence in 764 is paralleled in BHL 3641: totum aerem corruperunt. 375 
The fragment AM 238 fol. X contains a text from Gregorius saga on f 
2v. It was edited by Kirsten Wolf who argued that the text was not related to 
Stock. Perg. 2. She suggested that it was rather an independent translation of the 
vita by John the Deacon since 238 contains none of the additions from Paul's vita 
which are included in Stock. Perg. 2.376 238 is dated to the fourteenth century, 
possibly its first half Little is known of its history except that Ami Magn6sson 
obtained it in 1721 from the then schoolmaster at H61ar. 377 It is thus plausible 
that a translation was made of the Vita Gregoril auct. Johanne diacono in the 
early fourteenth century and that it circulated in Skagafj6rour where it came to be 
used as a source for the addition to the papal list in 764. It should also be noted 
373 Peter Jeffrey. 'Litany. ' DAM 7,592. 
374 AS Martii XII, 143F. 
375 Ibid. 142F. 
376 Kirsten Wolf 'A Fragment of a Gregorius saga in AM 238 fol. X' Opuscula IX (BiblArn 
XXXIX) Kobenhavn 1991,100-107. 
377 Ibid 101. 
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that the scribe (or the translator) seems to have a tendency to amplify the text 
slightly to increase its effect. The sentence, War ýd eigi langt Or s6larhiti steikti 
bau herfiligu hrm' (18bisrl4-15), does not, for instance, have a direct parallel in 
the Latin text (sed suffocatae bestiae inter salsos maris turbidissimi fluctus sine 
mora in littore deciderunt suaque putredine). 
The Marian miracle, which in 764 is incorporated into the story of the 
litany, is not found in Gregorius saga (nor in the Latin vitae). It survives 
however in two collections of Marian miracles, the so called S and D 
collections. 378 The text in 764 is shortened so it is hard to tell which of the two 
versions it resembles more closely. 
The scribe responsible for f, l8bis in 764 seems to have taken the 
Chronica Martini as a cue, as it were, for including a shortened version of the 
Tiber-story taken from a life of St Gregory, adding the Marian miracle to it in an 
abbreviated form. He or she then concludes with the remark that I bessa minning 
er nfi hefir verio lesin er haldinn gagndagr hinn eini' (I 8bisv 13 -14), followed by 
a reference to the papal list ('Var6 bessi oftnefndr Gregorius pdfl i Roma sem 
catalogus segir' 18bisvl4)). 
The miracle which follows, where St Gregory visits his successor from 
beyond the grave and does away with him, is included in the Chronica Martin! 
under the entry on Sabinian but does not have a parallel in the Latin lives of St 
Gregory or in the Icelandic Gregorius saga. The text in 764 is amplified 
compared with the chronicle which relates the story thus: 
Hic cum beato Gregorio pape post mortern derogaret et maxime ipsius liberalitati, et 
propter hoc egcnis manum adiutricem subtraheret, sanctus Gregorius ipsum ter per 
visurn pro culpa redarguens et quarto, cum se corrigere nollet, in capite percussit, 
quo tactu. etiam evigilans vexatus in capite expiravit. (422.26-29) 
The Icelandic text drarnatises the story, introducing paupers who prompt a direct 
speech from Sabinian: T6 at Gregorius spennti upp kirkjunnar fd sdr til frwg8ar 
A fwddi allan 1ý6 til heimligrar dýr6ar, er hvdrtveggja at eigi megurn vdr ok eigi 
vi1jum. vdr svd gem sern margan tima hefir hann. ' (18bisvl7-19). The text also 
adds descriptive adjectives here and there, describing Sabinian as 'steinligr i sinu 
bd6sti' (18bisv23) and Gregorius appearing to him for the fourth time 'meo 6gn 
378 Ole Widding. 'Norrone Marialegender pA europwisk baggrund. 1 Opuscula X. (BiblArn XL. ) 
Kobenhavn 1996,19,33. The two versions of the miracle are printed in Mariu saga, 224-225 and 
1172-1173. 
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ok mikilli rei0i' (18bisv27-28). It also introduces a citation from Psalms 
(18bisv26). It is of course conceivable that scribe J had access to another source 
containing this story, just as he/she had for the Tiber story. Assuming that was 
not the case and bearing in mind the slight amplifications of the Tiber story, one 
is led to the conclusion that scribe J followed an editorial practice which 
somewhat contravened that of his/her fellow scribes, namely amplifying, rather 
than shortening, the texts. 
7.3.3. Prisciani reRul 
F. 19v6-15 contains some stanzas in Latin against Pope Innocent III. They read 
something like this (the scribe is not orthodox in his use of Latin abbreviations): 
Prisciani regula penitus cassator 
Sacerdos per hic et hoc iam non declinatur 
Sed per hoc solummodo nunc articulatur 
Cum per nostrum presulern hoc admoveatur. 
Ita quidam presbyter ccepit allegare 
Peccat criminaliter qui vult separare 
Quod Deus coniunxerat feminam amare 
Vero dignum duximus omnes appellare. 
Nunc Innocentius immo nocens vere 
Quicquid sancto docuit verbo vult delere 
Et quod olim iuvenis voluit habere 
Modo sanctus pontifex studet prohibere. 
0 quam dolor anxius o quam dampnum grave 
Nobis est dimittere quod est tam suave 
0 romane pontifex statuisti prave 
Ne in tanto crimine moriaris cave. 
Paulus ccelos raptus est ad superiores 
Ubi multas didicit res secretiores 
Tandem ad nos veniens instruendo mores 
Suas in quid habeat quilibet uxores. 
This is a version of a well-known satirical poem directed against Pope Innocent 
and his efforts to enforce celibacy among the clergy. 379 Innocent fought vigor- 
ously against concubinage and Scandinavian dioceses did not escape his stem 
admonitions. He wrote to the archbishops Anders Sunesen of Lund and Olaf 
Lambatunga of Uppsala urging them to uproot the practice in their provinces, but 
379 CL Hans Walther. Initia canninum ac versuum Medii Aevi posterioris Latinorum. Gottingen 
1959, no. 14734. On the poem in the context of parodies of synods and councils cf. Paul 
Lehmann. Die Parodie im Mittelalter. München 1922,164 and Joseph Szöv6rffy. Weltliche 
Dichtungen des lateinischen Mittelalters L Berlin 1970,74. 
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without much success. 380 The enforcement of the rule of celibacy seems to have 
been greatly resented (and resisted) by the clergy as indeed the poem attests. 
7.3.4. Agulandus 
There are some minor insertions into the list of emperors as well as in the list of 
popes. Most of them are connected to Emperor Constantine (cf. below), and the 
fate of John the apostle under Domitian has already been mentioned (p. 190). St 
James crops up in a passage on Charlemagne (2063-36), where it is told that the 
apostle appeared to the emperor and urged him to liberate his land from the 
heathens. It is then stated that he did so and killed the king Agulandus and his 
son in that crusade before erecting a church in Compostella. This information is 
derived from a text known as the Saga af Agulando, one of the elements that 
make up the composite Karlamqgnýs saga, 38 1 but the chronology has suffered 
somewhat. Karlamagnus saga makes it clear that Charlemagne first purged 
North Spain of Saracens and rebuilt the church in Compostella before King 
Agulandus waged war on Spain and was killed by the emperor's men. 382 The 
saga af Agulando was not only incorporated into Karlamqgnýs saga but also 
provided material for Tvegg(a postola saga Jdns ok Jakobs. 383 The note in 764 is 
very brief, but it states that Charlemagne himself 'drap... Agulandum konung ok 
son hans Agulando' (2065). That is closer to TvpJJ which says: 'Dat vattar 
vir6uligr herra Turpin erkibyskup, at Karlamagnus konungr felldi Agulandum i 
Hyspania'. 384 Since the saga is in all likelihood the source for the description of 
Judgment Day found in 764 (cf. pp. 214-217), it is reasonable to assume that the 
information about Charlemagne's vision is of the same provenance. 
7.3.5. Emperor Constantine and Queen Helena 
380 Cf. Georg Denzler. Das Papsttum und der AmIsz6libat L Die Zeit bis zur Reformation. (Papste 
und Papstturn 5.1. ) Stuttgart 1973,96. 
381 Peter G. Foote. The Pseudo-Turpin Chronicle in Iceland., A contribution to the study of the 
Karlamqgnýs saga. London 1959,1-9. 
392 Karlamagnus saga ok kappa hans. Fortcellinger om Keiser Karl Magnus og hans jawninger. 
Ed. by C. R. Unger. Christiania 1860,126-370. 
383 Foote, 'The Pseudo-Turpin Chronicle', 9-11, cf. Postola s6gur, 667-680. 
394 Postola sdgur, 675.5-6, cf. Karlamagnus saga, 369. 
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Emperor Constantine was a key figure in universal histories, since with his 
311 
conversion the secular and ecclestical histories became entwined . There are in 
all three short passages in 764 which tell of the emperor and his mother, i. e. 
200-12,20v8-12,210-25. These come from two sources, it seems. Lines 3-17 
on f. 21v have a parallel in the life of St Silyester but the remaining material is 
derived from the legend of the Cross tree, Inventio Crucis. Steffin Karlsson has 
examined the Icelandic texts and fragments of the legend and shown that apart 
from the Latin legend, the Icelandic version printed by Unger 386 made use of a 
world chronicle (apparently Bede's Chronica malora) and Geoffrey of 
Monmouth's Historia Regum Britanniae. 387 It is the first chapter of the Icelandic 
version, a sort of historical introduction to the legend proper, which depends on 
the two latter sources, and on f, 20r7-12 764 has corresponding information, but 
much shortened. It is clear from the inclusion of the information that the version 
which the scribes of 764 used must have been expanded in the same way as the 
version printed by Unger. Whether it was precisely the same version as that 
contained in AM 238 XI fol. and AM 233 a fol., from which Unger obtained his 
text, is more doubtful. Apart from material from ch. 1,764 contains a parallel to 
ch. 2 (2lvl7-15) and a brief summary of the events described in chs. 3-6 (20v8- 
12). Chapter 2 describes Constantine's vision of the Cross and the text in 764 
differs considerably from that of 238: 
764 Inventio crucis 
Nukkurum tima sf6ar var6 ýat til Wenda d 
d6gum bessa Constantini hins kristna6a 
keisara at Mýandi hei6ingia herr safha6iz 
saman at beriaz vi6 Romanos vi6 dna 
Danubium. Konunginn var mjOk 6tta. sleginn 
vi6 ývflfka sogn. Dd kom at honum bjartr 
ma3r f svefni A sag6i til hans: Eigi skaltu 
6ttaz Constantine, Ifttu upp I himininn ok sjd. 
Ok er hann leit upp sd hann krossmark 
Christs gofugligt, harola bjart. Ok ýessi or6 
voru yfir skrifu6: Me6 ýersu marki muntu 
sigr M. Man ger6i konungrinn liking ývfffks 
tdkns ok bar ýao sama me6 sdr til bardaga 
m6t hei6ingium svd sern fý* sigrmerki. DA 
s16 6tta miklurn A hei6ingja ok flýW hverr 
A Pvi are er Mit var fra bur6 Cristz cc. vetra 
oc xxx. oc brir vetr, bat var a vi". are rikis 
Constantini, Pa com fiol6i vikinga li6s ad 
Danubium beirar dr, cc voro bunir at ganga a 
Romveria riki. En er Constantinus spur6i Pat, 
Pa for hann i moti me6 her sinn. En er hann 
sa, hverso mikit M vikingar hpf'6o, Pa aeg6i 
honum at beriaz vib Pa. Oc a einni nott 
syndiz honum ma6r biartr yfirliz cc mmllti 
A6 hann: ((Constantine, hir6 acigi Pu at ottaz, 
litru upp i himenenn. )> Oc se, Pa leit hann upp 
til himens cc sa crossmarc Cristz a himne sva 
biart sem elldr vxri; bar sa hann oc ritu6 
bessi or6 yfir: I Pesso marki mantu sigr vega. 
ba let Constantinus gera crossmarc af gulli i 
385 Cf. M. -D. Chenu. 'Theology and the new awareness of history. ' Nature, Man and Society in 
the Twet(th Century. Essays on New Theological Perspectives in the Latin West. Toronto 1997, 
188-189. 
316 HMS 1,301-308. 
387 Stefdn Karlsson. 'Inventio Crucis, cap. 1, og Veraldar saga. ' Opuscula 11.2. (BiblAm XXV. 2. ) 
Kobenhavn 1977,116-128. 
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sem mitti. Fdllu d ýeirn degi margar bfisundir 
manna af hei6ingjum. Gaf keisarinn bd 
margf6ld lof gu6i fyrir bvilikan sigr. (2 1v 17- 
25) 
liking bess cross, er hann sa a himne, oc bann 
hafbi hann fý* merki oc let bera fý* IN 
sino a mot vikingom. Da var6 orrosta mikil, 
oc log6o vikingar a fl6tta um strandir 
arennar, oc fell af ýeim mikill fiol6i li6s. Enn 
keisar vA agwtan sigr i crapti ens helga cross. 
(HMS 1303.2-16) 
It must be considered a possibility that there existed two separate versions of the 
legend, both expanded with historical material. The legend of the Cross tree was 
a popular one and for instance found its way into a homily in the Norwegian 
homily book, in a version unlike those in 764 and 23 8/23 3.388 
It is now time to turn to the Constantine passage in 764 which is derived 
from the life of St Silvester. It describes how three thousand infants were brought 
to Rome to be killed, so that the emperor could be cured of his leprosy by 
bathing in their blood. As was the case with the Cross tree legend, the Icelandic 
texts, i. e. 764 and the parallel passage in Silvesters saga, 389 differ considerably 
from each other, so they can hardly be derived from the same translation of the 
Latin source. 390 The text in 764 does not include Constantine's speech, which he 
makes after he realises that the children are about to be sacrificed for him, but 
simply states: 'haf6i hann bar m6rg skynsamlig or6 um' (2lvl2-13). The 
beginning of the story is on the other hand reasonably fully translated but with 
391 vocabulary at times different from that in Silvesters saga. The saga contains 
the whole story, with the speech only a little shortened, and sticks closer to the 
Latin. In an article on the relationship between the Icelandic Inventio crucis and 
Veraldar saga Stefdn Karlsson suggested that Silvesters saga was among the 
sources shared by the two works. 392 The evidence, however, is scant and it seems 
that the reception of the legends of St Silvester and emperor Constantine in 
Iceland is more multi-faceted than Steffin allowed for. 
388 Gamal norsk homiliebok, 102-103. 
389 HMS 11,249-25 1. 
390 For the Latin text cf Sanctuarium seu Vitae sanctorum II. Ed. by Boninus Mombritius. Paris 
19 10, ccLxxx-cclxxxi (510-511). 
391 Cf. e. g. 'hofbyskupar' vs. 'bl6tmenn' for pontifices capitolii; 'farkostr' vs. 'fararskj6ti' for 
vehiculum. 
392 Stefdn Karlsson, 'Inventio crucis, 126-128. 
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7.4. Holy men 
7.4.1. Lists and fragments from saints' lives 
On 20vl2-2lv3 and 2102-41 we find information and anecdotes on some of the 
Church's illustrious men, among them the four doctors (Augustine, Ambrose, 
Jerome and Gregory), Origen, Benedict and Alcuin. The material on these pages 
seems to come from disparate sources. Some of it reads as if it might have come 
from some list or lists, as for instance at the beginning: 
'Dd er Ii8it var H holdgan vdrs herra Jesu Christi cccc vetra voro Pessir samtf3a 
uppi: Martinus f Turon, Jeronimus at Mrs6lum, Ambrosius f Mielansborg, 
Augustinus hinn mikli f Affrika, Severinus f KoIni d SaxIandi, Patricius byskup er 
kristna6i Skotland ... , Pacomius, ... Origenes, Basilius, Gregorius Nisenus, Gregorius Nazarenus (20v12-18). 
The four doctors are given a characteristic each ('Jeronimus ... 
hinn i8nazti 
... 
Ambrosius 
... 
hinn r6ksamligzti ... 
Augustinus 
... 
hirm djfipazti 
... 
Gregorius 
... 
hinn nytsarnligzti' 20v 18-27), likewise reminiscent of lists. 
Much of the additional information and the anecdotes seem, on the other 
hand, to come from saints' lives and collections of exemPla. Augustinus saga is 
thus clearly the source on which the scribes based their account of Augustine and 
Ambrose (20vI 8-25, cf. HMS 1,132.28-30,135-136,148.17-22) and towards the 
end of f. 21v we find references to the life of St Catherine (cf. HMS 1421.13-20). 
Martinus saga, is similarly a likely source for the information on the fate of 
Arius (2lrl6-18), since a parallel passage is found in a version of the saga 
preserved in Stock. Perg. fol. nr. 2 (cf. HMS 1,609.31-35). A life of St Martin 
might also have produced the names of St Martin, St Severin (the author of 
Martin's vita) and possibly Bishop Patricius (he is said to have been Martin's 
nephew). The scribe cites Martinus saga as the authority for some (or all? ) of the 
information on Origen (216), but nothing equivalent is found in the three 
versions of the saga printed by Unger. And neither do these versions tell anything 
of Alcuin who became abbot of the monastery at Tours as is mentioned in 764. 
The scribe recounts a vision Alcuin is supposed to have experienced while a 
monk at the house where the brethren wore gold-embroidered clothes and had 
meat at every meal (cf. 2001-34). Despite the lack of analogous passages in the 
preserved versions of Martinus saga, it is most likely that all the information 
linked to St Martin and Tours in 764 came from the same source, possibly an 
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expanded version of the vita by Sulpicius. It should be noted here that there 
exists a fragment from the beginning of the fourteenth century containing matter 
on St Martin not represented elsewhere in the Icelandic lives of the saint. 
393 
Martinus saga is among the books listed in the 1525 inventory for 
Reynista6ur. 394 It may have been a fuller version of the saga than that represented 
by the extant manuscripts. 
7.4.2. Vitae patrum 
The inventory also lists a copy of Vitae patrum. Two of the anecdotes in this part 
of 764 are derived from the collection of exempla commonly known by that 
name. The title is somewhat misleading in that it is used to denote the Vitae 
patrum 'proper' i. e. Tyrannius Rufinus' Historia eremitica (or Historia 
monachorum in fgypto), stories about the Desert fathers, as well as the more 
heterogenous collection Yerba seniorum. The latter contains mostly anecdotes of 
monks and clerics and is thought to be somewhat later than Rufinus' collection 
which is dated to c. 400.395 Stories in these collections are often attributed to St 
Jerome since he was commonly thought to have been responsible for Rufinus' 
work. The two anecdotes in question (on ff. 2162-39 and 2169-210) come 
from the Yerba seniorum and are both introduced with the formula 'Svd segir 
Jeronimus'. 396 The stories are printed by Unger from AM 225 fol., a codex from 
c. 1400. That text corresponds closely with 764.764 includes, later in the 
manuscript, twelve stories (one of them the same as that on f. 2162-39 but 
copied by another scribe) from Yerba seniorum (cf. Appendix I). Matthias 
Tveitane has discussed the relationship between 764 and other manuscripts 
containing Norse versions of Yerba seniorum and suggested that 764 represented 
a more original version than that preserved in 225 since the text in 225 seems to 
have been reworked. 397 The matter merits finther consideration which will not be 
undertaken here. It will suffice to mention that when comparing the texts one 
should take into account the tendency to abbreviate, so characteristic of the 764 
scribes. Further, Tveitane does not seem to have taken all the Yerba seniorum 
393 AM 655 4to XXXI, cf. Foote (ed. ), Lives ofSaints, 20. 
394 DIIX, 321. 
395 Matthias Tveitane. Den kerde stil. Oversetterprosa i den norrone versjonen av Vilm Patrum. 
(Arbok for Universitetet i Bergen. Humanistisk serie no. 2 1967). Bergen 1968,8-9. 
396 The source of the third anecdote, immediately preceding these two, has not been found. 
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anecdotes found in 764 into account. Many of them correspond closely with the 
text printed by Unger, but some (e. g. the one on f, 37r) seem to be derived from a 
different version. 
Exempla of this kind were popular in the Middle Ages, espedially of 
course among nuns and monks. These stories were for instance used for reading 
aloud at table and Vitae patrum is even mentioned in the Rule of St Benedict as 
an appropriate read. 398 The wealth of such material in 764 suggests that such 
readings were one of the purposes the book was intended for. 
397 Ibid., 18, 
398 Cf. The Rule ofSt. Benedict. The Abingdon Copy. Ed. by John Chamberlin. (Toronto medieval 
Latin texts. ) Toronto 1982,5 1. 
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8. Aetates VII-VIII: In fine seculorum 
8.1. Hell, Purgatoly and Refrigerium Sanctorum 
At the top of f. 22 it is announced that, after sketching briefly. what has happened 
in the sixth age, it is now time to turn to events which will signal the end of that 
age. What follows is a brief account of the coming of the Antichrist (226-17). Its 
immediate source is chapters 50-54 of Tveggfa postola saga J6ns ok Jakobs. 
Since the account of Judgement Day in 764 (22v22-23v4) is of the same 
provenance, both passages will be discussed together below (pp. 212-217). 
At the end of the account of the Antichrist the text refers to what in the 
Glossa ordinaria and subsequently was termed refirigerium sanctorum. "' It is 
stated that after the fall of Antichrist 45 days will be granted 'g68um m6nnum ... 
til nd6a en r6ngum til yfirb6tar'. No one knows, it says, how long it will be 
thereafter until Judgment Day and the end of the world. 400 This information 
comes from a work by Hugo Ripelin of Strasboug, Compendium Theologicae 
Veritatis (Book 7 ch. 14, on Hugo and his work cf. p. 212), but the origins of the 
idea of refrigerium sanctorum lie with St Jerome. In his commentary on Daniel 
he interpreted Dn 12.11: et posita juerit abominatio in desolatione dies mille 
ducenti nonaginta, as referring to the reign of the Antichrist, lasting three and a 
half years (cf. 764: 'hdlft iiij' dr' 22rl4). The text in Daniel continues with: 
beatus qui expectat et pervenit ad dies mille trecentos triginta quinque, and by 
subtracting 1290 from 1335, Jerome was left with 45 days between the end of the 
reign of Antichrist and the Last Judgment. This period was a time of peace but its 
purpose, according to Jerome, was to test the faith of believers. 401 Specifying 
how many days would pass before the coming of Christ could be seen as 
contravening other scriptural passages which stated that men could not know the 
exact time of the Lord's coming. Bede, who took up Jerome's interpretation, 
attempted a reconciliation by implying that the 45 days should not be taken 
3" Robert E. Lerner. 'Refreshment of the saints: The time after Antichrist as a station for earthly 
progress in medieval thought. ' Traditio 23 (1976), 109. Cf. also Jacques Le Goff. La naissance 
du Purgaloire. Paris 1981,70-74. 
400 A similar information is found in Elucidarius where the days of repentance are said to be 40 
and that no one knows when Judgment Day will come, cf. Elucidarius, 129.11-14. 
401 Lerner, 'Refreshment', 10 1- 102. 
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literally. His example was followed by Haimo, of Auxerre who solved the 
problem by supposing that after the 45 days there would be another period of 
unknown duration. It is Haimo's formulation which Hugo adopts in CTV and 
Haimo also seems to be responsible for the idea that the 45 days were 'granted to 
the elect who had wavered during Antichrist's persecutions so that they could 
then do penance and be saved'. 402 Whether they would be similarly occupied 
during the indefinite period up to the Last Judgment is not made clear, neither in 
CTV nor in 764. 
As was discussed in chapter II. 1, the 764 scribes follow an aetates- 
scheme which presupposes that the souls of the dead exist in the seventh age 
which runs concurrent with the first six ones. Men enter this age at the hour of 
death and the dwelling-place of each is determined by his deeds in his earthly 
life. It was undisputed in the Middle Ages that after the Last Judgment the saved 
would dwell in heaven and the damned would bum in Hell, for all eternity. Less 
certainty surrounded the fate of the souls between death and the Last Judgment. 
They were thought to await the Judgment in different dwelling-places and 
knowledge of those could only be mediated to the living through visions and 
visitations. 
764 mentions three regions of the underworld: 
1 helviti eru iij staöir greindir frä öörum. Hinn haröazti kallaz puteus inferni vel 
abbyssus. Dat er pyttr eöa djüp helvitis. Annar staör kallaz purgatorium. Dat Pýbir 
hreinsunar staör. fij segiz lirnbus inferni. Dat er svä sein belti eöa lista er gengr 
umhverfum. i beim staö hvilduz allra r6ttlätra manna sälur Peira sein fxdduz 1 
upphafi heims allt til pfningar Krists. Pä leiddi hann Pzer allar ä brott meö sdr er hann 
dxmdi Dess veröar. Dxr andir sein ýröngdar eru af stxrrum syndum eru leiddar til 
kvala helvitis sein lesit er 1 b6kum (22r21-26). 403 
As Jacques Le Goff has demonstrated, the idea of purgatory as aplace did 
not emerge until towards the end of the twelfth century. Before that Augustinian 
ideas had prevailed, which held that after death the entirely good went directly to 
heaven and the entirely evil to hell. In between were one or two groups of souls 
(for Augustine the not entirely good and not entirely evil) which had to be purged 
402 Ibid., 106. 
403 P61s saga postola 11 includes similar information, cf Postola sogur, 269.24-270.2,282.36- 
283.10. 
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but the location of the purgation was not fixed. 404 By the end of the twelfth 
century the landscape of the other world had become more clearly defined. There 
were now three regions: heaven, hell and purgatory. In addition there were two 
limbos, limbus patrum and limbus infantium, which were successors of sorts to 
the notion of the Bosom of Abraham, a place where the souls of the righteous, 
who lived before the time of Christ, were to rest. The limbus patrum was 
presumably empty after Christ's passion since that was believed to be the place 
Christ descended into to free the souls of the patriarchs. The limbus infantium 
presumably still admitted unbaptised children, but it did not have the same status 
as the other three dwelling-places since it was for infants who had not sinned 
themselves but were only tainted by original sin. 405 764 only mentions one limbo, 
and seems to refer to the limbus patrum. It is nevertheless curious that it is 
termed limbus inferni. This may simply be analogous to the term puteus inferni 
(22r22) for the abyss of hell. Alternatively, infern! might be an error for 
infantium in which case the ultimate source for this information would have 
included both limbos. This is highly speculative however. Whatever the origins 
of the term they used, the scribes of 764 did not concern themselves finther with 
the limbo but proceeded to describe the three other places and the souls which 
dwell there. According to them both inferno and purgatory are within the 
boundaries of hell ('helviti') with fire in both places. The scribes quote Gregory 
the Great to explain how it is that the heat of the fire is felt in different degrees in 
purgatory and in inferno (according to the sinfulness of the souls suffering it), a 
reference to the fourth book of the Dialogues. 406 
The idea of purging by fire rested on the doctrind of sin, where a 
distinction was made between mortal sins and lesser sins which came to be 
termed venial. The souls tainted by venial sins were the material for purgatory, 
and the doctrine of venial sins became the substance on which the whole edifice 
of suffrage was built. For the punishment of lesser sinners could be mitigated 
through the intervention of the living, with the help of intercessors. The doctrine 
of venial sins had its scriptural basis in John's First Epistle but it was first 
404 Le Goff, La naissance, 181-182. CC also Alan E. Bemstein. The Formation of Hell. Death 
andRetribution in the Ancient andEarly Christian Worlds. London 1993,323-324. 
405 Le Goff, La naissance, 299. 
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outlined by Tertullian. The idea was developed more fully by St Augustine and 
Gregory the Great although the term 'venial' did not come to be applied until the 
twelfth century. 407 St Gregory's treatment of the subject in Moralia in Job but 
primarily in the fourth book of the Dialogues was to become very influential and 
the examples of venial sins which are given in 764 are clearly drawn from the 
latter source: 
Sed tamen, ut praedixi, hoc de parvis minimisque peccatis fleri posse credendum est, 
sicut est assiduus otiosus sermo, irnraoderatus risus, vel peccatum curae rei 
familiaris, quae vix sine culpa vel ab ipsis agitur, qui culpam qualiter declinare 
debeant sciunt; aut in non gravibus rebus error ignorantiae, quae cuncta etiam post 
mortern gravant, si adhuc in hac vita positis minime fuerint relaxata (77,396) 
764 seems to have turned the Latin around slightly or followed a text in which 
the adjectives were already muddled, for the examples listed there are 'barflaus 
hldtr, 6stilliligr mdlshdttr e6a heimlig gle6i e6a bat annat er varla md for6az' 
(2267-38). 'barflaus' corresponds with otiosus and '6stilliligr' with immod- 
eratus. (An echo of Gregory's immoderatus risus is also found in the kelandic 
Homily Book where the homilist talks of death: 'LibeN er 6stiltr hldtr oc leicr'. 408) 
764 owes a greater debt to St Gregory than merely these quotations. 
When faced with the problem of how to describe the horrors and delights of the 
other worlds in his Dialogues, Gregory resorted to storytelling. He described the 
purgation of sins (which he believed would happen in the place where they were 
committed) through a series of exempla. This way of conveying the agonies 
awaiting sinners set the pattern for descriptions of the other world throughout the 
Middle Ages. 409 The scribes of 764 follow this tradition and choose three 
visionary exempla to illustrate the horrors of hell, the suffering in purgatory and 
the heavenly bliss. But their choice of stories nevertheless departs from the line 
taken by Gregory. For whereas Gregory described the other world as seen 
through the eyes of men, usually monks or clerics, the main characters in the 
miracles included in 764 are women. This is in line with the development of 
visionary literature. Early examples of the genre centred around men as 
406 nam sicut in hoc mundo sub uno sole multi consistunt, nec tamen eiusdem solis ardorem 
aequaliter sentiunt, quia alios plus aestuat, atque alios minus. Gregorius Magnus Dialogi libri 
IV. Ed. by Umberto Moricca. (Fonti per la storia d'Italia. ) Roma 1924,303. 
407 Le Goff, La naissance, 293. 408 Homiliu-bdk, 49.14. 
409 Le Goff, La naissance, 124-128. Cf. also Herbert Vorgrimler. Geschichte der Hdlle. MiInchen 
1993,136-137. 
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visionaries but visions experienced by women became gradually more frequent 
and from the thirteenth century onwards the majority of visions were attributed to 
women. 410 
The first story (22r26-32) tells of a woman who indulged in camal sins so 
that her soul was committed to hell upon death. Her, daughter is visited in sleep 
by a handsome man who leads her through a valley of horror and disgust. There 
the daughter sees her mother being immersed in a fiery pit and sucked by 
serpents. 
'Me purpose of some of the stories included by Gregory in his Dialogues 
was to emphasise the importance of suffrage, i. e. intercession by the living for 
the dead . 
41 1 The next tale in 764 (22r4l-22v6) has the same aim and it is 
preceded by a note on the ways in which the living can free souls in purgatory 
from suffering: 
iiij hlutir eru beir er Icerife6r segja at andir frelsi af pinu: messur, almusuger6ir, 
fbstur, bmnir heilagra ok eigi sf6r ýeira er f ýessi verold en4 sem vitni berr ýessi 
hlutr er fýlgir (2269-41) 
These means of suffrage were common knowledge for every Christian in the 
Middle Ages. St Augustine advocated a trilogy of suffrage, masses, prayers and 
alms, 412 but fasts were also regularly included, e. g. by Bede. 413 The Icelandic 
Speculum penitentis (I 5th c. ) lists the following suffrages for venial sins: 
aull sacramenta og allar helgar vigslvr og blezaner og einkanliga biskups blezan. 
fyrir vaz vigslv. fyrir bmna halld faustur og aulmausv gerdir. et per signa humilitatis 
414 et devocionis ... 
The story used in 764 to illustrate the usefulness of suffrage is a Marian miracle 
which is also included in the so called B-collection of Marian miracles found in 
three manuscripts (AM 232 fol., 234 fol. and 633 4to) . 
41 5 The text in 764 follows 
the text printed by Unger closely, but leaves off before the end. 416 The miracle 
was obviously chosen by the 764 scribes because it describes delivery from 
410 Peter DinzeIbacher. Visionen und Visionsfiteratur im Mittelalter. Stuttgart 1981,226-228. 
411 Gregorius Magnus, Dialogi, 315-320. Cf. Le Goff, La naissance, 126-127. 412 Cf. Le Goff, La naissance, 113. 413 Ibid. 141. 
414 Knud-Erik Holme Pedersen og Jonna Louis-Jensen. 'Speculum penitentis. ' Opuscula VIII. 
(BiblArn XXXVIII. ) Kobenhavn 1985,222. - 
4 15 The miracle is number 33 in the collection, cf Ole Widding. 'Norrone Marialegender pa 
europxisk baggrund. ' Opuscula X. (B iblAm XL. ) Kobenhavn 1996,13. 
416 Cf . MarjU Saga , 120-12 1. The text 
in 764 ends on 12 1.11. 
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purgatory. It does not however, except indirectly, illustrate the efficacy of 
prayers, despite what is promised in the introduction to the story in 764 (cf. the 
citation above). The last part of the story in its full form stresses the importance 
of confession. The scribes of 764 may have left that part out so that the miracle 
would better fit their purpose of illustrating the role of intercessors in delivering 
souls from torment. 
The third exemplum in 764 (22v7-14) describes the fate of a righteous 
soul. It is stated at the beginning that books tell of many places where the souls 
of the righteous rest until Judgment Day. The story then tells of a labourer 
('akrkarl') who despite his frailty worked the field and kept his own counsel. 
After he dies his daughter is visited by a boy 'me6 eldligri asj6nu' (22v9) who 
takes her to Elysian fields where she sees many thousand men, shining in 
countenance, her father among them. She asks her father to allow her to stay 
there with him but he says that cannot be for some time. Following on from the 
story the scribes refer briefly to the beginning of ch. 25 of the fourth book of 
Gregory's Dialogues which is an answer to Peter's question whether the souls of 
the righteous are admitted into heaven before the resurrection. (Tbe text has no 
counterpart in the preserved fragments of the Icelandic translation (cf. p. 90) but 
corresponds to parts of chs. XXV-XXVI in the Latin text. ) 
764 
En Gregorius segir svi f fj6r6u b6k 
Dialogorurn at ýat sd eigi trihnda af 611urn 
rdttldtra manna Ondurn ývf at hann segir at 
ýd vanta8i nukkut d algj6rt rdttizeti ok 
munu ý6 Pd hvilaz f g66urn sta6 framan til 
hins mikla d6ms. En ýeira andir, segir 
Gregorius, er me6 Ollu eru. algervar ganga 
skj6tt eftir sitt andldt f dýr6 himinrflds Par 
sem sjdlfr GO er fyrir, sannandi ýetta me6 
sannleiksins or6urn er svd segja I 
gu6spjallinu: Ubicunque fuerit corpus illuc: 
congregabuntur aquile [Lc 17.37]. (22vl6- 
20) 
Greg. Dial. 
Gregorius. Hoc neque de omnibus iustis 
fateri possumus, neque de omnibus 
negare. Nam sunt quorundam iustorum 
animae, quae a caelesti regno quibusdam 
adhuc mansionibus differuntur; in quo 
dilationis damno quid aliud innuitur, nisi 
quod de perfecta, iustitia aliquid minus 
habuerunt? Et tamen luce clarius constat 
quia perfectorum iustorum animae, mox ut 
huius carnis claustra, exeunt, in caelestibus 
sedibus recipiuntur: quod et ipsa per se 
Veritas adtestatur, dicens: oubicumque 
fuerit corpus, illuc congregabuntur 
aquilae)). quia, ubi ipse Redemptor est 
corpore, illuc procul dubio colleguntur et 
animae iustorum. 417 
With that the scribes have managed to give an account of the three places into 
which the souls of the dying are received (not counting the limbo which, as 
mentioned above, was of little consequence to the audience of these texts). They 
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have described hell, purgatory and the heavenly place where rest the souls of the 
righteous and of those who are freed from purgatory. They have also outlined the 
'conditions for entry and exit' that apply in each place. The seventh age has thus 
been accounted for insofar as that is possible and the final chapter of the 
chronicle can begin. 
8.2. Antichrist and Last Judgment 
8.2.1. Hugo 
-Ripelin's 
Compendium Theologicae Veritatis 
It was mentioned above that the passages in 764 on the coming of Antichrist 
(22rl-17) and the Last Judgment (22v22-23v4) are derived from Tvegg(apostola 
saga J6ns og Jakobs (TvpJ. 9, chapters 50-54 and 56.418 The main source for 
these chapters of the saga is a theological manual, Compendium Theologicae 
Veritatis (CTP) compiled around 1260 by the Dominican writer Hugo Ripelin of 
Strassburg, but often incorrectly attributed to Albertus Magnus. 419 
Hugo's Compendium was a popular work in the Middle Ages and played 
a considerable role in disseminating lore about Antichrist and the end of the 
world. 420 It seems to have been well known in medieval Iceland, as Ian 
McDougall has shown. Works with similar titles appear in inventories for the 
monasteries at Vi6ey and Dingeyrar, but more conclusive evidence for the 
popularity of Hugo's work in Iceland is provided by 'the many instances in 
which Icelandic authors cite passages from CTV in translation'. 
421 In addition to 
TvpJJ the work has been shown to be the main source for the Speculum 
penitentis, as well as providing material for the prologue to Mariu saga II, the 
theological manual preserved in AM 672 4to and other fifteenth-century 
manuscripts, and the physiognomic treatise in Codex Lindesianus (late 15th c. ) 
"' Gregorius Magnus, Dialogi, 263, 
4,8 Postola sogur, 614-626. 
419 Svanhildur 6skarsd6ttir. '1)6msdagslýsing i AM 764 4to. ' Opuscula X. (BiblAm XL. ) 
Kobenhavn 1996,186-193. 
420 Georg Steer. 'Hugo Ripelin von Strassburg' Die deutsche Literatur des Mittelalters 
Verfasserlexikon 4,252-266. 
421 Ian McDougall. 'Latin sources of the Old Icelandic Speculum Penitentis. ' Opuscula X. 
(B iblAm XL. ) Kobenhavn 1996,14 1. 
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and other younger manuscripts. 422 TvpJJ has been dated to around 1300 which 
means that CTV must have reached Iceland not long after Hugo compiled it. 
The chapters on Antichrist and the Last Judgement in TvpJJ are based on 
chapters vii-x, xii-xv, xx, xxvi, xxviii and xxxi of Book VII of CTV, De ultimis 
temporibus, 423 but 
I 
the author of the saga has also drawn material from other 
sources. The Apocalypse of St John is one of them, some material may have 
come from a commentary on the Apocalypse and there is also a passage which 
stems from Isidore's Etymologies. 424 The TvpJJ is thus clearly a composite work 
and its author remoulded his material to suit his purposes. He does not include 
the chapters from CTV in extenso but chooses paragraphs, sometimes rearranges 
them and then incorporates them into the saga where they can fit. That 764 is 
based on the TvpJJ rather than on a translation of CTV also used by the author of 
the saga is evidenced by the inclusion in 764 of material which does not come 
from CTVbut is part of the saga. 425 
8.2.2. Antichrist 
The account of Antichrist in 764 (22rl-17) is a heavily abridged version of the 
text in TvpJJ, hardly more than a prdcis. 764 traces only the barest outline of the 
rise and reign of Antichrist: his birth in Babylon; his arrival in Jerusalem where 
he proclaims himself as the son of God and where the Jews build a new temple 
for him; the arrival of Enoch and Elijah who preach against him and are killed 
and assumed into heaven; the death of Antichrist on the Mount of Olives. Brief 
though this treatment is, it nevertheless contains all the main points of the lore of 
Antichrist as it came to be known in the Middle Ages. It was Adso of Montier- 
en-Der (c. 910-992) who composed the most influential treatise on the Antichrist 
and it was on this that many later authors, including Hugo Ripelin, relied. It is in 
the form of a letter to Queen Gerberga and follows the life of Antichrist from 
422 Ihid. 140 and 144-146. 
423 Albertus Magnus. Opera omnia. Vol. 34. Ed. by S. C. A. Borgnet. Paris 1895,237-26 1. 
424 Svanhildur 6skarsd6ttir, 'Dftsdagslýsing% 187. 
425 The best example of this is the passage on the corporeal gifts, cf pp. 216-217. One can also 
mention modifications like the one on 220 where 764 reads: 'smi6andi upp Pat mustari er ni6r 
var brotit fyrir Peira glxpi af Tito ok fflur hans'. CTV only mentions Romans and so does TvpJJ 
but there reference is made to events related earlier in the saga: 'uppreisandi Pat musteri, er 
for6urn brutu Peir ni6r me6r sinurn gimpum, en romveriar eyddu ok at velli l? 5g6u me6 svorturn 
kolurn ok ausku, sern fyrr var greint i Pessi sogu'. (Postola sogur, 614.18-2 1). 
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conception to death. 426 (It already contains all the information offered in 764 
except the assumption of Enoch and Elijah. 427 ) Antichrist, who proclaims himself 
to be Christ, provided a parallel and a contrast to the true Christ, and his life 
imitates the life of the Saviour. This is also reflected in the form of Adso's 
treatise which resembles the structure of saints' lives, thereby creating a sort of 
vita Antichristi. 428 By giving it such a well-known form Adso ensured the 
popularity and influence of his treatise. Hugo Ripelin's CTV was one of the 
popular sources through which the lore of Antichrist was disseminated . 
429 He 
devoted chapters 7-14 of Book 7 to the subject. Thus it appears that the outline of 
the life of Antichrist which the scribes of 764 included in their chronicle had 
passed through only two intermediary sources: from Adso to Hugo, from Hugo 
to TvpJJ, the source for 764. The scribes, true to form, stripped the text of the 
saga of all redundant material, ending up with the naked facts, as it were, about 
Antichrist. 
8.2.3. The end of the world - and of a chronicle 
The passage on Judgment Day and the end of the world (22v22-23v4) is based on 
chapter 56 of TvpJJ and was much less abbreviated by the 764 scribes than the 
chapters on Antichrist. The passage in 764 begins with a short prologue 
introducing the chapter from the saga. It begins with a reference to St Matthew's 
description of the Son of Man coming with power and great glory, sending his 
angels with a great blast of the trumpet (Mt 22.30-31). It is then told how all 
souls will assume their bodies and come to the Judgment. 430 God will arrive with 
nine hosts of angels, with patriarchs, prophets, apostles and saints. 431 The scribes 
then cite the Dies irae: 'Sd dag kallaz dag reibi, dagr kvalar ok eymdar, dagr 
myrkrs ok boku, dag Wrs ok kallz. Sd dagr mun mj6k vera beiskr ok grimmr 
61lurn ýmilldum' (22v27-29). All these notions were commonplace in Christian 
426 Adso Dervensis. De ortu et tempore Antichristi. Ed. by D. Verhelst. CCCM 45. Turnhout 
1976,20-30. 
427 That is taken from CTV. The assumption of Enok and Elias was also well known through the 
Gospel of Nicodemus, cf. Nidrstigningarsaga, HMS 11,16. 
428 Cf. Richard Kenneth Emme'rson. Antichrist in the Middle Ages. A Study of Medieval 
Apocalypticism, Art, and Literature. Manchester 1981,76-77. 
429 Ibid. 77-79. 
430 Cf. EIUCidariUS, 130.5-9. 
431 Cf. EIUCidariUS, 132.6-7: D: Hverer skolo doma. M: Postolar oc pin6er oc munkar oc meyiar. 
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eschatology and 764 may here be compared to Elucidarius although there is no 
direct link between the two texts. 
TvpJJ provides the text for the remainder of the passage. The text of the 
saga is mainly based on chapters xv, xx, and xxxi of Book 7 of CTV, but a few 
paragraphs seem to be taken from chapters xxvi and xxviii. The first part of the 
the text in TvpJJ describes the cleansing of the world through fire while the 
second part deals with the joys of heavenly existence. 
The idea of fire as an agent of purging and rejuvenation has a long history 
in Western thought . 
432 It is illustrated in the myth of the phoenix which is reborn 
out of its own ashes and which in Christian exegesis came to signify the Christ or 
the Christian soul. This is for instance evident in the Icelandic version of 
Physiologus: 
Fenix markar drotten vdm i eýle sino ývi, es hann brenner sik ok lifgar. Sva tok 
iesus christuS sialfraýe pisl a licarnma sinn ok reis vpp a iii. dege oc fek ollorn 
fulselo ... 
433 
For Christians the pronouncements of Paul in I Cor 3.13-1 5434 became the basis 
on which the medieval idea of purgatory rested and with time fire became the 
enduring image of the trial that awaited the souls. 435 The text in TvpJJ describes 
how the doomsday fire fulfills a fourfold role: it punishes evil men, it purges 
good men of sins, it destroys the flesh of men and beasts, and cleanses the 
elements. This reflects theories of fire that developed in the thirteenth century, 
and are evident for instance in Guillaume de Auvergne's treatise De universo. 
Guillaume differentiates between ordinary (earthly) fire, fire that consumes, 
perpetual fire (hellfire) which bums without consuming and purgatorical fire 
which consumes only sins. 436 The text in TvpJJ also seems to portray fire as the 
most fundamental of the elements since it is through fire that the other elements 
are reformed. St Augustine linked fire to God himself437 and even though that 
432 Cf. Carl-Martin Edsmann. Ignis divinus. Le feu comme moyen de rajeunissement et 
d'immortaliti., contes, ligendes, mythes et rites. Lund 1949, 
433 Werner Dahlerup. 'Physiologus', 256. 
434 uniuscuiusque opus manifestum erit dies enim declarabit quia in igne revelabitur et 
uniuscuiusque opus quale sit ignis probabit si cuius opus manserit quod superaedificavit 
mercedem accipiet si cuius opus areserit detrimentum patietur ipse autem saIvus erit sic tamen 
q3U5 asi per ignem. 
Le Goff, La naissance, 18 1-207. 
436 Ibid., 328-330. 
437 Ibid., 22. 
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idea is nowhere stated in TvpJJ it might nevertheless underlie the hierarchy of 
the elements. 
The second part, about the heavenly bliss, dwells predominantly on the 
spiritual and corporeal gifts which the blessed receive in heaven. The author of 
TvpJJ here supplements the CTV text with another source which is not readily 
identifiable. The CTV records that the gifts are seven in all, three spiritual (dotes 
animae) and four corporeal (dotes corporis). 438 In TvpJJ however, the corporeal 
gifts are said to be seven and although the spiritual gifts are not numbered, six 
are described, twice the number given in CTV. The doctrine about the gifts had 
its roots in the bridal-mystique where Christ was seen as the bridegroom and the 
Church (and by extension all Christians) his bride. The gifts were seen as parallel 
to gifts bestowed on the bride by the groom upon their union. 439 The doctrine 
seems to have originated in the late twelfth century and the first author to link 
three spiritual gifts with four corporeal ones was in all likelihood Stephen 
Langton. 440 The doctrine grew, at least partly, out of ideas attributed to Anselm 
of Canterbury who allegedly taught that in heaven fourteen 'blessings' 
(beatudines) would be conferred on the righteous, seven corporeal and seven 
spiritual. 441 The main exposition of these ideas is found in a work by one of 
Anselm's disciples, Eadmer, 442 but they also influenced another of his students, 
Honorius Augustodunensis. He refers in his Elucidarius to the fourteen attributes 
as gloriae, rendered 'dy'r6ir' in the Icelandic translation of that Work. 443 The 
Icelandic Elucidarius lists the gloriae corporalls as 'fegr6', 'fr6leikr', 'styrkt', 
'frelsi', 'sxllifi', 'heilsa' and '6dau6leikr', corresponding to pulchritudo, 
velocitas, fortitudo, libertas, voluptas, sanitas and immortalitas. The gloriae 
animae are 'speki', 'vindtta', 'samýykki% 'veldi', 'vegr', '6ruggleikr' and 
'f6gnu6r', corresponding to sapientia, amicitia, concordia, potestas, honor, 
securitas and gaudium. 4" Eadmer's treatise agrees with Honorius' list except 
that his chapter on sanitas is given the heading De impassibilitate . 
445 TvpJJ and 
438 Albertus Magnus, Opera, 253-258. 
439 Nikolaus Wicki. Die Lehre von der himmlischen Seligkeit in der mittelalterlichen Scholastik 
von Petrus Lombardus bis Thomas von Aquin. Freiburg 1954,209-212 and 220. 440 Ibid. 202-203. 
441 Ibid., 203-205. 
442 Eadmeri monachi Liber de beatudine coelestis patriae. PL 159,587-606. 
443 EIUCidariUS, 142. 
4" Ibid. 142-143. 
445 pL 159,591. 
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764 state that 'likaminn mun ... ver6a 
bjartr, 6pinanligr, gagnfxriligr, skj6tr, 
sterkr, heill ok langlifr'. 446 CTV lists the four dotes corporis as claritas, 
impassibilitas, subtilitas and ag ilitaS447 which correspond to the first four 
attributes in TvpJJ. TvpJJ therefore seems to combine the two lists, adding 
fortitudo, sanitas and immortalitas to the four gifts in CTV. The spiritual gifts 
seem to be six in TvpJJ as was mentioned above, although the matter is slightly 
complicated by the way each gift tends to be described in two words: 'speki ok 
vizka', 'dst ok vindtta', 'sambykki', 'swmd ok vir6ing', 'nd8ir ok gle6i' and 
'fri6r'. CTV gives the three dotes animae as cognitio, dilectio and 
448 comprehensio. TvpJJ seems to have taken the first two on board, which 
correspond more or less with the first two in Elucidarius, and then added 
concordia, honor, gaudium and securitas, leaving out potestas (as well as 
comprehensio). 
The author of TvpJJ seems therefore, to have had a source which 
provided the Anselmian list of beatudines. The differences in vocabulary seem to 
exclude Elucidarius as that source. The doctrine of the gifts was a popular one in 
the late Middle Ages and often included in summae of various kinds, so it may 
prove hard to pinpoint the exact source for the amalgamation in TvpJJ. 
The chronicle ends, fittingly, by proclaiming that the heavenly bliss enjoyed by 
the souls of the righteous shall have no end: 'Skulu g6bir menn lifa me6 gu6i 
fe8r ok hans helgum m6nnum w ok m utan enda. ' (230-4). 
446 Postola s6gur, 625.6-8. 
447 Albertus Magnus, Opera, 256-258. 
448 Albertus Magnus, Opera, 254-255. 0 
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111. UNIVERSAL HISTORY 
1. The writing of universal histoly in the Middle Ages. 
1.1. The genre. 
It will have become evident in previous chapters that AM 764 4to should not be 
described as a haphazard collection of diverse material. On the contrary, its 
compilers worked in at least a semi-systematic way towards their goal of tracing 
the history of the world from its beginning in the Creation until the Last 
Judgment. The concept that lies behind the compilation of 764 was by no means 
the innovation of the Icelandic scribes - it had been in use for a millennium and 
produced numerous works that provide parallels to the world chronicle found in 
764. 
It is common to all these works that in them history is presented as a 
linear succession of events while at the same time an attempt is made to cover 
the history of diverse peoples and reigns. This endeavour is usually underpinned 
by the use of genealogies and the concept of aetates mundi. The history told in 
these works is the history of salvation, the history of mankind is in other words 
synonymous with salvation history. Although the question of medieval historical 
genres has been much debated in recent decades, ' there is a general consensus 
that these works should be grouped under the label universal histories. Hans- 
Werner Goetz defines the genre thus: 
1 For a review of the problem see Franz-Josef Schmale. Funklion und Formen mittelalterlicher 
Geschichuschreibung. Darmstadt 1985,103-125 (Chapter IX, Historiographische genera) and 
Bernard Guende. 'Histoires, annales, chroniques. Essai sur les genres historiques au Moyen 
Age. ' Annales 28 (1973), 997-1016. 
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Its theme is universal history as a whole, from the beginning of the world (the 
creation) or at least the incarnation of Christ until the times of its author ... and 
sometimes ... even beyond, thus containing either 
the six (or seven) ages of the 
world or just the sixth age. It is characterized by its context within the history of 
salvation, manifested in the divine background, the division into ages (aetates) and 
kingdoms (regna), typological comparisons, a linear conception of history as a 
limited period and a search for the position of the author's present age in the divine 
concept of salvation. As historiography, it is marked by its chronographical nature 
and, in spite of mixed and transitional forms, in most cases contains history of the 
past rather than of the present. 
2 
A. -D. van den Brincken divided the genre further into three 
different 
3 
types of works: series temporum, mare historiarum and imago mundi. The first 
type represents a firm adherence to the chronological order, to the succession of 
eras and reigns from the beginning to the time of writing. The second type is 
characterised by a fuller narrative; the works belonging to this sub-genre are 
more elaborate and attempt a more thorough treatment of historical events, 
elucidating the causes and consequences of actions and events and giving 
evaluations of people and their actions. The style of these works tends to be more 
elaborate than that of the series temporum which is often simple and paratactic. 
The third type is however the one which most drastically embraces the principle 
of brevity. Works of this kind are encyclopedic in nature, sometimes hardly more 
than lists, and they are often inserted into longer works in order to give a brief 
overview of world history. Although this subdivision of the genre is helpful 
when it comes to gaugeing the purpose and function of the different works, it 
must be stressed that individual works may display characteristics drawn from all 
three subtypes (cf. the reference to 'mixed and transitional forms' in the 
quotation from Goetz above). One should therefore not think of the three types as 
closed categories but rather as different trends within the writing of universal 
history in the Middle Ages. 
The universal chronicle is an essentially Christian genre (although a 
similar development can be seen within Islamic historiography) and its 
foundation is the Bible. At the core of it lies the Incarnation and Christ's passion 
around which all other events are organised, in a linear chronology. It is the 
2 Hans-Wemer Goetz. 'On the universality of universal history. ' Lhistoriographie midijvale 
en Europe. A ctes du colloque organisi par la Fondation Europienne de la Science au Centre 
de Recherches Historiques et Juridiques de I'UniversitJ Paris IA 29 mars au ler avril 1989. 
Ed. by Jean-Philippe Genet. Paris 1991,247-24 S. 
3 Karl Heinrich Krilger. Die Untversalchroniken. (Typologie des sources du Moyen Age 
occidental 16. ) Turnhout 1976,21-23. 
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history of the revelation, it shows God's guiding hand at work in the history of 
mankind. One of its main characteristics, however, is the way it seeks to combine 
sacred and secular history sub specie salvationis. That was already the aim of the 
work which marks the beginning of Latin world chronicles, Eusebius' history in 
the form which Jerome gave it. 
The content of the chronicles is therefore by no means restricted to 
biblical events and characters but room is given to a wide array of secular 
information, much of it bound up with the curriculum of the septem artes 
liberales. The strive to link the secular to the sacred meant that placing secular 
events within the scripturally based chronology was essential, and one will 
therefore often find in these works references to political events such as the 
foundations of cities and states, or cultural information such as notes on the 
origins of trades and disciplines, or on poets and writers. Universal chronicles 
may, as a result, contain a wealth of material not directly pertaining to sacred 
history nor even to church history. 
The structural elements of universal chronicles are closely connected to 
the preoccupation with maintaining an ordo temporum. Ile chronicles are 
therefore organised through the use of serial principles. The use of aetates mundi 
has already been discussed (cf. pp. 63-65) and so has the theory of the four 
monarchies (pp. 123-124). These organising features are a staple element in 
medieval world chronicles, as are genealogies and lists of many kinds. Isidore 
was the first to use the aetates in a world chronicle. They are a prominent feature 
of his Chronica maiora; and he secured the four monarchies a place within the 
tradition of universal history with his commentary on the Book of Daniel. Some 
writers, Otto of Freising for instance, based their work on an exposition of the 
idea of two cities or two states, Christian (represented by Jerusalem) and pagan 
(represented by Babylon). Dualism of a similar kind also shows itself in 
typological parallels which are drawn in many universal histories. The most basic 
of these organisational principles, however, were genealogies and similar lists. 
The genealogies of the Bible served as the basis for chronological calculations; 
by studying them scholars arrived at fixed numbers for the years contained in 
each aetas. Biblical genealogies were matched with lists of secular rulers -a 
practice started by Eusebius and of which the third book of Honorius' Imago 
mundi is a good example - and if the succession of rulers was unclear writers 
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were sometimes forced to tidy the lists up a bit, as we saw in the case of 
Nebuchadnezzar who was also named Cambises (cf, p. 125). For accounts of 
post-biblical times lists played no lesser part as is witnessed by papal lists which 
formed the backbone of the Church's history together with lists of ecumenical 
councils. On the secular side were lists of emperors and other rulers. 
In order to place 764 within the tradition of universal histories it will 
suffice to mention only a few works which illustrate the development of the 
genre in medieval Europe. 4 
1.2. The development of the medieval world chronicle. 
The origins of the medieval universal chronicle lie in late Antiquity where the 
first example of a Christian world chronicle may be said to be the 
Chronographiae by Sextus Julis Africanus (d. after 240), which traces the history 
5 from Adam until the year 217. Sextus' work was among the sources used by 
Eusebius of Cesarea (263-339) in his Xpovtxot Xccvovcq. Eusebius' work is no 
longer extant in its original Greek version and it became known to medieval 
audiences in the form given to it by St Jerome. 6 That work, although sometimes 
referred to as Jerome's chronicle, was not his original composition but an 
expanded version of the chronicle by Eusebius. Eusebius made Abraham his 
chronological centre so to speak, and worked out the dynasties of secular rulers 
by reference to the years of Abraham. In Jerome's version (compiled c. 380) the 
chronicle extends from the birth of Abraham to AD 378. It was immensely 
influential so that one might say it became the foundation on which all later Latin 
chronicles were built. As was mentioned above, Eusebius and Jerome 
'established the precedent of combining sacred history with "the chronology of 
every age, the kings of all nations 7 Jerome calculated the number of years 
for each era from Adam to Christ, based on the Septuagint, and his chronology 
4 The following account is largely dependent on Anna-Dorothee v. den Brincken's pioneering 
study Studien zur lateinischen Weltchronistik bis in das Zeitalter Ottos von Freising. 
Düsseldorf 1957. 
5 G. Wirth. Thronik'. LdM 2,1955. 
6 Hieronymus, Die Chronik des. Hieronymi Chronicon. Euseblus Werke 6. Ed. by Rudolf 
Helm. GCS 21. Leipzig 1956. 
7 Eva Matthews Sanford. 'Study of Ancient History in the Middle Ages. ' Journal of the 
History ofIdeas 5 (1944), 25. Cf. also Guende, 'Histoires', 1000. 
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was to remain the dominant one until Bede. Jerome's work belongs to the first 
category of world chronicles: it is a series temporum, brief in style and 
paratactic. 
One of the most popular historical works in the Middle Ages was 
Orosius' Historiarum adversum paganos libri septem (AD 417/418). 8 The aim of 
the work is to illustrate how Christianity, or God's plan for the salvation of 
mankind, will inevitably conquer the world. In Orosius' world this happens 
through the unity of Christianity with the Roman empire, and secular history 
therefore lies at the centre of his work. Written shortly after Alaric had taken 
Rome, the work seeks to reconfirm the primacy of Rome as the seat of both 
secular and ecclesiastical power. Orosius may thus be said to have paved the way 
for more secular oriented chronicles. He also set an example by beginning his 
chronicle with a short geographical description of the known world, a practice 
followed by many medieval chroniclers, including the scribes of 764. 
Isidore of Seville compiled two universal histories, Chronica maiora (AD 
615)9 and Chronica minora (AD 627), based on the former and incorporated into 
the Etymologies (V. xxxix). In his introduction to the Chronica maiora, Isidore 
places himself as a successor to Sextus Julius Africanus, Eusebius and Jerome. 10 
These authors constitute his main sources, along with the Bible, but he also relied 
on other writers, e. g. Augustine, Pliny, Rufinus and Josephus, although he does 
not seem to have known Orosius. 11 As was already mentioned, Isidore became 
the first author to use the aetates mundi scheme as an organisational element in 
his history and he also distinguishes himself from his predecessors by beginning 
his chronicles with the hexadmeron, whereas earlier histories had begun with 
Adam. After the fall of the Western empire, Isidore continues the line of Roman 
emperors with the Byzantine rulers, a practice also seen in 764. 
The next landmark in the development of universal chronicles are the 
works of Bede - perhaps the most important chronicler of the Middle Ages. His 
chronicles were part and parcel of his chronological studies and were 
incorporated into his handbooks on chronology. Bede pioneered the chronology 
8 Paulus Orosius. Historiae adversum paganos. Ed. by Carl Zangerneister. CSEL 5. Wien 
1882. 
9 Isidorus Hispalensis. Chronica maiora. Ed. by Theodore Mommsen. MGH AA XI. 1894, 
391-497. 
'0 Isidorus, Chronica, 424. 
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of Dionysius Exiguus, which used the Incarnation as its starting point, with the 
result that the Incarnation took over from the Passion as the event which defined 
the chronology of Christian history. (This had the further consequence in the 
West that world chronicles which began with the birth of Christ started to 
emerge. ) Bede made his mark in Iceland, as elsewhere in the West - the oldest 
Icelandic Easter table which has survived, dated to the first half of the twelfth 
century, is based on Bede's chronology, and the earliest Icelandic historians, Ari 
fr66i and Swinundur frMi, likewise seem to have based their chronology on 
Bede. 12 
After Jerome, Bede exerted the greatest influence on later chroniclers and 
his works enjoyed an almost canonical status for more than three centuries. Like 
Isidore, he wrote two chronicles, but began by writing a chronica minora 
followed by chronica maiora. The first is a small compendium of world history, 
the second an expanded version with deeper theological thinking. Both 
chronicles were but parts of larger works, the shorter one was incorporated into 
De temporibus (AD 703), the longer one makes up the last part of De temporum 
ratione (AD 725). 13 
Like Isidore, Bede eschews the framework of the four world monarchies, 
but builds his history on the aetates mundi, together with lists which for instance 
trace the succession of emperors to date. In his Chronica malora, salvation 
history based on the Old Testament takes precedence during the first four ages. 
The fifth age is based on Jerome to a large extent and this part is considerably 
fuller than in the smaller chronicle, but the time after Christ is nevertheless given 
more space than pre-christian ages. In that part, the sixth age, Church history is 
central and Bede records disputes over doctrine as well as other events. 
Following on from the chronicle proper is a short eschatological treatise where 
Bede treats the coming of Antichrist and the Last Judgment and describes the 
seventh and eighth ages of the world. 
Bede's sources were numerous. In addition to the Vulgate and the Vetus 
Latina he used the chronicles by Jerome, Orosius and Isidore together with 
11 Isidoreus, Chronica, 394-395; Brincken, Studien, 93. 
12 61afia Einarsd6ttir. Studier 1 kronologisk metode 1 tidlig islandsk historieskrivning. 
(Bibliotheca historica Lundensis X111). 1964,104-105,142. 
13 Beda Venerabilis. Opera VI. Opera didascalica 2. Ed.. by Ch. W. Jones. (CCSL 123B. ) 
Turnhout 1977. 
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numerous other works of a similar sort. He apparantly set great store by the Liber 
pontificalis and he used secular works, Josephus's Antiquitates, Contra ApIonem 
and Bellum Judaicum amongst them, as well as sacred commentaries and saints' 
lives. 14 
De temporum ratione 'very quickly became the standard definition and 
textbook for the study of computus'. 15 As a result of the propagation of the work 
Bede became the dominating influence on universal history writing until the 
twelfth century. Not only was he the main source for many chronicles but his 
chronology was the received one. Universal history thus became part and parcel 
of chronology, an element in the study of how time passes. The emphasis was 
therefore necessarily on recording past history, and contemporary events insofar 
as they were included were viewed in the miffor of the past. Chronographical 
works, wide in scope, predictably exerted a more extensive influence on the 
medieval public than individual works which treated more narrowly defined 
topics or were limited in time and space. World chronicles were widely 
disseminated, copied, abbreviated, expanded and brought up to date. 16 
With time however, and with the increase of literacy and the development 
of the schools and other institutions within the intellectual sphere, historiography 
became more diversified. Bede's hegemony receded towards the end of the 
eleventh century, Jerome resumed his place at the forefront and his chronology 
won over Bede's. Local history was given more space in the histories as 
chroniclers became increasingly interested in their own age, but at the same time 
they, at least those writing in the Holy Roman Empire, saw their own epoch 
(ravaged by the Investiture contest) as a succession to the Roman Empire and 
hence interest was renewed in Rome and its predecessors. The theory of the four 
monarchies now becomes ubiquitous. Compilers were not satisfied with the brief 
treatment secular rulers were given by Isidore and Bede. They turned 
increasingly to Jerome and Orosius, but also to literature which specifically dealt 
with classical heroes and events, with the result that Alexander the Great, for 
instance, began to receive much fuller attention and his popularity was greatly 
14 Brincken, Studien, 112-113. 
15 Ch. W. Jones (ed. ) Bedae Venerabilis opera VI, . Opera didascalica 2. (CCSL 12313. ) Tumhout 1977,241. 
16 Schmale, Funktion undFormen, 148-150. 
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enhanced. 17 The eleventh and twelfth centuries witnessed a string of ambitious 
world chronicles where secular history is given considerable room although 
salvation history continues to serve as the backbone. Amongst these are the 
chronicles by Frutolf of Michelsberg (AD 1101; reworked by Ekkehardt), 
Sigebert of Gembloux (AD 1111), and Hugo of Fleury (AD 1109/1110). The 
sources these writers use are numerous but they select their material with 
discernment. The diminishing Bedean influence is evident in the fact that the 
works are more inclined to narrative, and chronology is relegated to a sub-role. 18 
All three betray an interest in faraway countries. This last characteristic is 
significant inasmuch as these three works were all written only a few years after 
the launch of the first crusade. 
The twelfth century saw dramatic changes in the political and intellectual 
milieu of Europe and these necessarily influenced the way history was written, 
not least universal history. First, the known world, the oikumene, was expanding. 
With the crusades, western Europeans were brought into direct contact and 
conflict with regions which had long been no more than names in books. The 
geographical picture was therefore vastly changed and called for adjustments: a 
knowledge of the geography and history of regions outside the Holy Roman 
Empire gave a broader meaning to the term 'universal'. But not only was the 
'outer', geographical world changing. Important changes also occurred in the 
world of learning. Education was developing fast with the establishment of 
cathedral schools and universities. The twelfth and thirteenth century witnessed 
the influx of classical learning on a far greater scale than before with the 
rediscovery of Aristotle and other authors. The disciplines expanded (I have 
already mentioned the explosion in commentaries on Genesis which came as a 
result of increased interest in the natural sciences, cf. p. 77) and it thus became an 
increasingly demanding task to produce books which would give an adequate 
overview of the known world. Such works needed to be ever larger in scope, as 
Vincentius' Speculum maius testifies. One might therefore be justified in saying 
that in some ways the universal chronicle was absorbed by the encyclopedias. On 
the other hand, the needs of the schools and their pupils called for a briefer 
17 CE A. B. Mulder-Bakker. 'Alexander der Grosse in der WeItchronik von Frutolf von 
Michelsberg. ' Alexander the Great in the Middle Ages. Ed. by W. J. Aerts, Jos. M. M. 
Hermans, Elizabeth Visser. Nijmegen 1978,108-141. 
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treatment of the history of the world, for works of a more propaedeutical nature. 
Works which were tailored towards these needs displayed a more superficial 
treatment of the history, as is seen in works like Honorius' Imago mundi. 
19 But 
universal chronicles were not only expanded or condensed to suit the needs of 
new readers, material not belonging to universal history proper was often 
introduced, thereby pushing out the limits of the genre. Some compilers 
expanded their works with extensive passages on contemporary and/or local 
history, other chronicles came close to being collections of exempla. 
20 That is for 
instance true of a sub-genre, the so-called Chronicae Martinianae, modelled on 
the chronicle by Martin of Troppau and popular with the new orders, Dominicans 
and Franciscans. 21 In the later Middle Ages the distinctions between the different 
genres therefore seem to become even more blurred. This is related to the fact 
that, as a result of the development in education whereby the laity became more 
literate, historiography became more diverse, as mentioned above. Rather than 
aiming to tell the history of mankind and the greatest secular powers, such as 
kings and emperors, people increasingly wrote works directed at a special, 
limited group, local history flourished and vernacular languages became an 
accepted medium for historical writing alongside Latin. 22 By the twelfth and 
thirteenth centuries world chronicles in the the vernacular start to appear, first in 
verse, later also in prose. 23 
The development of universal history writing in the later Middle Ages 
has not been adequately studied. As is evident from what has been said above, 
the spectrum of works which could fall under the category is wide and the 
diversity increases as the Middle Ages wear on. With that and with the increasing 
number of works, which in turn become potential sources for other works, the 
focus of research unavoidably shifts more towards the role of the compiler and to 
18 Brincken, Studien, 195. 
19 Some of these books use illustration extensively, cf. for instance a richly illuminated 
manuscript in the Corpus Christi College library, Cambridge, CCCC 83 fol. (13 th c. ), where 
biblical history together with lists of popes and emperors is shown largely through pictures. 
20 K. Schnith. Thronik - Allgemeine Fragestellung und Überblick über die mittelalterliche 
Chronistik' LdM 2,1959. 
21 Idem, 'Martins-Chroniken. ' LdM 6,349-3 50. 
22 Schmale, Funktion und Formen, 152-153. 23 th As an example of vernacular world chronicles one might mention a recently edited 15 C. 
Scottish universal chronicle, The Sex Werkdays and Agis. Ed. by L. A. J. R. Houwen. Groningen 
1990. On the genesis of the metrical chronicles cf. Sven-Bertil Jansson. Medelfidens 
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the purpose he meant his work to serve. Bernard Guende has arguedý 4 that in 
compilations from the thirteenth century one can perceive a development towards 
a more catholic taste on the part of compilers in their selection of material (which 
agrees well with what was said above about renewed interest in secular rulers, for 
instance), and also an emerging distinction between author and compiler. The art 
of excerpting the works of earlier authors and making a new work out of them 
seems to become a more clearly defined activity, where the virtue of the compiler 
lies in conciseness and in the quality of judgment he shows in choosing his 
material. The reader is not left in any doubt as to the nature of the work he has in 
his hands. It is made clear in the title and/or in the prologue that it is a 
compilation and with time compilers even begin to divulge their names to their 
readers, which indicates that their profession has reached a more elevated status. 
It is worth bearing these developments in mind when it comes to assessing the 
achievement of the compilers of 764. 
rimbonikor. Studier ifunktion, stoff, form. (Studia litterarum Upsaliensia 8. ) Nyk6ping 1971, 
although he leaves universal chronicles out of his main discussion. 
24 Bernard Guende. Vhistorien et la compilation au XII? si&le. ' Journal des savants (1985), 
119-135. 
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2. Universal histoly in Iceland. 
2.1. The origins of universal history in Iceland. 
It has already been mentioned (p. 223) that the chronology of Bede was the one 
adopted by the earliest known historians in Iceland and his chronographical 
works were undoubtedly known in some form to educated Icelanders from the 
eleventh century onwards. The works of Honorius Augustodunensis were also 
introduced into Iceland early on, as were Isidore's Etymologies. The Latin 
tradition of composing a chronicle of main events through the aetates mundi thus 
became known to Icelandic writers through the works of Isidore, Bede and 
Honorius, and Icelanders seem to have attempted a vernacular version of 
'heimsaldrar', or 'aldartala' early on - the writing of universal history thus 
belongs to the earliest attempts at historical writing in Iceland. 25 Two works of 
the kind, still extant, can be dated to the twelfth century, one with certainty, 
namely Veraldar saga. For the other the evidence is circumstantial, but Steffin 
Karlsson has argued convincingly that the Heimsaldrar preserved in AM 194 
8vo were originally committed to vellum sometime during the period 1121- 
113 9.26 
Veraldar saga and Heimsaldrar thus stand as examples of an early phase 
of universal history writing in Iceland. Both these works are relatively brief and 
would be classified as series temporum in A. -D. van den Brincken's scheme. 
Heimsaldrar is the shorter of two. The story of the Jewish people naturally 
dominates the narrative but place is nevertheless found for other Mediterranean 
peoples and rulers, e. g. the Trojans, the Romans and the Egyptians. The account 
effectively comes to an end with the fifth age, for nothing is related of events in 
the sixth age. As was discussed in chapter 11.5.3. (p. 156), it is plausible that the 
Heimsaldrar, in the version we know it, was in part ultimately based on 
Honorius' Imago mundi. 
25 Cf. Sverrir T6masson. 'Heimsaldrar og annAlar. ' islensk Wmenntasaga 1. Ed. by Visteinn 
61ason. Reykjavik 1992,402-410. On Ari Porgilsson's European models cf. also 61afla 
Einarsd6ttir, Studier, 19-36. 
26 Stefdn Karlsson. 'Fr66leiksgreinar frd t6lftu old. ' Afmcelisrit J6ns HeIgasonar 30. j4nf 1969. 
Reykjavik 1969,347-349. 
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Veraldar saga is significantly longer than Heimsaldrar. It exists in two 
versions, A and B. A differs from B in that it omits allegorical glosses on the first 
five aetates which Jakob Benediktsson, who edited the work, believes to have 
been part of the original version. Veraldar saga brings history down to the times 
of Frederic 11 Barbarossa, making the year of the emperor's death, 1190, a 
plausible terminus ante quem for the composition of the work. 27 It includes, in 
the fifth age, material on Troy, Aeneas and the beginnings of the Roman empire. 
In the sixth age, the story follows the emperors, from Augustus and Tiberius to 
the fall of the Western Roman state, whereafter the thread runs through the 
Carolingians and the emperors of the Holy Roman empire. Much attention is 
devoted to significant events in the history of the Church. 
There are four medieval manuscripts or fragments of Veraldar saga 
extant, the oldest dated to c. 1200, as well as several younger copies. Jakob 
Benediktsson suggested that the work might be a translation of a Latin source, a 
world chronicle based on Bede and Isidore to which an account of the history of 
the Holy Roman empire had been added . 
28 But Jakob further conceded that 
Veraldar saga's author must have treated his source (or sources) quite freely, 
modifying the text when he thought necessary, adding information and 
modifying the formulation. 29 Given that it has sofar proved impossible to point to 
a specific source for Veraldar saga, the view that it was an original compilation 
by an Icelander has been gaining ground . 
30 As discussed in chapter 11.5.2. (p. 
153), it is likely that for some of his information the author of Veraldar saga 
depended on the same source as 764. 
As will have become evident in previous chapters, the relationship 
between 764 and these earlier works, as well as other fragments mentioned in 
chapters 11.5.2. -11.5.3., is a tangled one and there is little hope of solving the 
riddle once and for all. But it seems reasonable to conclude that the earliest phase 
of universal history writing in Iceland saw the composition of other works 
comparable to Veraldar saga and Heimsaldrar (insofar as this piece can be 
counted representative of early Icelandic learning). It is equally plausible to think 
that it was chiefly Honorius' Imago mundi which lay behind such composition, 
27 Jakob Benediktsson (ed. ). Veraldar saga. STUAGNL 6 1. Kobenhavn 1944, Iiii. 
28 Ibid 
, 
Iii. 
29 Ibid , Iiii. 
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though without implying that he was ever the sole authority the Icelandic authors 
turned to, and that such a twelfth-century compilation, perhaps more than one, 
ultimately served as a source for 764. 
The seeds of the chronicle in 764 had thus already been sown in the 
twelfth century. This is true in terms of content as well as form. Some of the 
material which ultimately found its way into 764 was already available to those 
who were compiling Heimsaldrar and Veraldar saga. And the frame to which 
the scribes of 764 adhere seems to be more or less in place in Veraldar saga with 
its progression from the history of the Mediterranean area to the kings and 
emperors north of the Alps, and its slant towards Church history. 
The influence of universal history can be detected in other Icelandic 
works which would hardly be classified as world chronicles. In chapter 11.5.1. it 
was discussed how compilers in the thirteenth and above all the fourteenth 
century endeavoured to bring together works that would illustrate the course of 
history from the Creation to the time of Christ. AM 226 fol. and Hauksb6k were 
there taken as examples of such compilations. (That enterprise is mirrored in 
compilations of indigenous material, where the content is different but the 
method, whereby several (long) texts are linked together to forge a continuous 
history, is similar. One can here point to the Sturlunga saga compilation as an 
example or the large works covering the reigns of Norwegian kings: 
Morkinskinna, Fagrskinna and Heimsk-ringla. ) AM 764 4to, with its wealth of 
disparate material and firm commitment to an aetates-based chronology, is a 
different kind of work. It is to its place in the development of universal history, 
in Iceland and generally, that we must now turn. 
2.2.764 and the tradition of universal histoly. 
Scribe A begins fol. Ir with the following words: 
1 upphafi Pessa litla annäla bmklings skulu ver skrifa nukkut litit af heimskringlunni ok af 
Peiin löndum er 1 henni standa ok eigi slör höfuöborgum, hversu Pxr hafa 1 fyrstu smiöaz 
til Pess at 1j6sara verbi lesanda manni eöa tilhlýbanda beira atburöa eöa tlöenda er voröit 
hafa frä Pvf er guö skapaöi veröldina ok vir höfum fundit 1 b6kum skilrfkum eöa annälum 
fyrri manna ok svä hefr (Irl-5). 
30 Cf . Sverrir T6masson, 'Heimsaldrar og annSlar', 404-405. 
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This preface is brief but nevertheless says something about the view the scribes 
had of their work. They call it 'litill anndla bxklingr' which must be taken as an 
instance of affected modesty given the size and scope of the book. The use of the 
term 'anndlar' indicates a preoccupation with chronological treatment of past 
events and implies that the scribes viewed their work as a series temporum. They 
intend to tell of events which have occurred since God created the world, so it is 
clear that their history begins with the Creation and that it is a Christian history. 
The scribe also states explicitly that this is not an original work but depends on 
books and annals compiled by previous generations. Their account of the history 
of the world is preceded by a passage on the orbis terrae, regions and towns, for 
the benefit of the reader or the listener. 
The preface thus contains allusions to the nature of the work, its scope, its 
orientation, its sources and compilation, and its audience. These elements merit a 
closer inspection. 
Although the words 'litill anndla bxklingr' indicate a short work 
resembling a work of the series temporum subtype, it is clear that neither is AM 
764 a 'bxklingr' nor is its content adequately described by the word 'anndlar'. 
The second half of the manuscript contains a lot of material which is not brought 
under any chronological headings, and even though one were to take the words 
'anndla bxklingr' to refer only to the first half - the chronicle - that part still 
contains passages and chapters which are far longer than any entry in annals. If 
we were to use A. -D. van den Brincken's subcategories to describe 764, we 
would thus have to say that the chronicle partakes of two categories, namely the 
series temporum and the mare historiarum. For the scribes show themselves to 
be most concerned with keeping track of the chronology with the tools available 
to them: calculations of the years within each aetas, genealogies and other lists 
etc. But their work also contains parts where stories of certain events are told in 
full, e. g. Judith's killing of Holofernes, the Triumvirate and the fate of Julius 
Caesar, the story of St Martha and the dragon. The last example just mentioned 
further reveals that legendary material, miracles and exempla were also seen to 
merit inclusion. With all the necessary reservations, that may be said to be a 
characteristic of a late medieval universal chronicle (cf. pp. 225-226) and we can 
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point to Feraldar saga, where no miracles or legends are found, for contrasting 
comparison. 
The scope of the work is thus broad in terms of genres. The same is true 
of its chronological scope which extends from the earliest beginnings before 
Adam and to the thirteenth century. There the sources apparently run dry and the 
scribes dare not, it seems, add anything unvouched for by other (earlier) writers. 
The scribes also shy away from commenting upon the material they are copying 
and they make no attempt at linking the events they are recording with 
contemporary events in their own environment, which is a practice often seen in 
universal chronicles. They do not, it seems, see it as part of their task to record 
Icelandic history or make any allusions to domestic events. The geographical 
scope depends, like the historiographical one, on the sources, as is inevitable. 
Because the main source for medieval history in the chronicle is the Chronica 
Martini, the events recorded are those related to the popes and emperors listed 
there. 764 is thus linked to German chronicle writing, as is Veraldar saga albeit 
through a different source. (It is interesting that works written by Dominicans are 
among the most important sources for 764. There is Martin of Troppau's 
chronicle, already mentioned, and Compendium theologicae veritatis by Hugo 
Ripelin of Strassburg which turned out to be the ultimate source for most of the 
matter in the eighth age in 764. ) Honorius Augustodunensis is thought to have 
spent the last part of his life on German soil, at or near Regensburg, but he 
probably wrote Imago mundi, the work which provided some of the material in 
764, while in England. In the present context it is convenient to see Honorius as a 
bridge between English and German traditions of learning for 764 contains a lot 
of material which originated in England. The most extensive passage of that kind 
in the chronicle is of course the chapters from Breta s5gur, but passages on Bede 
and on English saints later in the manuscript also reveal a connection with 
English hagiography. 
The different regions of medieval Europe were of course united by the 
over-arching hegemony of the Roman church. The orientation of the chronicle in 
764 is never in doubt - it is a Christian world history, as is made clear by scribe 
A in the preface. In compiling it the scribes followed the rich tradition of 
medieval universal chronicles, but drew on material made available to them 
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through the relations established between the Icelandic church and ecclesiastical 
institutions in neighbouring countries. 31 
When scribe A writes that he/she and his/her collaborators are relating 
events which they have found in books and annals 'fyrri manna' the reference is 
to works by his/her fellow countrymen. This is of course not evident from the 
formulation, but the investigation of 764's sources which has been carried out as 
a part of this thesis strongly suggests that little or nothing of the material 
included in the manuscript was translated directly for the book. The fact that the 
scribes make no bones about the debt they owe to previous writers may, if we 
believe Bernard Guen6e's analysis of the development of compilation in the 
thirteenth century, be seen as another characteristic of late medieval chronicles. 
The wording of the scribe could be taken to indicate that compilation from 
already existing sources was seen as an activity separate from original writing. 
This is not to say that people in the Middle Ages could not tell whether they were 
writing their own text or copying someone else's, but rather that the act of 
compiling books from existing sources had become so widespread or common as 
to be regarded as a special kind of book production. 
That kind of production presupposes a wealth of existing material. And a 
wealth of material puts the onus on the compiler when it comes to choosing what 
to include. The choice must necessarily be affected by the prospective audience 
of the book. Scribe A referred to readers and listeners in his/her preface and we 
shall now, lastly, sum up what can be concluded about the purpose and audience 
of 764. 
2.3. The purpose and audience of AM 764 4to 
As discussed in chapter 1.3. of this thesis there is convincing paleographical and 
orthographical evidence for assigning 764 to a scribal school active in 
Skagafj6r8ur in the latter half of the fourteenth century and associated with the 
farm Akrar and the convent at Reynista6ur. The fact that the manuscript contains 
predominantly religious texts of various kinds, e. g. bible passages, saints' lives, 
miracles, exempla from Vitae patrum, seems to speak in favour of making 
31 Cf. Sverrir T6masson. Formdlar islenskra sagnaritara d miJbIdum Ranns6kn 
b6kmenntahefdar. Reykjavik 1988,18-19. 
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Reynista8ur the place where 764 was compiled. The scribes needed access to 
quite a number of books, it seems, and the convent certainly possessed at least a 
modest library. The oldest document with detailed information about the books at 
Reynistabur is an inventory from 1525. Among the works listed there we find 
'biblia. ... vitas patnun ... niculaus saga og gudmundar saga ... 
ij backur med 
jarteignurn af mariu og kallamagnus saga', 32 which might all have been used by 
the 764 scribes although they clearly had other works to draw on as well. 
In excerpting the books available to them and giving the compilation its 
form the scribes are likely to have been directed by the intended purpose of the 
book. If indeed the book was produced for the nunnery at Reynista6ur, what 
specifically was the aim in its compilation? We can turn the question around and 
ask whether nuns needed a special kind of book. 
There are medieval books specifically made for women, among them the 
Speculum virginum, a work aimed at nuns or novices. 33 As religious houses for 
women multiplied in number in the later Middle Ages, not least in Northern 
Europe, book production flourished in many convents. 34 The increasing number 
of women who took the veil also provided a milieu for the development of 
literary genres or types of books speciflcally aimed at their group, such as the 
Speculum virginum. 35 The work was probably compiled in the middle of the 
twelfth century6 and is preserved in over fifty manuscripts, some of which 
contain the work translated into a vernacular language - there is for instance a 
Swedish translation extant, made in the fifteenth century at the Birgittine house 
at Vadstena. 37 The work comprises twelve books and is in the form of a long 
dialogue between the priest Peregrinus and the nun Theodora, virgo Christi. It 
contains discussion of the various aspects of virginity, chastity and life under a 
religious rule. After discussing the virginal state as the perfect imitatio Christi 
32 DI IX, 32 1. 
33 Speculum virginum. Ed. by Jutta Seyfarth. (CCCM 5. ) Turnhout 1990. 
34 Joan M. Ferrante. 'The education of women in the Middle Ages in theory, fact and fantasy. ' 
Beyond their sex. Learned women ofthe Europeanpast. Ed. by Patricia H. Labalme. New York 
1980,15-16. CE also Herbert Grundmann. Religiöse Bewegungen im Mittelalter. 
Untersuchungen über die geschichtlichen Zusammen hänge zwischen der Ketzerei den 
Bettelorden und der religiösen Frauenbewegung im 12. und 13. Jahrhundert und über die 
geschichtlichen Grundlagen der deutschen Mystik. Berlin 1935,170-198; Edith Ennen. Frauen 
im Mittelalter. München 19 84,110-123. 
35 Jutta Seyfarth (ed. ). Speculum virginum. (CCCM 5. ) Turnhout 1990,17-18. 36 Ibid., 32-37. 
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and the importance of renouncing the world and taking the veil, the dialogue 
turns to virtues and vices. Chastity and humility are praised but the virgin is 
warned against pride. To illustrate the virtues women from the history of 
mankind are presented (Book IV), among them the Old Testament heroes Judith 
and Jael. 38 The most important role model for virgins, however, is the Virgin 
Mary herself and she is accordingly given ample room in the book. The 
Speculum virginum also contains a section on the hexadmeron and the six ages of 
the world (Book VIII) which is intended to show how the spirit gradually 
conquers over the flesh - how the virtues gain ground as mankind progresses 
through history. Book IX is characterised by numerology and there the seven 
spiritual gifts are recounted as well as several other phenomena grouped in 
sevens (e. g. the main events in Christ's life, the cardinal virtues). The work ends 
with an exposition of the Paternoster. 39 This crude description cannot be the 
basis for an extensive comparison between Speculum virginum and 764, but a 
couple of significant features should be pointed out. 
First, it is important to note that the two works are very different in form. 
The Speculum virginum is in the well-known form of a dialogue between a 
master (Peregrinus) and a pupil (Theodora) and the diverse material in the book 
is united by its theme: virginity as the means to exalt the spirit so that it may be 
unified with God. 764 nowhere uses the dialogue form and its main theme is not 
spirituality or life in a convent. It is a universal history whose unifying element is 
chronology as ordered within the aetates. 
It is on the other hand noteworthy that both works contain material and 
references of a similar kind. The hexadmeron and the six ages of the world are 
obvious links but since they are ubiquitous in medieval literature this detracts 
somewhat from the significance of the parallel. The seven spiritual gifts are 
likewise common, but it is a theme associated with spirituality and may thus be 
counted especially suited to people of religious orders. But the most valuable 
37 Matthaus Bernard. Speculum virginum. Geistigkeit und Seelenleben der Frau im 
Hochmittelalter. K61n. 1955,6-13; Anne Holtsmark. 'Didaktisk litteratur. ' KLNM 3,73. 
38 Speculum virginum, 105. Judith and Jael are praised for their humility as well as their 
courage and so are a string of secular women, e. g. Semiramis and Helena, Constantine's 
mother, both included in 764. 
39 An overview of the content and structure of the work is given in Bernard, Speculum 
virginum, 20-21 and Einar Mdr J6nsson. Le miroir. Naissance dun genre littiraire. Paris 1995, 
176-181. 
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parallel between the two works is the way historical characters, mostly women, 
are presented to the reader as models - in the Speculum virginum this is done 
explicitly, in 764 implicitly (cf. pp. 142-143). It has been argued that from the 
twelfth century onwards the imitation of saints took on increased importance in 
the spirituality of men and women vowed to conventual life. Writers of the time 
6voice explicit theories of the impact of one person on another as a shaping by or 
adoption of patterns that affect the outer as well as the inner person' . 
40 Women 
and men of the past became examples to follow or shirk from, and every man or 
woman was himself/herself a model to others. The essence of religious life was 
of course the imitation of Christ and the apostles, but increasing diversification 
of religious orders meant there were many models on offer. It seems only natural 
that when seeking models who could inspire (young) nuns to imitate Christ, the 
author of the Speculum virginum and the compilers of 764 should choose female 
heroes of the past. 
There seems thus to be some case for arguing that AM 764 4to is indeed a 
4 women's book' - that were it the product of a monastery the choice of material 
would probably have been somewhat different. As the stories of women were 
meant to edify and to influence the every day conduct of the readers and 
listeners, the book might have been used for reading out, for instance at table. 
The first half of 764, can however, hardly be described as a story-book, and some 
sections do not seem ideal for the purpose of reading out aloud (e. g. the list of 
popes). It is, after all, a universal history and although model-women are 
presented there, that does not seem to be the sole object of the exercise. 
The sheer amount of material included in the manuscript and the almost 
relentless emphasis on brevitas leads one to suspect that this was a work not 
principally intended for edifying entertainment, but rather for the schoolroom 
where a lot of disparate things had to be taken on board and committed to 
memory. The pedagogy of listing things is evident in many places - one could 
mention the plagues in Egypt (3vl3-16), the Commandments (3v19-23), the 
books attributed to Moses (3v24) and to Solomon (432-33), the major and the 
minor prophets (10rl-3,24-25), the apostles (16v18-27) and so on and so forth. 
There is also an emphasis on linking characters in the history to place-names, 
40 Caroline Walker Bynum. 'Did the twelfth century discover the individualT Jesus as Mother. 
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truly intertwining geography and history as indeed scribe A proclaims in his/her 
short preface. It has been mentioned frequently on these pages that the compilers 
of 764 set great store by chronology. This is evident not only in their endeavour 
to maintain ordo temporum, but also in the way precise dates of events are given 
by referring to the liturgical year. It is for instance recorded that Christ resisted 
the temptation in the desert 'J. nott eftir festurn Valentini martyris' (l5r25-26) 
and that the Creation took place three nights before the feast of St Benedict 
(107-39). There are thus numerous references to chronography although the 
book does not contain 'rim'. There is also, here and there, information 
concerning hymns and other liturgical texts. The evangelists are all named 
(17r26-32), but it is also recorded e. g. that Isaiah was the author of the canticles 
Confitebor and Domine audiv! (4vl5), Habacuc composed Audite coell quae 
loquar (902), St Ambrose and St Augustine the Te Deum (20v25-26) and 
Athanasius Quicumque vult (2lrl9). All these bits and pieces have their place in 
the formal education of a Christian. 
Children were sent to Reynista6ur for educational purposes, as was 
mentioned in chapter 1.3. (p. 56). It is likely that they were taught, at least partly, 
by some of the nuns. Little is known about the education of Icelandic nuns but 
the literature is not entirely without references to learned women. J6ns saga helga 
(B-version) tells of a woman, Ingunn jungfr6, at the school at H61ar: she was no 
less learned in 'b6klistir' than her male fellow students - 'kenndi hon morgurn 
grammaticam'. 41 Although the schools at H61ar and Skdlholt were probably the 
most august institutions of learning in the country, priests were also educated in 
the monasteries and nunneries, where their schooling is likely to have 
encompassed the trivium and something of the quadrivium, albeit to a varying 
degree of thoroughness. To cover the curriculum the teachers and pupils needed 
texts of diverse kinds. 
We do not have a clear picture of the books and texts used in the 
teaching. The grammars of Donatus and Priscianus were undoubtedly part of the 
elementary curriculum and inventories from Icelandic monasteries list Isidore's 
Etymologiae, Grecismus by Eberhard of Bdthune and Doctrinale by Alexander 
de Villa-Dei to name but a few. Honorius' Elucidarius, Pope Gregory's 
Studies in the Spirituality ofthe High Middle Ages. Berkeley 1982,97. 
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Dialogues and Alcuin's De virtutibus et vitiis were translated early on, and some 
of the works of St Augustine were undoubtedly known and used. 42 This is by no 
means an exhaustive list of the books mentioned in charters, but although we 
possess the titles of some of the works which made up the libraries of these 
institutions it is difficult to determine which of them were used for teaching and 
at what level. In the words of Niels Haastrup: 
Det kan ikke uden videre fastsläs, hvilke skoleboger man har brugt i de middelalderlige 
skoler; og langt mindre kan det med sikkerhed siges, hvilke skoleboger der var centralt 
placeret pä de forskellige niveauer, og hvilke der blot tjente som sekundxrt lxrestot. 
But he continues: 
De hAndskrifter der bwrer tydeligst skolepraeg, er ofte blandingshAndskrifter med en lang 
r, Tkke excerpter og notater, oftest af uidentificerede forfattere, utvivlsomt nedskrevct efter 
diktat fra lacrere (ofte w1dre disciple) og sAledes overleveret i generationer. 43 
This is indeed reminiscent of 764. The compilation of the chronicle in 764 was a 
teamwork, sometimes slightly chaotic, but nevertheless organised. It was in all 
likelihood an original compilation as can be seen from the additions and changes 
the scribes made in its make-up as they went along (cf. the repetition of the story 
of Habacuc, the slips inserted here and there to add information about events 
already covered, etc. ). It does not seem to have been written down to dictation; 
many sections are clearly copied from other manuscripts. But it is very likely that 
the aim was to collect most of the material at hand which could be used in the 
schooling of nuns and clerics. The fact that the work is in many ways rough 
around the edges might suggest that this book was a draft, a first attempt at an 
ambitious compilation which was meant to cover the history of the world from 
its origins and possibly right up to the times of the scribes. Such may have been 
the intention of the compilers at Reynista6ur - whether that was the case and 
whether such plans ever came to fruition, we will never know. We only possess 
the work as it appears in AM 764 4to which is in itself a worthy monument to the 
ambition and diligence of these unknown scribes in Skagafj6r6ur. 
41 Biskupas6gurgefnar4tqfhinu IslenzkabAmentafilagi. I. Kaupmannahdfn 1858,241. 
42 Sverrir T6masson, Formdlar, 29-33. CE also Anne Holtsmark, "Didaktisk litteratur', 71-73 
and Gunnar Har6arson (ed. ) Prj&&ingar 1, Trdarfrd midoldum. Reykjavik 1989,7-19. 
43 Niels Haastrup. 'Skoleboger. ' KLMM 15,642. 
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APPENDIX I 
The content of AM 764 4to 
The aim of this list is to give an idea of the content of the manuscript as a whole. 
The material in Part I is not listed in detail but references are given to chapters in 
the thesis where more elaborate lists of the content can be found. For the material 
in Part II references are made to editions of passages and parallel texts. 
Part I 
Ir1-Iv29 Description of the world 
Iv3O-2v2O Prima aetas: The hexaýmeron; Adam-Lamech (cf. p. 84) 
WO-305 Secunda aetas: Noah and the Flood; the Tower of Babel 
3r15-3v3 Tertia aetas: Abraham-Amram (cf. p. 99) 
3v34r2O Quarta aetas: Moses-Saul (cf. p. 99) 
4r2O-l4r27 Quinta aetas: David-Augustus (cf. p. 100) 
426-5v25 Daniel 
503-9r4l Judith 
9vl-8 Alexander the Great 
9v8-14 The Maccabees 
9v22-lOr4l Prophets 
1007-1 IrI2 The Trojan war 
llv4-12v4l Breta. s6gur 
13rl-14rl9 R6mverj a saga 
14r27-2lv4l Sexta aetas: Christ-Antichrist 
14v5-30 De infantia Salvatoris 
14r27-16rl4 The Gospels (cf. p. 173) 
l5vI 1-166 St Martha 
16rl4-16vl7 The vision of Elisabeth of Sch6nau 
l6v17-27 Postulatal (cf. p. 19 1) 
16v27-17r2l De bello Judaico 
17r32-17vl4 The Letter of Lentulus 
17vl5-2Ov8 Chronica Martini 
l8bis Gregory the Great 
2W-12/204-12 Inventio crucis 
20vl2-2lr2O Church Fathers and other holy men 
21 r2O-2 I v3 Vitae patrum 
210-25 Emperor Constantine 
22rl-17 Antichrist 
22r18-22v21 Septima aetas: Hell, purgatory and refrigerium sanctorum 
three exempla 
22v22-23v4 Octava aetas: Judgment Day and celestial bliss 
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Part 11 
Ex = exemplum 
Mar. = Mariu saga 
Mir miraculum 
Par parallel text 
VP Vitae patrum 
23v5-25rl4 Remigius saga (Ed. HMS 11,222-227. ) 
25rl4-25v25 VP (Par. HMS 11,625.35-628.7) 
26v29-38 BVM Mir. Inc. Einn g66r Gu6s ma6r fann fyr Abldstr heilags anda 
27rl-3Or4 Saga heilags Malci (Ed. HMS 1,437-446. ) 
30r5-3Ov6 Un samedi par nuit (Ed. Widding and Bekker-Nielsen. 'A Debate of the Body and 
Soul', 280-289. ) 
3 Ov7-3 Ir VP (Par. HMS 11,662-4. ) 
31 r4-17 GregDial (Par. HMS 1,243. ) 
3lrl8-28 VP Inc. Nukkur einsetu ma6r sd um dag hvar einn riddari rei(3 ok skjal<d>sveinn 
hans 
31 r28-32 VP (Par. HMS 11,63 0.24-3 1. ) 
31 r32-3 IQ Ex. Inc. Sd var einn riddari eigandi vel penga haldandi rfkuligt borb dagliga 
31v2-13 Cirus king of Persia changes Eufrates' course; death of St Nicholas 
3lvl4-24 St Ursula 
31v24-30 Ex. Inc. i ýeim kastala er Emaus heitir fmddiz d nukkurum tima einn smdsveinn 
algjOrr at allri skipan upp til nafla en upp ýa6an voru ij. 
3100-37 Nikolaus saga (Par. HMS 11,83.13-23. ) 
310741 GregDial (Par. HMS 1,245.15-30) 
32rl-27 BVM Mir. (Par. Mar. 104849, cf. also 764 26v29-38) 
32r28-32v24 Ex. (Par. Islendzk awentyr! 1,24-26. ) 
32v24-33r29 Ex. Inc. I Italia landi stendr 0 kirkja er Trajectis heitir. V6x <Par> upp einn ungr 
madr er Heinrekr hdt 
336040 BVM Mir. (Par. Mar. 815-816. ) 
33v Somniale Danielis (Ed. Turville-Petre, 'An Icelandic version of the Somniale 
Danielis, '19-36. ) 
lacuna 
34rl-24 St Walburga. Mir. beg. def. Expl. margfaldar ýakkir haesta gu6s konungs er einn 
gerir ddsamliga hluti A himni ok Aj Wu 
34r25-33 St Walburga. Mir. Inc. t ýeim sta8 er heitir Thile 
3434-348 St Walburga. Mir. Inc. Enn var annar ma6r litt haldinn f Pvf Porpi er Wisibadun 
kallaz 
34v9-34v2O St Walburga. Mir. Inc. hdlfum Gallie ok Equitannie 
34V21-36 St Walburga. Mir. Inc. dnni Rfn stendr ein litil ey 
34v37- St Walburga. Mir. Inc. Pv( ýorpi er heitir Santuvic. End def. 
lacuna 
35r1-16 St Sunniva. Mir. beg. def. ExpL Peim sama sd lof ok dyrö, smmd ok viröing um 
allar aldri veralda. 
35rl7-35v24 VP (Par. HMS 11,655.3-656.34. ) 
35v25-31 VP (Par. HMS 11,656.35-657.6. ) 
35v32-38 VP (Par. HMS 11,657.7-20. ) 
350941 VP (Par. HMS 11,657.21-32. ) 
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lacuna 
36rl-5 St Cuthbert (cf BHL 2021 (ch. 3 8-3 9)) 
36r6-19 Venerable Bede (Ed. Turville-Petre. 'Legends of England in Icelandic 
Manuscripts', 107. ) 
36r2O-27) BVM Mir. Inc. Nokkur si6samr klerkr var f hAlfam Borgundie 
36r28-32 BVM: Mir. Inc. Svd fmnz skTifat i miraculis smllar Marie 
360-23 The writings of Church fathers 
36v24-34 St Peter. Inc. Enencius ok Valerius .... byskupar f6ru norbr um 
fall 
3604-38 St Peter. Inc. Petrus sendi ok Martialern 
37rl-18 VP. Inc. Nokkur heilagr Wir byggjandi f ey6im6rk var upp gripinn in exstasism. 
(cf. HMS 11,608.6-609.6, but that is a different text) 
37v St Edward the Confessor (Par. 'Saga Jdtvar6ar kondngs hins helga, 'ANOH 1852, 
14-16) 
lacuna 
38rl-34 English rulers, beg. def. (seems to be a much abridged version of Breta sogur cf. 
ANOH 1849,134-144. ) 
38r35-38v23 VP. (Ed. Tveitane. Den larde stil, 20-2 1. ) 
38v24-39r2 Bishop J6n Halld6rsson (IsIendzk awenlyri, 84) 
396-40M Chapters from 61afs saga Tryggvasonar (Ed. 61afs saga Tryggvasonar en mesta 
111,67-71) 
40r2141 Upphaf allra, frAsagna (Par. FMS X1,412-414. ) 
40vl4I World description (Ed. Simek, Altnordische Kosmographie, 445446. ) 
lacuna 
162 fol. m 
I r-2r Genelogies (Ed. Byskupa segur 1,7-12) 
2v Brot um foman Atr4=6 (VP) (Par. Edda Snorra Sturlusonar 111852, 
635-636. ) 
4lr43v35 Annals (Ed. Islandske Annaler, 216-229). 
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APPENDIX 11 
AM 764 4to ff. 1-23v: Transcript 
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